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Free demo disks while supplies last!
To get yours, visit your local retailer. Or download your free demo and custom Lords II theme pack from our
Web site at http://www.sierra.com/games/lords2. Order your advance copy today by calling (800) 75 7- 7707.

Catapults are excellent for
creating "backdoor" attacks and
catching your rivals by surprise .
Douse the enemy with boiling oil
- but beware of flaming arrows!

Storm the
castle using
siege towers.
Use the
mini-map to
plan troop
positioning.
Break down castle
walls using the
mighty catapult.
When victory
is imminent,
use the
0

Mop,Up,.

tool to finish
off the enemy.

Build your own medieval weapons including swords, maces ,
pikes, crossbows, longbows, knight armor and pitchforks hey, the peasants gotta have something to fight with.

All herald the arrival of Lords of the
Realm II. It's the late 13 th Century and
the Crown of England is up for grabs. It's
time to sharpen your pitchforks. Round
up your archers. And fortify your garrison.
It's a fight to the finish against your fellow
lords. Where the winner becomes King.
And the loser has bloody hell to pay.
A sequel to the award-winning Lords of
the Realm, this medieval strategy/action
game separates the men from the boys.
With challenging new tactics. Rich animation. Armor-piercing weaponry. And
real-time battles that are frighteningly
authentic. An improved interface makes
start-up easy. Plus, you can clash head-tohead via modem, or 4 lords can lay siege
at one time via network.
Prepare to smash your way to the throne
in the battle of your life. Because in the
end, you're either King - or you're dead.
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designate trademarks of, or lice nsed to Sierra O n-Line, Inc. All tights reserved. Runs on Windows 95 or DOS.

fter 15 years of publishing the #1
Computer Game Magazine, we've
seen more computer games than
anyone. Now, for the first time
ever, we present our ultimate list of the best and
worst PC games of all time. In this commemorative section, we stroll down memory lane to
reward the greatest gaming accomplishments,
castigate games that were ripped untimely from
the development womb, sneer at the flakiest gaming peripherals, ridicule the worst excuses for
plotlines, honor the most influential people in the
gaming industry, and celebrate lots more of the
best and worst of 15 years of computer gaming.
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he 30 revolution may be slower
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Technical Editor Loyd Case gets down in the

mer Editor of OMNI magazine, talks to noted designers and

trenches to separate the winners from the

futurists to map out gaming's destiny.

weenies in the 30 wars.

less PONG, could have envisioned the graphics,
sound and playability of today's games. Who knows

what gaming will become in the next 15 years? Keith Ferrell, for-

pated, but the cards are finally
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Anderson, Chuck. Sergeant. Leads 2nd _Platoon's Recon team. Probably gotta
wife back home. Damn good soldier. You giv e him an order and he figures
out the best way to get the job done. So what's he doing cowering behind
that bombed-out farmhouse?
Saving his own butt.
That's what you should expect if you order him to do some.thing crazy. In
Close Combat ev~rything reacts like
it does on the battlefield, from
the ripping canvas hiss of the German
MG42 machine gun to the screams

of the men it hits. It all goes down
right in front of you. In real time.
So there's no time to thumb through
the manual . You work your mouse like
..unericans vs. Germans:
lihicJ;.,side y ou
gonna take?

a weapon. Point and click and boom,
the shooting starts the second your

men step off Omaha Beach and it don't let up 'til they've
I.lac""• v s .
Windows$ 95:
Which side

ta ken Saint- Lo. Troops, terrain, situations - if yo~ want

you gonna take?

to get any more accurate, you'll ha ve to shave your head.

I

Wanna go head to head with other military geniuses? All you
need is a TCP/IP connection . And guts.
To experience Close Combat visit your nearest
recr~iter or head straight for • the battlefield
at http://www . m1crosoft.com/ga~es/k1ckbutt/

Microsoft·
Where do you want to go today?'"
01996 Microsoft Corporat1on . All rights reserved . Microsof and Windows are
registered trademarks and Where do you want to go today? is a trademark of
Microsoft Corporation . Mac is a trademark of Apple Computer , Inc .
Ct996AtomicGames , Inc . All rights reserved . Atomic . Atomic Games
and the At_?mic Games logo are trademarks of Atomic Games . I nc.
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~ownlo a d the trial
version and start your
basic training today .

JUST THE FAQS
hat's on the demo disk this
month? How can I find what I
want and use it? What sort of abom-

W

inations did the voice-over actors on
the CD-ROM commit this month?
What's happening next month?

PUBUSHEI
Dale Strang

EDITillllll

What's On
The CD?
This month's CGROM celebrates 15
years of outstanding
computer game coverage in CGW View the magazine's top stories from the last 15 years, hear the 15 best
game soundtracks of all time, and check out
the 15 coolest game designs from our readers. Plus, the Multi-mediocre Players make an
excruciatingly bad play of the games we'd like
to see made, and the games we never want to
see again. (Phoney accents exaggerated to
protect the guilty.)
OUAKE fans- you'll find the shareware version of the game, plus deadly tactics and
exclusive level maps to guide you to the
goodies. For simulation fans, we have an
exclusive of Philips's NET DUEL (the Internet
version of FIGHTER DUEL), and an exclusive
radar tutorial for Military Simulations' BACK TO
BAGHDAD. For the Strategy Game enthusiast,
we have exclusive WARCRAFT II scenarios and
tips, and five additional scenarios for SSl 's
FANTASY GENERAL.

How Do I Use It?
If you have Windows 95, installation is simple: The CD is Autoplay enabled- just lock
'n' load. Otherwise, from Windows 3.x, select
Run from the Program Manager menu, and
type "D:IRUN-ME" (where Dis the letter of
your CD-ROM drive) to run it straight fromthe
CD. Then type "D:\INSTALL" to create a CGW
program group on your Windows desktop. If
you have installed previous versions of the
CG-ROM, this disc will use the program
group already on your desktop.

How Do I Play
The Demos?
To view the demos, first click on Editors'
Hot Picks or Product Demos. Next, click on
your favorite genre: Action, Adventure, Simulations, Sports or Strategy. Then click on the
title of interest. Each demo has its own
instructions for installation.

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Futures Editor
Revf- Editor
Technical Editor
Associate Editor, NNS
Associate Editor
On-Line Editor/AOL
Assistant Editon

How Do I Get
The Patch Files?
Click on Patches under the CGW Features,
and then read the text window, which has
instructions on copying the files to your hard
drive. You can also access the patches from a
DOS prompt by typing "D:\PATCHES" (where
D: is the letter of your CD-ROM drive) and
copying them directly from there to your hard
drive. We strongly recommend that you back
up any previously saved games before
installing a patch, as this may overwrite your
existing program.

Editorial Assistant
Editorial Intern
Contributing Editon

Founder

How Do I Get The CG-ROM?
Newsstand issues come in two flavors: with
and without the CD. Each type is clearly
marked. If you can't find the version you want
in the store you frequent, encourage your
retailer to carry it (or subscribe to ensure that
you get a CD every month). To subscribe,
simply call (303) 665-8930, and specify that
you want the CD-ROM version.

How Do We
Classify Games?
Action/Arcade (AC): The emphasis is on
hand-eye coordination and reflexes, usually
emphasizing fast play over story or strategy.
Adventure (AD): Games wherein you control an alter ego and move through a story line
or sequence of events and puzzle-solving takes
precedence over conversation and combat.
Classics/Puzzles (CP): Classics are old
stand-bys and parlor games that appeal to
many different types of gamer. Examples
include: backgammon, bridge, chess,
MONOPOLY, parchesi, RISK, and SOLITAIRE.
Puzzle games are computer games which
emphasize spatial relationships, word games
and/or problem-solving without requiring
gamers to follow a storyline. Examples would
be: SHANGHAI, TETRIs and ZIG-ZAG.
Role-Playing (RP): RPGs are a subset of
adventure games, but stress character development, often through improving stats or other
attributes. Conversations with non-player characters (NPCs) and tactical combat are general-
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JUST THE FAQS

ly more important than in Adventure
games. Finally, the game world tends
to be large, and the plot less linear,
often with some quests/
treks outside the main story line.
Simulations (SI): Highly realistic games from a first-person
perspective: you may drive a realistically simulated race car, fly a
military aircraft with a meticulous
physics model, or swoop through
a detailed sci-ti environment.
Usually polygon-filled technology
is used to build the simulated
world on the fly.
Sports (SP): The sports game
category is a broad genre which
includes action (NBA Live) and
strategy games (FRONT PAGE SPORTS
FOOTBALL PRO) based on sports.
Strategy (SD: Problem-solving,
short- and long-range planning are

the keys here. These games almost
always emphasize resource and risk
management. This genre includes
conflict-based sci-Ii and fantasy
games (X-COM, OUTPOST, MOO), as
well as "pure" strategy games and
"software toys" such as S1MC1TY.
Wargames (WG): A subset of
strategy games, these recreate historical conflicts from a command
perspective. They may be tactical,
operational, or strategic, and stress
anything from logistics and firepower to morale and leadership.
They may be simple (PANZER
GENERAL, EMPIRE II) to incredibly
detailed and complex (PACIFIC WAR).

What Is CGW's
Reviews Policy?
1) We only review from the final
copy of the game. Though it has

become popular among PC gaming
magazines to review from late beta
copies, we feel that the reader is
best served by having the reviewer
look at the same copy of a game
that the readers will find on the
shelves. While we recognize that
this causes some delay in coverage,
we believe the reader is better
served by such caution.
2) We expect our reviewers to finish the game. We want our readers
to be assured that we do not review
based on immediate or early
impressions of a game. Our reviewers give a game ample opportunity
to show its quality. In some cases,
bugs make it impossible to finish a
game, but we identify situations
where that has occurred.
3) We make every effort to match
the reviewer to the game. We take into
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DEMOS AND STUFF

PLATFORM

DIRECTORY

EXECUTABLE

Back to Baghdad, Walkthru

Win
Win 95
DOS
DOS
Win/DOS
Win
Win
Win
Win 95
Win 95
Win
DOS
Win/DOS
n/a

via CD interface
DEMOS\DIABLO
DEMOS\ERAD
DEMOS\FANTGEN
DEMOS\FDDEMO
DEMOS\SIERRA
DEMOS\INTRPLAY
DEMOS\HKMJ
DEMOS\HBDEMO
DEMOS\176
DEMOS\MERCS
DEMOS\NEMDEMO
DEMOS\NETDUEL
PATCHES
DEMOS\SHAREWAR\QUAKE
DEMOS\QUAKEMAP
DEMOS\QTUTOR\SHRWARE
DEMOS\QTUTOR\DEATHM
DEMOS\RAVAGE
DEMOS\SIXDEMO
DEMOS\BURST
DEMOS\VFPC
DEMOS\WAR_SCEN
via CD Interface
DEMOS\INTRPLAY\WL

NONE
DIABLO.EXE
INSTALL.EXE
INSTALL.EXE
INSTALL.BAT
SETUP.EXE
GURPSI.AVI
HKMJ.EXE
SETUP.EXE
176PROM2.AVI
MERCS.AVI
INSTALL.EXE
NONE
NONE
INSTALL.EXE
ACROREAD.EXE
NONE
NONE
RAVPLYR.EXE
SETUP.EXE
INSTALL.EXE
SSP.EXE
NONE
NONE
WL.EXE
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FPS Pro Baseball '96
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Hyperblade
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DOS
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Win
DOS
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DOS
Win 95
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Wln95

DOS
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DOS
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AcommEnDABLE EFFORT.

But we offer a more creative way to kill your co-workers.

JUSTTHElitlOS

riiJNet
http://www
.zdnet.com
/gaming

keyword: CGW

consideration the preferences, background and possible biases of the
reviewer and, where possible, we find
people with actual life experience or
special backgrounds that match a
game. We beliaie this policy enhances
both the credibility of the ra,iew and
the enjoyment of gameplay when the
real world and the game world are
competently compared.
4) We do not accept free travel
from software or hardware companies. We believe such gifts have a
tacit assumption of coverage
attached to them. We will only cover
such events/launches as we believe
will benefit our readers.

all of the above). Download these
greatest-shareware games from our
AOL site, and see for yourself just
how addicting they are.

Coming Next Month
Our annual Holiday Buyer's Guide
returns with more than 50 pages of
gaming goodies for the holidays.
The CGW staff is sifting through
mountains of new and pre-release
games to show you the BEST ones

What's Up Online?
Addict them first, charge them
later. Distributing Shareware via the
Internet has proven to be a great
promotional channel for marketing
games: case in point, id Software
and its DooM, HERETIC, and
WOLFENSTEIN 3D, all of which helped
created the biggest little name in
the software industry. See which
games made CGWs list of top 15
shareware games of all time (hint:

u

100
in every category, plus hardware,
stocking stutters and children's
edutainment. It'll be huge and helpful, so check it out .
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December also marks the third
year of our highly acclaimed Ultimate
Game Machine roundup. If you need
a hot new gaming system, see next
month's issue for a complete evaluation of the hottest machines
designed specifically for gaming .
We'll test and rank the hottest rigs
from Falcon Northwest, Compaq,
NEC, Sony and Toshiba (providing
they deliver them on time}, and
update you with new information on
Zephyr and Gateway machines.

Hot Reviews For
December
• DEADLOCK
• JAGGED ALLIANCE: DEADLY
GAMES
• THE ELDER SCROLLS: DAGGERFALL
• NHL HOCKEY 97
• JOHN MADDENFOOTBALL 97
• STAR CONTROL 3
• F-22

Sneak Previews
Next Month
• DESCENT TO UNDERMOUNTAIN
• iM1A2 ABRAMS
• MECHWARRIOR 2: MERCENARIES

.
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high-quality game
that succeeds in

mixed bag. Can
be a game that
reaches for the
stars, but falls
short in several
•
Can also be
a game that does
what it does well,
but lacks flair or

many areas. May
haw minor probterns, but is still
worth }'Ollr money,
8Speelally H
)'OU'l8 Interested

•or

-~ subject
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genre.

originality.
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Weak: A game
with serious problems. Usually
buggy, seriously
lacking in play
value, or just a
poorly-conceived
game designyou should think
long and hard
before buying it.

Abysmal: The
rare game that
gets it all wrong.
This is reserved
for those products
so buggy, ill-conceived or valueless that you wonder why they were
ever released in
the first place.

Disclosure
As a matter of record, CGWvoluntarily maintains a list of companies in which SoftBank, the parent
company of Ziff-Davis Publishing
Co., has an interest. It is available
online at http://www.zdnet.com
/gaming/disclaim.html and is updated when we become aware of
such investments.

CUEST EDITORIAL

15Years Of
Playing To Win
CGW Founder Russell Sipe Reflects On The Magazine's History
sit here at nearly midnight typing on the
same keyboard that I
used afew minutes
before to send frenetic
commands to my
battle-weary troops.
Click! Group One:
Move to the river crossing.
Click! Group Two: Move south
and fire on the forces before you.
Click! Group Three: Regroup.
Fighting three opponents, I had
rushed my troops about in a desperate effort to prevail in an
Internet online game of COMMAND
& CONQUER. The battle is over,
dozens of vehicles destroyed, and
even more troops sent to their
electronic graves. Here I sit, the
adrenaline rush subsiding, coming
back to earth. Suspension of disbelief suspended.
Oddly enough, in many ways
tonight was a lot like a night some

15 years ago when I sat in front of
a different computer, turned my
little single-prop aircraft around at
about 24,000 feet, and aimed it at
a postage-stamp-size grid floating
far below me on the computer
screen. On that night I was mesmerized by a tiny wire-framed grid
representing the world of FLIGHT
SIMULATOR. My Apple II served as
my aircraft's Control Panel as I
began the long descent back
toward the world as Bruce Artwick
had created it in 1979. In that
world the enemy fighters were
nothing more than simple white
dots on the screen that flirted
about like rocket-powered fireflies.
Reality in ultimate abstract. A dot,
nothing more, represented my
determined opponent. Yet, I was
totally engaged. It was just me and
the dot. No mercy, no quarter. Talk
about suspension of disbelief!
On another occasion, I booted

BREATH OF LIFE This dragon
graced CGW's first Issue In
1981, when the TRS-80 and
Apple II were the reigning
game platforms.

up a game and read these words:
"You are standing in an open field
west of a white house, with a
boarded front door. There is a
small mailbox here." These simple
lines began what is without a
doubt the most significant computer adventure game of all
time, ZORK. Somehow, recalling these games is a bit like
attending your high-school
reunion. It brings back a lot
of memories.
The first issue of
Computer Gaming World
appeared 15 years ago
this month. Now, 15 years
doesn't seem like a long
time when you consider the
likes of The New Yorker or
Reader's Digest. However, in
the world of computers and
WING AND A BLAIR Mark Hamill shares his experiences from WING
computer games 15 years is
COMMANDER Ill with Russell Sipe in early 1994.
a 1-o-n-g time.

When CGW's first issue hit
newsstands, all 36 black-and-white
pages of it (only the two covers
were in color) the hottest games
were ROBOT WAR and CRUSH,
CRUMBLE AND CHOMP. A fair portion of the games were distributed
on cassette tape. The two big gaming rigs were the TRS-80 and the
Apple II with the really complex
games requiring an upgrade to
48K of RAM. The name Lord
British was unknown, except to a
few folks in Texas, and Trip
Hawkins was a young executive at
fledgling Apple Computer who
dreamed of starting his own game
company one day.
Here's how I happened to start
CGW In late 1979, I got the harebrained notion that I could be a
computer game designer. I had
designed a board game or two and
thought that, with a few months
invested in reading programming
tutorials, I could become a "player"
in what I thought would be a wonderful emerging hobby and industry. I was right about the hobby and
industry, but quite wrong about
being a computer game designer.
You see, in those days the designer
and the programmer were the
same person . The concept of specialized skills exhibited by design
teams, producers, and the like
would not make an appearance
until the mid '80s when Electronic
Arts codified the development-team
approach to game design .
After spending only two weeks
with the Applesoft tutorial manual,

.••

In Hunter/Hunted, whether you live or die is all up to you
because you
you'll need
choose the character you play. Either way, monster or prey,
to dodge traps and run a gauntlet of 3-D characters j ust to stay alive . The
blistering action takes you through flesh-eating tunnels and booby-trapped
sewers with only your wits separating you from a body bag . Well , wits and
whole bunch of guns, knives, grenades,
r
and rocket launchers. Because, hey,
when it's kill or be killed, it's better to
give than receive.
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PLAYING WITH THE BIG BOYS CGW founder Russell Sipe (center)
plays MODEM WARS with the game's producer, David Maynard
(right), in 1988. The garrulous Johnny Wilson is at left.

I knew that I didn't have the personality to be a programmer. So
here I was, stuck with the $2,000
machine representing my life savings, and no way to make money
with it. While trying to figure out
how to get the computer to pay
for itself, I was playing a lot of
games.
In March of 1981 , I was playing
a game called COMPUTER AIR
COMBAT from SSI. It was a thinly
disguised computer version of a
popular board-game system called
Air Force/Dauntless from
Battleline Games. Driving along
the freeway one day in March
1981, I was thinking about the
game. Mulling over the fact that a
programming error caused the
ME-109s in the game to turn more
tightly than they should have, I
wondered if others had noticed
the same problem. I wanted to
read a review of the game and see
if others saw the problem. It
occurred to me that no one was
reviewing computer games in
those days. Outside of a brief
mention of an.arcade game here
and there, none of the existing
magazines covered games. And
certainly there wasn 't anything like
a computer game magazine to
consult.
"Someone should start a com-

puter game magazine," I thought to
myself as I drove along.
"You could do it," a voice said in
my head.
"I don't know the first thing
about magazine publishing," I
thought.
"You could learn," said the
voice.
It felt like some scene out of
Star Wars. "Russ ...Use the Force,
Russ! "
The voice was right. I could
learn. And I did learn. Now, 15
years later I look with pride at what
CGW has accomplished over the
years and at what it is today. In
those 15 years CGW has reviewed
thousands of computer games and
entertained millions of gamers. But
more importantly, CGW has helped
mold and shape the look of the
computer gaming as both hobby
and industry. We played a key role
in building the community of computer gamers. This is the greatest
legacy a magazine could hope to
attain. Computer Gaming World
has done the job. And I am very
proud of her.
Russell Sipe sold Computer
Gaming World in 1993. Today he is
the Director of Internet Commerce
for Del/aNet in Southern California.
He still plays games. 'i:
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With Fighter Duel's™ new 9-player netvvo rk capabili ty, you can
now have all the enemies you need . And with its improved flight models,
more aircraft and fo rce-feedback joystick support, it's no wonder
Computer Gaming World considers it one of the best simulation gam es of the year.
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~~ For PC CD-ROM. For information, call 1-800-883-3767.
~a Present owners can upgrade for free at our Web site,
'3 , R http://www.philipsmedia.com/games
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------1I T11e subscribers rate games from a list
I

I
I
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I
I

\Ve wish ii were possible to have a11 easy-louse editor for every game. Different game
companies have different philosophies about
the value of editors. While the flexibility often
gives legs to a game and causes a title to
remain i11 the public's eye a little longer, it also
reduces the desimbility of producing a sequel
with the same basic game engine, since
gamers may be able to download new levels or
maps from the lntemet ora host of local
BBSs. 'n1e two biggest
questions about
whether to build game
problem ~ why
do other editor.;
editors are I) how
......
,:..
much time/money to
have to be so
') ,
ham? Except for
invest in creating a11
interface that gamers
can understand and
2) what is the nature
ofthe game objects
(3D, ob;ecter editor that was
orie11ted, limited
to a library prothis easy, or even one
1his scenario. "1he Crusades." was created with
vided by the comI could use, nor ha5
a built-in editor lor the \-\£ROES OF M1G\11 & MAGIC
pany, spriteanyme Iknow. Do
basecl) and thus
these people all expect scenario contest.
how easily can user-defined objects be
u,; to have afull knowlimplemented i11 the game? Companies like
edge of O\D? Iknow a
:.\RCRAFr-style editor wouldn't ha\'e worked
Bliz.::ard and ew World hCNe obviously
for many games, such as Do<>~ I clones, b, 1t I
decided that giving llSers the extra flexibility to
think something a little more user friendly
create their own scenarios makes the basic
could have been thought up. Or take the CRUgame into a better product. Afterhelping to
judge the I lOMM scenario design contest
SADER series, which looks like it could easily
have had an editor made for it,\\ hich would
recently (and seeing game maps like the one
have been deliciou5ly fun to me. I~ anybody pictured here), we truly believe that editors are
a good thing. ow, ifonly Mindscape would
else feel this way, or am I just being fooli\h?
Andrew Corri/I develop a \,\~ RHAMMER editorso we could
Cra)',ME create our own mediei•al wargames!

EDITORIAL COMMENT
Iam a fuirly new reader of CG\ V. since I
have only recently gotten fairly heavily into
computer gaming and am only 13, b11t I find it
better than any other magazine I've seen, and I
trust your opinions, cry much.
Ihave a question about game level maker;
and editors and the like. I recently purcha5cd
WARCRAFT II. and found the editor to be half
the game. It adds infinite playabilil) , and mo;t
of all, it was so easy to use that even a brainless
fool like me c.-01~d use it. I\ly
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QUALITY AND QUANTITY
I love your magazine. ~'c:Ju have
always been a good resource (for me)
on what games to buy and what not
to buy. Your reviews and re,~ewers are
intelligent, infonnative, and humorous. You do 110 / surprise me every
month when you put out a new quality issue. I would e>.-pect notl1ing less.
But gcez, why isn't your "Playing

Lately?" top 10 the same as the top 10
games in your Top 100??
'Ihanks for a really great magazine.
Josh Koury
From the lntemet

"/11e Top 100 is a cumulative tabulation of our subscribers' critical evaluations of many games- whetherthey
were played months ago or recently.

on a questionnaire. Playing Lately is a
straw poll of the same subscribers
where they "write in" the names of
games they are currently playing.
1-lence, 171e Top 100 gh1es a qualitath,e
evaluation, whereas Pla)'i11g Lately
may indicate popularity more than
quality. We like to think that the former offers comparative quality while
the latter shows what's currently hot.
THE GODFATHER ANA LOGY
I was pleased to see your article
defending the ciuality of sequel
games. I only \\~Sh you could have
seen it in your heart to give me credit
for your Sword of Shanarral
Godfatheranalogy. After all, you first
used this line of reasoning in
response to my letter a few months
ago, in which / took exception to the
five-star ratings given to sequel
games.
However, I must admit that I had
never really played SID M EIER'S
CIVILIZATIO ' 11 before writing that
letter. ow that I have, I can ee why
it received five stars. I still adhere,
though, to my belief that sequel
games should be reviewed with at
least a small bias. 'n1is time, let me
clarify my reasons.
First, a gamer who has already
played a great original game cannot
(at least in most cases) get the e>.traordinary gaming exv erience that a
five-star rating promises. In S10
M EIER'S CIVILIZJ\170 11, you arc
r-----------------------------1
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To write a letter, send e-mail to:
CompuServe: 76703,622
Internet: 76703.6:.2@:
compuserve.com
or write us at:

Computer Gaming \\'c:Jrld
Letters 'fo 'flie Editor
135 Main Street, 14th Moor
San Francisco, CA 94I05
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SLICE

OF SWORD THROUGH FLESH.
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graphics memory that bring true 3D arcade-quality images

Th, Compaq Pmacio 8000 ecies isn't

for ever yone. It's for that certain breed of multimedia

enthusiast who likes a computer that, well , goes to 11.

home for the first time ever. Translation: frightening real-

ism and incredibly smooth animation.

The experience is further intensified by a range of

After all, the Presario 8000 Series is the most advanced

cutting-edge power and performance features. There's

multimedia home computer line ever made.

even an innovative gamepad that puts everything in the

For starters, it features JBL Pro Premium speakers

palms of your hand . The same ones that are probably

for the same awesome dynamics one enjoys from a home

getting a little sweaty right now. For more information,

sound system. Rest assured, when combined with our

visit us at www.compaq.com or call 1-800 -3 45 -1518.

lnterwave 32-Voice Wavetable Synthesis for brilliant audio

reali m, it'll definitely rock your world. And quite possibly,

your neighbors'.

Another cool feature is a Talk & Send 33.6Kbps

modem . Not only does it give you the fastest Internet

access; it lets yo u play games and talk with your oppo-

The Compaq Presario 8000 Series. otjor the fai nt ef heart.

ncnt at the ame time. But perhaps most impressive of

COMPAQ
all, the Presario has PowerVR 3D Graphics and 6MB of

Has It Chang e d Your Lif e Ye t?
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building cities, managing military
and economic expenditures, etc. basically the same thing as in the old
SID MEIER'S CIVILIZATIO . It is certainly entertaining, and the added
multimedia is a nice addition as well.
But a transcending gaming ex'Perience? I think not. Using your Godfather 11 analogy, CIVILl7.Xll0 ll
would be comparable to re-releasing
T11e Godfather with an enhanced
soundtrack and a few new scenes,
and entitling it Godfather II. 0n fact,
George Lucas is attempting to do
tl1is very thing next year with Star
Wars, but that's straying from tl1e
point.) You see, what made GodfatherJJ even more successful tl1an
tl1e original was tl1e compelling,
well-written and completely original
script. You did not see a horse's severed head in botl1 movies, now did
you?
My second point centers around
originality. ln my opinion, games like
PSYCHIC DETECTIVE deserve extra
praise because of their striking originality. Let's face it, software designers can tum a profit on the same
types of game year after year, so it is
important to reward the program
designer who stretches the imagination a bit. I know PSYCHIC DETECTIVE was well received at CGW, but
if games like tl1ese aren't given extra
recognition and promotion, there
might not be enough incentive for
tl1e next designer with a creative
idea.
Ian Umland
From the Internet

Actually, we don't believe Lucas is
doing what you asserted above with
regard to Star Wars. /-le isn't calling
it Star Wars II, is he? Ironically, we
think the Godfather analogy still
holds. Coppola shot more footage
for The Godfather than he could
possibly have used. Some of that
footage was used in Godfa tl1er ll. Jt

cc

fwd new script elements, new actors
and new footage, but some of it was
built solidly 0 11 the preproduction
and production work done for the
first film. In much the same
way, SID MEIER'S
CIVlu?Xno 11 is built
on the preproduction
and production
work done in creating the original
game engine.
Yet, it was a
work of art for
the design team
to integrate new
elements (new
into the game without
disrupting the play balance associated with the
first game.
But before the False Analogy
Patrol drags us into the darkened
dungeons of the fabled CCW building and tortures us with choral readings from our competition, we'd like
to go 0 11 record as stating that we
a/Jprove of innovatio11. The producer/
designer of PSYc1-11c OE:mcnVE has
told us personally how much he
appreciated our revie11( PSYCI/IC
D ITTECf/ VE wasn't a game for hardcore gamers, but it was a fresh
approach to game design. We welcome such approaches, even when
they aren't commercially successful.
GEmNG HIS 64 BITS IN
I am writing in response to Martin
Cirulis's newest rant on gimmicks
(September). In it he says that intendo is just pushing its new 30
games as a gimmick. I disagree. 111e
way I look at it, it is a technological
achievement. 111at they have the
ability to cram 30 technology,
processors, peripheral ports and all
the otl1er stuff into a box that's no
bigger than tl1e speakers on my
computer (and have it priced at

MOVB41ER 1996
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nleudlhel&lalpadoct(view.828l)W,'ldes1system
caledH~tohelp)()tltrackbatl<itsduringdose-

~--pmnm,pioces ~ ...
WIil
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a smal wndow Iha bls abouf lhe SCRlllfl, only
in !he b'ward or tirwank4> coclq)t VttJiN when the

--IWll-illlWli.;:::,::•~""'~'"""~~=="!..

vlewing area-Hawkeyel'IMf obscum
. . The- wlonlyside
of the scrten it lhe ta,vet moYeS

behind ..,.
.,...UleNter~ lndbles
pw)eSlnvisual,-oe andlheir beamQS
aircraft. In the mmple aboYe. the diwnond
thefi\le o'dodcposition andend ~ •
you're i'lverted. The ti¥nonds are
display friend/loe status. ii known.

desig11S. I11Stead, it
seems like the bulk of
today's products are
only betterin sound and
graphics.

In Robin Kim's BACKTO BAGHDAD review in last month's issue,
there was an error in tl1e Hawkeye
view tutorial sidebar. It said if tl1e
bandit was at high 5o'clock, tl1e window would appear at the upper left
comer of tl1e screen. It should have
read upper right. The following
example likewise should have said
lower left instead oflower right. We
apologize for any inconvenience
caused by tl1is error, and we've asked
Mr. Kim to stop looking in the mirror
while playing sims, no matter how
dashing he thinks he looks in that
flight suit.

250 or $300 dollars, the average
price of a good 30 accelerator card)
is amazing.
Furtl1em1ore, tl1e fact tl1at they
are able to stuff tl1e entire game onto
an 8-meg cartridge is equally amazing. I wish tl1at more PC game makers could do that (it is extremely frustrating when tl1e demo for a game
takes up 70 megs of hard drive
pace).
Otl1er tl1an tl1at, I agreed witl1
everything else he wrote. I usually
r----------------- ------------read his page first, and I rarely dis1
I
agree \\~th his views.
I
I
Niggling Bits Department
I
Jama/ Cool
From the Internet
In Martin C irulis's article on
game networks in last month's
issue, he referred to Engage's relaCini/is questioned whether the 30
look significantly enhanced the
tionship with House ofBlues.
gameplay. Several readers echoed
Engage does not have a relationship witl1 House of Blues. 111e
your sentiments in insisting that the
30 in these games is not just a gimarticle should have mentioned
mick. onetheless, neitherhe nor we
Engage's arrangement with
Billboard Live! We apologize to
feel that proportionate attention is
Jake and Elwood for tl1e confusion.
being paid to trying fresh game concepts orcreating intriguing new game

"ABSlUTE GAR~}!~·

"PURE TRASH:·
atwssk

\.

"IT ST!~~~FU,

"P.u:·
-The Dail/ Urinal

"TWO THUMBS UP (OUR NOSES!:'
-Fungus It. Mildew

l:o1
For PC and MAC CD-ROM and PSX.
~ For information, call 1-800-883-3767

"WE COULDN'T HI VE SAID IT BETTER OURSELVES:'
-TheB/ubs
The Blubs, your average family of space aliens, are in a heap

of trouble .

They've crash-landed in a garbage dump and need you to help them put their sh ip
back together so they can get back home to their less odorous planet.
Th_
at is, before a gang of intergalactic bank robbers can get ahold of them.
Find out why the critics are calling Down in the Dumps the funniest, best-looking
and smelliest 3D graphic adventure game ever
to (dis)grace a computer screen .
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CGW's European Vacation
ECTS Provides An Updated Look At Games On Tap For The Holiday Season
he European
Computer
Trade Show
(ECTS) is
similar to
the United
States' E3 show, albeit with a
smaller display floor and a
longer history. Still, comparisons are inevitable, especially
since the early-September liming of ECTS meant that showgoers were treated primarily to
SHOW BUZZ A genuine
Fokker Dr1 triplane
watched over the ECTS
proceedings.

BATTLES OF ALEXANDER
Interactive Magic's new wargame
lets you command Alexander the
Great's ancient armies. Up to 12
players can battle over the 'Net.

updates of products already
announced at E3.
That's not to say our
European cousins can 't hold
their own when it comes to
flash and dazzle. The first thing
attendees saw upon entering
the hall was a genuine, brightred Fokker Triplane hanging over
the Empire booth promoting
FLYING CORPS. The award for
flashiest premiere has to go to
DID, who earlier in the week
had invited journalists to the
Farnborough Air Show to unveil
the new 3dfx update of EF2000.
What better way to show off
EF2000 than with a show that
featured a flying display with the
real Eurofighter, as well as MiGs,
Sukhois, and even a B-2 flyby?

DID also showed early versions
of TFX: F-22, which has a terrain engine that's as big an
advancement over the current
state -of -the -art as EF2000's
was last year.
Interactive Magic unveiled
FALLEN HAVEN, a strategy/
resource-management game
that puts you in charge of New
Haven (the space colony, not

turn-based game, and build
weapons to fight off a relentless
alien race. If you're feeling
naughty, play as the aliens and
do your best to wipe out the
colonists.
Gremlin had a number of
impressive titles on display,
including FRAGILE ALLEGIANCE,
seemingly a hybrid of MASTER OF
ORIONand DEADLOCK. The adventure game REALMSOF
THEHAUNTING has you
preventing the
Apocalypse by running
through a country village DOOM-style packing a shotgun. (It
looked better than it
sounds.)
Ocean's
DREADN
OUGHT evokes
PROJECT X2 If you've got a han•
kering for a new shooter, Team
thoughts of the frighten17's amazing X2 is the smoothest
ingly bad AIR POWER,
one we've seen on the PC.
with fantasy triplanes
Connecticut). You'll manage
launching from huge land-roving
dreadnoughts in a future where
planetary resources and develQueen Victoria reigns supreme.
op new technologies in this

.........

THE ELDER SCROLLS:
DAGCERFALL
A massive role-playing game .,-with layers of detail, DAGGERFALL . .
is an extremely open-ended CRPG. You
control one character who is assigned a
covert mission from the Emperor, but how

a. -

tllat fraaklJ ain't so hoL
....._far.st are coming soon.

you complete that mission is up to you.
DAGGERFALL features the most emphasis on
skill development we've seen since
WASTELAND and the most emphasis on
character reputation since DARKLANDS. As
opposed to DARKLANDS, DAGGERFALL's handling of reputation is a much more sophisticated algorithm based on character class,
social status, guild membership, race, religion and actions throughout the game.
Although a sequel to THE ELDER SCROLLS:
ARENA, DAGGERFALL offers plenty of improvements over its progenitor. Landscapes are
no longer flat, and the use of 3D in stairs,
balconies, and roofs makes everything
seem more real. Fast travel is easy, reduc-

READ.ME
Bullfrog's nearly finished DUNGEON
KEEPER had me looking around the room
for my socks-the extra time spent on
this action/strategy hybrid has paid off,
and it promises to be an impressive title.
THEME HOSPITAL, on the other hand, is
just what it sounds like-THEME PARK
gameplay set in a hospital. More exciting is news of POPULOUS 3, which will
merge the WARRING Goos strategy game
with an enhanced MAGIC CARPET engine
to give you amazing views of your
dominion.
Long-time gamers were jazzed over
21st Century's impending release of
PINBALL CONSTRUCTION KIT, the first
steel-ball design set since Bill Budge's
classic C64 PINBALL CoNSTRUCTION SET.
Nostalgia buffs will also want to be on
the lookout for luNAR LANDING, a
detailed Apollo simulator by U.S.
developer AIM Software.
Finally, some of the biggest buzz at
the show concerned the announcement
of the U.K. version of Computer Gaming
World, to be helmed by David Kelly, a
leading figure in the U.K. computer
industry since 1983. In a land where
"reviews" sometimes precede a game's
ship date by up to six months, the U.K.
edition of CGW plans to set new standards for accuracy and timely
coverage. - Denny Atkin

-ROM Ante
g;lll8S are packaged and distributed.
•
In this new era. their speeds and
aa... tta thumbs waiting for installations to

3D0 Goes Software-Only
00 has announced that it will be phasing out its
hardware division, focusing instead on the production of game tttles for the PC, the 300designed M2 game console and Internet gaming.
Denying that financial difficulties motivated the decision,
the Redwood City, California-based company stated that it
was difficult to justify being dependent on outside companies to manufacture their game console, which floun-

3

ing the burden of some of the Fed-Ex-deliveryperson scenarios, and even such mundane
details as negotiating with shop owners is
more fun. Also, combat seems both tougher
and more interesting than it did in ARENA,
since you have different strokes with your
weapons. It's a big game with many, many
hours of play for dedicated hack-andslashers. -J. Wilson
Bethesda Softworks, (301) 926-8010

PC CD-ROM
Reader Service #301

DEADLOCK
In the coldness of space,
seven warring races in a military deadlock have
agreed to settle their differences on a single
planet. Whoever controls the planet will be

declared victor, and the rest of the galaxy will
be spared bloodshed. But those who must battle for rule over this planet will pay the price, for
blood will be spilled in the battle for the lush
planet, Gallius IV. The conditions for victory:
building a set number of cities or the simple
annihilation of the other races. This is the
premise behind DEADLOCK, another space strate-

dered amidst the competition. Cutting its staff tr,, onethird-primarily outside developers. with the remaining
layoffs coming from within the hardware division-300
says it wants to focus on the "next generation of gaming
technology.· Enforcing its commitment to Internet gaming, the company's first Internet game, MERIDIAN 59, made
its official debut immediately on the heels of the
announcement-Ji// Anderson

gy game in the same vein as MASTER OF ORION.
DEADLOCK succeeds where ASCENDANGY (and
OUTPOST) failed. While not as epic as MOO and
the upcoming M002, DEADLOCK is still a fun
game. Combining true racial differences and
abilities (the Cyth will always stay at 80 percent
morale), multiplayer play, and good graphics
with great sound, DEADLOCK should satisfy sciti gamers, at least until the Antarans return in
MASTER OF ORION 2. The only quibbles I have
are the slightly weak Al and a few interface
quirks. But in the end DEADLOCK is just plain
fun. For those who thought space colony management games died out after OUTPOST (as I
did), this is a game for you.-I Nguyen.
Accolade, (408) 296-8400

PC CD-ROM
Reader Service #302
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DUKE IMYADERS

GT Interactive Battles The Bandwagon

ttempting to capitalize on DUKE
NUKEM3D's SUC·
cess, Sierra Online recently released an expansion pack for the popular 3D
action game. The only problem
was, they didn't have permission fromthe game's developers and owners, Apogee/3D
Realms and GT Interactive.
According to Apogee's
Scott Miller, Sierra asked
for authorization to create
an add-on pack called
TOTAL MELTDOWN, including
original sounds and artwork in addition to levels
created from the official
level editor. GTI denied
Sierra's request; however,
Sierra published and distributed the $19.95 package anyway. ToTAL
MELTDOWNwas on the
shelves for two weeks
before GTI confronted
the Bellevue,
Washington-based

A

company regarding copyright
other images- on the packaging. and keep the product on store
infringement. Sierra
shelves through
agreed to stop prothe holidays. Micro
duction, pay an unStar also plans to
disclosed settlement,
create add-on
and destroy the
discs for DooM,
remaining copies of
WARCRAFT II and
the disc after selling
Microsoft's FLIGHT
the 50,000 copies it
SIMULAIDR.
had already distribMichelle Ruyle,
uted.
Micro Star's
TOT AL MELTDOWN Can you believe Sierra
But GTl's battle
director of marwould do a knock-off of DUKE NUKEM without
isn't over yet.
keting , says that
permission? You're looking at it.
Carlsbad, CaliformiaGTI is attempting
based Micro Star has developed Further, GTI is suing Micro Star
to monopolize the market, and
its own add-on pack, NUKE IT.
for damages, stating that the
that "(GTI) is worried that
NUKE IT is a compilation of levels poor quality of the NUKEITprodwe're going to take business
created by independent, thirduct clouds the reputation and
away from Wizard Works," a
party individuals and posted on
branding of the original DUKE
small GTI division that special the Internet, from where Micro
NuKEM3D and circumvents
izes in add-on levels for popuStar collected the levels and is
potential income. Micro Star has
lar games.
selling them as a "service" for
filed a counter suit to keep GTI
The case was set to be taken
$19.99.
from threatening legal action
to the Federal Court in San
GTI has insisted that Micro
against retailers that carry NUKE
Diego county in late September,
Star stop distributing the discs,
and is expected to set preceIT, and a suit for damages, statciting copyright infringement.
ing that GTI is infringing on its
dence for intellectual copyright
Micro Star is using Apogee's
business practices, a move that
infringement cases in the
characters- pig cops, the oneMiller believes is an attempt to
future.-Ji// Anderson
eyed monster, the trooper, and
stall the short-term injunction

CRUSADER:
MO RECRET

JACCED ALLIANCE:
DEADLY CAMES ~

Origin's return to the universe of CRUSADER is
more of an update than a sequel, but it still
packs an action-filled punch, with the same
incendiary violence that fans of the original
CRUSADER: No REMORSE have come to know and
love. This time, you're taking aim at the
Corporations headquarters on the moon, storming through the level with several new weapons
and battling some new enemies. Among the
additions to the game are a freeze gun that both
freezes and then shatters your opponent in
Terminator 2 fashion; a deadly gun that reduces
your enemy to flesh chunks; and a new mech
that can morph into such mundane objects as
vending machines. The Al is supposed to be
better, and some enemies will actually roll and
duck for cover while blasting you.

It's been two years since the
Metavira episode, and the
Association for International Mercenaries (AIM)
is back with a vengeance. The new JAGGED
ALLIANCEgame comes with a nicely done campaign, but the focus is on scenario design and
multiplayer competition against teams of mercenaries commanded by other humans.
The built-in campaign features a loose story
line that's actually less hokey than the original
but lacks that game's consistent focus. Each battle now has turn limits, which has proved controversial among former players (Sir-Tech has
announced a patch that will make turn limits
optional). The scenario editor is a gem, offering
enormous flexibility in scenario design, including
a large number of objectives whose requirements

No REGRETis a stand-alone product, but it
only has 10 levels, as opposed to the original's
15. Still, if you like to see things blow up, and
you love to flame, freeze, disintegrate and otherwise obliterate your foes, then you should
definitely reserve a spot on your hard drive for
CRUSADER: No REGRET.-E. Chin
EA/Origin, (415) 571-7171
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ZD Finds A GameSpot
Ziff-Davis Publishing, SpotMedia, to Merge Game Sites
ook for a new gaming mega-site this fall from Computer Gaming World's
parent company, Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., and SpotMedia
Communications. The new site will merge Ziff-Davis' CG-Online with
SpotMedia's popular GameSpot Web site. Both sites currently provide
reviews, tips, hints, and features to almost half a million visitors each month. Ziff
strategists hope to draw twice this number by offering a one-stop gaming shop for
Web surfers.
Despite an expansion in user services, the new site promises to keep GameSpot's
integrated look and feel. According to CGW publisher Dale Strang, the merger brings
game fans the best of Ziff-Davis' online and magazine resources: "It offers a new
opportunity for synergy between our continually improving online editions and our traditionally dominant print media." Strang also promises that CGW readers can "expect
a fresher, faster, CG-Online. "
For Sega Saturn, Sony PlayStation and Nintendo users, SpotMedia has also
launched VideoGameSpot, to provide reviews, previews, hints, cheats and demos for
32- and 64-bit platforms. You can access CG-Online at www.zdnet.com/gaming
and GameSpot at www.gamespot.com. -James Burns

ere are the games readers are actually blowing the most
time with, as opposed to the reader's overall "quality
ranking" in the Top 100.
READERS'
C1v1uzATION II returns to the number one
spot, shoving WARCRAFT II back into second place. DuKE NuKEM 3D maintains a
Top 3 position, for the fifth consecutive
month. MECHWARRIOR 2; DooM II and
COMMAND AND CoNOUER remain static, while STEEL PANTHERS sneaks
one place ahead of HEROES OF MIGHT AND MAGIC.
You'll no longer find the CGW Poll Card bound into the magazine, but check your mail box: We mail a survey to 1,500 randomly-chosen subscribers each month, and we use the results to calculate the Top 100 and Playing Lately each month.

H

L

10

1

Last
Month

Sierra On-Line has announced plans to market a 3D graphics board based on
the Rendition Verile, one of the most promising 2D/3D chips. The 3D buzz has
been fueled by 3D-intensive games like DUKE NuKEM 3D and 0UAKE, and companies
are now facing gamers' increasing demands for fast, affordable hardware solutions.
With the Rendition deal, Sierra hopes to provide gamers with high-performance
acceleration hardware, in an attempt to take Sierra titles to the next level. The
Sierra/Rendition board with 4 MB of EDO DRAM will retail for about $200- throwing
it into head-on competition with Creative Labs' Rendition-based PCI 3D Blaster.
Sierra's board will be bundled with some of their hottest 3D games, and should be
on retailers' shelves by the end of the year.-C. Panther

range from killing everything in sight to photographing the objective. Multiplayer options
include modem and network play for up to four
people, but no specific Internet support. Game
play is addictive, and the only downside is the
plain-vanilla VGA graphics.-L. Case
Sir-Tech, (315) 393-6633
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Command and Conquer

Heroes of Might and Magic
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DEYO PRESENTS
ADVENTURES OF THE
SMART PATROL
Way back in the '80s,
children, a band named
Deva played a type of music
we liked to call "new wave,"
which was kind of like disco for dorks who
couldn't dance. Deva wore these, uh, flower
pot thingies on their heads and sang a
lot of songs about potatoes and "devolution" and stuff. Maybe you had to be
there.
Anyway, now Deva has a computer
game, ADVENTURES OF THE SMART
PATROL, and boy does this thing stink.
The plot, such as it is, involves some
sort of nonsense about bringing down
an evil corporate empire and stopping

l

a genetically mutated creature called Turkey
Monkey. I'd like to tell you how it turns out,
but the game is such an incomprehensible
and unplayable mess (and I had the walkthrough!) that I gave up. Most
disappointing-considering that Devo really
were music-video pioneers-is how awful
the game looks, with third-rate animation;
jerky, out-of-synch video; and an atrociously
annoying interface.
Members of Deva, it's time to ask yourselves: Are we not has-beens? If you're really
this desperate for attention, put the flower pots
back on your heads and hit the nostalgia circuit with Haircut 100 and A Flock Of Seagulls.
The old folks'II eat,it up.-J. Green
/nscape, (800) 510-1791
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hat
Here's your chance to be Squadron
Commander in the Allied Air Forces or
Luftwaffe ... raining destruction Oh the
German military and industrial base
or defending against the incessant
barrage of raids that are paralyzing the
fatherland during WW2. You cormmtnd a
squadron of up to 16 fighter pilots among 19 di rent
aircraft types in any or all of the 55 missions included with OVER
THE REICH or serve a complete tour of duty.

Just a few of OVER T
EICH f
ures inclu e:
0 Role-Playing, Flight Simulation, and Strategy where each
pilot has unique characteristics affecting combat performance.
0 Variety of missions including: fighter sweeps, airfield
raids, bomber escort, interdiction, close air support,
V-2 rocket site raids AND lots more!
O Rare Video clips of actual war
footage highlight takeoff, kills, ground
attacks, etc .... and killer sound!
O Five levels of difficulty
-tactical smarts are more important
than reflexes!
0 Play Solo, Two Player Hot-Seat,
E-mail, Network, or True
Simultaneous Internet Play
(Pentium/Power Mac
Recommended).

DIVISION OF MONARCH AVAL

4517 Harford Road • Baltimore,
Phone: 410-254-9200 • Fax: 41 Ohttp://users.aol.com/
•mes/avalon.h
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check out
Tomb Raider at
WWW.DOMA RK. COM
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It's time to commit. 5ecome betrothed to bloodshed

(m; level

in .:iour 9uest for the elusive three scions. Climb, swim

mlziclzevet comes

and backflip .:iour wa.:i through a maze of cr.:iptic death traps
so realistic

.:JOU

can practicall.:i smell the deca.:iing flesh.

Unload an arsenal of lethal firepower on an.:i wild dog, giant
lizard or bloodthirst.:i mercenar.:i that gets in .:iour wa.:i. And
never forget , that while love ma.:i con9uer all, a pair of highpowered pistols will blow them straight to oblivion.
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CAME TRACK
.:.?'

FIRST LOOK
ere's your first look at games in development. These games
aren't even playable yet, but we thought you'd want to see

H

: how they're coming along. If the game warrants it, we'll do a
: Sneak Preview or Hands On once they can be played.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,I

The entire in-house slaff at New World will reportedly shift to MIGHT &
M"6IC VI after HERJES OF MIGHT & M.t61c II (see following) has shipped.

HANDS ON

T

.,:~

hese are the products in development we've actually spent
: titles in the Pipeline, and they are complete enough to actually
some time with. They represent some of the most interesting tell how they're going to play. Most should be released soon.

!

►NASCAR
here's not exactly a lot of PC stock
car software out there, but Sierra has
upped the standards anyway with
their upcoming NASCAR 2 from
Papyrus Design Group. Early sampling indicates
that although it won't be a quantum
leap forward (hey, NASCAR was none
too shabby in the first place), it'll certainly pack enough wallop to lure owners of the original back for another go.
Off the track, NASCAR 2 sports interface improvements with tighter menus,
upper and lower command bars and a
single-screen setup routine that contains
. a spot for comments-a nice touch.
Race-time graphics are cleaner too, with
a far more sophisticated look that
includes clouds, prettier pavement, and
generally more-stable movement.One
recurring complaint about the original, coming
mostly from outside the core Papyrus audience,

T

2

focused on NASCAR's extremely (perhaps overly?) realistic play. In short, it
was just too darned hard to handle, especially on road courses. Suffice it to say
that the

turns of Watkins Glen seem to
be a changed animal with NASCAR 2-the car's
lost some of that annoying "wobble.· Also the

MOVEMIER 1996

overdue implementation of curbing, which
will tilt the car, should
also help keep the
tires on the black
stuff.
But what sets
NASCAR apart from
the rest will be the loud-mouth crew chief/spotter.
Actually, he's a pretty decent sort and sounds a
bit like ol' Mr. Jarrett, who coaches you about
that car in your right or left blind spot, current lap
count and the pit-lane speed limit.
Papyrus's latest will also feature optional steering assistance for a less demanding drive and an
"arcade" mode for those that like it really unreal.
As for tracks, Daytona won 'I be there (yet!), but 16
other tracks will, as will the unruly number 3 of
Dale Earnhardt. Uh-oh, better get Maaco!-G. Goble
Sierra On-Line, (800) 757-7707
PC CD-ROM DOS and Windows 95 PC CD-ROM
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~ HANDS ON
►Heroes

.)
of Might & Magic II: The Succession Wars

n the great fantasy tradition of sequels
and trilogies, authors have given us hours
and hours of fascinating reading by taking
us beyond the "happily ever after" of their
first books and introducing us to the trials and
tribulations of their offspring. Jon van
Caneghem has added a new twist in HOMMII.
Gamers choose between playing the bad son
and the good son in two different campaigns.
Still not satisfied?
HOMMII offers
almost four
campaigns,
because the
good son can
follow the dark
side of HOMM's
force and the bad
son can be
redeemed by the good (playing
similar endings to the other campaigns with different parameters).
Best of all, van Caneghem has
managed to add role-playing elements to a well-balanced strategy
game without messing up the playbalance that made the original so
addictive. The new elements
include primary and secondary
skills, character classes like the
wizard and necromancer heroes, a
new spell system that is mana (or
strength) based, a broader range of opponents
(up to six players), wider choice of castle/town
improvements, and four different map sizes.
Graphically, the towns offer a more realistic
feel. The castles are based on historical architectural styles, instead of the fantasy illustration of the original, and the buildings are rendered in 3D (so that they cast the right kinds
of shadows) and then textured with handdrawn 2D art to remove that sterile feel most
3D art has. Unlike the first game, in which you
built dwellings once and were rewarded with
one type of being to recruit, HOMII allows you
to upgrade nearly half the dwellings in the
game. In this way, a dwelling for Paladins
gives way to a more powerful home of

I

PIPELINE

I
I

Crusaders, and a Dragon's tower scales up
from Green to Red to Black Dragons.
Even some familiar buildings from the original have new value in HOMMII. Thieves Guilds
now provide more detailed references, and taverns add rumors that can be useful. Most
important, you can now hire a captain to manage the town or castle's defenses when your
hero isn't there. In the original, there
was no way for a town without a
hero present to use "General's
Orders."
Combat has changed considerably. In response to popular
demand, van Caneghem has
added a Wait command so that
gamers don't have to attack with
the creatures in the same order

I
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during every battle round. This allows better use
of "combined arms" tactics in the tough battles.
Further, you can now divide creatures into attack
groups. In the original, a player with 60 centaurs
had to leave them in one group of 60. That way
a rival sorcerer could lie up all 60 centaurs at
once. Now you can have three groups of 20
centaurs, which foils that sorcerer's gambit..
Combat also allows you to use a PANZER
GENERAL-style shaded hexagon interface, if
desired.
Judging from our initial play sessions of HOMMii, it is possible to make a great game even better.-J. Wilson
New World Computing, (800) 325-8898
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IS BETTER.

:Bigger
Bigger competition.

:Bigger thrills.
Bigger mu.d-spitting,
bon-~arr1J21, ~ racuig.
'lh1s is lkmater Tluck lladness!"

.lmerican pig iron, punch it when the
1n for the biueat race of your life. Dra,. Oirouit. RallY•

level. over any kind of terrain. On or off the track. You
force-feed your buddies 11111d piea over the Internet.

So go Go GO to

Mvw.microsort.com/games/monster/
for a free test drive.

jD4

see bow YOll meuure up.

MiclOSOft·
Where do you want to go today?•

C1996 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and Where do you want to go today? are registered trademarks and Monster Truck Madness is a trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
C1996 Terminal Reality, Inc. All rights reserved. All other products and company names mentioned herein are the trademarks of their respective owners.
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Y«>rldtorn
is
.backdrop for SSl's new real__, game, WAR WN>.
gane, WARWmalkMs~to
anyn d 'alalm's four races: the
1'1a'Roon, the cooent masters of the world,
Yt11o aa fighting i> maintain their tenuous
held IMII' the other races; the sturdy Obblinox,
the sae-soldlers d the Tha'Roon, who are
ready to battle all races to win their freedom;
the traellle Eaggra, who wish to free themselYas from their slavery under the Tha'Roon to find their mythic homeland;
and the Shama'Li, wise druids who wish to stop the bloodshed for all parties and unite all the factions into one race.
Gameplay is similar to that of WARCRAFT 11, in that you build structures
~'.frllllllllllll' by warfare, 'fcwaun

►Steven

and harvest resources. However, there are differences between WAR WIND and previous realtime titles: You upgrade your basic worker
units to soldiers instead of training new units,
you attract mercenaries and heroes, and you
are represented in the game by a leader unit
who gains prestige (a game stat that influences your hero recruitment) as the game progresses. Each race does have different
strengths and weaknesses, and the campaigns
are very different for each race. With its differences and fun gameplay, WAR WINDshould
hook all those WARCRAFT fans who are looking for new fantasy real-time
battles. Look for WAR WINDto hit store shelves in early November.-£. Chin
SSI, (800) 245-4525

Spielberg's Director's Chair

o, you want to be a director, huh? Think you could handle the pres- your skills, and with three levels of difficulty, the scope for replayability
sures of Hollywood? Well, before you quit your day job, let's find
appears endless. This behind-tbe-scenes, hands-on program is a must for
out if you've got what it takes. STEVEN SPIELBERG'S DIRECTOR'S CHAIR
movie fans and control freaks alike. STEVEN SPIELBERG'SDIRECTOR'S CHAIR
allows you to be director for a day (or for as many days as your
should be hitting stores the first week in November.-C. Panther
shooting schedule allows). In your new career, you'll be responsible for each
Knowledge Adventure, www.directorschair.com
stage of the movie-making process, from writing the script to schmoozing
PC CD·ROM
with the rich and famous at the premiere. You'll receive sound advice
from Mr. Spielberg and his associates, and you'll be blessed with the tal►Clandestlny
ents of Jennifer Aniston and Quentin Tarantino, but it's ultimately up to
ou waited until the 11TH HouR and you welcomed the 7TH
you to write, film and edit your masterpiece, on time and under budget.
GUEST. Now you've been selected as the last Earl of
Obstacles arise out of nowhere: During production, costumes may be delayed
MacPhiles: Thematically connected to the other two, though
and actors may tarry in Makeup. While editing, you may realize you've neglectnot at all a sequel, CLANOESTINY promises more of the puzzles
ed to shoot an important scene. Learning how to maneuver around such probthat characterized 7TH and 11TH. As the Earl, along with his feisty partner
lems without annihilating your schedule or blowing your budget is key.
Paula, to claim your title you must solve these puzzles. They range in diffiAfter completing your first movie, you'll no doubt be raring to fine-tune
culty. to be sure, but you may also select a difficulty level such that some
almost solve themselves. Additionally, a "tip" function will actually do the
job for you, if any of them prove just too frustrating. (The problems
become increasingly difficult as the game progresses.}
The game unfolds as a drama connected by animated sequences. Each
puzzle you unlock leads to a new section of the drama, which in turn
points the way to a new puzzle. The would-be Earl is frightened (as well he
should be) of ghosts and rotting corpses, while Paula can't wait for the
next challenge. The history of the place is not one to be proud of; it is filled
with cowards and runaway knights. Nonetheless, it makes for some amusing background and diversion between puzzles. In general, CLANDESTINY
takes the edge off of piercing puzzles, at the player's option, and emphasizes cute characters.-F Kantor
Trilobyte, (503) 857-0614
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For the nearest dealer, call:
888-2-IOMEGA, ext. j15
Or see us at: www.iomega.com

The Jaz· drive is you,
man. It's fast, it holds
tons of stuff, and it's
personal. You won't find
an easier or cooler way
to upgrade your hard
drive. Just connect it
to your PC or Mac and
you're jammin': files,
pictures, graphics, video,
CAD stuff, whatever. And
with its dark green color,
hey, the cat's got style .

•
•
1omega.

F RA FREE DEMONSJRATION OF OUR 3-D GAMI GEXPERIE OE,
SLAM iTHIS MAGAZINE ,INTO YOUR FACE.

INTRODUCING THE ULTIMATE,
NO COMPROMISE, GAMER PG.
At NEC, our gaming PCs havejust taken on a
whole new dimension. The third, to be exact.
With two dedicated 3-0 graphic accelerators,
the NEC PowerPlayer"'

·

200 MHz Pentium

Processor
Diamond Mooster a-o

sucks you right into

:::~Ratf:rs

the action.

32 MBRAM/3.2GigabyleHD

And don't worry,

NECM~6x4
CO-ROM changer

you'll be armed with

everything a serious gamer could ask for.
A200 MHz Pentium®processor, 6 MB of video
memory, and a 50-watt Advent surround
sound system with subwoofer. We've also
thrown in a Gravis gamepad, Thrustmaster
joystick, and Logitech 3-button Mouseman®
mouse. As well as a bunch of today's hottest
games, all reconfigured to take advantage of

our unique 3-0 technology. You can even head out
into cyberspace and play in real
time against anyone else on
the net.
For more information,
call 1-800-NEC-INFO. Or,
for a slightly more conventional
demonstration, visit your local retailer.

SEE, HEAR AND FEEL THE DIFFERENCE:"

NEC

I Visit our new web site at http://WWW.nec.com I
01006 J>md Bel l'EC, r e ~ il alrmrakaf>md Bel l'EC, re See. ts all Fee 1t'e llllm:eall ~ ael8!JSl98d 1raamr1<s al'EC TedrdJgies. re l'EC il a
l8!JSl98d 1nmre1< a l'EC CapaalinThe 11e1 rooe ~ all PefuTI ae AlQislnl 1raamr1<s all 1t'e PefuTI Pltx:essa ~ il a1rmra1< a lia Qrpam,.
Key, 200.16
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►F/A-18

Hornet 3.0

he F/A-18 Hornet is the workhor~e of N~vy
and Marine air units, performina both air-t0 g1r
and ground-attack missions with such fines~P
that it was the first airrraft simultaneously des
ignated "Fighter/Attack." Soon the Hornet will get a different
sort of dual personality, when Graphic Simulations
Corporation's updated F/A-18 HORNET 3.0 ships on both the
Macintosh and, for the first time, Windows 95.
HORNET lets you fly single missions, a scripted career. or
network battles (up to four players) in a sinqle-seat FIA 1'8A.
Unlike many recent sims, which have featured dynam,r campaigns with strike packages composed of multiple airrr;itt
types and have often concentrated on coordinating attar~, with winqmen,
HORNET seems to follow the older "you against the world model. Not that
that's too difficult in an aircraft that can simultaneously carry a full air-to-air
load for self-protection, air-to-ground ordinance to perform precision strikes,
and HARM antirad1ation missiles to take out enemy SAM sites (And for those
really tough-to-clean enemy ,lain~ try HnqNET's tactical nukes. guaranteed to
wipe out entire bases with one easy click. or your money back.)

T

HORNET'Sgraphics
engine doesn't use texture-mapping, but the
large polygon count
and high resolutions
supported (up to
1024x768) make for
extremely sharp
ground structures and
nicely detailed aircraft-not to mention a speedy frame
rate on machines not blessed with 30 hardware.
The flight model feels in the mi'ddle of the realism range. With a nice
set of tutorials, uncomplicated but challenging missions, and a fairly realistic but not overwhelming instrument package, HORNET looks like a great
introductory game for the new sim pilot. More experienced fliers, though,
might feel a bit alone in the skies.-D. Atkin
Graphic Simulations Corporation, (214) 386-7575

Windows 95 and MacIntosh CD-ROM

PlantTrees
for America
--------------------------™
rees provide food , shelte r. ancl
nesting sites for so ngbirds
Trees increase property
va lues, and make our
ho mes and neighho rh oods
more livable .
Trees help conserve
e ne rgy. They cool ou r
homes and e ntire cities in
the summer, and slow co ld
winte r winds. Shade trees
and windbreaks can c ut
ho me utility bills I 5-3 5%.
Trees clear the air we breath<:.
They provide life-g ivin g o xyge n wh ile
they remove particulates from rh e air :111d
red uce atmosphe ri c earhon di o -xick .

T

America needs more trees
The United States has lost a third o f its
forest cover in the last 200 y<'"ar~.
Our towns should have twice as ma nv
street trees as they have to d:t\'.
We need more trn·5 around o ur ho m t'~
and thro ugh o ut o ur communitil's . Wl'

lll'!'d more tree-. to protec t our form fields
and our rhT rs and st reams . To provide
w on d fo r o ur homes and a t h ousand
pro du c ts we use !'V!'ry d ;I\·.

JO Free Trees
Te n Colorado blue spru c e s , or other
c •1111fc-r, sc ll'ncd to gro w in your area
,viii h t: g1vt· 11 10 t'ach pcrson who join s

the Arbor Day Foundation.
Your trees will be s hipp e d
postpaid at the right time for
planting in you r area , February
through May in the sprin g o r
,. October through mid December
in the fall. The six to twelve inch
trees are g uara nteed to grow, o r
they will be replaced free .
To become a member
and to receive your free
trees, send a $10 m embership contribu tion to Ten Blue
Sp ruces, National
Arbor Day Foundation , 100 Arbor
Avenue, Nebras ka
City, NE 684 10.
Join today, and plant your Trees
for America!

~ The National
~ArborDayFoundation

ANTISOCIAL PERSONAI,ITY DISORDER:

Perhaps the most disturbing issue
here is that this game is one of the
best-selling games of 1995.
• Shoot 'em up action from the creators of Doom
• Destroy the treacherous Serpent
Rider and restore order to the
Cronos dimension
•Jump, fly, throw lightning bolts, or
even cast evil spells

Now Available

I

L/iS"d;i]

DOS/Windows®95/Macintosh®

This manifestation of the disorder is
of a more reclusive nature.
•The barren artist retreat of the late
eccentric designer, Thurston Last
• Rebuild the Muse Machine, harness
the power of the Muses and restore
the resort to its original grandeur
• Solve brain-numbing puzzles along
the way

Now Available

Windows 95/Macintosh

Buy 2 games and get a third
e,O•Ro..,

Hexen• C1995 f'aven Soltw.<e Co,poration. Al Pqrts Resaved. f'liJlsted by Kl Soltwa'e, Inc. 9• C1900 Trileca riteractil~. Inc. Al R,grts Resaved. Oeated .rd po..tilshed by

A pattern of disregard for and
violation of the rights of others.

What we see here is a definite cry
for help.
• Play as either male or female and
annihilate the opposite sex
•Choose from among 28 , equally antisocial missions within each sector
•Blow up virtually everything in sight

Now Available

DOS

Here we see, not just violence but ultra
violence.
• Intense action thriller
•Evil alternate reality dictatorship,
where the player must solve the
mystery of their former identity
• Nightmarish artwork of underground
phenomenon Aidan Hughes and the
industrial sounds of Roland and Paul
Barker

I

Available October '96

One free

.
.
.

Windows 95 / Macintosh

•

Antisocial types will be unwilling to
share news of this offer with others.
Availability dates subject to change.

Trileca nteractive, Ire. Gender Wart 01996 SCi (Sales Qxve nteractive} Ltd. Al Rights P.eserved 01996. ZP(:™ 01996 Zarbie LLC. Al Rights P.eserved. Proru:ed ard deveqJed by Zarbie LLC.

IMPULSE-CONTROL DISORDER:

Pray you never see a case this
extreme.
• Control 3 independent robots and fight
your enemy on 3 different battlefronts
•Totally interactive environments - blow
up virtually everything in sight
•Thousands of enemies, incredibly
destructive weapons, numerous powerups and puzzles

Now Available

Windows 95/DOS/Macintosh

Here we see a perfect example of
impulse-control disorder.
• 3-D futuristic, "Gladiatorial
Tournament"
• 60 supremely intelligent opponents
with unique fighting styles and awesome weaponry
• 20 different playing arenas
• 4 player network compatibility

Available October '96

DOS

Buy 2 games and get a third
BecmN is icensed from t.hQe Tectnoogies (MtJtineda) Ud. 01006 t.hge Tectnoogies (MtJtineda) Ud. Al ftglts Reseved. XSN 01006 SCi (SalesCIJve ntn:tive) Ud. Al Pq,ts

Episodes of failure to resist aggressive
impulses that result in serious assaultive
acts or destruction of property.

There's no misdiagnosing this one.
•Graphically-advanced, futuristic cybercycle racing
•Pit skills against a pack of high-speed
rivals on totally outrageous tracks
•Screaming through a white-knuckled
world of shadows and danger

Available November '96

Windows 95/DOS

The name says it all.
•Best graphics, fastest gameplay and
most diverse replayability in its genre
• 3D shooter puts player in control of a
hi-tech battle walker on one of many
suicide missions
•Expansive, cutting-edge settings occur
on land, underground and even under. water

Available October '96

one free•

~

Windows 95/DOS

Impulse-control disorder types will be so excited by
this offer they will probably roll up this publication
and smack someone in the head with it.
Availability dates subject to change.

Resevoo. SootherN 01995 Scavenger, n:. Al Riglts Resevoo. Cleated .m pooisood tl'/ Scavenger, n:. ,6roat 01996 Scavenger, n:. Al flglts Resevoo. Created .m pt.l)lshed tl't Scavenger, nc.

DELUSIONS OF GRANDEUR:

This is a somewhat frightening manifestation of delusions of grandeur.
•Scheme your moves, strengthen your
arms and conquer the world as a 9th
century rack-and-ruin Viking
•Wreak havoc on unsuspecting villages,
crushing all and carrying off spoils
•Narrated by Michael Dorn

Now Available

Windows 3 .1 /Macintosh

Here the player believes he must save
the Roman Empire.
•Navigate a labyrinth of politics,
murder and deceit
•Totally immersive and faster than the
hit web game
• Historically accurate reconstruction of
Ancient Rome, 205 A.D.

Available November '96

Windows 95 & 3 .1 /Macintosh

Buy 2 games and get a third
Vi<ilgs: The Slrat81JY of Utinale CorqJest 01996 GT rrteractM! So'IW<re Cap. Al Rijlts P.eserved. S.P.Q.ll' 01996 C)!Je,Sites, nc. Al Rijlts P.eserved. Oeated by C)!Je,Sites, nc. Hereoc: Shadow ol ll'e

Delusions of inflation of worth, power,
knowledge, identity or special
relationship to a deity or famous person.
( e.g., Nordic Gods, ancient Bomans, heretics,
commanders of inter-galactic space ships)

Yes. It's as disturbing as it sounds.
•The ultimate sword and sorcery
battlefest
•Fluid, seamless realism (which unfortunately, only serves to reinforce
players delusions)
•The original 3 episodes of gameplay
plus 2 new full episodes

I

Now Available

.
.
CJ'1

.

~

!gt:

VIOUNCE
BloooW!dpt ~

:

DOS

The player has to prove just how great he is
by uniting the galaxy under his leadership.
•Aggressive inter-planetary colonization
and cunning political negotiations with
alien cultures
•Real-time strategic space and ground
warfare
• Clever resource allocation requiring
heavy R&D

DOS

Available November '96

one free•

Those who suffer from delusions of
grandeur will think this offer is yet
another manifestation of their greatness.
Availability dates subject to change.

Serpent Ride,t 01996 Raven Soi1wa18 C,orporaoon. Al flights Reselved.

l'LIJlisooj by id Sollware,

n:.

lmpe,i.m Galdc,i™ 01996 GT ~t...:tive Softwale Gap. Al l'qlts Reselved. Developed by Cigtal Reality Inc.

OBSESSIVE-COlVIPULSIVE:

This is only the early stage of this vio-

lent obsessive-compulsive disorder.
•The best selling action game of all
time
• Higher resolution graphics and faster
than ever gameplay

Now Available

Windows 95/D0S

At this stage you know you have not
succeeded in early intervention.
•Gaming Hall of Fame inductee
• Includes the original 3 episodes, plus a
new one: "Thy Flesh Consumed"
• Beefed-up graphics and sound

Windows 95/D0S/Macintosh

Now Available

DJooi

t 01994 kl Soltw.re, re. Al flglts Reserled. 1h! lllinale DJooi

N

01996 aSoltw.re, re. Al flglts Reserled. Fm DJooiN 01996 aSoltw.re, re. Al fi;t1ls Reserled. Kiglan a· t,1a1i<t 01996 sa (Saas Cuve nt<mile) lld. Al Pqls Reserled.

Repetitive behaviors or mental acts
(e.g., doing magic tricks, or kiJ1ing)
that the person feels driven to perform
in response to an obsession.

This is it. The final stages of the dis-

order, and hence the final chapter in
the legendary Doom series.
•Two new, 32-level versions
•New storylines
•The package Doom addicts have been
craving

Now Available

Windows 95/DOS/Macintosh

This is a extremely rare case: the inability

to control the impulse to perform tricks.
• Hilariously funny comedy adventure,
taking place in bizarre cartoon world
•Six in-depth quests
•Over 90 wacky characters and 105 stunning animated locations

tSlJ
Now Available

one free•

DOS

Obsessive-compulsive types will feel the
need to keep turning back to this page to
make sure this offer still exists.
Availability dates subject to change.

Maatall' isa "'!JSllllld tr.nmr1< d J\Ri1CmpiEJ, re. lknml' ,m ~ ... "'!JSllllld lradEJra1<;d ~ Capaaiol. Algares<islrlued l))'GT k'ln;:ti,,eSd\wae Cap. Al n iradEJra1<;"" lte ~ dlt<i' ~~

Buy a Games Get A Third FREE
Here's the deal: Bey 8XIY 2 games from the "BUY" list below (either from your locaJ pa.rtlcipatlng :ret.ailer or by ordering dired:.lv from GT Interactive by
phone), and then select a third @mlfl for FREE, plus $6.95 shipping &- handling, from the "FRE!l;" list below. Bey now and you'll airtornatirally be ent.ered for
a cbaDoe to win 15 Har games In GT Interactive's Game 'lberapy Sweepst.a.kes. Not some dust oollecting throwawa,ys. Really oool sbJff1 (No purchase neoessa.ry to enter. See offlc:i.aJ. sweepstakes rules and details below.)
Here's bow to get your FREE @mlfl and &rtoma.ticaJJy be entered into GT Intersctl.ve's Game 'lberapy Sweepst.a.kes:
1) BY PHONE: Simply rall G'l"s toll free botliDe at 1-800-432.;3493 ext. M606 and use your IIllliOr credit ca.rd t.o purchase 8X1Y 2 games from the "BUY" list
below. Order your FRllE @mlfl at the same time by dloosiiut one from the "FREE" list below. All orders must be reoeived between October 1, 1996 and
Januacy- 31, 1997. Your~ ca.rd will rrl be dJa.I@d unfil aJl items oroered a.re avallable for sblpment. Allow 8-12 weeks for cleliveiy.
-OB2) .AT RErAIL: Pu:robase any 2 games from the "BUY" list below from your favortte participating retail software st.ore between October 1, 1996 and January
31, 1997. 'lben select your FREE @mlfl from the "FREE" list below. Fbllow the simple stBP3 on the ooupon below and be sure t.o write the item number of
your selection In the spa.oe indica.ted to receive your FREE @mlfl and aut.oroatiraJ)y be entered In GT Interactive's Game Therapy Sweepst.a.kes.
TBJ!l l'BEJ: LIST

TBJ!lBUYLIST

QQfil'
$49 .95
$49.95
$49.95
$49.95
$34.95
$34.95
$49.95
$49.95
$34.95
$34.95
$34.95
$34.95
$49.95
$49.95
$49.95
$49.95
$44.95
$49.95
$49.95
$44.95
$49.95
$49 .95
$49 .95
$39.95
$38.95
$38.95

SELECTION#
fflLE
SELECTION#
'.llTI..E.
04-11568 SPQR W95/W3.l,.
04-11568 SPQR W95 / W3. l ..
04-20158 SPQR MAC..
04-20158 SPQR MAC,.
04-11266 "9" W3.l
04-11266 " 9" W3. l
04-20113 "9" MAC
04-20113 "9" MAC
04-113 16 AMOK W95 /DOS'
04-20064 HEXEN MAC
04-11567 XS DOS'
04-10826 HEXEN W95
04-20114 BEDLAM MAC
04-11316 AMOK W95/DOS'
04-11265 BEDLAM W95/ DOS
04-11567 XS DOS'
04-11264 SCORCHER W95 / DOS"
04-10722 ULTIMATE DOOM W95/DOS
04-11459 KINGDOM O' MAGIC DOS
04-20053 ULTIMATE DOOM MAC
04-11458 GENDER WARS DOS
04-19723 DOOM II W95/DOS
04-11315 ZPC - NO FLESH WII.L BE SPARED W95 '
04-20043 DOOM II MAC
04-20115 ZPC - NO FLESH WII.L BE SPARED MAC'
04-20114 BEDLAM MAC
04-11154 VIKINGS: STRATEGY OJi;.ULTIMATE CONQUEST W3. l /MAC
04-11265 BEDLAM W95/DOS
04-10266 JUST ME AND MY DAD W3. l / MAC
04-11264 SCORCHER W95/DOS,.
04-11789 IMPERIUM GALACTICA DOS"
04-11789 IMPERIUM GALACTICA DOS,.
04-10442 LOCUS W95 /DOS
04-11459 KINGDOM O' MAGIC DOS
04-20059 LOCUS MAC
04-11319 FINAL DOOM W95/DOS
04-10258 ICE&, FIRE W95/ W3.l
04-20135 FINAL DOOM MAC'
04-20058 ICE &, FIRE MAC
04-11458 GENDER WARS DOS
04-11315 ZPC - NO FLESH SHALL BE SPARED W95'
04-20115 ZPC - NO FLESH SHALL BE SPARED MAC'
• Ava.Uable October
04-11153 HERETIC: SHADOW OF THE SERPENT RIDER DOS
04-11154 VIKINGS: THE STRATE(ll OF ULTIMATE CONQUEST W3. l / MAC

g::~g~;~

~~
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(ff Interactive'• GAIIII TH NB Apy SwJIBPITax:■8

1.□ Yest Pleaae eot.ar ms ror a ob&noe to win aT Int.eraottve"s Game Therapy Swaepeta.laJs. 81mpzy oomplete and mall t.bls ooupon In an 8IMl1ope wttl1
post.aSe afflDd to aT Inlierad".tve Sott.wa.re, PO Bax 986, Buffalo, NY 14207 DO later than January 31 , 1997. (Sklp to it.em #4 below.) No purcbase
n-.cy. See offlal&l 1'lll8s below for dat.alls.

---

2.□ Pleaae eDt.ar me ror a ab&Doe to win aT Interacttve's Game Tber&py Swaepeta.laJs &lld 11811d ms my PRD game by mall (I've sJl'll8d.v purobsaed a
games from my software ret.&ller.) 81mpzy abooee your ll'RD game from the "l!'RD" 11st above. Be IIU1'9 to write the it.em number of your . tton In the spsoe IDdloat.ed below. Use the it.em number of your selection that oorresponds lio your operating sy&t.em---ilot all games are available
ror 8V81'.Y operating S,YBt.em. BnoJoee 1n an 811V81ope wtt.b sufflalant P0llt.aSe the following: <a> Proof-ot-purobsse ((JPC bar oode) ror each game PUl'cb&sed, (b) st.ore reoalpt dat.ed between October 1, 1996 &lld January 31, 1997 ror each game proof of purobsse provided, (c) t.bls fu1\Y complllt,sd
coupon, &lld Cd) $6.96 ps.yment ror shlpplng &lld b&ndllng of your P'REl!l game. Mail to aT Interaatlve Sott.wa.re, PO Bax 986, Buffalo, NY 14207
DO later than January 31, 1997.
My ll'RD game from the "ll'REE" 11st Is Item Number 04·--,-,-In oase ftrst abo1oe Is unavailable, please lndlcate: 2nd cboloe 04-_ __
3rd choioe 04- _ _ _
Bblpplng and b&Ddl1ng pa.yment. _ _cbeck
_ _ money order
_ credlt. card
If pa.vlng by cbeck, please mak8 checks pa.yable to GT Interactive 8ortware. If pa.vlng by credlt. oard, please 1nd1cate the following:
Cred1t. card aooount. # - - - - - - - - -Exp. dat.e _/ _
- V1s&
Mast.erC&rd

- AMEX

8tgnature_ __ _ _ __ __ _

Requll'ed

name

apt.

address

clty

stat.e

~

male/ female

zip

dat.e of birth

W3. l

e-mail
MS-OOSOlt.r&

Y:606

...

omCIALRULBS
IIIO PURCBASB lllBCB88ARY
l . TO BIIITBR: To ent.er tbs sweepata1raa, you ma.v do aey of tbs !ollowtng; (l) Purchue two l!ll,IDe8 from tbs "Bey" list above from O T ~ by oaJllJlg
1-600-432·3493 ut. :U:606 and provide tbs Information l'9QU88ted on the ooupon above t.o the operat.or; or (2) Purobaae two ,a.mes from the Bey" 11st above
from aey parttalpatlng retail st.ore, ll8Dd us tbs ortgln&l UPC bar coda from each game, and a at.ore reoalpt dat.ec1 betwNll Oct.ober l, 1996 and January 31, 1997,
for each game i:rurab&aed. 1111d the oomplllted ooupon above, 1111d mall t.o OT In an envelOpe; or (3) Complet.e seotloDs l ~ 4 on the ooupon above or band print
your name, &ddreaa, 1111B, ·telephone number 1111d OJ)8l'lltlng syatam on a 3x8 post card. Send entrle8 BUbmltted by Dl8tbods two ( 2) or three (3) above with proper
poata,a &fflDd t.o OT lnt.eradilve Bottware ~ P.O. !Im: 988, Buffalo, If-York 14807. All mall entries must be postmarked by January 31, 1997, and
reoatvad by l'llbru&ry 7, 1997. No 1lm1t. on mall entries, but mau entries 1111d reproduotlons w1ll be d1squ&ll1led. lfot respona1b1e for lost, tat.e, ml8dlreatAld,
poata,a due entries or entries not; reoa1wc1 In time for the random drawing. llutll&t.ed or lllltClbl,8 entries w1ll be dlsqualltled. a. WINNBR 8BLBOTlOlf: Wlnnel'II
w1ll be aelaated In a random dl'ur1DII fl'om ~ e l l g l b l e entries reoalwc1 by repreaantattvea of OT Int.eracttve Bottware Corp. on or about 1'ebru&ry 14, 1997.
Odds of
1 depend on the totaf number of
entries reoatved. Wlnners w1ll be not1fted by mall on or about 1'ebru&ry 28, 1997. Wlnners (or the
e n t / ~ w1nDer 1f w1nDer ls a mlnOr) w1ll
requ1red to BlC8Cll1t.e, and return within fourt.elin (14) da.Va of reoatpt, an a.ffld&vit of ellglb1]1t.y, re:teue
billl;y, 1111d publ1all;y re!NN: no;:;:ieae ..itbln suoh time or tbs return of &ey notice &8 undellvereble, Will result. In dlso.uallftoatlon and the seleot1on of an
&ltAlnl&te wlnne1'. Vold wbere
or restrlatAld l>Y law. All f'edera1, state, and loc&l lawa and l'9IIUl&t1onB 8l>lll.v. 3. PBlZBS AND APPBOXDIATB BET.AIL
VALUBS: Tlnmt,y-tlve (28) wlnnlll'II w1ll each reoatve ftft.ean (18) ltBm8 of t.b8lr obOloe from the "Bey l..lst" (ARV: -$600 eaob). Llmlt of one prize per ~ or
bauNhold 1111d no aub8tttmlon or tl'llllllfer of prizes by w1nDer wtll be perm1tt.ed. If au;y ttam ls unavallable, anotber tt.em of equal value w1ll be awarded. All
prizes w1ll be awarded. 4. IIISCBLLAlllBOU: All f'edera1, stat.&, 1111d lcoal taxes on prizes 111'9 tbs aole responslb1llty of Winner. Aooeptanae of a prize CXJnBtalltm
parm1ss1on t.o use tbat wlnne1''1 IIIIDIII and/or lllamell8 for adV8rt.lslng, trade purposes 1111d promotional use w1tbaut furt.b8r oompensatton, unJeaa problb1ted by
law. Jfot reapons1ble for &DY D8l'll0ll&l or
Iola or d&DlajDll tnourred by aoaeptanae BZll1/or use of prizes. All entries beoome the pl'Op8l'l;y of OT InCarllatlV8
Bottware Corp. 8. BLIGIBIIl'l"r: Open t-o ~ U.S. 1'88ldent8 ~ l!lmplayw of OT Int.ersattve 8cittware Corp., 1t8 sub81dJ&rles, &fflllat.-, &dV8rtl8IDg &em·
alee and t.b8lr lrnrnectlat.e '&rnllle8 or rnmnber8 of the ll&Dl8 bausabold are not ellglble t.o parttalpat.e. 6. WilfflBR'S LfS'l': J'or a 11st of wlnnlll'II (available after
llarab 30, 1997), send a aelf-addrelled, stamped envelope t.o OT Jntera.attve 8ottw&re Sweepst&lme, P.O. !Im: 988, Buffalo, New Yorlt 14807.
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64 The Top 150 Games
Of All Time
84 The Worst 50 Games
Of All Time
102 The Most Innovative
Games Of All Time
107 The Best Ways To Die
In A PC Game
110 The Most Influential
Industry Leaders
113 The Funniest Games
Of All Time
114 The Worst Back
Stories In PC Games
116 The Greatest PC
Game Sleepers
118 The Hardest Computer
Games Of All Time
120 The Greatest Heroes
Of All Time
121 The Most Nefarious
Villains Of All Time
124 The Worst Peripherals
Of All Time
127 The Most Rewarding
Endings Of All Time
128 The Most
Disappointing Endings
Of All Time
130 The Most vaporous
Yaporware Of All Time ·

Break out the
banners and
strike up
the band in
salute to the

• Sid Meier's
L...-------

everyone thought about the PC as a
fast gaming machine. If you want to
see us rhapsodize some more, check
out this month's Hall of Fame.

Civilizatio

MIC RO PROSE, 1993

hile some games might be equally addictive, none have sustained quite the level of rich, satisfying gameplay quite like Sid
Meier's magnum opus. The blend of exploration, economics,
conquest and diplomacy is augmented by the quintessential research
and development model, as you struggle to erect the Pyramids, discover gunpowder, and launch a colonization spacecraft to Alpha
Centauri. For its day, Civ had the toughest computer opponents
PROSE
around-even taking into account the "cheats," that in most instances
added rather than detracted from the game. Just when you think the game might bog down, you discover
new land, a new technology, another tough foe-and you tell yourself, "just one more game," even as the
first rays of the new sun creep into your room ...the most acute case of game-lock we've ever felt.

W

ORIGIN , 1984

ere began Avatarhood: where
every major plot development
depended on ethical choices
made by your character. The detail was
such that even non-player
characters would react to
you based on your character's reputation , as word
traveled from town to town
of your actions. What the
dialogue lacked in cleverness, it made up for with an
authentic, gritty feel rarely
%7Ci,'(;"',::;:;::;;~~~~~~~t found in other games. For the
.:i
• first time, NPCs became true
companions, rather than bundles of statistics to help in combat.
Even the ending was a surprise, moving 'iN/ay from the "take out Foozle" climax so common in RPGs. If all RPGs
were half as richly filled out as this,
role-playing games wouldn't be in
~ --- such a state of decline.

H

our players try to colonize
a planet while simultaneously driving the other
players out of business.
Named after the robotic
"mule" that enables you to
farm , mine and transport equipment,
the game contains no bombs, guns or
missiles-just offers an exciting game of
cutthroat competition complete with

F

live auction that actually made economics fun . Because EA could never
manage to come out with a sequel,
many of us held on to our C-64s and
Atari 19800s just to play this, still the
best multiplayer game we 've ever seen.

IIARoN
SIERRA, 1990

hile Falcon 3.0 (see below)
may be the most impressive
from a technical standpoint,
there is little question that Red Baron is
the better game. Damon Slye honed his
craft while designing action hits like
Stellar 7 and Skyfox, but with pure
flight sims, he found his metier. With
all the realistic options turned on, Red
Baron is a bear to fly; it's all you can
do to keep the fragile wings from tearing off. Rotary aircraft snap to the
right, machine guns jam at the worst
time-just exactly how you would expect
these rickety constructions of wood
and fabric to behave. When you toss in
the interesting missions and wonderful
campaigns, it's hard to imagine a better flight experience. A tribute to the
design is that despite its dated VGA
graphics, it is still selling. If Red Baron
II is anywhere near as good, flight sim
fans will have ample reason to rejoice.

W

ID SOFTWARE , 1993

imply the best action game of all
time. Even though DOOM wasn 't
true 3D, it transformed the way

S

he ultimate in
software
toys almost
never got published.
Supposedly,
there just wasn't "enough
game," a
description
belied by the
dynamic city
construction
involved. After
you built your ' '
city from
scratch, you
had to run it, and the continued
success comes not so much from
the mechanics, but from tapping into
the sheer joy of discovery. Challenging
on many levels, it evaluates your performance even as you enjoy it. It's hard to
ask much more than that from any

T

ORIGIN , 1990

o, it didn't have the detailed
"flight model" that X-WING or TIE
FIGHTER would later bring to the
galactic party. And compared to the
multimedia production values of WING
COMMANDERS Ill and IV, the original looks
like stilted Saturday morning cartoons.
But WING CoMMANDER was the first to
successfully blend interstellar action
with a storyline. While the theme-a
valiant struggle against a seemingly
overwhelming foe-was typical sci-ti, the
designers did a good job of developing
the tensions inherent in the situation.
The "hot wash up" scenes at the Tiger's
Claw bar between missions gave you a
needed break from wrist-wracking
action, and the conversations you had
with other pilots left you with not just
tactical tips, but the impression that
your wingmen were personalities rather
than mere algorithms.

N

8.

EMPR

10.

FALCON

3.0

INTERSTEL, 1978

SPECTRUM HoLOBvTE, 1991

tter proliferating on college and
corporate mainframes all through
the 1970s, EMPIRE found life on
the personal computer when ex-NASA
programmer Mark Baldwin was
approached by lnterstel to create an
Atari ST version. Ostensibly a game of
planetary conquest, complete with a
sci-fi wrapping in the documentation,
the game was really a delightful multiplayer version of strategic level WWI I
era warfare. Production level determined

ALCON3.0 was the first jet simulation to offer a truly realistic flight
model, but it didn't stop there. It
also introduced the useful (and necessary) wingmen and the first truly
dynamic flight sim campaign.
Moreover, FALCON 3.0 was also one of
the first games to support multiplayer
network play. The fact that the game is
still in the shelves more than five years
after its initial release is testament to
its quality and advanced design .

A

F

11. FPS FOOTBALL 19-""'95"'_ _
SIERRA,1994
ost pigskin games are either realistic stat-based sims dryer than our
favorite martini, or so reflex-dependent
that your gridiron savvy is rendered
totally irrelevant. FRONT PAGE FoorBALL
changed all that, somehow combining
the best of both worlds, and improving
up through FPS FoorBALL 95, winning
an unprecedented three CGW Premier
awards in the process. Instead of relying on statistics, this models the
physics of the game on the field : the
fluid rotoscoped movement of the players; the quick release of a Dan Marino
pass; the blocking power of a 300pound offensive lineman. From the play
editor, to the updated rosters of NFL
players (who actually play like their reallife counterparts), and the career
league options, no other game brings
its sport to life quite like this one.

M

economic level which determined the
potential number of military units available. As a multiplayer game, it could be
played by "hot seat" (CGW deadlines
were constantly in danger due to office
games) and by PBEM. Not a direct port
of the mainframe game, Baldwin 's version added greater roles for destroyers
and new intelligence algorithms, among
other additions.

9.

WASTELAND

INTERPLAY,1987
fascinating science fiction story_
set in a post-nuclear world of disintegrating technology, dysfunctional society and mutant organisms,
WASTELAND was the first game many of
us played where the other members of
the player's adventuring party acted like
"real" people instead of inventory cabinets with names and automatons with
skill sets. Ask the party to divvy up the
cash and one or more might refuse. Try
to get a party member to cough up
his/her last clip of ammo? No way! But
don 't take our word for it. Play it yourself. The entire game is on this
month's CG-ROM.

A

12.

LEMMl=NGS
:;;;;;..._ _ __

PSYGNOSIS,1991
he cries of "Oh no!" as you 'd sacrifice a Lemming in an effort to
save its brethren proved that the
death of little animals had never been
so cute. This diabolical puzzle game
starts with simple challenges and works
you steadily towards ultra-challenging
conundrums that require split-second
timing with the mouse. In its initial
release, the PC version was a poor imitation of its Amiga predecessor, but the
Win 95 update included with LEMMINGS
PAINTBALL should be snatched up by all
who missed this classic.

T

13. ZoRK
INFOCOM,1981
t all started with a little letter in a
mailbox outside a small _
w~ite house.
From here began a magic Journey
into the land of Frobozz. This seminal
lnfocom text adventure combined challenging puzzles, wonderful descriptive
prose, and a touch of humor to create

I

MOYB41ER 1996

a rich universe that existed not in SVGA
graphics, but within your head. A far
different tone than the campy RETURN
10 ZORKor the dark ZORKNEMESIS made
this a universe many early gamers
would spend all their non-school
hours glued to until it was fully
explored.

SPECTRUM
H0L0BYTE, 1988

his insidious little
puzzle game
may have
been the Soviet
_.....,_ Union's last-ditch
attempt at destroying American
productivity. If personal computers had been more commonplace
in 1988, it darned well might have
succeeded. The seemingly simple
task of matching falling blocks would
become an obsession, to the
point that many gamers would
find themselves rotating TETRIS
blocks in their dreams.

T

15.

PANZER GENERAL

SSl ,1994

ost of us that play
wargames began for a
variety of reasons, but
chief among them was that we
wanted to be Patton, or Lee, or
Rommel for a day. PANZER
GENERAL lets you do just that, in
a series of tough scenarios and
exciting campaigns. PG isn't for
everybody, since every time realism and fun clash, the latter
wins out. But what the game
lacks in historical insights, it
more than makes up for in variety: the amphibious invasion of
Norway; the airborne assault on
Crete; the sweeping armored battles of Kursk and North Africa. PANZER
GENERAL made more realistic games
like STEEL PANTHERSpossible, because ■ ::i. ·--»--,-:..
it made wargames fun-and marketable-again.

M

ECH , 1981

e seminal dungeon romp, thi
PG sent AD&D fans scrambli
Apple lls.

• GAaluEL K•HT 2
SIERRA,1996
haunting tale from Jane Jensen,
A
the interactive Ann Rice, which successfully blended the psychological and
supernatural, an adventure game inter-

This fAll

E
B~BAks LoosBT

EiRi: WEAVER

BisEBALL

A TER OF ORION

PS, 1993
iga version was a sports cl
om the stats to the graphic
the later versions gave it a

he Amiga version of this
hybrid game of exploration ,
T
combat and role-playing was by
far the best, with smooth ship
combat and fast-action swordplay.

19 • 5£cREr OF
r forget
duel sys
of the
aster?

arcia leaped to the stage with
10 MEIER'SCIVILIZATIONmeets
THESTARSgame of space

ACCESS, 1992

LUCASARTS, 1993

hen a "386" golf
game is still selling to Pentium Pro
owners, you know it's
good.

orr completely blew away its
D
ancestor, MANIAC MANSION, with its
smooth animated sequences, nifty plot

W

and great voiceovers.

3 5. CtlucK YEAGER'S AIR CoMaA1i
EA, 1989
hree eras of air combat came
together in this flight sim classic.
T
For the Korean War, this is the only
flight sim which has addressed it.

he strategy of chess plus
T
fast-arcade action made for
an addictive two-player experience.

he first World War II sim
T
that really made you feel
like you were there, this, like
Red Baron, reminds us that
a great sim can also be a
great game.

sn 't reach all of its lofty goals,
t it's fast, furious and com-what Interplay's Tolkien game
have been .

he ultimate implementation of the
T
death match , OUAKE also creates the
spookiest atmosphere ever presented in

CONTROL 2 was a fast-paced
ce game with a stunning blen
· and humor.

close match for OuAKE, with any
deficiencies in its 3D engine made
A
up for by its bizarre, and sometimes

an action game.

earthy, humor.

I-time strategy
gave you the

he best tactical system for squadT
based combat combines with an
excellent R&D model and pop culture
about aliens and UFOs for an incredibly
addictive strategy experience.

an industry dominated by DOOMones, this shows that the _-view
ion game has a lot of very visceral
RISING

action on the track introduce
ter gaming to a whole new
ungeon view combined wi
biggest world map to date
st two of the major feature
advanced level CRPG.

s the first simulation to allow you to
command multiple vehicles, M-1
TANKPLAmoN addressed several issues
of combat doctrine ignored in other
tank games.

A

BRODERBUND, 1984

mooth-scrolling, 360-degree shooter
that redefined C64 arcade action
and used graphics tiles that paved the
way for S1MC1TY's inception.

S

cc

• M-1 TANK PlATOON
MPS,1989

NOVEMBER 1996

modem submarine combat game
unmatched even by today's offerings,
A
the play balance of scenarios, campaign
and realism was nearly perfect.

~ . HARPOON
ince modern naval combat is fast
and diverse, HARPOON had to offer
gamers a real-time perspective they'd
never seen before. It succeeded.

S

Unlike most
hard drives
it's removable.
Unlike most
removables it

There seems to be an unwritten rule with computers. No matter how large the hard drive, you'll eventually
find a way to max it out. Unless, of course, you get one that never really fills up, right? For example, the
EZFlyer ·· 230, the latest removable cartridge hard drive from SyQuest~ Don't let the small 3.5 inch cartridge
deceive you, this thing is huge. 230 megs that rip along at twice the speed of any removable in its class.
The reason for our blistering performance is pretty simple. It works like a hard drive because it is one.
Sluggish technologies from tape drives to high-capacity floppies just can't keep up. Use the EZFlyer'" 230
Don't woiry, if one
cartridge fills up there
are millions left.

the same way you would with any hard drive, with a nice little bonus-it's removable. So you can add on to your
system limitlessly, 230 megs at a time, till tl1e end of time.

Weighing a mere 1.6 pounds, the trimmed-up drive can hit the road as well and features a
self-sea ling door to protect cartridges from dust and other disturbing things. When you feel the urge to change cartridges, hit the eject button
and you're out of here. Applications and files stored on your cartridges are ready to run instantly. Own the Internet, throw on large chunks
of video, colossal scans, the meaning oflife or maybe just a CD-ROM game. Keep things you don't need. Back up things you do. It even
saves money, storing your world at 10 cents per megabyte. Hmm. When you think about it, the possibilities are as endless as its capacity.
ow available at Comp USA,Computer City, Best Buy and a bunch of other places. 1-800-245-2278 or http: //www.syquest.com.

a hard drive.
1996 SyQucs~ Technology

Circle Reader Service #225

41..

SID MEIER'S
RAILROAD TYCOON

MPS,1990
id's fascination with railroading begat a combination of S1MCITY, 1830 and the
ultimate model railroad that
will be a strategy game icon
for years to come.

S

WESTW000, 1995
ot quite as complete a design as
N
Warcraft 11 , this still set a new standard for great multiplayer play combined with a good back story told
through top-notch cinematics.

the culmination of such successes as
KAMPFGRUPPE, PANZER STRIKEand
TYPHOON OF STEEL.

ORIGIN, 1994
hrilling spa~e actio_n in the_first
T
successful 1nteract1ve movie.
The beginning of a new breed?

INF0C0M, 1985

as this the first game to
al graphics to define planes, it was a rich science fie.
, as well.

ouglas Adams' humor comes alive
in this text adventure based on the
five-book Hitchiker's trilogy (pentalogy
sounds so pompous, you know) .

D

3•

BETRAYAL AT KRONDOR

DvNAMIX, 1993
he universe
of Raymond
E. Feist came
to brilliant life
in this 30, firstperson perspective roleplaying game.

T

ER

FTL,1987
he stereo sound in the Amiga verT
sion of this classic RPG had you
looking around the living room for
monsters.

'
first time we played this game,
had to look twice to make sure
yers were animated and we haditched on the TV by mistake.

ORIGIN,1990
ord British hit new highs in virtuality
with the defined useable objects in
L
this game world. It also presented a brilliant treatise on the danger of prejudice.

CINEMAWARE, 1988
inemaware's tribute to sci-fi
C
serials of old was artistically
better than the similarly

S-0.

INFOC0M, 1983
PINBALL CiiNSTRUCTION

SET

EA,1983

remote robots gave this
text adventure a unique flavor.
CSFontrolling

he first entertainment software that
T
allowed you to build your own pinball machines and give them to friends.

5-g. GmYSBUR
SSI, 1986
his first in a best-selling series of
American Civil War games was the
T
first to experiment with a randomized

themed THE RocKETEERfrom
Disney and a much better
game.

6.

layer space conquest reached
ew maturity with Keating and
esign which included economrch and military strategy.

CHESSMASTER

SOFTWARE T00LW0RKS, 1986
he best of a competitive pawn-pushing lot, Chessmaster stays ahead of
the competition with Al opponents
based on real-life Grandmasters.

T

7• AcEs OF THE PACIFIC
DvNAMIX, 1992

MICR0PR0SE,1988
he first flight sim where you actually
T
won by staying out of a dogfight,
this game almost presaged the Gulf War.

3.

STEEL PANTHERS

SSI ,1995

orsairs came alive in this WIN II sim
that set new standards for graphics
C
ary Grigsby's superb implementaand performance.
Gtion
of tactical combat in W'NII was

cc

NOVEMBER 1996

n of the Star
n X-W1NG, winning
game relied more
uzzle-solving.

reinforcement schedule for the order of
battle.

EF2000
L INTEGRATION, 1995
hies, sound, and realism took a
ng leap forward in this combat sim.

6 •

SEvEN

CmEs

E Go

EA,1983
zark Softscape's fantastic game of
New World exploration offended
O
some with its accurate treatment of
autochthonous tribes.

6 2.

INCREDIBLE MACHINE

6 7.

SYNDICATE

SIERRA,1993

BULLFROG, 1993

his Rube Goldberg-style
puzzle game was fresh in
concept and long on gameplay.

fter a hard day, it was just fun to
A
mow down civilians in this strategic
action game of futuristic gang warfare.

T

6 3 • FAERY TALE
ADVENTURE

MICR0ILLUSI0NS,XX
eal time adventure at its Amiga
R
best. There is a rumored update
(cross your fingers).

68.

ULTIMA UNDERWORLD

ORIGIN, 1992
ith the 30 look that paved the way
for other point-of-view games, the
Looking Glass design team immersed
gamers in a more intense Britannia.

W

MARATHON. - ~ ~ ~ - - '

Cole made it work in this hybrid adventure/role-playing game.

'rJ 4. SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND II
LUCASARTS,1990
eChuck was back and managed to
L
provide the unhappily ever after for
a washed-up pirate hunter named
Guybrush.

1

KN

W JACK

BERKELEY SYSTEMS, 1995
his irreverent cyber game-show will
T
glue the most computer-phobic to
the screen.

6.

BUNGEE,1994

'T

OU

SHADO

F THE

8

ST

PSYGN0SIS, 1989

his 30 action-fest was a big reason
T
all the Mac users kept saying
"DOOM what?"

arallax scrolling and fast action
made this Amiga arcade game betP
ter than anything you could drop quarters in.

INGSfeatured a
masterful combiW
nation of arcade action,
flight simulation , and a
cinematic story set in
WW I as its wrapper.
.,,,_,,,--.LO.RLO CIRCUIT

racing sim
that provided a
wonde rful balance of authenticity combined with
accessibility
for beginning
drive rs .

A

6 9.

LEISURE SUIT LARRY
=-- - - "

SIERRA, 1988

7 7.

WARLORDS

II

SSG,1993

robably the best of the
owe 's Larry's lascivious, lecherous
Keating/Trout approach to challengP
L
life was launched in this remake of
ing Al and scenario design. Best fantathe lewd text game, SOFTPORN.

70.

sy strategy game until Warcraft II.

DUNE

2

WESTWOOD, 1992

7 8.

BALANCE OF POWER

MINDSCAPE, 1983

OMMAND CON0UER's predecessor
wonderful game of political intrigue
C
used the universe of DUNE as the
A
that felt just like the Cold War and
environment for a fabulously engaging
didn't require the detail of SHADOW
&

real-time strategy game.
DvNAMIX, 1994

his Li-boat simulator is still unrivaled
for creating an authentic atmosphere.

T

7 2.

SOLITAIRE'S JOURNEY
-= ' - - - - - '

QQP,1992

PRESIDENT or CvBERJUDAS.

·-----

i/_ 9. FLIGHT SIMULATOR
SuBL0GIC,1984

rom the Atari 800 to the Amiga, this
civilian flying simulator brought virtuF
al flight to the masses.
RUNNER

BR00ERBUND,, 1983

his unique game not only providhe father of all platform games, this
Tgames,
ed a large variety of solitaire
game of run and gun was much
T
but two different styles of
better in its original incarnation than its
campaigns (transcontinental trip
and haunted house) in which to
try them .

73.

Win 95 zombie reincarnation .

QUEST FOR

hoever heard of combat in
a Sierra adventure?
tes? Skills? Corey and Lo

OOM featured one of the most
L
beautiful scores ever to grace an
adventure game and a musical staff
interface that was most original.

8 2.

RESCUE AT fRACTALUS

89.

BARD'S TALE

EA,1985

EPYX, 1987

riginally designed with a
ith three-point monster animation,
from Atari , this was
0thegrant
W
3D maze window and new characoriginal LucasArts (then
ter classes, Michael Cranford 's story
Lucasfilm) game. Many keep
old computers around just to
play it.

started the successful trilogy.

SSG,1992
DvNAMIX, 1990

o good that a rival
publisher tried to steal
it, this cyberpunk game
used rotoscoping, hot
spot mapping, and cinematic cuts before they
were standard.

S

·tthe Road
sam & Ma)( HI
BR0DERBUND,1990
n acrobatic platfomer
with amazingly fluid
action ' PRINCEOFPERSIA
let you become the legendary Thief of Baghdad.

A

MUSE,1981

Prince of ~rsia

n this ancestor of CRoBOTS, gamers proIgrammed
robot behavior
in a subset of BASIC. Then, the programs fought it out on-screen.

8 .

SILENT SERVICE

MICR0PR0SE,1985
ILENT SERVICE introduced the control-room interface for submarine games on a variety of platforms.

R

91.

3-D

BATTLES OF NAPOLEON

SSI ,1985
lthough it didn't sell well, SSl's
game of tactical combat in the
Napoleonic Era was not only a terrific
game, but had an easy-to-use construction set, as well.

espite having only seven
missions, this Amiga jet
mbat sim set the state-ofe-art for its era.

I-MOTION,1992
ollowing on the heels of Our OF THIS
W0RL0, ALONE IN THE DARK showed
F
that 3D action needn't get in the way
of a tense, exciting story.

inspired by Silas Warner's
W0LFENSTEIN, this was the 3D
n the hall that started it all.

A

CINEMAWARE,1986
im Sacks' spectacular artwork and
dazzling animations in this simple
strategy game showed Cinemaware
could live up to its name.

J

9 3.

INDIANA JONES
AND THE FATE DF ATLANTIS

LUCASARTS, 1993

hree games in one, Hal Barwood 's
Indy adventure let the gamer regulate the way it was to be played without
losing its impact as a story-based
game.

T

S

ERCEeJOR

he classic origiatures voiceoy and compa-

ager Keating and Ian Trout create~
the first playable game of WWII aircraft carrier operations with the release
of this game.

ORIGIN,1994
his hybrid action/adventure/RPG ~idT
n't get the credit it deserved for its
tight cyberpunk plot, believable characters, and SHODAN, an excellent villain.

UNDER A KIWN MOON
J

993

mpy humor combined with amazi~g
D scenery in this futuristic film no1r.

100. AH-64D loNGBOW
JANE'S, 1996

he first helicopter sim to m~ch its fixedcounterparts for realistic play.
Twing
PP£

SSI ,1985
I

ith KING'SOuEST V, Roberta
W
Williams horrified Sierra traditionalists by getting the parser out of the
way of some of the most beautiful
graphics ever.

& MAX

HIT THE

R

CASARTS, 1993

he adventure game that redefine
"wacky" as Steve Purcell 's er
imal detectives visit alligator farm
·
es and freak

ehicle silhouettes, great sound
V
effects in the Amiga version, and
the tactical combat scale gave a different texture to this game of Eastern
Front combat.

10 2.

GUNSHIP

MPS,1989
n the days of the abominable SUPER
HUEY, this relatively simply sim with
Idetailed
campaign was the only authentic helicopter simulation .

INTERPLAY, 1992
and personFullality,of ERICpuns,THEpunchlines
UNREADY was not only

one of the funniest games of all
time, but Bob Bates ' masterpiece.
DEADLINE

he low unit density and the vast sea
T
of North African sands gave you
plenty of room to maneuver, making
this the best game of the WORLD AT
WAR series.

21 ST CENTURY ENTERTAINMENT,1990
mooth scrolling and great ball
physics made this Amiga game a
wizard's choice.

S

1=-=-....__ .T.,R
""IN=ITY
_.__ _ _ __

EADLINE was a tough text
D
adventure that placed
you in the midst of an intricate police procedural and
let you wander around a

ros.

111.

WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY

BETHESDA,1989
his masterpiece featured Gretzky's perspective and Marty McSorley's
playtesting in a hockey game that captured
the flON of the game for the first time.

T

INFOCOM,1986
rian Moriarty's text adventure based
on the Manhattan Project was a
B
tense, ethical tightrope walk through
the Cold War.

CRUSADERS OF THE
DARK SAVANT

SIR-TECH ,1987
avid Bradley capped off his
WIZARDRY trilogy with this combinaD
tion sci-ti/fantasy adventure which paid

he first in a series of sports games,
the idea of TV SPORTS: FoorB.A.LL was
to present athletic action like you see it
on television. It worked .

T

subtle treatment to the Wizard of Oz.

he best of the horizontal-scrolling
fighting games, this title succeeds
T
on a platform for which it was not
designed.

12 2.

INDIANAPOUS

500

EA, 1989
INTERPLAY,1988
tar Wars' Chewbacca would have
felt right at home with this chess
game enhanced by funny, elaborate animated sequences and spectacular special effects.

S

10

7.

PERFECT GEN

ased on the quintessential family
boardgame, this Internet-capable version of MONOPOLY offered more than we
ever expected in a computer version .

B

DESCE JI
BATTLEGROUND: WATER

s in EMPIRE, Mark Baldwin (with
he grand age of warfare comes to
new partner Bob Rakowsky) took a
A
life
with colorful uniforms, delightful
T
proven design (Bruce Williams
landscapes, and above-average oppo-

8.

, = - ,_ __
NEUROMANCER

INTERPLAY,1988
illiam Gibson 's cyberpunk novel
was retold with an interactive slant
and a soundtrack by DEVO.

W

backwards on the Indianapolis
"Brickyard " for the first time.

-TECH,1995

QQP,1989

Zaccagnino's table-top strategy game)
and made it better.

he nascent Papyrus redefined the
T
racing sim on the PC and Amiga
with this game that allowed you to go

nent Al in this recent release.
116.

CAsTLE WOLFENSTEIN

nspired by the film , Where Eagles
Dare, Silas Warner developed this
Igame
where you try to escape from a
Nazi fortress.

uilds on the promise of the original,
with better 30 effects and enemy Al.

DEATHTRACK
ynamix developed this seminal carD
to-car combat simulation where Car
Wars-style action had become a national sport.

125.

_____

WARCRAFT

__,

spirited real-time rendition of the
A
age-old conflict between Ores and
Humans, with an especially elegant network setup routine.

rguably the most ambitious wargame design
in history, Gary Grigsby's
magnum opus lets you
refight the campaigns in
the Pacific on a day-by-day
basis.

A

he smooth sprite action in this
T
beach-defense arcade game could
have you diving under your desk.

118.

FIGHTER DUEL PRO

JAEGER SOFTWARE,1993
he ultimate Amiga flight sim, FIGHTER
DUEL PRO 2 had realistic flight models and SVGA-quality graphics.

T
CRUSADER

AH/AmMIC,1994

2

119.

PINBALL DREAMS

ary Grigsby's strategic level game
of combat on WWll 's eastern front
G
was the first "monster game" on the
computer that came close to SPl's
huge boxed sets.

12 7. S1Jui CoNTROL
==----

ACCOLADE,1992

~
© 1995 Megatech & Design, Inc.,
Torrance, CA 90501 • All rights reserved

TD order, CBll 1-800-258-MECA
Catch us on the Web:
http://www.megatech-software.com

IK~@PI

Minimum Requirements: D/S - DDS 5.0, Ram - 4MB, Video - VGA,
CD-ADM - 2x, Hard Disk - 5MB, Sound - Sound Blaster & MIDI, Input - Mouse

his 8-bit forerunner to STEEL
arlan Ellison 's dark, despairing
PANTHERShad a great "Banzai" rule
story makes a smooth transition to
T
H
that really impacted games which had
dark, despairing adventure game.
gotten out of balance.

STORMFR0NT, 1995
he best of the LaRussa
T
series, this game has
an you believe we fought global
graphics and stat-capabilithermonuclear war with text and
C
ties that sometimes outsprites on .the C64?
shine the original Earl
Weaver. Sometimes, though ,
they don't.

129. M1G Au.Ev ACE
MICR0PR0SE,1984
ndy Hollis pioneered the head-tohead flight sim on the Atari 800
with this game.

A

130. OGRE
ORIGIN ,1986
rigin worked closely with Steve
Jackson Games to create this faith0
ful conversion of the boardgame based
on taming one gigantic and futuristic
supertank.

131.!.-1,,.!.!!!..'!,!!!!!w..111,!1!&--___,,I
SSl ,1981

screen-the bloodthirsty Exodus.
or years, Macintosh owners would
point with pride to the fact that this
fluid , fantasy-based arcade game was
only available on their platform .

F

MAmc r.wn

f3,.

ot up to the standard set by
CHESSMASTER, but this was the first
N
to effectively use multimedia in illuminating the mysteries of chess. Strong
Al didn't hurt, either.
SHANGHAI

his mah-jongg style game not only
T
transfixed puzzle gamers of both
sexes during the '80s, but even has

f38. ARCnCfox
amon Slye's update of STELLAR 7 fo
the Amiga was the seminal 30

versions on dedicated word processors
in the Far East.

~ . • SwoRD OF fARGOAL
EPYX,1992
phics and
ew standar
tribute to

appreciation for presidential politics.

~~~----

13 2. I.Ex1-CROSS
INTERPLAY, 1991

his dungeon romp for the VIC-20
required a massive
expander
T
and may have been the most ambitious
16K

game to ever appear on that platform .

148.

TIGERS ON THE PROWL

HPS,1994

futuristic combination of crossA
words and Wheel of Fortune that
was great for proselytizing non-gamers.

any tables as we'd like, but
and sounds like real pinball
all action leaves TRISTAN in

MimROFMAGIC

T

CVBERDREAMS, 1995

=---

KASPAROV'S GAMBIT

arned weird rules were offset by a
D
rich , 30 world to explore and conquer.

laying this strategy game of public
appearances, campaign financing
P
and debate gave one an entirely new

his award-winning remake of
THE KING'SBOUNTY
is a brilliantly balanced game of
fantasy combat
that quickly
becomes addictive.

he conclusion of Lord British 's first
T
ULTIMA trilogy introduced one of the
nastiest villains to grace a computer

4
atched, this fantastic strategy
was almost a S10 MEIER'S
· EGATHERING hybrid.

ackluster graphics and a learning
curve like a Sandy Koufax pitch .
L
Still, this game is the most realistic
tactical WWII land combat wargame
ever, and the tough Al doesn 't cheat.

14 9 •

CouRISIDE CoLLEGE
BA.SKETBALL

HAFFNER,1984
s a text-only, statistics-based sports
A
simulation, Haffner's college basketball games have always been entertaining and eerily accurate.

AXXON with a WW I biplane on the
C64 made for a fun shooter.

Z

TYPHOON

OF

STm

rs .

STARFLEET

1

--~-

he classic grid-based Star Trek
T
game went commercial in this simple but addictive game.

■

t

onstruck is a new

twist on twisted. No computer gamer will want to be
deprived of this depravity.
Not when they can watch
Spike the Clown torture
balloon an imals. See Seedy,
the tu-tu clad bartender,
do a little butt bowling. And

prevent an all - out war
between

the cartoon

forces of good and evil.

Toonstruck blends live action
(starring Christopher Lloyd)
with wild animation for some
of the most bizarre puzzle-

based adventure gameplay
ever. Toonstruck is dark, weird
a nd has more twists and
turns than your lower intestine. So go ahead. Punch out
a clown . Flush fish .

"... hilarious cartoon quality
animation and an absolutely
bizarre world make Toonstruck

we've seen. The allover-the-board humor
is delicious," says
COMPUTER GAM IN G
WORLD. "The

twisted

realms of this adult
cartoon adventure

of a great game:
beautiful graphics,
challenging puzzles, outrageous
humor and good ol'
star power," says
PC GAMES.

Finally,

"A must see" from
COMPUTER GAME
RE VIEW.

We are

sure you ' ll agree.

I NTERACTIVE

en terta inment

,

·--

Let's give a big
Bronx cheer and
three-fingered
salute to the

u P~OS~-----

SIERRA

1993

he idea was a good one: to make a realistic space strategy game
based on real scientific principles. _What would it be like to found
a colony on an alien world? Well, 1t couldn 't be any more frightening than the way this product shipped. Overly complex algorithms
had you micro-managing oxygen levels in habitats, among other minutiae. Worse, the design was so incomplete that many of the actions
you took made no difference in the game's outcome. Poor documentation forced players to buy the strategy guide-conveniently authored
by the game's designer-and the interface design was no help either.
Rightfully vilified as "the greatest screen saver of all time," this game, more than any other, tries to hide its
vague concepts, and near-total lack of substance behind pretty pictures-with little success.

T

2. DefCon 5
COSMI ,

1987

his Cold War era game combined
the worst of two worlds: badly
paced strategy with a
poorly-designed
arcade exercise.
Cosmi couldn't even
get the title of the
game right: DefCon
5 is the most peaceful setting. From
there, the game
went downhill with
an irritating log-on
procedure and
arcade sequences
that bore little
resemblance to
any SDI-style system . Imagine
deploying antispace mine robots to
defuse space mines (the bad guys
apparently didn't understand the concept of proximity detonators) or X-ray
lasers that blanket wide areas of the
atmosphere with severe radiation . Add
dull graphics and lousy sound and you
get the picture-DefCon None.

T

But even the most forgiving of computer pilots couldn 't stomach Blue Angels.
Blue Angels featured all the adrenalin
rush of memorizing multiplication
tables. The entire game was memorization , pattern recognition and reflex
response. Much of the game is spent
flying through wire-frame rectangles in
order to memorize your "routine."
Then , you get to go into show mode.
That might have been okay if the visual
payoff was adequate, but it wasn 't.
Instead of passing within feet of each
other in a death-defying knife-edge
pass, you see your partner a mile 'ifflay
and zoom, he's gone. Give me the
flash cards, please!

4. MegaTraveller 1
PARAGON, 1990

3. Blue Angels
ACCOLADE,

1990

light simulations cover a wide
range, from the "flight model light"
of US Navy Fighters to the
painstaking physics of Flight Unlimited .

F

ith SSI making plenty of
money on their D&D license,
Paragon opted to take another
classic pen-and-paper game and convert it to silicon. Unfortunately,
MegaTraveller I consisted of a back-

W

ground
story that
felt
tossed
off by
Traveller
creator
Mark
Miller
from
rehashes
of pen
and paper modules he had designed in
the past. Then, it featured the best
character generation system ever for
creating characters with skills that didn't really impact the game. Next, it had
real-time combat, handled so fast that
most players didn't have a chance in
90% of the battles. Finally, they
designed it so that the player would
have to run 'iJNay from the first
encounter or be killed within two minutes of spending 30 minutes to an
hour generating a character.
MegaTraveller I was easily the Megaworst role-playing experience of all
time, especially since its failure kept
many other deserving paper RPGs from
traveling to the computer for nearly a
decade.

• Ho
CAPSIDNE,

1993

omeyD.
Clown was
the epitome of the bad
cartridge game
on the PC.
Capstone tried
to cash in on
some of the
cachet associated with In Living
Color, but
defaulted to the
simplest, most
inane adventure
elements to
flesh it out.
Homey don't
play like dat and neither did any real
gamers, if they were smart. Too bad we
couldn 't borrow Hamey's sock just to
beat up the game box.

H

INFINITE R

6. Night Trap
DIGITAL PICTURES ,

1994

he ultimate experience of FMV
gone bad, Night Trap gave a bad
name to every game platform
from Sega to
300 to PC. The
designers took a
pretty ex-television star/ex-con
named Dana
Plato and put her
in a nightgown.
They surrounded
her with an entire
houseful of
scantily clad
Junior Misses and sent aliens to drill
their brains out-literally. As the player,
it was your job to protect these helpless little sweeties (hey, we didn't write
the script-that's how they were treated!) by activating hot spots on the
video and entrapping the aliens before
they could perform their nefarious
deeds. Unfortunately, that meant before
you saw the cool special effects. So,
how many pre- and early adolescent
gamers do you suppose saved the
girls? Yeah, that's what the Senate subcommittee investigating video game
violence thought, too.

T

7. Star Fleet 11 _ _ __
INTERSTEL , 1989

tar Fleet I (listed in our Top 150
Games) didn't look like much, but
it had all the options for which a
Captain Kirk wannabe could ask. Star
Fleet II was supposed to
take this idea further with
planetary assaults in a
number of star systems.
The first couple of scenarios were fairly interesting, but after that,
the programming was
so bad that you
could never get any
farther into the
game. Hmm! Three
missions and you
couldn 't finish the
game? It was sort

S

CG

NOVEMBER 1996

of shareware-except that you had to
pay full price for a limited version. The
latter part of the game was released
some years later by Mindcraft, but it
was leap years rather than lightyears
too late. Star Fleet II remains an unfortunate monument to buggy, incomplete
products.

8. Universal Military
Simulator II
MICROPROSE,

1990

he design limitations were too
numerous to mention in full , but
they began with the designer's pet
concept that "fog of war is unrealistic."
As a command simulation, it told you
little of why
Napoleon
won at
Austerlitz, or
how Lee
consistently
triumphed
over Union
armies twice
the size of
his own
forces. The
weaponry modeling was so homogeneous that WWII scenarios differered
little from those of the 19th century.
However, the worst thing about UMS II
was the incredible time that the Al took
to make a single move-often as much
as 2-3 hours-and the move, once finished, was invariably terrible. The only
thing "universal" about this entire
series-including the recent War
College-was the consistently low quality. UMS 11, however, is so bereft of any
redeeming factors that it justly
deserves the title of worst wargame
ever.

T

9. Air Power
MINDSCAPE,

1996

ssume that dirigibles became the
dominant force in the air after
WWI. If you 're not offended by
the silliest backstory idea since
Capstone licensed Homey D Clown,
you have to consider the design team 's
premise that no consumer really likes

A

anything resembling a flight model.
Finally, throw in a lame strategic overlay, and you have a good idea of how
these disparate elements became even
less than the sum of their parts.

10. The Civil War
EMPIRE,

1996

eal-time games have their
place-witness the success of
Warcraft II and Command &
Conquer-but this game set real-time
strategy gaming back untold millennia.
The scale wasn 't particularly bad, but
daily turns for the four-plus years of
the American Civil War provided a case
where more was definitely not better.

R

The concepts-training, production,
supply-made sense individually, but
failed to give any real feel for the conflict. This could just as easily have
been The Wars of the Austrian
Succession, for all the historical flavor
it served up. It also had the dubious
distinction of having the worst Al of
any game since UMS II (see above).
The morale/command system was so
screwy that at the battle of Gettysburg,
for example, the Army of the Potomac
and Lee's Army of Northern
Virginia-two of the finest armies in US
history at their peak-both fled from the
battlefield any time a shot was fired .

We could go on about the unnecessary
micro-managing, the bad interface, or
the poor naval modeling, but we'll just
sink this ship and move on.

13. El-Fish

11. College Slam
ACCLAIM ,

1996

f NBA Live is a slam dunk, this game
is a deflated basketball. Takin ' the
rock to the hoop might be fun once
or twice, but
you soon
find that
your best
defense is
setting the
basket on
....__ _ ____,;::..., fire. Throw
in the power pills, players that leap
higher than Superman, horrid graphics,
a ball that never goes out of bounds,
and you have a game that looks
embarrassing on a SNES, much less a
PC. For those that like this sort of
thing, we understand that Mario has a
mean behind-the-back slam.

I

12. Hell: A Cyberpunk
Thriller
TAKE

2, 1994

rom the turgid script to the poor
acting, Hell lived up to the first
part of its name. This cyberpunk
smeller was an abomination that showcased all that's bad about most "interactive movies. "
The 3D art
models are so
stiff that they
conjure up
images of
Gumby &
Pokey in old
age, and the
ballyhooed
cyberpunk
setting
looked
equally
tired-at
least what
you can access of it.
Crashes, sound problems and other
bugs were more interactive and energetic than the actual design was in this

F

CG

boring, abysmal product that wasted
such formidable talent as Geoffrey
Holder and Dennis Hopper.

HOVEMBER 1996

emember the "executive toy"
craze of the '80s? Silver ballbearings on a trapeze and panic
buttons that weren 't hooked to anything? El-Fish was the ultimate execu-

R

of all this, you had to sit through endless screens of the Ringworld-featuring
plenty of places where you could not
land or explore-without even the opportunity of clicking past them . While
there may have been worse games, few
quite defined the essence of tedium
quite so well as this one.

15. Indy's Desktop
Adventures
LUCAsARTS,

1996

ucasArts rarely does a bad game,
but when they do, they make up
for it in style. "Billions and billions
of possible games" are generated for
the utmost in repetitiveness. Go there,
Indy. Fetch this, Indy. Read the painfully
obvious clues, Indy. Save this person
you 've never heard of, Indy. Do it
again-different name, different body,

L

tive toy. It required the fastest processors of its day to spend up to an hour
rendering artificial fish for your artificial
aquarium. The movement was lifelike
and the fish behavior intriguing, but
there was no game there. After spending hours catching fish , mating them ,
rendering them and setting up the
aquarium , you had a screen saver.
What next, El-Grass?

14. Rin_gworld
TSUNAMI ,

1993

arry Niven's epic novel about an
enormous world in which you
could lose an entire star system
was here reduced to the most insipid
level of
adventure
games. The
puzzles were
either incredibly dull and
predictable,
or so obtuse
as to defy
any logic
whatsoever.
None of the
puzzles had
much to do
with the plot. The characters were
remarkably unmemorable, quite a feat
considering the source material. On top

L

whatever-bad Nintendo-like figures running hither and yon , trusty hat and
whip by your side. Or trade it in for a
gun-there's little difference. You need a
Pentium and 8 MB of RAM for this?

16. Martian Chronicles
pointless and insulting to
Tired,
Bradbury's poetic genius

17. Pacific Strike
ven on
today's
E
Pentium 90,
playing this
game would be
like flying WWI
planes during
WWII.

onvoluted, insulting and pointless
C-the
worst of all puzzle games

18. Inca II
SIERRA,

1995

26. World Hockey

n indescribably incoherent
A action/adventure blend, with uneven
graphics and ridiculous premise.

MERIT,

ad graphics and a worse interface
made this game play worse than
the Ottawa Senators.

B

19. Sex Vixens From Space
FREE SPIRIT,

1995

his funny, sexy
adventure game
T
was neither funny,

1989

I W ith game elements, this build=
your-own rollercoaster sim would
' have been fun .

sexy nor adventurous.

nother great waste-a horizontal
A scrolling Spiderman game.

PARAGON

20.

2 8. Speed Racer

Ultima VIII

3 2. Isle of the Dead

ACCOLADE

: MERIT

1993

i 1994

\ w
)

orst driving model in a computer
game, with floating car graphics.

] A dventure/action hybrid with crude
:
graphics, weak sound and a weak
\ 3D engine.

. 3 3. Unnecessary Roughness

21. Fighter Wing _ _ _~
MERIT,

I 1993

27. Spiderman/Captain
America vs. Dr. Doom

1990

._____.__. ORIGIN, 1994
once-great RPG
A series reduced
to the level of Mario, but with hateful,
virtue-less characters

31. Coaste::.r. .~ ~ ~ - - D1sNEY

; ACCOLADE

1995

[ 1994

oor graphics, flight model and scenario design caused this cooperative, multi-player flight sim to augur in .

P

l G oes deep for the long bomb in
;
more ways than one.

22. Red Crysta
_!~ ~ ~ ~
QQP, 1993
proof that
should have
Deadly
stuck to strategy/wargames.
QQP

23. Thexder - - - - - ~

29. Batman

SIERRA, 1995

DATA EAST

ven fans of The Transformers didn 't
like this arcade shooter that was
universally bad on every platform from
C64 to Win 95.

E

24. Aliens
MINDSC'APE,

MICRO PROSE

mindless arcade game where the
A Caped Crusader spends more time
running from the crooks than fighting
them .

1994
o matter how many ingredients this
strategy game offered, the game
N
play was all anchovies.

1996

ad art, plot and action shame the
Dark Horse comic series on which
it was based .

B

25. Treasure Quest,
SIRIUS,

34. Pizza Tycoon

1989

1996

____

3 0. Heroes of the 357th

3 5. Zeppelin

ELECTRONIC ARTS

1991

) w orst WWII flight model ever, and
,
not even fun from a shoot- 'em-up
' standpoint.

resh idea, hampered by a dirigibleF
speed interface and Hindenburgesque bugs
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Play either side in over
60 missions

Over 20 slick, high-tech
weapons

Fully destructible
3-D worlds

Real-time rotating map
during gameplay

Kill your competitors, steal their secrets,
headhunt their best men, and mow down everyone
who stands in your way.
Ruthless Assassinat i on ... Expert Espionage ...
Aggressive Expansion ..• Corporate Sabotage• · ·

So, what's your definition of a business plan?
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3 6. Cardinal of the K e

41. Fountain of Dreams

INTRACORP

ELECTRONIC

1993

1991

om Clancy as spreadsheet, but
Excel is more fun.

T

3 7. Blue Force
TSUNAMI

1993
HiPS with worse·writing than the
C
TV series and nearly the same
amount of gameplay

45. Patriot

ARTS

asteland got stupid as killer
W
clowns, a silly plot and fear of
Disney ruined the sequel.

42. Lawnmower Man
SCI

Evan
.Brooks
M
called it the
"Harvard
Graphics" of
wargames- all
flash , no action, lots of bugs.

1993

46. Lightspeed - ~ - - ore repetitive than "The Twelve
Days of Christmas" with no payM
off.

38. Chaos Control
I-MOTION

1995
belt ride through a shootgallery.
Aingconveyer

48. Discigles of Steel
FORMGEN

3 . CYJfflrl~~~___J
CYBERDREAMS

1994
yd Mead's futuristic art surrounds a
bad story and a mediocre racing
game.

1993
oor graphics, worse controls, and
an unfathomable plot nearly killed
the whole idea of virtual reality.

P

S

43

Labyrinth of Time
ELECTRONIC ARTS
1993
p retty, empty, slow MYST-alike.

with all of the tedious
Role-playing
details and none of the fun.

4 9. Sta Wars Chess
roof that there really is no intelligent
life (or Al) even in a galaxy far, far
P
away.

4lt. lnfemo
OCEAN

1995
ad sci-fi storyline, guttural voice
B
acting, and way too many dull cinematics in a limp space shooter.

DvNAMIX

1989
amers were only able to affect the
plot about as much as they could
G
at a movie theater.
ork of being an astronaut
one of the glory.

1. Pinball Construction Set
ELECTRONIC ARTS

The game that launched a thousand
imitations, Mm proved pretty 3D
graphics and obscure puzzles were
more important than plot.

1983
Gamers got their first chance to create their own games
(i.e. pinball tables) with this unique, early product.

2. Ultima IV _ _ _~ ORIGIN

1985

The greatest U111MA was the first
role-playing game to use series of
ethical dilemmas to generate player
characters

This futuristic warfare game was on
the bleeding edge of point-to-point
modem play.

This F-16 sim set a standard for
realism and connectivity that is
only now being surpassed.

DOOM accelerated the first person
action trend by putting monsters
right in your face and on your network.

4.

Mystery H
=o-us=e____.

SIERRA

1979

Roberta's first game was the first
adventure game to use text and
graphics together on the screen

5.

Link

ACCESS

1990

With a photo-realistic look that is
still widely copied today, LINKS
may have inspired more " business
machine upgrades" than any other
game.

ELECTRONIC ARTS

--==........-=, =~Fo
-=otball

This game offered hot, fluid sports
action years before J1111N MADDEN
fOOTBAll, much less NBA LIVE and
FPSPF.

im engine became
for flying fans.

9. Wing Commaniler Ill
ORIGIN

1993

The first "interactive movie" that
really worked, its FMV didn't get in
the way of the game.

First adventure game to use traditional eel-based animation throughout the game.

thought that
red shapes would
?

Corey and Lori Cole proved the
Sierra engine was more versatile
than anyone thought with this
hybrid adventure/RPG game.

o{ like tl-tat ... o"'ly bettev.
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1. Quake
After your death, you see your various body parts moving down a conveyor belt to be sold at the local
butcher shop.

RAVEN SOFTWARE

ID

1996
Being "telefragged" gives a whole
new meaning to long-distance
exchanges.

1995

First you are turned into a chicken,
and then you endure that fowl perspective until your opponents merci•
fully do you in.

4. Rocket Rang,-er=_ ___,
CINEMAWARE

1988

Failing the
code-wheel
copy protection
dumped
you into
the
Atlantic to
drown,
while your
grandmother
says, "If
man were meant to fly, he'd have
wings." Goodbye, grannie (and
Cinemaware).

mushroom cloud " reward" sequence
for blowing up the earth.

f 2. Mission Force:
The ultraviolet rifle offers a more
grisly demise than many big-budget
action movies.

• Gabriel Knig=
ht_ ____.
SIERRA

1994

Designer Jane Jensen and
company aren't squeamish. They allow a zombie
to rip out your heart.

-----~berstonn
SIERRA

1996

·Dying in your mech has been done
before, but never so viscerally as in
the flesh burning off the bioderms
in this game.

uke Nukem 30

996
The shrink ray is great to use on
your enemies, but we still prefer
poultry (see 3, above).

••

Failure to complete your
mission means that you
are "no longer required," and you
hear a bullet click into the Luger's
chamber.

Unlimited
LOOKING GLASS

1995

•
The exquisite physics modeling
extends even to the crashes;
plane splinters in the most spectac•
ular fashion.

993

You ring a doorbell and are asked if
you are a lawyer. A Yes reply
dumps you to DOS without saving
the game.

992
ir's death receives a
and 21-gun salute. Thi
e first times a cha
treated seriously.

Losing means you are dragged into
the underworld and sacrificed to
some unpronounceably named ser•
vant of Cthulhu.

Neuromancer

...,..~,.;c

Balance Iii Power

INTERPLAY

1988

Being a cyberjockey in Chiba City
We can still see Chris Crawford's

text message refusing to give us a

means you sometimes have to sell
your body parts to survive.

1. Tri

5. Roberta Williams
=---

awkins' insights haven't always panned out, but he's always
had a vision for this indusby. As founder of Electronic Arts,
Trip was right about the value of the recording indusby
model for software distribution and the need to recognize designers as artists. He was right about how good the Commodore
Amiga was as a game machine, but wrong about its eventual place
in the industry. And he was right about the furure of CD-ROM,
but bet too much on CD-I and 300. He was probably right about
the power of the so-called set-top box, but he gambled on the
bleeding edge of that technology. He has definitely been the
prophet of the computer game indusby as the ew Hollywood, and the full effect of that paradigm is
yet to be seen.

H

he ultimate entrepreneur, Ken
T
Williams literally moved from the
kitchen table to the boardroom table
with the inception of Sierra On-line. Hi
programming of Roberta Wtlliams's
MYSTERY HOUSE, the original graphic
adventl.lre game, paved the way for
Sierra's success. He shrewdly focused the
company on making its own
development tools, a well a
establishing Sierra a a company
driving technology such as
VGA, the CD-ROM, a full-time
online gaming network, and fullmotion video. Watch for Sierra
to enter the hardware wars in
the near future and drive other
standards, including 30 graphics and electronic software
distribution.

s fow1der of Interplay Productions,
Brian Fargo has shown both brilliant
product vision and great business instincts.
He moved the computer role-playing
game out of the standard Ultima threequarter-overhead perspective, and introduced three-point idle animation for the
encounter windows on uch products as
17-IEBARD'STALE, WASTELAND and
DRAGON WARS. He helped break tl1e
heavy EA dominance on distribution in
tl1e late '80 , and his success as an independent publisher and distributor of European

A

software helped herald tl1e European
invasion of 3D adventl.lre/role-playing
products. He also deserves credit for the
successful Mac Play division, which distributes Macintosh conversions of PC
products, and the recent Engage! venture
that is helping many companies bring
multiplayer online products to market.

ichard
Garriott virtually defined computer role-playing.
A firm believer in
delivering hot new
technology "~th
each new ULTIMA,
Garriott
designed the
most successful
computer roleplaying game
series in history.
111rough tl1e years, the ULTIMA series
has broken new ground in graphics,
artificial intelligence, character generation, object-oriented worlds, and story.
After leading Origin out of E,A:s Affiliated
Label program over an intellectual property dispute, Garriott and his brother
Robert built a full product line and
recruited Origin's second design superstar, Chris Roberts of Wt c
COMMANDER fa me. As creative director,
Garriott was instrumental in building
Origin into a real publisher.

R

he original creative mind behind the
TSierra
product line, Roberta Williams

is only listed below Ken Williams here
because she has remained in the corporate background rattier tl1an on tl1e front
line. 11,e fairer Williams created the first
graphic adventure and was one of the first
designers to build a full adventl.lre from a
female perspective (Tt IECOLO EL'S
BEQUES't; Kt e's QUESr IV,
PI-IANTASMACORIA). Her Kt e's QuESr
series moved Sierra into tl1e realms of
EGAgraphics, VGA graphics, movie- tyle
soundtracks, parserless adventl.lres, SVGA
and, soon, 3D adventures.

Ill
quiet player who i n't well known,
Joel Billings founded SSI in 1981to
build the kinds of games that he wanted
to play. He recruited important talents like
Chris Crawford, Dan Bunten, Gary
Grigsby and Roger Keating to write war
games. Later, he diversified by licensing
the most sought-after pen-and-paper
game property in hi tory, Du CEO s AND
DRAGONS, for a successful and unprecedented seven-year license. Today, Billings
is the vice president of worldwide development for Mindscape, parent of SSL

A

he gameT
design
guru during
the early days
of Atari,
Chris
Crawford
was the first
designer to
write a
primer on computer game design and has
written more about game design than
anyone. His TANKTl S (a computerassisted board game design for Avalon
Hill) and EASTERN FRO r (an early Atari
computer game design) set standards for
opponent Al in a war game. His geopolitical magnum opus, BALANCE OF POWER,

established a new level of intricacy for
game algorithms, and his TRusr &
BE:rnAmL: TJ IE LEGACY OF SIBOOT introduced icon-based speech and broke
ground for experiments in
artificial personality. Yet
Crawford's greatest legacy to
computer games was tl1e
founding of the Computer
Came Developers
Conference, now a major
event witl1 tl1ousands of participants.

8. Sid Meier
o one game designer has as many
CGW Hall of Fame games as Sid
Meier. Meier once boasted to colleague
Bill 'Wild Bill" Stealey tl1at he could write
a combat flight program in days tilat
would put tl1e commercially successful
RED BARO coin-op game to shame. He
was right. Meier's designs broke tile mold
at everything. Whetiler designing games
about war, spies, railroading, civilization or
pirates, Meier has always focused on
what's fun and what works. Games always
seem to be so multifaceted in Sid's
designs tilat it is hard to tell whetl1er tl1ey
are strategy or adventure. Meier recently
left MicroPro e to fonn his 0\\~1 gamedesign company, F'iraxis Software.

N

9. Russell Sipe
hen Russell Sipe founded

WComputer Gaming World in 1981,
there was no regular source of infom1ation about computer games. Sipe
believed tilat gamers would want news,
reviews and strategies about computer
games, and he envisioned a hobby that
would grow and mature into a major
entertainment industry. Under Sipe's
leadership, tile magazine grew from a
small hobbyist publication to a full-scale
consumer magazine. His emphasi on a
high editorial standard of journalistic
accuracy and fairness continues to this
day. He also believed that a magazine
should take stands in the industry by
advocating positions that benefit gamers.
Such is the legacy of tl1e best in
computer journalism.

10. John Carmack
he technological genius at id Software,
TJohn
Cannack 1s largely responsible
for tl1e explosive
growtl1 of firstperson perspective action
games. Witilout
his programming
tricks and gaming instincts, it is
questionable whetl1er WOLFE STEI
3D, DOOM and QUAKE would have been
made. Even games from other companies
such as Dm<FORCES and DUKE UKEM
3D owe much to the basic design of
Cannack's games. In addition, id's titles
proved tl1e viability of shareware as a distribution system, upgraded tile publics perception of shareware quality, and accelerated tile trend in multiplayer gaming.

11. "Wild Bill" Stealey
ajor (now Colonel) Bill Stealey wa
tile founder of botil Micro Prose
Software and Interactive Magic. As entrepreneur, super salesman and industry
"character," Stealey has always concentrated on tile necessity for tl1is industry to
be fun . Whetl1er plotting tl1e latest move
in guerrilla marketing or tl1e newest promotional gimmick, Stealey has been one
of the great evangelists of the computer
game industry.

M

12. Doug Ca I

t n

oug Carlston designed CALACnc
EMPIRE and CALAcnC TRADER, two
D
games that launched Briaderbund
Software. A company founded by siblings
(two brotl1ers and a sister), Brii!derbund
emphasized social responsibility from tile
beginning. In addition to game publishing, it has been a leader in educational
publishing and productivity software, a
well. Because of its success in all three
areas, Br0derbund became one of the
first entertainment companies to go public. For gamers, Br0derbund's most
important contribution may be tl1e guidance and support it pr01~ded for Origin

and Maxis as tl1ey sought to become
independent publishers.

13. Phil dam
hil Adam was one of the founders of
PSpectrum
HoloByte, and he has built
Interplay's marketing-and-sales effort into
a powerhouse. More tlwn a salesman
Adam has been tile foremost statesm~n
for the computer game industry in tl1e
Software Publishers Association, standing
up for the game industry with regard to
game ratings, packaging issues and government regulatory issues.

on Freeman founded tl1e first swviving
computer game company, Automated
Simulations, which went on to become
Epyx. Later, he became one of tile first
designers at Electronic Arts and fom1ed
his own design group witl1 Anne Westfall
(F'reefall Associates). STARSHIP: ORION,
TEMPLE OF APsfW, ARCHO and many
more would never have appeared \1~tilout
tl1e efforts of tl1is early pioneer.

J

hainnan of tile board of Spectrum
HoloByte, Louie designed a StarTreklike command simulation in tl1e early '80s,
and he is considered tile visionary behind
tile legendary FALCO 3.0. His survival
skills have kept him alive tllrough the
apparent suicide
of financial
backer Robert
Maxwell,an
attempted coup
by fonner executives, and several
quarters of major
financial losses.

C

innovator and
staunch advocate
of multiplayer
games, Louie is
still an important influence on the future
of computer games and hopes to lead
Spectrum to a brighter future.
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The 15 Funniest Computer Games

-

ce Quest IV
LUCASARTS

1990
From the insult-driven swashbuck•
ling to the Previously Owned gags
of Stan the Salesman, this series
was a non-sexist bust-up.

Roger Wilco and friends transfonned every sci-Ii timetravel cliche with Gary Owens' voice (Laugh-in, Space
Ghost) providing perfect comedic counterpoint.

1Nllacle
LUCASARTS

SIERRA

1993

The computer equivalent to classic
Warner Bros. cartoons, this sequel
to MANIAC MAIISIOII was funny, clever,
and even charming.

1993

BERKELEY SYSTEMS

1995

Pop culture trivia that was more fun
than a Partridge Family marathon
fisn't everything?). This is the game
show the networks have nightmares
about.

Bouncing cartoon characters around
Rube Goldberg-style devices was
never this amusing before or since.

• Freddy Pharkas.
Frontier Phannacist
SIERRA

1992

INFOCOM

1984

Al Lowe showed his brand of humor
could tame the wild west and win
the hearts of sheep everywhere.

Douglas
Adams' humor
comes alive in
interactive
book adaptation, although
the ending is
more annoying than Vogon poetry.

OSIS
hing cute animals plunge
drown, and explode can

le

SIERRA

1986

g a pig is just

Base, sexist, soatimes scatological humor, with no concessions
made to taste or sensibillties, this
was the best of a funny series.

. llolllyPvlllGlltbe

7TH

Grall

LEVEL

1996

From not-quite-dead Tetris to
"Spank The Virgin," this adaptation
of the cult film was funnier than a
man with three buttocks.

LUCASARTS

1994

With a sentient dog joining forces
with a destructive bunny sidekick to
form a detective agency, you knew
wackiness

was bound to ensue.

res.

loddasses
INFOCOM

1987

The first adventure game to offer
naughty and.nice mode, this little
jewel was pulp science fiction
meets comic book humor.

ACTIVISION

1985

Although not roll-on-the-floor funny,
this consistenUy amusing product
featured a little man and his dog
living in your computer long before
DoGZ and Cm.

- -

-

. Quake

galaxywide Home
Channel.

ID, 1996
The quintessential example of "Don't let
the plot get in the way of the action."
There is no story for QUAKE.

TRYLOBYTE

1993

How they filled a
novel with this fluff
only Matt Costello
will ever know.

DISNEY

1993

Why would you build a rollercoaster
with Disney's mini-CAD program?
Judging from the "game," they
didn't know either.

MERIT

EMPIRE

1994

"It was supposed to be funny" was
the defense of this DooM-clone that
stole equally from H. G. Wells and
Japanime plotlines.

PSYGNOSIS

MINDSGAPE

Blood vessels with more traffic than
the Santa Monica freeway on a holiday weekend formed the basis of
this Fantastic ~yage knockoff.

H the history of the dragons and
their riders existed anywhere other
than the documentation, this would
have been a much better game.

1994

1994

1994

Gritty cyberpunk themes with a
childish interface undermined
this updated version of Donald
Wandrei's pulp short story,
"A Plague of Lunacy."

TIME-WARNER

1995

New-age mumblings combined with
a diet of simple real-time puzzles
made us hunger for red meat and
caffeine with double cream.

MINDSGAPE

1996

What if lighter-than-air ships had
become the norm after WWI? Even
taken as camp, this hot-air ship
plunwneted faster than the
Hindenburg.

SIERRA

1995

Ancient empires in
space form an
excuse for you to
shoot your way
through time and
space with your
haH-wit brother,
while sounding like
Gilbert Gottfried on a
bad day.

MIX
iately wanted to just
·
Bond wanna

LAY
ia was a multidimensional
that had everything but an

MIGROREVELATIONS

1993

The ultimate cheap setup,
Xenoclde's prime directive was
"LOCK AND LOAD. IT'S TIME TO

COMMIT XENOCIDE!"
EIDOLON

1994

This auction game reduced the idea
of art to a competition in acquisi-

MICRO PROSE

1994

Even da bad Godfatha imitators
know more dan ta maka da bad
pizza pie inta a real-time mess like
dis one.

FRON .' T

PA ,G , E

, S PORT S®:
6

FOOTBALL PRO™97

ISSO
REALISTIC
YOU~LL
PROBABLY
T . . . . . .__.._ATEN TO
MOVEYOUR
COMPUTER ·
t'

'

TO ANOTHER.CITY
.

.

are as good as their brag.

"SroRISGAMEOFlHEYEAR" ,
GOfSK>RAK>UR-PEAI
Computer Gcming \-\tirfd thinks f?S; .

NOBODY SCORES MORE
POINTS FOR ACCURACY.
0 Up-to-date stats for every current NFL player- manage real players

Football Pro is so true-to-the-game,
they've awarded It gaming's Super Bowl
ring three ~ ~ But what's up
for this yearf Hang on to your helrTM!tsWEVE TURNED FOOTBALL

on real teams O Only game with
multi season career play to take into

account players' aging and injuries
CAMS", our exclusive camera system, lets you view from anywhere in
the stadium O lY-like motion ~
captured player movement
1
O More than I0,000 plays
·
to choose from or design your ■
own with the PlayWizard.

0

INTO A CONTACT SPORT.
Playing against the computer is
cool. But It's hard to .build up a big. bad
case of nasty revenge against a bunch
of microchips. So now y6u can play
Football Pro over a modem or net•
work to find out which of your friends

Cl1996 S....Clr>-U,e,lnc.,_WA'IID11>1,W..-4hndcr'"._.. . -c1.or- 10 Sioma0r>-U,e,lnc.Olldaly- cllhol'ol\.and l'ol\. ~Cq,ry< l996 ~1nc.leomrarnes.nkl<- PllYEIS I
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Star Crusader

• X-COM
MICROPROSE

GAMETEK

1994

1994

X-COM came from nowhere to win CGW
Game of the Year and sell over a quartermillion units, despite nonexistent marketing. Clever, eerie and addictive.
i.a..!~11!1..~0.i,:D._ _ _ _ __
PULSE ENTERTAINMENT

1996
e beginning of the first-pe
shooter craze, and the ba
go sufferers everywhere.

Lost in the hoopla of TIE FIGHTER and
WING CoM·
MANDER Ill
was this
solid space
sim, which
featured
moral
dilemmas,
good voice
acting and
lots of weird alien spaceships

Gamers always ask for something
new and different; life as a roach is
about as out there as you'll ever get.
Ali's shuffle and Tunney"s pinpoint
jab are faithfully recreated, along
with hundreds of other pugilists,
in this simulation of "the sweet

CvBERDREAMS

1996

The only serious science fiction story

to make the transition to the silicon

screen. All games give lip service to
the Importance of story, but this one
delivers a real wallop.

INCREDIBLE SIMULATIONS

1995

A gritty wargame that doesn't shy
from the controversial subject matter and offers an incredible number
of "what-ifs."

PANTHER
GAMES

1987

The Amiga
version was
not only go
geous, it
was the firs
decent
attempt at
breaking

small and
isky venture
y Davidson
efore this bl
uster.

DISCOVERY CHANNEL
MULTIMEDIA 1995
The wit, interesting puzzles, and
James Burke's unique takes on science and history make this even
better than the TV program.

gamers, letrites from
Not a flight sim but a top-notch
strategy game where thoughtful
maneuvering means more than
quick reflexes.

94

action-strategy heir to M:IOI
got the credt it desaved.

If the MASTER OF ORION crew at
Simtex had stayed with Avalon Hill,
we could have had many more gems
like this fine railroad strategy game.

r.
WESTWOOD/HASBRO

1995

The all-time best-selling classic
board game becomes a standard for
quick, clean Internet play.

IT SEEMS TO US
GINGACLUB
(CLICK}

(CLICK)

INMOST PC GOLF SIMS
CC L I C K )

(WHOOSH)
TRUESWING™

es to within inches. So now you can
play The Prince in Kauai or the Pete
Dye Golf Club in Bridgeport,WVwithout collecting frequent flyer miles.
1T DQE5N'T.JUST LOOK REAL
IT PIAYS REAL
Designed by Vance Cook, the genius
behind Links 386, this new ~ gets a
double eagle for authenticity: "" Superaccurate, physics-based ball movement
Fully 3- on-screen golfer mimics
your swing ~ 12 types of p~ including

MAKES IT A

WHOLE NEW
BALL GAME
In most golf CD
games, they ~ you
click three times to set
your power and accuracy. But Front Page Sports": Golf'" gives
you TrueSwing where you actually pull
the mouse back for your backswirJg. then
thrust it forward to launch your shot.
SO REAL YOU CAN ALMOST
SMELL THE GRASS.
Not only is the swing like real golf,
so is the entire game:Texture-mapped

skins.best-ball.and scramble(;INetwork
play with up to25Sgolfers.Any way you
slice it (and we hope you don't)
you'll be playing a game that's so

graphics duplicate wo'rld-famous cours-

real it's unreal.
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1. Back to Baghdad--

LUCASARTS

1993

MSI

You had to read Larry Holland's
mind to know the proper sequence
for completing each mission.

1996
At least the Air Force includes a complete
operating manual with its F-1 &s.

12. SimCitY~2=00=0_ __,

~~:.d

MAXIS

7 Pacific war

~

tnY 2000

Only over-caffeinated European
teenagers had reflexes fast enough
for this one.

Less a wargame than a way of life.
Just moving units to the right island
was a challenge, let alone winning.

just left
the
plumbing out,
the
challenge
would
have
been more fun than frustrating.

Until the SERPENT lsu add-on came
out, you suffered from mysteriously
disappearing keys, unsolvable plot
sequences, and party members who
couldn't feed themselves.

The Babel Fish puzzle alone
stumped many gamers in their interstellar tracks.

BRODERBUND

SSI

1992

9. Falcon 3.0
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE

1991

Controlling multiple robots remotely
with a text parser-the very definition of a challenge.

guys: even real Corsair
n't have to fight engine
digital joysti

If flying one of the first realistic
flight
models
wasn't
enough,
you also
got to
manage
the
entire air · ..
war.
~

1993

Even the pretty pictures couldn't
hide how obtuse many of the puzzles were.

SSI

1996
Probably the toughest computer
opponent of the past decade, plus
you didn't have enough info to
decide which campaign paths to
take.

DIGITAL INTEGRATION

1993

Easy to fly-after a few months of
RAF training.

·sm
INTERACTIVE
MAGIC

1996

An economy sim===cc;.....-===..a-=-__.==~.:;;;a.:a1..i ulation so thorough-from making products to
marketing
them-it should
include a free
MBA in every
box.

A lot of intermediate to complex
puzzles throughout, but the killer
was splicing those cassette tapes.

.' '

;,;. ~ ball

WE'RE TOTALLY I ~TO
REALISM . REALLY..
When Sierra came up with their
first Front Page Sports PC game, FPS,
Football Pro™, it was so true-to-thesport, that Computer Gaming Warld
named it "Best Sports G~•• three
years running. Now that same kind of
fanatical devotion to realism is showing '
up big time in all four FPS games.

-

greater accuracy
to-date stats O

lllOW!Olalt for

Extensive, upDown-to-the-inch
simulation of real-world stadiums,
lakes, and golf-courses
Motioncapwred, high-resolution movement
of on-scre,n, playe,;s and action

AS REAL AS HUMANLY IAND
1

COMPUTERLY> PO$IBLE.
If you want to see the games that ,
blur the line between your·comput~

NUTS FOR ACCURACY:

THIS IS YOUR. ASYLUM.
You'll find the kind of details that let

er and the rest of the,sports ·world,
grab some free demos and
screen shots ~t www.slei-- ~
ra.com/games/fps, and then ~
get real.
·
..

~ know we're sweating the-small stuff.

Internet and network play lets you
compete with people around the world
C> I 996 Sierra On- Line. Inc .• Belfevue. WA 98007. A11
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1. Colonel Blai
WING C0MANDER
SERIES ORIGIN,

HE DESERT

1991-96

An unforgettable character, from the old
"blue hair" days to the full-motion
video cinernatics featuring Mali< Hamill.

2. Gabriel Knight

hero, Dr. Bradley

6. The Avatar

GABRIEL KNIGHT SERIES
SIERRA

ULTIMA IV-VIII
ORIGIN

Gabriel's mix of sexism,
supernatural curiosity and
down-home sensitivity
made for an interesting
voodoo blend.

The anonymous hero of most of the
ULTIMA sagas was particularly interesting when trying to balance the
virtues.

1993-95

1980-94

ERIC THE UNREADY
LEGEND

1993

In his quest for knighthood, Eric
proves that heroes make their own
good luck out of misfortune.

COVERT ACTION
MICRO PROSE

1990

Was Max Remington, the superspy
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND SERIES
LUCASARTS

1991-93

From 90-pound weakling to swashbuckling adventurer, this intriguing
protagonist grew in more ways than
just combat and puzzle-solving
skills in these terrific storylines.

tiia
INDIANA JONES &
THE FATE OF ATLANTIS
LucAsARTS

1993

DUKE NUKEM 30
FORMGEN/30 REALMS

in Sid Meier's espionage thriller, a
male or a female?

Although Duke's been around, he
never had quite so much personality
as he showed with the delightful
voiceovers for his latest incarnation.

COLONEL'S BEQUEST and
DAGGER OF AMON RA
SIERRA

1996

1990-92

SAM ' N MAX HIT THE ROAD
LUCASARTS

1994

Steve Purcell's hilarious talking animal detectives brought gritty humor
to the monitor screen.

INDlANA JONES &
THE FATE OF ATLANTIS
LUCASARTS

The female counterpoint to Indiana
Jones, Madame Sophia, was every
bit as strong a protagonist as Indy
himself.

SPACE GUEST SERIES
SIERRA

Roberta Williams's joumalismstudent, cub-reporter protagonist
captured the flavor of the flapper
era, but not the hearts of predominantly male computer gamers.

1993

The hard-riding, gravel-chewing,
punk-stomping biker hero who
saves Corley Motors.

Indiana Jones should have been an
easy character to bring to life. Until
this game, no one was successful.

1987-95

Roger was unique as a hero
because he was a schlemiel who
accidentally accomplished heroic
ends.

In the only successful comic book
adaptation we've seen, Marvel's
urban vigilante known as "The
Punisher" was a solid character.

• Wenlna
WIZARDRY/WIZARDRY IV
SIR-TECH, 1980/1987
The evil archmage was the villain
you defeated in the first game and
played in the latter game.

eG

Tentacle
DAY OF THE TENTACLE

LucasArts, 1993
This unforgettable villain was monomaniacal. Actually, he was mono-everything.

ULTIMA VII
ORIGIN, 1992
An insidious poison, this villain
posed as your
friend and
supernatural
mentor in
beginning
the third
Ultima trilogy.

scurvy-brained pirate made
Guybrush Threepwood's life
miserable.

GABRIEL KNIGHT II
SIERRA, 1995
Although a man
among men, the
leader of the
exclusive Hunt
Club was much,
much more.

4.Cvber
Demon
ID,

1993/94

THE HORDE
CRYSTAL DYNAMICS,

BANDIT KINGS OF ANCIENT CHINA
KOEI, 1989
In this strategy game, an evil minister from ancient historical accounts
tried to outwit you at every tum.

1994
In setting up -the fastpaced action sequences,
Michael Gregory reveled In the
role of the evil High Chancellor.

FULL THROTTLE
LUCASARTS, 1994
"Pond slime in an Armani suit," the
documentation described this villain
in a masterpiece of understatement.

3
played this full
pire was able to
into the role.

ULTIMA V
ORIGIN, 1987
This pirate leader was loosely
based on a game company president. Do you have to spell it backwards?

6. Prince Thrakhath
WING COMMANDER II & Ill
ORIGIN, 1991-93
This long-fanged kitty got the top
treatment from Origin, with cool
voice-overs, some of the best lines
in the script, and better pilot Al than
the
other
computer-controlled
Kilrathi
fighters.

i

0

DOOM/DOOM
II
Action gamers who
thought they'd seen
"boss monsters"
before suddenly realized they hadn't when
they encountered the
CyberDemon.

WOLFENSTEIN 30
ID, 1992
When fictitious villains weren't
enough, the monster had to
come from the pages of history.

NTERPLAY, 1985
his nefarious villain was ostensi
ased on a famous role-playing
olumnist.

o.
SECRET OF MONKEY
ISLAND SERIES
LUCASARTS, 1991-93
Whether alive or undead, this

HARDBALL
ACCOLADE, 1985
A villain in a sports game? That's
essentially how founding Accolade
partner and game designer Bob
Whitehead cast his left-handed,
junk-throwing corporate president in
the game which opened the movie,
A Princess Bride.

Here's a bunc

When it comes to cool games for the Mac: the world is your virtual oyster.
(And if you'd ever look up from your computer for a second, you'd know
this.) So, while we're lucky enough to have your attention, know this: you can
find great Mac software on the web, in pretty catalogs and lots of great places
C>/996 AffJh OJmpuler, Inc. All ngbls rumwl A/Jfk, lbt Applt logo, J/QC, ,1acmkJsh and tbt Jlac af lcgo are rtgrSlertd tradtmaris ofAffJle 0,mpultr, Inc. All Olhff produclS

of cool games for the Mac. Even though research tells us you'll have
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like Best Buy and CompUSA (understanding, of course, that leaving the house is unavoidable if you want to visit one of the stores). In
fact, just short of beaming game code directly into your cerebral cortex via satellite, you can get your hands on the really good stuff
almost anyway youwant. To begin your obsession with Mac software and to check out all these different ways to buy, get on the Internet
and plant yourself in front of our web site at http://www.macsoftware.apple.com. Or, if you're into tradition, call 800-500-4862
m lrodtmarts or rtglSlhrd lradtmoril ,f Ihm rssp«Jtt~ rompo,i,n,

LOGITECH

This weird controller managed to fail as
both a game controller and a mouse
replacement.

TAC SYSTEMS
A tiny joystick mounted on a big
ugly plastic gun makes for a
controller that's unreliable and

NEUTRAL PRODUCTS

'

.

uzy Chafee asked, "Why use a joy
tick for C64 arcade games when
u can use a mini-surfboard
nstead?" Um, perhaps because a
orks?
·

unusable, as well as ugly. It's now
marketed as the Demon Destroyer
Gunn, but it's still the same uncontrollable controller.

THUNDERSEAT
A subwoofer in a chair, for serious
flight sim fans. Well, it's better than
in a vest at least.

3. S aceball Aven er
SPACETEK IMC
It was the company's first attempt
at a 360-degree controller, but only
the designers could figure out how
to use it.

4. Mousewheel
COLORADO SPECTRUM
A steering wheel/flight yoke you
strapped to your mouse; one of the
most imprecise controllers ever.

5. Aura lnteractor
= = =- - - AURA INTERACTIVE
A subwoofer you could strap to your
chest. Adult fun at its worst.

VARIOUS
Low resolution obviates the coolness factor of YR tracking in all the
first-generation YR devices; until
inexpensive hi-res hits, these novel- ·
ties hamper gameplay.

IO.

Destination kntioard

GATEWAY
Slight delays in key transmission let
you experience lagging play without
logging on to the Internet.

11 GlidePoin
CIRQUE
Imprecise as a Windows mouse
replacement, touchpads are virtually useless as game controllers-

A weird board
for using your
mouse in your
lap. When the
company brags
that it also
works as a
drink coaster,
you know you're in trouble.

13. RealMa ic
SIGMA DESIGNS
It made full-motion MPEG video
games look better. If only it could
have made them play better.

1 • Parallel Game ort
GENOVATION
A great idea for using a joystick on
a laptop, but the near-total lack of
drivers made it virtually useless.

i
THRUSTMASTER
OK, we think it's cool too. But if
you have one, it's time to hang up
the surplus-store flight suit and go
out and try to meet a girl.

rr-rr-rr=r=~rr,~ J ~r►r~'f-F f J F,,- SPECIAL
The 15 Most Rewarding Endings Of All Time

MINDCRAFT
After solving the last puzzle, you
are rewarded with a fabulous free.
running animation starting with
Guybrush being ejected from Inside
a doubloon-op grog machine and
ending with Guybrush In love.

1989

Instead of fighting a massive battle at the conclusion,
you enact a detailed ritual using-you guessed itmagic candles.
ORIGIN

SSI

1981

Your careful planning Is rewarded
with an election-night televisionstyle presentation of state-by-state
results.

SIERRA

1995

Although there was a low-key
attempt to wrap things up with the
bridge scene, the real ending to this
game was the climactic opera/ritual
scene combined with the unique lltUe strategy game in the basement.

This was the first game in which we
received a "reUrement ranking"where we would have ended up In
society when we quit.

1986

Your avatar ended up reading the
Codex of Ultimate Wisdom Instead
of merely flghUng "foozle," the
generic bad guy of most CRPG
endings.

LEGEND

1993

After lnterrupUng the wedding and
rescuing lorealle, you kiss her and
prepare to live happily ever after.

The successful conclusion of a tour
of duty, ends In a Ucker-tape parade
and a presentation of medals.

ACCOLADE
This rich and satisfying game entertains right down to the end, with
some of the funniest credits since
Monty Python's Holy Grail.

ORIGIN

1990

After defeating the final Kllrathl
annada, Colonel Blair Is showered
with medals and fireworks for his
heroic achievements.
MICRO PROSE

1994

All roads lead to the casting of the
ultimate spell. The facial expressions are priceless.

CvBERDREAMS

1995

LUCASARTS

1995

1987
It may have
been not the
coronation
sequence at
the end that
was the most
rewarding part
of this game,
but the

Ben rides off Into the sunset Instead
of llvtng happily ever after with
Marlene.

It Isn't a cheap
ending when
these soulweary characters find their
Individual

Duke saves the world, and then, In
a vaudeville-style blackout, a radio
play lets you know that the good
guy is coming to get some.

I
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The 15 Least Rewarding Endings of All Time _ _
_ _ -_

1. Sentinel Worlds 1:

party ends up penniless at an inn with
lots of fame points.

Future Ma ic

ELECTRONIC ARTS 1988
You win and immediately drop to the DOS
prompt.
• Eye of the
Beh I r

Pno.i,
coPY

___.

MINDSCAPE

1995

• Laura Bow In Tbe
Ra

In a return to the
victory screens of the '80s, you finish first in a season and get one
lame picture of a trophy•

n

SSI

1991

You kill the beholder, get a text box
victory message
and drop immediately to DOS.

After reaching the final act, laura's
inventory was inaccessible. Players
suddenly needed notes they hadn't
realized they needed to take.

After winning the game, your characters each get 50 million experience points. For what?

I
CAPSTONE

1996

The end of game
screen features a
skull. Then, a
butterfly flies off
the skull. Strange
symbology?

After winning the
game, you are
automatically put
back into the
game. Some
reward!

pily ever' hereOCEAN
Paramount's ban on destroying
the Enterprise caused this illogical simulation within a simulation ending.

1996

After finishing a capaign, you
receive the enlightening screen that
infonns you, "campaign Won" or
"campaign Lost."

of

n

ID

SSI

After you were teleported into Shubniggurath's body, the id-meisters
congratulated you for beating Qum.
Big deal!

Upon the completion of the quest,
characters were "rewarded" by having their most powerful artifacts
removed.

ELECTRONIC ARTS

MICRO PROSE ,

If your crew was destroyed, you lost
your saved game files, as well.

After giving up its wealth and health
to defeat a demon from Hell, the

1996

1989

1990

1992

ORIGIN

1983

After all the mega-combat in this
game, the actual dispatching of
archvillain Exodus was antklimactic.

1. Champions
HERO GAMES
DUE:

1992

DELIVERED: NEVER

Exception-driven rules and weak game
design document caused this to be the ultimate victim of the dreaded CGW cover curse.

DEREK SMART
DUE: 1993 DELIVERED: 1996?
Derek Smart's design of
l'i I "TI i'."~i i:""''N galactic proportions went
"'.. ,'1 1L..~•;•101\
•: .. i I\': ,t·: through more companies
than Liz Taylor has husbands.
<OG3-"G

.

,,,

..,,

3. The Dig_ ____,
LUCASARTS
DUE: 1992 DELIVERED:

1995

After nearly killing three
design teams, Spielberg's
first interactive experiment
had moments, but was very dated in
look and feel by its arrival.

INTERPLAY
DuE: 1989 DELIVERED: NEVER
This WASTELAND sequel succumbed to
the death of the Apple II and to the
virus that ate Interplay's homework.

INTERPLAY
DUE: 1993 DELIVERED: NEVER
The final segment of Lord of the
Rings trilogy may never escape from
Sauron's clutches, due to the aging
of the series engine.

BETHESDA
DUE: 1994 DELIVERED: 1996
Featuritis and creeping technology
has held up this potential jewel for
far too long.

SPECTRUM HoLOBYTE
DUE: 1993 DELIVERED: 1997?
After more than one design team
shake-up and more cost overruns
than the real F-16, Spectrum hopes
this will replace the metal fatigue
on FALCON 3.O's wings

2. M~t 11 _ _ __
BRODERBUND
DUE : 1995 DELIVERED: 1997?
A tough act to follow, since everyone
now develops with SGI machines to
create similar environments.

ORIGIN
DUE: 1991 DELIVERED: 1994
The haze you see from the cockpit
is emblematic of this title's troubled
development on the bleeding edge
of technology.

• Jolin Maililen
96
~e..e-ELECTRONIC ARTS
DUE: 1995 DELIVERED: NEVER
The once-great action football king

ELECTRONIC ARTS
DUE: 1985 DELIVERED : 1988
One of EA's first scheduled games,
four years later, it became one of
their worst-ever games.

• 20,000 leagues
Under The Sea
REICHART VON WOLFSHIELD
DUE: 1989 DELIVERED: NEVER
Beautiful graphics were sunk
deeper than the Nautilis when
Disney legal threatened to sue.

hides its development difficulties
behind the focus on a PlayStation

INTERPLAY
DUE: 1991 DELIVERED: 1996
After seeing the same basic demo

MONARCH
DUE: 1989 DELIVERED: NEVER
Now-defunct Monarch Software had
the license and the "Hollywoodstyle" producer who said he could
do it. He couldn't.

~5.

Murder on the
OrientExgress _ __

SMOKING CAR
DUE: 1994 DELIVERED: 1997?
Would photos from every mile of
Orient Express track guarantee a
great game? We may never know.
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FEATURE• NEXT 15 YEARS ◄

A Look Back From CGW's 30th Anniversary
by Keith Ferrell
Fall, 2011, Somewhere in the electroniverse:
he 30th Anniversary Computer Gaming World was due any
nano now and Jack couldn't wait. It was his birthday as well as
CGW's, and that made it a special day. They were the same age
and there was no question that they shared the same interests.

T
GAMES.

Computer games. r,Nas there any other kind?)
The only thing Jack lived for more than the moment the latest ish
washed into his system was the games CGW covered.
Jack lived to play and played to live-it was a happy arrangement.
The aimless gqmeless didn't see it that way, of course, but then they
never had. As a kid he'd had aunts and uncles, teachers, neighbors,
even other kids who just didn't get it. But there were less of them every
year, and every year Jackie cared less what they thought and listened
less to what they said. Their words couldn't reach him over the multitracks that were games' latest rave.
Besides, Jackie knew he was tracking right-otherwise why even
when the New Mill was less than two years old had CGW moved past
Reader's Digest as the world's biggest monthly? And that was when it
was still on paper, for byte's sake.
Well, it wasn't a paper world any more, and Jack wasn't a kid anymore either. But he still had a child's impatience on his birthday, and he
figured he had a right to that. Waiting was never easy for him. But he
had ways of passing time, of making time disappear...
Jack submerged himself in his system, all senses extended, cataloging his game cosmos, powering up, stretching out, becoming one
with his games.
You are, Jack thought as he surged outward, what you play.

THE VIEW FROM NOW

Players of computer games- and that's a growing number of us
humans-are living in an age of wonders. If you doubt that, drop back
15 years or less.
You call those computers, those boxes with their mono monitors and
clunky tape or clunkier disk drives, with jagged sprites moving across

• NEXT 15 YEARS

improvements in the appearance, speed, and feel of computer games.
The sorts of technologies that have attracted a lot of attention in bits
and pieces-great graphics here, fantastic animation there, those
sounds over there-are going to start coming together.
"I think we're undoubtedly going to see another jump in graphics
capabilities," says Al Lowe. "Combine that jump with increases in
speed, movement, animation and you're going to get worlds where you
can move anywhere, see anything from any angle, and do it while getting rid of those giant ugly pixels, letting us have gorgeously realistic
high-res worlds to play in."
Lowe thinks these advances, combined with larger monitors and perhaps even high resolution flat screens, are going to bring about a melding of techniques. "Cross the world of MYST," he says for example,
"with a fast action game, and think about what you can do. Graphically,
there really aren't any limitations to the possibilities."
No limits? "It's like when I saw Jurassic Park tor the first time," he
says. "I remember thinking, yeah-now you can do dinosaurs, real
dinosaurs. You've got dinosaurs on the big screen, and we're on the
brink of anything we want on computer screens."
Plenty to look at then , and the odds are you won't be looking at it
alone.
ALL TOGETHER NOW

small screens, mostly without sound? We did call them computersthey were computers, after all-and in the context of their times they
looked more science fictional than they ever will again. Computers and
computer games are so much a part of our electronic environment now
that we've forgotten how revolutionary 64K (or less) and a green or
amber screen were.
"I remember what a kick in the head it was to see the first MAcPAINT,"
says Al Lowe, designer of Sierra's LEISURE Su1r LARRY series. "Black and
white on that tiny screen, but wow." That was 1984, when the hottest
games used ... text.
Today, we take it for granted that great graphics-and sound, and animation- are part of our games, and that they're going to get better.
"The computer manufacturers know this, too," says Derek Smart,
designer of BATTLE CRUISER 3000 AD, a game that's been in development
long enough to see a number of generations of hardware become
obsolete. "They know that people use their machines for games, and
that's why you're seeing 30 accelerators, plenty of RAM, and all of it on
inexpensive machines."
You have at your disposal more raw computing power than NASA
had when Neil Armstrong went to the moon. You use it, as do most
people who own personal computers, whatever they claim, to play
games. Compared to 15 years ago-or 10 or five-you have everything
you could ever want.
But show me a gamer who's satisfied and I'll show you someone
who's never had a dream. The best of today's games can't compete
with our dreams of tomorrow's games, can they?
So what will tomorrow bring?
Whatever you want seems to be a pretty good guess.
LOOK AT THAT!

Short-term, call it five years out, we're looking at another round of

Drop back again-not even 15 years. Go back half a dozen and
you'd be hard pressed to find more than a few hackers who could talk
about the Internet. And if you had mentioned the World Wide Web,
you'd be hailed as a visionary. (And if you'd invented it, you'd be rich.)
But one truism of the computer revolution is that its waves of change
move ever faster, and connectivity via the net, the Web, services-name
your connectivity poison-came of age faster than any innovation in the
history of the industry
"There's no question that future of computer gaming is multi-player,"
says Bill Stealey, president of Interactive Magic. Stealey's perspective
goes back to the earliest days of personal computing: his first games at
MicroProse were distributed -in ZipLock bags.
Today, Stealey thinks that the days of solo computer gaming may be
nearing an end. "People will still go one-on-one with their computer
games," he says, "but primarily to practice for group sessions." The
next five years, he argues, will see the groundwork laid for multiplayer
gaming's dominance of the industry. The reasons are technologicalthe growth of the net, availability of high speed telecommunications,
plenty of server power-but also social.
"Single play," Stealey says, "just can't compete with the challenge of
facing another person or group of people. You will have communication
during games, teamwork, a sense of being part of something.
Multiplayer computer games will become a social activity just like a
softball game."
Derek Smart thinks that multiplayer gaming will move to the forefront
as well, but for reasons having much to do with the limitations of computer opponents. "Gamers want to challenge a mind that is prone to
flaw," he says, something you don't often (bugs and sloppy code
notwithstanding) get with computer opponents. "A serious player wants
to be up against something equal or similar to himself, an alter ego, if
you will. "

• NEXT 15 YEARS

You're in a low-resolution world when you
put the goggles on. And in the world of gaming, high-res wins over low-res every time.
Undoubtedly we all will, many if not most of us all at once. And once
we're facing the reality of a human opponent. the question arises as to
whether we will face each other's reality virtually.

nology, nowis afleeting term. Voice processing technology is growing
up fast, and it's going to move out of the phone companies and corporate offices and into our role-playing games well before the next 15
years are past.

VIRTUAL WHAT?

VR was all the buzz before the Web cornered the buzz market, and a
great deal of technical attention and research is still being devoted to
developing virtual reality tools and systems. It just doesn't seem likely
that we're going to be playing many of our games inside such systems.
The problem, many think, is one of resolution. We've grown accustomed to ever-increasing graphics quality displayed on bigger and better screens. VR goggles just can't compete.
"Those VR goggles put too many pixels too close to your eyes," Al
Lowe says. "You're in a low-resolution world when you put the goggles
on. And in the world of gaming, high-res wins over low-res every time. "
Technically, virtual reality still holds a lot of promise, but increasingly
that promise seems to lay in fields such as medicine and engineering,
not computer games.
THE MORE THINGS CHANGE

So if we're not going to be playing in some version of the holodeck,
what interfaces will we be using?
In many ways they'll resemble our old familiar inputs: joystick, keyboard, mouse. The devices are ubiquitous, we're accustomed to them,
and they're flexible- there's not a lot of input you can't put in with one
of these tools or a combination of them
There is, however, one other inpuUinterface device that is ubiquitous
and that most of us know how to use, and that is the spoken word.
Watch for a rapid explosion in voice processing technology, all but
immediately incorporated into certain types of games. Bill Stealey thinks
that our voices will become our primary housekeeping interface with
our household computers: "You'll just tell your computer what game
you want to play," he says, "you'll tell it to get your regular opponents
on the line, or to round up a new group. And when you're done, you'll
have your computer to put everything away. We're going to have HAL in
our homes!"
Another area in which voice processing is likely to have a large
impact over the next decade-and-a-half is in role-playing games.
Increasingly, such games will be distributed over the net where, as with
every other type of multiplayer game, we'll be talking with each other.
But there's no reason why we shouldn't also begin talking with our
computer opponents. It's been tried before- remember saying "Fire! "
into that microphone that came with some space-war simulators a few
years ago? That, though, was hardly a conversation and hardly effective.
Have you talked to a telephone operator lately? Human or machine?
Sure, you can tell now, but as with every other aspect of computer tech-

WORLDS OF OPPORTUNITY WITHOUT END

Combat simulators, role-playing games, interactive movies, arcade
games, strategy worlds- all of the categories of games we know and
love are going to evolve and grow over the next 15 years.
But it could well be that we'll also see something ... different. It's happened before, and sometimes it makes hits. Chris Crawford's BALANCE
OF POWER was one. S1MC1TYwas one, MYST was an even bigger one,
and DOOM the biggest of all. The game that comes out of left field,
sometimes way out of left field, to redefine computer gaming.
It could be time for another one... or several.
Gentry Lee thinks, in fact, that the next decade and a half may well be
the ripest time yet for that sort of explosive arrival, a debut that warps
the whole gaming field in new directions.
A scientist and novelist whose latest book is Bright Messengers, Lee
is currently wrapping up RAMA for Sierra, a game based on the series
of novels he wrote in collaboration with Arthur C. Clarke. Combining the
perspective of the scientist with that of the novelist. Lee thinks that we
may be missing a point by focusing too much on the ways in which
technology is going to evolve.
"We're going to see a whole new type of storytelling," Lee says.
"We're going to see the sorts of stories that no words can tell, at least
by themselves. The very idea of storytelling is going undergo a transformation as we develop a fully enveloping medium, with a level of drama
and possibility that we've only just begun to glimpse."
OTHER WORLDS MAY BE ENDING

Not everyone is excited about the future. Harlan Ellison, for 40 years
now one of the most provocative writers anywhere, sees the emergence
of interactive technologies and gaming as precursor to the end of language. Despite the amount of new writing he did for the recent interactive version of his I HAVE No MouTH AND I Musr SCREAM, Ellison is hardly
sanguine about the impact of computer games on literacy.
"I feel an abject terror," Ellison says, "because I think we're living in
the twilight of the word. There will always be books, but they're going to
reach a smaller and smaller audience. Because the masses- that malleable, plastic wad of faceless people we call the majority- are the ones
to whom technology is slanted, seducing them away from the word and
into the image." The marketers, he feels, are going to do us in.
It's a feeling shared by Chris Crawford. "The marketing of computer
games has steered the industry into an evolutionary blind alley,"
Crawford says. "A dec.ade ago, we had all this potential, and the liberal-
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ing factor of not yet knowing what a
computer game was supposed to
be, and the industry just hasn't
grown." Crawford blames
this situation on the relentless quest for market share
on the part games publish·
ers. "They decided that there
were certain categories of
games, and those are the same
today as they were in the days of
the Apple 11, when the industry got
started. Something is profoundly
wrong about that."
Crawford thinks it likely that the field will further
divide over the next 15 years, splitting into the computer games industry and the interactive entertainment
industry. Both sides, he feels, will be dominated by the
same lowest-common-denominator marketing mindset
that in Crawford's eyes has robbed the industry of
any innovation.
THE PAST IS PRELUDE

Whether or not the seeds of a stagnant industry were sown over the
past decade, a lot of lessons were
learned. And each of those lessons,
whether positive-"this is grea/"- or negative-"ooops "-provides a foundation on which future games will be built.
Having learned so much about the nature of computer games, it
seems only fair that computer games should learn some things about
us. At least that's the vision Pat Cadigan has. Among the most respected science fiction novelists currently working- her Synners should be
required reading for anyone interested in evolving technological soci·
eties- Cadigan thinks we're about to see a leap in the intelligence and
capability of our computer opponents.
"We're going to be playing against things that are more like living
creatures," she says. "Our artificial opponents are going to learn the
ways in which we think and play, and they'll be putting that knowledge
to work against us. They're going to be tougher, smarter, and more
adaptable, all of which will make for better and better games."
A serious student of the present, as well as of the future, Cadigan
thinks too much is made of the power of computer games to "steal" us
away from the "real" world. "When people want to play games," she
says, " they're going to play games. And when they want insight into the
human condition, they'll turn to media that offer insight into the human
condition. Game players never mistake what they're doing for anything
else, and it's a mistake to think that they do."
Gentry Lee thinks that we may see a combination of game playing
with those insights that traditionally come from other arts. "Somewhere
out there," he says, "is a master who is going to be able to do it all, programming, writing, storytelling, game design, all of it. And when he or
she arrives, their work will create the same sort of impact as the best of
fiction, or art, or movies."

Lee thinks that the coming revolution in computer games will feed
back into traditional art forms. "Just as painters learned new tricks
when photography came along, so will our novelists, and painters, and
filmmakers add new tools to their palettes as computer games become
themselves a fully recognized form of art."
IMMERSE YOURSELF

Whatever form or shape, familiar or as yet unknown, tomorrow's
computer games assume, there's little doubt that they will wrap themselves around us and draw us into their realities to a degree we cah
only glimpse from our present perspective.
Al Lowe thinks we'll actually see ourselves in games. "A whole industry will grow up," he says, "that will put your face, complete with expressions, in your favorite games." LEISURE Su1T KEITH? The mind boggles.
Bill Stealey sees a real golden age of interaction on the horizon. "I
want to create a virtual battlefield," he says, "with lots of different equip·
ment, all of it linked, every player in communication, a real multiplayer
virtual world."
"The fantastic worlds are going to be far more realistic," says Pat
Cadigan, "and thus far more persuasive. Our illusions are going to look
very realistic... and that's going to raise the level of the entire gaming
experience. "
Gentry Lee speculates about the possibility of atotal experience.
"Your imagination working in concert with the storyteller's imagination
and the game designer's imagination to create something that has
never existed before. You could have something that's going to be far
more real, and far more dangerously real than any reality you've left
behind. "
The future has a way of surprising us. The boldest of speculators a
decade ago did not foresee the power and affordability of even low-end
systems today. And it may well be that even the boldest speculations in
this piece pale beside the reality that unfolds as the next fifteen years
pass...
ENDGAME

Fall, 2011, somewhere in the electroniverse:
The wave was here. Jackie felt it arrive, subtle nerve-slim letting him
now the info-flow wave was breaking right now into his system, into him.
He let the issue flow through him, became one with it, just as he did
with the games he played.
It was a great issue and he would hold it livewire for a while. There
were things to feel again before he archived it.
A great issue, a great day. He felt his games calling to him again and
before he yielded to the call Jack allowed himself one wistful thought.
Sometimes when CGWflowed in, he missed Johnny Wilson, gone
these last few years to follow his call of the ministry.
Couldn't fault old JW for that, Jack thought as the games floated
back to the forefront of his consciousness. Admirable, really.
Besides... maybe he just got tired of preaching to the converted.
Jack ... played.
For the past six years the Editor of OMNI Magazine, Keith Ferrell's latest
novel, Passing Judgment was published in August by Forge. lake a break
from your favorite game and grab a copy-you'll be glad you did.«i;

THERE IS ACREATURE
Admit it. He's in there. In some dark corner of vour brain. Let him loose in Leisure Suit LarrtJ's® latest, 9reatest

INSIDE EVERY MAN THAT WANTS TO
CD-ROM adllenture: "Lolle for Sail!" Al Louie is at his bauldlJ best, launchin9 so~ulare's best-known character

GROPE, FONDLE AND SAY
loose on a cruise ship filled with buxom beauties. The resultJ Lau9hs bv the boatload. Groan at Lowe-Iv puns.

INAPPROPRIATE THINGS TO WOMEN.
Snort alon9 with Scratch 'n' Sniff puzzles. Stare at the best babes this side of a plastic sur9eon 1s office. Stick vour

HIS NAME IS LARRY.
face in the 9ame (and IJOUr voice, too). All the fun of pickin9 up women without that bracin9 slap in the face.

The all new CD-ROM adventure from the mind of Al Lowe
For more information, cal/ 1-800-757-7707. Or visit our website at http://www.sierra.com/games/ls/7.
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Here'sHow The Rrst Genera lion Of 3D Video Cards Rea/Iv Stacks Up
f you've been eagerly anticipating the wave of 30 graphics
cards, you're not alone. Our e-mail coffers have been overflowing with requests for information on the performance
of the first generation of 30 graphics accelerators. Last
year, we saw the dominance of 64-bit, 20 graphics cards;
this year, 30 is king. With that in mind, we split this survey
into two parts, so we can take a look at the full spectrum
of 30 offerings hitting the streets. This month, we look at
the Matrox Mystique, three cards using the S3 ViRGE chip
(Number Nine's Reality 332fx, the Hercules Terminator 30,
a~d the Diamond Stealth 30 2000XL}, and the ATI 30Xpression
PC2TV, as well as two 30-only add-on cards that use 3Dfx's Voodoo
chipset (Diamond's Monster 30 and Orchid's Righteous 30). Oh
yeah, did I mention we'll be looking at three 20 cards-the Hercules
Dynamite/128 Video, Videologic Grafixstar 600, and STB Lightspeed
128-too? (Ho-hum.)
The prying question is, Does 30 actually deliver? The short answer
is Yes; you'll get better image quality, solid DOS performance (in most
cases}, and good Windows performance out of these first-generation
offerings. But as you'll see, the 30 performance of some of these cards
isn't all it's cracked up to be. That said, let's dive into the numbers.

with an enhanced version of
MECHWARRIOR 2. Because of the lack
of texture filtering, this version of
MECH2 doesn't look as good as
ATl's version, and we didn't see
that performance was markedly
better than the ATl-enhanced
MECHWARRIOR 2.
The Mystique is a good
choice where 20 graphics are
the main thrust and 30 is only
a secondary consideration.
The Mystique's Winbench
performance was the best of
the roundup, and its DOS

MATROX MYSTIQUE
Last year, Matrox took the 20 graphics world by storm with the
highly praised Millennium. It delivered stellar Windows performance
and solid DOS performance and was popular with many gamers.
Matrox comes back this year with the Mystique, its first 30 accelerator tuned for the demands of computer games.
The Mystique is kind of a mixed bag. Its 20 performance
approaches that of its sibling, the Millennium, but its 30 feature set
is somewhat lacking. According to Microsoft's 30 Test tool supplied
with the DirectX 2.0 developer's kit, the Mystique should be a 30
screamer. However, this didn't turn out to be the case with
HELLBENDER, a Direct30 game. We saw frame rates during heavy
action as low as 4 frames per second (fps), even worse than the 20
cards in the roundup.
On top of that. the Mystique lacks some key 30 image-enhancement features, such as bilinear filtering (which smoothes out blocky
textures}, alpha blending (for transparency) and fog effects. (For more
information on 30 jargon, see the August issue.) The Mystique ships

performance was second only to cards with the ET6000 chip, a 20only accelerator.
Installation and documentation were up to Matrox's usual high
standards, and we encountered no major installation headaches. The
Mystique has VESA 2.0 SVGA support built in, avoiding the need for a
VESA add-on utility like Scitech's Display Doctor. Also available is a
set of daughterboard upgrades, including one for MPEG playback and
another for NTSC video output for display on a television set.
We reviewed Mystique last month, giving it four stars. But upon further review, we're inclined to revise that rating. Admittedly, performance in one Direct3D title is not a comprehensive indicator, but
what we saw initially wasn't very encouraging.
·

• 3D CARDS
NUMBER NINE REALITY 332FX
The Reality 332fx is the first of a trio of cards we looked at based
on S3's ViRGE accelerator. At its heart, the ViRGE is basically a 2D
accelerator- using the same core
as the S3 Trio64V + - with 3D
features bolted on. The list of
features used in the ViRGE is
impressive, including bilinear
filtering, MIP mapping, and
alpha blending. Unlike the
other two ViRGE cards we
evaluated, Reality 332fx only
comes in a 2MB nonupgradable configuration.
Of the three S3 cards,
the Reality 332fx turned in
the slowest performance
on Direct3D Test. Its DOS
VGA benchmarks were
also the slowest, including the game
benchmarks
we ran. But in
SVGA tests,
Number Nine
held its own.
Winbench 96
test scores
placed it
smack in the
middle of the
pack, however. Interestingly, its performance in HELLBENDER belied the
slow Direct3D Test numbers, with a frame rate range of 9 to 19 fps,
depending on the intensity of the action.
Like most of these 3D cards, the 332fx ships with some bundled
titles. Of these, one of the more interesting is a light version of
Realtimation, a virtual reality modeling-and-simulation package.
Installation was fairly straightforward, but we encountered bugs in
the Hawkeye resolution utility, which crashed frequently. However, we
were able to tweak color depth and resolution settings through the
normal Display Properties control panel. At a list price of $199, the
Reality 332fx is not the least expensive nor the fastest card around.
As such, it's not a particularly strong value.

HERCULES TERMINATOR 3D
The Terminator 3D is another S3 ViRGE card, and we checked out
the 4MB version for this review. Benchmarks were mixed for the
Terminator 3D. DOS benchmarks were pretty much on a par with the
other 4MB ViRGE offering we tested, the Diamond Stealth 3D 2000.
Winbench 96 scores were the lowest of the ViRGE cards, and were
actually {he lowest of this month's roundup, reflecting a fairly immature set of drivers. Direct3D Test results were inconsistent: On one
hand, the Terminator's fill rate was faster than the other S3 cards', but

its polygon
throughput
didn't follow
suit. However,
the HELLBENDER
performance
seemed a bit
better than that
of the other
two S3 cards,
topping out at
25 fps in some
parts of our
test.
Installation of
the Terminator 3D
was a breeze, and
the Powerdrive utilities let us tweak all
graphics parameters
within a single control panel.
Overall, the
Terminator 3D turned
in good DOS performance and reasonably
good 3D performance.
We anticipate that
Windows 2D performance
will improve with subsequent driver revisions. Given the very aggressive price of the Terminator 3D, it's an interesting alternative to some
of the other cards in the roundup if you're on a tight budget. Hercules
offers stellar support and is the only company in our roundup to offer
a toll-free technical support line.

DIAMOND STEALTH 3D 2OOOXL
Diamond sent us their newly released 4MB version of the Stealth
3D 2000 for our roundup. Of the three ViRGE-based cards, the
Diamond had the hottest Winbench scores, and while the
1024x768x256 color score was only average, the 640x480x65,530
color score was near the top of the heap. In the Direct3D Test, the
Stealth 3D posted solid scores- near the middle for fill rate but near

2000

Stealth 3D
Outrageously Fast
Graphics - Plus 3D!
• Dljtlt•l Video Pl•yback
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• 30 CARDS

the top for polygon throughput.
It posted pretty much midpack
scores in our HELLBENDER test·
ing, with frame rates ranging
from 7 to 18 fps.
The Stealth 3D's installation was straightforward,
although we did encounter a bug (which
Diamond acknowledged) in the installation process for DirectX. The
simple workaround is to use Windows 95's Explorer to launch
DirectX's setup program, instead of the AutoPlay script that runs
when you insert the CD. The Diamond control panel integrates nicely
into the Display Properties'.
Overall, the Stealth 30 2000 is another solid offering from
Diamond: It's a very respectable Windows 20 performer and offers
decent DOS performance and moderately good 30 at an affordable
price.

All 30 EXPRESSION PC2TV
This new card uses ATl 's Rage II second-generation 30 chip. It layers 30 functionality onto the Mach 64 20 graphics accelerator, including bilinear filtering, alpha blending, z-buffering, fog effects and sub·
pixel accuracy. In addition, this adapter boasts a unique feature: built·
in NTSC capability. Now you can hook your computer up to your 60·
inch large screen TV-the Xpression supports up to 800x600 when
using the NTSC
port-and really
see MECH·
WARRIOR 2 in all
its glory. Well, at
least in theory.
The chore of
carting your
game rig into
the family room
to hook up to a
television may
be a bit much, but the capability is certainly enticing. Imagine videotaping your best gaming sessions ...
Having said that, the performance of the ATI 30 Xpression is stunningly average. DOS VGA and SVGA benchmarks were among the
lowest of the group, although Winbench 96 performance was quite
good. The Direct3D scores were pretty good, with a fast fill rate, but
fairly slow polygon throughput. HELLBENDER performance was so-so,
with frame rates ranging from 7 to 15 fps. Unlike some other all·

purpose cards,
the ATI card
pretty much
stayed in the
12-13-frame-persecond range,
varying less than
the extremes might
suggest. The ATI·
enhanced version of
MECHWARRIOR 2 looks
very nice indeed, completely obscuring the
fact that it's only running at 512x384 resolution. The filtering of the
ground and sky textures, plus
the animated sky, adds a dramatic touch of realism to the game.
. Overall, the 30 Xpression PC2TV is a very interesting card, sporting a solid feature set and moderately good performance.

HERCULES DYNAMITE/128 VIDEO
Given all the focus on 30 these days, one wonders why anyone
would come out with a 20-only accelerator. Some of the most techni·
cally sawy gamers around hang out in CompuServe's Flight Simulator Forum (GO FSFORUM). The Hercules Dynamite/128 has gained
favor among a good number of them, and for good reason . The
Dynamite/128V is one of three cards we evaluated based on Tseng
Labs' 128-bit ET6000 chip-set. No other graphics chip can touch the

ET6000 for
screaming DOS
performance-and
face it, the majority
of games today are
still DOS-based.
Let's dispense with
the 30 argument for a
moment. The 30 Test
results for these cards
are abysmal-so much

• 3D CARDS
so that we didn't even bother printing them, since the 20 cards didn't
meet our minimum criteria for 30 feature sets. But when we ran
HELLBENDER, aWindows 95 Direct3D title, we saw frame rates ranging
from 6 to 15 fps-not too shabby for a 20-only card.
For DOS games, the Hercules card excelled, edging out the STB
Lightspeed/128 by a hair. Winbench performance, however, was the
slowest of the three ET6000 cards at 1024x76Bx256 color by a wide
margin, although all three cards were pretty much on par in the 640x-480-x-65,530-color test. If you're still a hard-core DOS gamer for the
most part, this card is hard to beat.

Ughtnlnc fast Windows performance
Opt111lzed for Windows 95/ 0lrectDraw
Exceptional video quality

SmtrtTools >Oftware for total control
Free MP£G playback software
Five year warranty
Unlimlte1I lechnlcal support

Grafix
Ughtnlng

VIDE0L0GIC GRAFIXSTAR 600
Last year, we were pleasantly surprised by the decent performance
and reasonable price of Videologic's line of graphics boards, and its
ET6000-based Grafixstar 600 continues this trend. The DOS benchmarks were pretty much even with the Hercules Dynamite/128V and
STB Lightspeed/128. The 1024x768x256-color Winbench score was
the third highest, though the 640x480x65,530 performance trailed off.
However, the Grafixstar 600 had two quirks that warrant mention:
First, frame rate in DUKENuKEM30 was quite a bit slower than the
other two ET6000-based cards. A more vexing problem was in its
VESA 2.0 Super VGA implementation. When running QUAKE at 640-x480 resolution , the entire game took on a distinctly greenish cast, as
if the green values had been pumped up and the red and blue values
toned down. Curiously, we didn't observe the "seasick lens" effect in
DUKE NUKEM 30 or Electronics Arts' ADVANCED TACTICAL FIGHTERS. Using
Scitech's Display Doctor (formerly UniVBE) version 5.3, the problem

'
Card

STB
LIGHTSPEED
128
It's kind of ironic that
one of the best game
bundles in this review

Number Diamond
Nine
Stealth Hercules All 30 Hercules Videologic STB Diamond Orchid
Matrox Reality
30 Terminator Xpression Dynamite Gralixstar Lightspeed Monster Righteous
Mystique 3321
2000XL
30
PC21V 128/Video 600
128
30
30
35
Matrox

25
S3 ViRGE

35
S3 ViRGE

3
S3 ViRGE

35
ATI Rage II

1024x768x8

41

32 3

37 4

26 6

37 6

34 2

39 5

Graphics Winmark,
640x480x16

37.6

28.7

37

21 .8

32.6

31.8

CBench I/GA (l~s)

127'

116'

124'

126'
36.8

87'
36.9

Rating

Chipset

4
25
4
Tseng Labs Tseng Labs Tseng Labs
ET6000 ET6000
ET6000

4

45

3Dfx
Voodoo

3Dfx
Voodoo

401

ll1A

IM

32.6

31.6

NIA

N/A

127'

127'

127'

NIA

tl1A

39.5

39.4

39.5

NIA

N/A

Graphics \'/1nmarf

36.8
34.5

34

34.02

32.36

NIA

NIA

138 (2)

30.5
124

34.6

136 (2)

1483

1386(1)

14 75

II/A

IIIA

6.16

11.84

12.5

12.18

NIA

N/A

N/A

23.92

31.84

Min D3D Test Polygon Throughput
k11opolygons per second)
1414

96 72

162 06

105 6

130 94

II/A

II.A

II A

223 2

230 6

Max 030 Test •Fill Rate
(megapixels per second)

9.12

3.64

5.04

5.36

5.6

N/A

N/A

N/A

24

24.7

Max D3D Test Polygo1 Throughput
(k1lopolygonspersecond)
1275

7842

1172

8095

796

IJIA

IJIA

II/A

1791

1845

Hellbender: SlrNlest-Fastest (fps)

9-19

7-18

8-25

7-15

7-15

7-14

7-15

19 -30

25 -30

Quake '320x2001

32.8

31.8

Min030 Test · Fill Rate
(rnegapixels per second)

9.92

1• ffltHllm~13 7 (2)

4-19

• These "lrame rales· are reported by Cbench, and though they greatly exceed the monitor's actual relresh rate(60 Hz), they represent the number of "frames· that could be computationally generated.
(1)
GrafixStar 600 ran Quake in VESA modes with a distinct greenish cast. Using UNIVBE 5.3 fixed the problem.
(2)
The S3 VIRGEcards would only run Quake VESA modes with Scitech's display doctor loaded.
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FEATURE•
ships with a 2D card. The Lightspeed 128 comes with Sierra's
EARTHSIEGE 2 and SILENT THUNDER (A-10 II), a limited edition of TERRA
NovA (the first 10 missions), as well as a number of game demos from
Sierra.
The card itself performed quite well, running all the DOS applica-

/

Lies, Damned Lies, And Benchmarks
ny test methodology is fraught with possible peril and
erroneous results. A case in point are some of the toy
applications that ship with Microsoft's Direct3D developer's kit. We looked at using two such applets: Tunnel
and lwist. Several vendors are already quoting these numbers as
3D performance indicators, but caveat emptor. Unless you know
which features are enabled or disabled, these frame rate numbers
are at best suspect. Rather than look at frame rate data from
these tools, we instead used Direct3D Test, also in Microsoft's
Direct 30 kit. It too is far from perfect, but at least gave us a
rough indication of 30 performance. Ziff-Davis will be developing a
more comprehensive 30 benchmark, due out sometime next year.
Here's how we tested: First, the system was always the same,
except for the graphics caret We used a Pentium 166 running on
a Triton II chipset motherboard, with 32MB of EDO DRAM and
512KB of pipeline burst L2 cache. If the card supported it, the
refresh rate was always 75Hz.
We used games wherever possible as test tools, as well as
Winbench 96 and CBENCH, a simple DOS 3D performance metric
written by Chris Dial.
Unfortunately, finished Direct3D titles were lacking at press
time, but we were able to use Microsoft's new HELLBENDER, which
had a simple frame rate counter. We ran HELLBENDER with all
graphics features cranked up with a 640x480 frame size. Another
problem: HELLBENDER is able (via Direct3D) to detect and automatically enable or disable rendering features to achieve optimal game
performance, but a Direct3D game may not tell you which features are enabled and disabled, even if you set all graphics
options to the highest level. Bear in mind that using HELLBENDER as
our sole Direct3D game-as-performance metric, we got an indication of 30 performance, not the final word. That won 't be forthcoming until more games-as-tools are finished and shipping.
In using Direct30 Test, we ran at two different test settingsboth at 640x480x65,530 colors-representing different performance points. The minimum feature set allows for the highest
possible frame rate. For the minimum test, the settings were:
• Rat shading
• Perspective correction disabled for texture maps
• Point filtering (rather than the more demanding bilinear filtering).

A

t

Turning on additional rendering features improves individual
frame image quality, usually at the expense of frame rate. Our
maximum settings were:
• Gouraud shading enabled
• Bilinear filtering enabled
• Perspective-correction enabled
We looked at pixel fill rate and polygon throughput data generated by Direct30 Test. Pixel fill rate is how fast the card can blast
pixels onto a surface, and polygon throughput measures how fast
polygons are generated (rendered). Bear in mind that if you don 't
know which features are enabled and disabled, these numbers
become all but meaningless.
Long story short, the 30 numbers here are initial performance
indicators, but the full performance story can't be told until more
Direct3D titles ship and we see how 30 hardware fares accelerating them. Rest assured, we'll keep you posted.
-Li¥1 Case and Dave Salvator

'
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lions we could throw at it with aplomb. Its Windows performance was
pretty solid as well.
There's not much else to say about the Lightspeed 128, except that
it's a solid card at a good price, with good bundleware. What more do
you want?

DEDICATED 3D CARDS

This month, we take a
look at a pair of dedicated
30 add-on cards, one each
from Orchid Technologies and
Diamond Multimedia. These
cards require the presence of a
standard graphics adapter for
VGA, SVGA and Windows 20
chores. Both cards use the 3Dfx
Voodoo 30 chipset, and both
come with 2MB of EDO DRAM for
frame buffer (display memory) and
2MB of memory for storing textures.
The 3Dfx-based cards use a passthrough cable, so you connect a cable
from your standard graphics card to the 3Dfx card and attach your
monitor cable to a second connector on the 30 card. When running
accelerated 30 titles, the 3Dfx chipset completely takes over and is
not dependent on the 20 card's performance.
The cool thing about these add-on cards is that they'll even work
with the more mainstream 30 cards, such as cards using the ViRGE
and ATI chipsets, taking over the 30 chores when necessary. In fact,
several system vendors are doing S3/3Dfx or ATl/3Dfx combinations
for their graphics subsystems. Look for them next month in our
"Ultimate Game Machine" feature.
The list of features of the Voodoo chipset is a mile long: bilinear
filtering, trilinear MIP-mapping, alpha blending, fog effects, accelerated light sources. Let's take a look at the two implementations, which
actually differ more than a first glance might indicate. 30 performance on both was impressive, and as more titles ship that take
advantage of Direct30, these will be the cards to have-if you have
the bucks.
(Note that although we had final hardware, neither company had

l1( 1 flSt'(1 from dll(' (1t Vt lop1 cl hy Grt 1111111 lnlt•r,11 hvt Ltd ~)1996 Grt•mllll
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M

ythical creatures come to life as you battle for control of newly discovered lands in

the award-winning strategy game Heroes of Might and Magic™.Explore virgin territory and
capture strategic positions and resources while expanding your influence and establishing
your dominance. Recruit your heroes, gather your armies, and challenge the other warlo.rds
for supremacy. Victory is within your reach if you have the brains and the brawn to take it.
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finalized its software bundles, so we'll update you in part 2 of the
graphics roundup next month.)

DIAMOND MONSTER 30
Di~mond's Monster 30 installed easily next to the STB Lightspeed
128 20 card (it was running in our system at the time), and the sam·
pie games we saw were testimony to 3Dfx chipset's rendering horsepower. Impressive though they are, we're hoping for better overall
gameplay in future titles.
The Monster 30 was
somewhat slower than the
Orchid's offering in the
Direct3D test-but that's not
saying much. When we ran
Microsoft's HELLBENDER, we
never saw a frame rate number
less than 25, although the frame
rate counter was being updated
so fast it was hard to read at times.
Suffice it to say that gameplay was
so smooth that we never saw any
jerkiness.
Monster 30 delivers the goods:
Performance and
image quality were
stunning, and the
price was .. .well,
get out your wallet
and be prepared to
wince.
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ORCHID
RIGHTEOUS
30
The Orchid Righteous 30 was the top 30 performer of all the
boards reviewed, edging out the Monster 30 in the Direct3D test met·
rics. The card was simple to install, though the heavy shielded passthrough cable required a bit of effort, but a shielded cable is a plus in
most modern systems.
One nice touch with the Righteous 30 was an additional panel
installed in the Display Properties control panel, which allows you to
tweak refresh rate and gamma/color balance.
When we ran HELLBENDER, we never saw the frame rate counter dip
below 29 fps,
although as with
the Monster 30
the counter was
being updated
so quickly, it was
•-II~...,_
___ .,_Ttll.
hard to read
sometimes. The
frame rate was
rock solid
throughout the
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test, and playing HELLBENDER with this
card was a truly righteous experience.
AND THE WINNER IS .. .

The age of 30 acceleration is finally upon us, with mainstream accelerators like the Diamond Stealth 30
and the ATI 30 Xpression bringing
a new level of reality and performance to the standard PC.
Adding a dedicated board like the
Righteous 30 can propel 30
game performance into orbit.
Bear in mind, however, that to
gain the benefits of 30 accel·
eration, a game must be written to take
advantage of the hardware. So don't expect DooMor F15 STRIKE
EAGLEIll to run any faster on these cards. A point to consider: Given
the aggressive pricing of many of the 4MB boards, you'd do well to
spend a little extra now for more 30 performance up the road.
Rumors of the demise of 2D boards have been greatly exaggerat·
ed, as the new ET6000-based cards from Hercules, STB and
VideoLogic attest. These cards offer superior DOS performance, topnotch 20 Windows performance, and terrific prices.

Of the mainstream cards, there aren't any clear winners per se,
though the Matrox Mystique proved something of a disappointment.
We'd give the nod in performance to the Diamond Stealth 30
2000 for its smooth implementation and balanced performance. The
ATI card would be an interesting choice if DOS VGA performance
weren't a critical factor. The Hercules Terminator 30 is a tough value
to beat, with reasonable performance coupled with a very aggressive
price.
The best combination, however, would be to meld the 20 performance of a Matrox Mystique, Diamond Stealth or Lightspeed 128
with the Righteous 30. Then you'd have the hottest graphics setup
for gaming around- not to mention one of the priciest-at least for a
while.
Next month, we'll be reviewing Creative Labs' long-anticipated 30
Blaster, as well as Rendition-based boards from Intergraph and
Sierra (yes, Sierra). We'll also take a look at some cards using 30
Labs' Permedia chipset and some higher-end S3-based cards using
the ViRGE/VX chipset, and we'll put the intriguing PowerVR through
its paces. The age of 30 is upon us, but it's only in its infancy.
There are still some teething pains to come as this burgeoning
technology begins to mature, but this year's 30 cards, coupled with
next year's crop of games, will bring us one more step on the road
to realism .~

Is Your Co1nputer Sound Asleep'!
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Fast, Faster,
Fastest

APerformance Report On The Hottest New Processors
ecently,
I've
been
getting
quite a
bit of
e-mail
from
gamers
who
are curious about some of the new
processors out there. Usually, people
understand the Pentium fairly well, but
tl1ere's a dearth of information regarding two alternatives to the Pentium: tl1e
Cyrix 6x86 and the Pentium Pro. I
would go so far as to say there's a lot of
mythology about tl1em as well. I personally prefer to keep my myiliology
eitl1er in novels or computer games, so
I set out to test once and fo r all how the
new kids on the block, CPU-wise, stack
up against tl1e Pentium.
But let's take a moment to reflect.
Less than a year ago, CGWbuilt tl1e

ultimate gaming rig, which used the
Pentium 133.. . now the Pentium 133 is
the entry level. By the time you read
this, the Pentium 75, 90, JOO and 120
will probably be historical artifacts -a
staggering amount of change in uch a
short time. The high end of the Intel
CPU line now is the 200MHz Pentium
Pro, and the 200MHz Cyrix 6x86 and
Pentium are nipping at the Pro's heels.
I took a look at the Pentium 166, the
Cyrix 6x86 Pl66+ and the Pentium Pro
200, nmning game-oriented benchmarks. I didn't have either the Pentium
200 or Cyrix P200 +, but the actual performance difference is probably around
10 to 15 percent.
I wanted the test to be as even as
possible for the Pentium and Cyrix, so I
used a motherboard with Intel's latest
chipset, the Triton 2 (430HX, for you
gearheads.) The Pentium Pro was tested on a P6SNE from Supermicro, and
uses Intel's second generation Pentium
Pro chipset, code-named atoma

(440FX). l used identical peripherals
for all the tests. The graphics card was a
Videologic Grafixstar 600 graphics
card, based on Tseng Lab's new 128-bit
ET6000 graphics chip. Disk and CDROM access chores were handled by
an Adaptec 2940UW SCSI controller
attached to a Pb.tor 6X CD-ROM and
a Seagate ST3!055 B ultra SCSI 1GB
hard disk. All test configurations had
32MB of nonparity EDO DRAM. I
even went so far as to use the same keyboard, mouse and monitor for the sake
of consistency.
I ran the Winbench 96 benchmarks
for CPU and Windows 95 graphics performance measurements. For DOS
game perfon11ance, I used CBench, a
DOS VGA and SVGA graphics benchmark written by Chris Dial. In addition,
I used QUAKE, DUKE UKEM 3D and
EA's Aov. NCED 1ACTICAL F IGHTERS
for real-world game performance (all at
640x480). See the table for my results.
With the sole exception of DUKE

' ' There's
a Pentium
Pro in your
future,
but your
mileage may

vary. ' '
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CPU
~ CPU
l1lllllal'II 1111'1111 Mll'll82 VGA

Cyrix 6x8&

36.3

~

I
I
I
I
I

IVGA

Duke
NulrBnl 30

Quall8

30.5 fps

22 fps

8.9 fps

Alf

'
I
I

I
I
I

Pentium 166

33.7

302
321

302
318

106.1 fps*
121.6 fps*

39.0 fps

30.5 fps

13.5 fps

21 fps

''
'

20 fps

.
:

I

I

Pentium Pro/200
(without FastVld)

36.0

357

542

146.6 fps*

28.9 fps

21 fps

17.3 fps

25.6 fps

Pentium Pro/200

N/A

NIA

N/A

190.1 fps*

48.6 fps

25 fps

19.8 fps

29.8 fps

(with FastVid)
*These "frame rates" are reported by CBench, and though they greatly exceed the monitor's actual refresh rate (60Hz) , they represent the number of "frames" that could be computationally generated.
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Hit me,

baby.

l UKEM 3D, the Pentium Pro system
clearly outpaces the Pentium 166 and
the Cyrix 6x86. However, to get the
greatest performance boost out of the
Pentium Pro, you need to download a
little utility written by John Hinckley
(no, not the guy who took a shot at
President Bonzo) called FastVid, which
enables some key fea tures on the
Pentium Pro that are disabled by
default. These features are - brace
yourself- write posting, banked VGA
write combining and SVGA linear
frame buffer write combining. Without
getting into too many nuts and bolts,

C
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How Do You Rate?
Testing systems is a tricky business.
Even when you think everything is identical except for the item you 're testingthe graphics card , for example-you
find that results can change from one
test to another. Still , here are some
hints on testing your own system with
real applications.
► ATF: To test ATF frame rates, go into
the pro mission builder. Create a mission with only one plane (yours) and
have it sitting on a runway. Other aircraft or objects will affect frame rate in
an unpredictable way. Enter the mission.
Disable the joystick, since it eats into
CPU performance and the potential
maximum frame rate. When sitting in
your cockpit, and the plane is idle, hit
Ctrl-F (press the Control key and the F
key simultaneously) . You will see a
number representing frame rate in
frames per second at the bottom of
your screen.
►

QuAKE: To test Quake 's frame rate,
bring up the console window (press the
rv key) and type TIMEREFRESH. You
may want to do this past the beginning
of a level to get the best number. Also,
try it at different resolutions.

these features enable the Pentium Pro's
Level I cache to work more efficiently
with graphics output. 1ne result is a
dramatic increase in fgame graphics
performance .
FLOAT LIKE A BUTTERFLY ...
Then there's the matter of floating
point calculations, those arithmetic operations tl1at use noninteger aritl1metic for
calculations. Most games today use integers (i.e., whole numbers) for many calculations, but more and more graphicsintensive 3D games will more than likely
use floating-point calculations for geometry setup. ome current titles -QUAKE

►

Duke Nukem 3D: Run the Duke
Nukem 3D setup program and choose
the resolution you want to test; turning
off sound will give you a better frame
rate number. Save the configuration. At
the DOS prompt, type •duke3d /m /11
/s3 ". When the spaceship crashes and
you 're actually in the game, type
"DNRATE" without moving Duke. You'll
,see a continually refreshed frame rate
number at the upper left corner of the
screen .
►

CBench: Download CBENCH from
CompuServe's Flight Simulator Forum
library 13 or from http://www.dfw.net
/ "'sdw/chris3d.html. CBENCH is a "synthetic" benchmark, whose only purpose
in life is to test the performance of your
graphics system. There are two programs, BENCH, which tests VGA performance, and SVGABNCH , which tests
SVGA performance.
►

Finally, to get WinBench test results,
you can order a copy of the new
WinBench 97 (available in midNovember) from Ziff-Davis's benchmark
operation group. Drop them a postcard
and ask for the Winbench 97 CD-ROM:
Ziff-Davis Benchmark Operation
1001 Aviation Parkway, Suite 400
Morrisville NC 27560
Attn: Distribution Coordinator

HEARING AIDS FDR THE GAMING IMPAIRED.

The speakers that came with your computer are fine when you're creating reports and spreadsheets. But when it comes to playing
games.your speakers don't cut it. Our ACSSS three piece Dolby®Multimedia Surround Sound Speaker System is an integration of
hardware and software that will revolutionize your gaming audio.
Satellite drivers fire multidirectional gaming audio for true surround sound. Combined with Dolby circuitry and our 30 watt
er, you'll hear game sounds that will twist your head around. And our ACSSS system includes WaveCube ™ software addln_,
lo steering of your game sound and Wavetable true sound quality technology. Every
and clear.
intended to amaze your ears. Don't let your computer speakers get in the W'8/· LANSING
I-B00-648-6663 Multimedia Division, Altec LansingTechnologies. /nc.Milfi,td PA I 8311,

ALTEC
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for example-already do. As it turns out,
the Cyrix 6x86's floating-point unit (FPU)
is slower than the comparable Pentium's.
ln tum, the Pentium\; FPU hardware is
slower than the Pentium Pro's, which
explains why the QUAKE numbers vary
greatly from one processor to another.
Also, the Pentium Pro shines in perfom1ing 32-bit operations-and all Win
95 titles tl1ese days are created using 32bit technology (as opposed to older
games using 16-bit technology). ATF is

-

a 32-bit game, and hence benefits from
the Pentium Pro. The faster clock rate
doesn't hurt either. However, the
Pentium Pro doesn't work well with 8and 16-bit operations, which shows up
in the DUKE UKEM 3D frame rate
re ults. As it turns out, DUKE UKEM
3D uses a lot of 8- and 16-bit operations, and the Pentium Pro's performance under DUKE suffers as a result.
Initially I was disappointed in the
performance of the Cyrix chip, but

S-U.111 Klamath This War Comes...
The next-generation Pentium Pro chip, code-named Klamath , will have
some interesting features. The built-in Level 2 (L2) cache will no
longer be permanently attached. Instead, there will be a snap-in module that may support cache sizes larger than 512KB. The detachable
cache module will run a little slower than the current built-in L2
cache, but will run at a faster clock rate and will have a larger Level 1
cache. Intel will apparently offer Pentium Pro overdrive upgrades, for
existing Pentium Pros, that will run at a higher clock rate and have
Intel's MMX instruction set built in.

upon reflection, I realized it's pretty
much performing at its potential.1ne
6x86 Pl66+ costs less than the Pentium
166, and the Cyrix chip actually runs at
133 MHz, not 166 MHz. So is Cyrix's
6x86 Pl66+ a Pentium 166 killer? For
gaming, not really. It du ts tl1e Pentium
133 for integer performance, but its
floating point performance doesn't
quite stack up. On the other hand, if
you're on a tight budget, and you don't
see your elf running a lot of floatingpoint-intensive games, then the 6x86 is
worth con idering. But if you're not on
a tight budget, you'd do well to consider the Pentium 166.
What about the Pentium 200? 1haven't
actually tested a system using the
Pentium 200, but initial reports indicate
that the Pentium 200 runs only about 10
percent faster than tl1e Pentium 166.
Interestingly, the 200MHz Pentium Pro
costs less at some outlets than the
200MHz Pentiums.

A breakthrough in sound so real,
•
your PC will have its own groupies.
Systems, the professional audio experts,
inside your PC It delivers the mind-bending
realism of wave-table synthesis-which uses
actual recordings of real sound effects and
musical instruments. And it plays up to 32
notes simultaneously, adding new detail
and richness to your favorite games
and software.
AWE 32 is the first sound card
that supports 30 Positional Audio';' so you can
hear those dueling guitars coming at you from
di fferent places in the room. It also features
Creative's 30 Stereo Enhancement Technology';'
which makes your whole

Our downloadable SoundFont" technology lets you
add new sounds and instruments to your card. Add up to
28 MB of memory to create your own audio library. We
even included a microphone and software for recording
music and sound effects. And, of course, the AWE 32
is fully Plug and Play and works with Windows• 95,
Windows 3.1 and DOS. So installation is a
no brainer. Check ou l our n,w 1;.,, of
Sound Blasr,,- Sptakm, sold
Want to separaldy a l your local dealtr.

growing

The crowd keeps
until they have your house surrounded.
Then the chanting begins. "A-W-E ... A-W-E ... A-W-E."
It seems that Sound Blaster• AWE 32™ PnP is the first
sound card to develop its own cult followi ng. That's
because it makes every other sound card seem like a blast
from th epaSt
Sound Blaster RWE3~ PnP_Hear

complete your multimedia
dream system? Pick up the new
Blaster CON8x CD-ROM and Sound Blaster Speakers too,
at your nearest Creative Labs dealer. But take along your
What You 've Been missing bodyguard, incase

The AWE 32 nnmllll!m,:fl!l!l!lifflli---------:.::,
R.«ord
W1ve.T1bk
IJS RuJ
lD POll11oMI
JDS1nco
Soland81at.1tr
l6-bi11i.dlo
Syrllbail(f
lnKruiamcSoun.i.
Audio
Enhanc;,r-lN
Coaparibk
puts professional
sound technology
'
from E-mu"

-a

J:l~

Synthok

..

t

CR::: TIV::::®
CREATIVE

LABS,

INC .

For mQft' inlomuuon all o.ir hxb«k Service 11 40S-ln 5227 or Cust01MT Snvicc at 800-998-Sll7 x\JS C 1996, Cn:11= T«hnolot), Lid All nghtt rcs.nvcd Sound B~
and 1hc: Cruw,,: ubJ 1oto we lq!\tcml ~
rl.-.s ol Crt11ivc Technology Ltd. Sound Bbntr AWE.32, E-mu 30 P~1ion.al
Audio and Cn:.uive 3 0 ~ Enh.incm1m1 T«hncq)' an: trMffllolrh ol Crt11,v,c: T«hnolosY I.Jd Soundfon1 KI n:11\lnai 1 ~ r \ olE-1n1 ~
, ll'IC. Wu~ KI l'fl~cml ln<XTMrt. ol MICRMOft Cori,onition Spmfia tlOM ltt ,ub,«t to cN~ w1UIOU1 OOCICC
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MOTHERBOARDS AND OTHER RANTS

On to my next soapbox. Motherboard technology i
advancing, too- in some ways fas ter than CPU technology.
111e core logic chip et or CPU support logic are tho e components on your computer's main system board that handle all
the traffic-cop chores for mo,~ng data around. Recently, Intel
ha released a new core logic chipset for the Pentium. The e
new chips, collectively known as 1liton II, have greatly treamlined data patl1s. In fact, it's possible now to build a motl1erboard tl1at exceed the capabilities of other components in the
system if the designer isn't careful. I had a recent
ex'Perience witl1 one company whose motl1erboard
wa n't ready for prime time. In trutll, all they did was
include a BIO feature tllat could really juice up
memory accesses - except that most people's memory couldn't handle, creating lockups and other problem . 'lb be fair, the company did fix tile problem,
and most Triton II motherboards work quite well.
On tl1e positive side, Intel also released a new
chipset, code-named atoma, for Pentium Pro system . atoma-based systems can use EDO DRAM
and are much les problematic tl1an systems using
the older Orion chip- et. lf you decide to roll your
own upgrade, definitely look for board u ing the
newer chipsets.
By the way, if you decide to get one of the Cyrix
processors, check witll Cyrix to make sure your
motl1erboard is supported. Better yet, buy a whole
system. 'I11e PI50+ , tl1e Pl66+ and the P200+ chips
all generate a lot of heat, so a cooling fan is a must.
Also, the P200 + ha an external clock frequencythe peed at which it communicates with the memory bus-of75MHz, whereas just about all other systems' memory busses run at 66M Hz. Most motherboards can't handle tl1e faster bus speed, so make
sure the board you get has a memory bus capable of
running at 75MHz.
Finally, what's in store for the future? Intel's MMX
technology will show up in Pentium processors early
next year, and MMX could have a significant impact
on 20 graphics performance and audio. MMX will
also be embedded in the Pentium Pro later in 1997.
Another interesting development, Intel's Advanced
Graphic Port (AGP) ,~II be a special interface slot
for graphics card tl1at ,~II take voluminous 30
graphics traffic off the PC! bu and promi es
upwards of four times the PC I bus's maxinmm
throughput.
Finally, licrosoft seems to have dipped a toe in
the graphics hardware bu ine . At SIGGRAPI-J, tile
annual conference for graphics gurus, Microsoft
announced a reference hardware platfonn they call
Tolisman, specifically tuned to accelerate
OirectDraw and Oirect3D applications. Microsoft

doesn't want to get into tl1e actual business of making graphics
hardware; but in tead wants to drive what tl1ey hope will be a
standard pecification (tlleirs}, and license tl1e technology to
hardware vendors. Although Microsoft ha strayed into the
hardware business on occasion (the Windows Sound System,
Microsoft Mouse and Sidewinder 30 joystick}, Talisman
appears to be much more ambitious. '11ie AG P-based
Tali man specification is very aggressive, calling for 75 frames
per second running at !024 x 768 x 24-bit color. More on tllis
in next month's 30 graphics board feature. ~

WHO

NEEDS

INTERRUPTIONS!

(QUICKSOUND')
Why ki ll yo urself just to pu mp up t he bass or silence your enemies?
W ith Q uickSo und , you'll never have to sacrifice performanceor quit yo ur game-to adjust your PC sound. You get instant
co ntrol of volume, tone, mix, mute and more, with the touch
of a button. Pure power at your fingertips. Because it's t rue
what they say: quitters are losers.

~ labtec.
Circle Reader Service 262
Labtec Enterprises, Inc . 380 I NE I09th, Suite

J,Vancouver, WA

98682

featuring a mute button
for simple, one-touch silence
Visi t your retailer or go to www.labtec.com
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TerraNova: Strike
Force Centauri
Arcade Style

Zork Nemesis

Star Trek Deep Space
Nine: Harbinger

Adventure
5065602
DOS 486166 or MAC lirolO, Bmb, M

5066600

Adventure

5072608

The 11th Hour

Phantasmagoria

Interactive Game
00$486/66, 8mb, M

Adventure
5004502
WIN3.1486/66 or MAC LCIII, Bmb, M

5054309

G1vE OR•os-GET ANY
lltli

Adventure

Mission Critical
DOS 486/33, 4mb, M
Mindscape Complete
Reference library
WIN3.1 386/33, 8mb, M

\\ti!

5062807

ti!

Gen. Reference 50371 06

The Family Doctor
WIN3.1 486/33 or MAC LCIII, 4mb, M

Medical Ref.

5055207

Picture Perfect Golf
WIN3.1 386, 4mb, M, J, K

Sports

5054200

'ti

Police Quest: SWAT
WIN3.1 486/33, 8mb, M

Adventure

Caesar II
DOS 386/40, 8mb, M

Strategy Game 5068606

1001 Really Cool Web Sites
Internet Guide
WIN3.1 386 or MAC Classic, 4mb, M, K

Fantasy General

Strategy Game 5067301

7th Guest
DOS 386133 or MAC LCIII, 4mb, M

Interact. Game 5004700

The Pagemaster
WIN3.1 486 or MAC LCIII, 4mb, M

Adventure

5027008

Casper Brainy Book
WINJ.1486, 4mb or MAC LCIII, 8mb, M

Children's Ed ..
For ages 4·8

5048905

Woodruff And The Schnibble
WIN3.1 486 , 4mb, M

Adventure

5037304

let's Pretend
WIN3.1 486/33 or MAC LCII, 8mb, M

Children's Ed.
For ages 3+

5056304

How Multimecia ~ Work

Computer Tutor. 5044300

808 Great letters
WIN3.1 386, 4mb, M

Gen. Relerence 5041702

5062500

\ltll

008386'40,lln'll,M

£

WIN3.1 386/33, 4mb, M
PTS Official
Windows '95 Tutoria l
WIN3.1 386/33, 4mb, M

JAVA Programmer's
Libra7.

Internet uide
WIN3.t 386, 4mb, M

5077200

Strategy Game 5027404

MTV Unplugged
WIN3.1486166 or MAC 68040, Bmb, M

Music Coll.

5079702

Aces Collector's Edition
WIN3.1 486, 4mb, M

Flight Sim.

5037908 ,

Precision Mapping 2.0
WIN3.1 386, 4mb, M

Travel

5071204

Pol ice Quest: Open Season
DOS 386, 4mb or MAC LC, 8mb, M

Adventure

5002803

The Ultimate Doom:
Thy Flesh Consumed

Arts And letters Draw
WIN3.1 386, 4mb, M

Home/Personal 5048301

Arcade Style
5044409
DOS 386/33. 4mb, M. J, K

Discovering Shakespeare

Literature Coll. 5051800

WIN3.1 486 or MACLCIII, 8mb, M

Beer Hunter

Gen. Interest

5040803

5065404

Arcade Style

The Princeless Bride

Arcade Style

5024401

WIN3.1 386/33 or MAC LCIII, 4mb, M
Children's Ed.

5067400

Bible Reference 5031703

Print Artist 3.0
WIN3.1386/25, 4mb, M, K, P

Home/Personal 5051404

The Incredible Machine 3
WIN3.1 386 or MAC LCII, 4mb, M

Strategy Game 5043301

Resume Maker
Deluxe CD
WIN3.1386/33, 8mb, M, P, K

llt'II

Strategy Game 5007703
Outpost
WIN3.t 386, 4mb or MAC LCIII, 8mb, M, K
Connections
Adventure
WIN3.1 486/33 or MAC 68040, 8mb, M
Dr, Ruth 's Encyclopedia Of Sex
WIN3.1 486, 4mb, M

5021506

King's Quest VII:

5058805

The Bible
WIN3.1 386, 4mb, M

Mastercook Deluxe
WIN3.1 386/25 or MAC II, 4mb, M

5053004

Trivial Pursuit
WIN3.1 386 or MACLCIII, 4mb, M

Just Me & My Dad
(ti WIN3.1 486 or MAC LCIII, 4mb, M

i,'tl

5060603

Doom II
Arcade Style
DOS 386/33 or MACLCII, 4mb, M, J, K

DOS 486/66, 8mb, M, J, K

Sports Illustrated
Multimedia Al manac
WIN3.1 386/25 or MAGIi, 4mb, M

Medical Ref.

Nine Month Miracle
WIN3.1 386/33 or MAC LCII, 8mb, M

Computer Tutor. 5043807

Screamer

t'tl

2

5071501

Home/Personal 5027602

Sports

5036504

Home/Personal 5052709

How To Select CO-ROMs For Your System

·--i

Each selection includes the following important information:
minimum s1;stem required, minimum CPU required, minimum
amount of AM required, and required peripherals
(M=mouse, J=joystick, K=keyboard, P=printer).
For all titles, lhe minimum system requ,remenls recommended (unless
otherwise i1d1cated) are: Hardware: SVGA manner (256 colors), sound
card, 40mb hard drive, double speed CD-ROM drive. Operating System: 1
DOS 5.0, Windows 3.1, Macintosh System 7.0.

\1£

Home/Personal 5050703

Inside The SAT & PSAT
WIN3.1 386 or MAC LCII, 8mb, M, K

College Prep.

5060702

Golf Digest's Best Places To Play
WIN3.1 486, 4mb, M

Sports

5045208

ADl's 2nd & 3rd Grade English
WIN3.1486/33 or MAC LCIII, 8mb, M

Children's Ed.

5052006

WIN3.1 486 or MAC LCIII, 4mb, M

Children's Ed.

5053301

Angel Devoid
DOS 486/66 or MAC LCII, 8mb, M

Adventure

ADl 's 4th & 5th Grade English
WIN3.1 486/33 or MAC LCIII, 8mb, M

Arcade Style

5054101

And More Calendars
WIN3.1 386 or MAC LCII, 4mb, M, P, K

Home/Personal 5049507

Trophy Bass Fishing
WIN3.1 486/66 or MAC LCIII, 8mb, M

How Your Body Works
WIN3.1 486 or MAC LCIII, 8mb, M

Medical Ref.

5044201

\lt'tl

Peter Rabbit & Benjamin Bunny Children's Ed
WIN3.1 486/66, Bmb, M

5067103

Corel Gallery
Clip Art Library 501 0301
WIN3.1 386, 4mb or MAC LCIII, 2mb, M

Mavis Beacon
Teaches Typing 4.0
WIN3.1386133, 8mb, M, K

Pool Champion
WIN3.1 486/66, 8mb, M, J, K

Instant Internet Access
WIN3.1 386, 4mb, M

Internet Guide

5031000

Mixed Up Mother Goose Deluxe
WIN3.1 386 or MAC LCIII, Bmb, M

Children's Ed.
For ages 3·6

5042304

Dinotopia
DOS 486/66, 8mb, M

Adventure

5063003

McKenzie & CoJ
Games For Her
WIN3.1 486/50, 8mb, M

Arcade Style

5060306

Adventure

5052808

t'II

For faster service, use your credit card and call ~ toll-free 24 hours a day.

1-800-792-1 000 ~6~t.

Typing Tutorial 5052402

-

CD-ROM DIRECT

Spycraft:
The Great Game
Adventure
5063201
DOS 486166 or MAC 68030, 8mb, M

Hexen

Gabriel Knight:
The Beast Within

Arcade Style
5056403
DOS 486/33 or MAC 68040, Smb. M

Adventure
5060405
WIN3.1486133 or MAC 68040, 8mb, M

CD-ROMS
PLUS
Heretic

ArcadeStyle
Utility

Command & Conquer
Strategy Game
5050208
DOS 486/66, Smb, M

FOR

1 MORE AT GREAT SAVINGS!

5066709

DOS 486, 4mb, M
VirusNet

Mechwarrior 2
Arcade Style
5043609
DOS 486/66 or MAC 68040, 8mb, M

sg~i.

(See detai ls be low.)

£11

5080106

The Raven Project
Navy Strike

WIN3.t 386, 1mb, M

Adventure

5069307

Flight Sim.

5051909

Arcade Style

5072400

DOS486166,8mb,M
DOS 486/66, 4mb, M, J, K

Official Guide To
Netscape Navigator

Computer Tutor. 5061908

WIN3.1 486, 4mb or MAC LCII, 8mb, M
Shivers
WIN3.1486133, 8mb, M

Adventure

5058102

Adam: The Inside Story

Medical Ref.

5059605

Road Trips
WIN3.t 486, 4mb, M

Travel

5066006

Jumpstart First Grade

WIN3.t 486 or MAC LCIII, 4mb, M

Children's Ed. 5045901
for ages5-7

The Lost Mind Of Dr. Brain

Children's Ed. 5037502

WIN3.t 386, 4mb or MAC LCII, 8mb, M

Berlitz Live Spanish

Flight Unlimited

Language Tutor
5043401
WINJ.1393 or MAC Classic, 4mb, M

Flight Sim.
5070800
DOS 400/66 or MAC PMAC/66.Bmb. M. J, K

Compton's Complete
Street Guide

Travel

5065909

WIN3.1386, 4mb, M
The Unexplained

Historical

WIN3.1 486/33, 8mb, M

5079801

WIN3.1486 or MAC LCIII, 4mb, M
WIN3.13861mborMACLClll,4mb,M

Children's Ed. 5027701
for ages 4-6

Are You Afraid Of The Dark?

Children's Ent. 5072905

Jumpstart Kindergarten

t'l\

DOS 386'33 or MAC LC,4mb, M
The Daedalus Encounter
WIN3.1486/33 or MAC LCIII, 8mb, M

A whole new way to get the most exciting
CD-ROMs this holiday season -games, reference, edutainment and more -all
at great prices ! Great to give as gilts. Great to keep for yourself. Just write in the numbers of
the 2 CD-ROMs you want for $9.95 each , plus shipping and handling. In exchange, you
agree to buy 4 more CD-ROMs in the nexl 2 years, at our regular prices (currently as low as
$29.95, plus shipping and handling) - and you may cancel membership at any time alter
doing so. What's more, you can get one more CD-ROM right now for the low price of
$19.95 and have less to buy later (see complete details in coupon).

Free CD-ROM magazine sent approximately fNery 4-6 weeks (up 10 13 times a year)
rfNiewing our Featured Selection - plus scores of alternate choices, including many lower
priced CD-ROMs. And you may also receive Special Selection mailings up to four times a
year. (That's up to 17 buying opportunities a year!)

Adventure

5034707

II

Stars Of The Louvre
Artist Coll.
WIN3.1 386, 8mb or MAC LC, 4mb, M
Nascar Racing
Driving Sim.
DOS386/40, 8mb, M, J, K
Quest For Glory Ant hology
Adventure
DOS386, 4mb, M
Cyberia 2
Advenlure
DOS486/66, 8mb, M
FX Fighter
Arcade Style
DOS 486/33, 4mb, M

5067608
5001300
5072806
5074703
5045109

r----------------------

I

Columbia House CD-ROM Direct

1
~1~hi?n~~ol 1W4S~~1!f~g~Court,

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need buy just

4

more CD-ROMs at your regular prices within the next 2 years.

Send my CD-RO M selections for : (check one only)

0

I

Send me these 2 CD-ROMs for just $9.95 each
plus $1.75 each shipping/handling (total $23.40). #

PC (1) 0 Macintosh (3)
Write in the selection #'s below

11 #

Buy your first selection now and have less to buy later!

D Also send my first seleclion for $19.95 plus $1 75 shipping/handling which I'm adding to my $23.40
payment (lotal $45.10). I lhen need to buy only 3 more (instead of 4) 1n 2 years. j #
0 My check is enclosed .
Charge my introductory CD-ROMs and luture CD-ROM Direct purchases to:
MasterCard O Diners Club O AMEX O VISA O Discover

(BYM/BYQ)
(BYN/BYR)

Please check how paying :

0
0

Buy only what you want! If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing - it will be
sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternative selection, or none at all, just mail the response
card always provided by the date specified. You'll always have 14 days to decide; if not, you
may return the selection at our expense.

Account Number

Money-Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership alter
fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It enables you to enjoy
great savings on the CD-ROMs you want - for as long as you decide to remain a member!

Name_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We'll send details ol how Columbia House CD-ROM Direct
works along with your introductory package. If you're not satisfied, return fNerything within 1O
days at our expense for a full relund and no further obligation.

City_ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State____ Zip_ _ _ __

Act now, membership in CD-ROM Direct may be limijed.

Exp Date

Signature

My main CD-ROM Interest Is: (check one) (Note. You are always free to choose from any category.)

D Entertainment

D Education
O Edutainment
(includes children's 1,tles)

O Productivity

Phone (_ __ )_ _ _ _ _ __

Address._ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ Apt. _ _ __

Important! Did you remember to choose PC or Mac? Will your selections run on your system?
Note: Columbia House reserves the right to request additional information, to limit membership or reject any
application, or to cancel any membership. Offer limited to residents of the contiguous United States. Residents of
Alaska , Hawaii, Puerto Rico, U.S. territories, APO and FPO addresses please write for separate offer.

Applicable sales tax added to all orders.

F96-CDA-11G !!:2Q) ©1996 The Columbia House Company

REVIEW • K2 INTER.ACTIVE VERBAL COMMANDER

You Talkin' To Me?
Voice Recognition Anally Starts lb Come of Age
by Dave Salvator

L'.:l-----.

Price: $129 .95
Vendor: K2 Interactive

(888) PLAY-K21
http ://www.k2i.com
Reader Service #: 326

_'s lnteractive's Verbal
Commander is the latest
speech recognition product
designed for game . While
not perfect, Verbal
Commander (VC) does a
good job of letting you drive
DOS games with voice commands rather than keystrokes.
VC isn't Plug-and-Play, but it's easy to
install since it requires only one 1/0
address (set with jumpers). Its DO based Verbal Commander utility ships
with about 20 preconfigured command
profiles for popular game titles.
VC is a "trninable voice-recognition
system," meaning that you have to
"teach" it commands, which it can tl1en

recognize during gameplay. VC also ships
witl1 a headset that uses noise-cancellation to help improve tl1e recognition rate.
We configured VC to play QUAKE,
DUKE I UKEM 30 and EF'Z000, and for
all tl1ree titles its hit rate on voice commands was pretty good, even with the
►APPEAL:

For action and flight sim
gamers who pine for an extra set of
hands to man the controls.

►PROS:

Easy installation; straightforward configuration utility; pretty good
hit rate.

►COMS: No

native Windows 95
support yet; annoyIng reboot back to
Windows 95 from
DOS batch file.

games' background noise. VC was sometii11es intolerant of de,~ation from the
original command sound, forcing the
speaker to repeat a command several
times before it would respond. But the hit
rate was high enough in titles like EF'Z000
to make flying the plane easier and more
fun. Plus, VC is programmable, so you
can configure games anyway you want.
K2 currently has a Windows 95 device
driver and front end in the works; it's due
out late thi year. Over and out. \

------------------------------------REVIEW • QUICKSHOT SOUND FORCE SPEAKERS

Sound Deal

QuikShot Speakers Let You Crank It Up For Less
by Dave Salvator

L'.:!_ _ _ _1111111

Price: Sound Force 660 ,

$69; Sound Force 800,
$149
Vendor: QuikShot, Inc.
Milpitas, CA
(408) 263-4163
http://www.quikshot.com
Reader Service #: 327

hat good are a game's
killer sound effects and
sound track if tl1ey're
played tl1rough a pair
of Dixie-cup speakers?
As a rule, witl1 speakers
you do get what you
pay for. QuikShot has
introduced its Sound Force line of speakers, which deliver impressive sound quality at good prices. We listened to two models and we liked what we heard.
111e Sound Force-660 is a two-speaker
system with no subwoofer (actually, what's
often referred to as a "subwoofer" is really
a woofer). Despite the lack of a eparate
woofer, tl1e 660 delivers good bass
respon e and more-tl1an-adequate vol-

ume levels witl1 tl1e volume control at
about 50 percent. Other controls consist
of bass/treble, power, and a 1/8-inch headphone jack that mutes the speakers when
headphones are used. Gaming audio in
QUAKE and EF'Z000 sounded clean and
well defined, with solid response from low
►APPEAL:

H you've had a hankering for better sound from your system,
these babies could be the ticket.
PROS: Impressive sound quality at
a good price. The BOO's powerful amp
and woofer will
drive 3W'iYJ pests.

►cOMS:

You won't
confuse them with
Bang & Olufson
speakers, but what
do you want for
less than $200?

to high frequencies. Audio CD music
also sounded clean, even at louder volume levels, and the frequency response
didn't suffer at lower volume.
111e Sound Force 800 features a 6 1/2inch woofer with satellites, each of which
is equipped "~th a 3-inch full-range driver.
Again, quality wa generally good, though
some vocal music sounded a bit muddy.
The 800's amplifier rating-240 watts
overall- is four times that of the 660's,
and it makes for louder volume levels sans
distortion, and beefier bass response \.\~tl1
tl1e dedicated woofer.
Botl1 speaker systems deliver good
audio for the price, though tl1e nod would
have to go tl1e 660, which at 70 will
greatly enhance any rig's ailing audio system. Your ear will see the difference. \

INTRODUCING RIGHTEOUS

3D. WHETHER YOU'RE

INTO SERIOUS

FLIGHT SIMS OR HARDCORE MUTANT-BLASTING, THERE'S NOTHING IN THE
GALAXY THAT CAN PUMP MORE

3D

REALITY INTO YOUR GAMES.

That's because Righteous 3D has
some of the most advanced features
ever designed into a 3D accelerator.
Like real-time interactive rendering,
dual 64-bit memory architecture,
Descent·JI: Destination Quartzon 3D
Without Righteous 3D

Descent·JI: Destination Quartzon 3D
With Righteous 3D

advanced filtering and anti-aliasing,

built-in transparent and translucent effects and Windows• 95 Direct3D™support, to name a few:
But all this rocket science is just technobabble if it can't make your games more fun.
Which is exactly what Righteous 3D does. You not only get eye-popping visual effects-smooth
textured images and outrageous atmospherics-you get full speed
interactivity. Something no mere graphics board can deliver.
In fact, Righteous 3D is the first accelerator of its kind that
can render complex 3D images at full-motion frame rates.
And much higher heart rates.
No more pixels. No more herky-jerky
stick figures. Just sharp, clear images that move like nothing you've
ever seen on a monitor. Which can make good games great.
And great games truly awesome.
So get a grip on reality. Visit your computer retailer or.
our website at www.orchid.com, or call us for more
information at 1-800-806-9142. And see what
a little adrenaline can do for your system.

OR.CHIO
A Micronics Compan:y

CI996 Micronica Computers, Inc. Micronics, Righteous 30 and the Orchid logo are trademarks of Micronics Computers, Inc. All other
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Deaccnt"II: Destination Quartion 30 screen shots oourtesy of Interplay."

SCORPIA •

ADVENTURE/RPG

Lile With The
Abby Normals
NORMALITY Otters Up

Goofy, Lightweight R.Jn With An Edge

here isn't much
that's normal
about I ORMALl1Y, a crazy little adventure
from Gremlin
Interactive and
Interplay Productions. Set in an
unspecified
future in tl1e city of eutropolis, it follows
tlie zany antics of Kent, an unkempt
teenage malcontent who just wants to be
left alone to do his 0\\~1 tliing. Naturally,
tl1at's not about to happen.
Neutropolis isn't going to get on anyone's most-livable-cities list. A permanent
cloud of smog hangs over tl1e city, obscuring sun and sky. l onn troopers are everywhere, ready to enforce tlie "Stay Normal"
motto of Leader Paul, one way or anotlier,
which usually means a stretch in the
feared Blue Pens for tlie nonconfom1ist.
Kent is very much a nonconfom1ist,

-

' ' Only in
NORMALITY can
one make
coffee from
scummy
water and
white paint,
and only in
NORMALITY
VOODOO THAT VOODOO NORMALITY features, among other things, one of the oddest

PDAs to grace an adventure game. Click on the doll's eyes to examine an object, click

and, as the game starts, has just been
released from a visit to the Pens. While
doing time, he received a mysterious note
from an unknown person. Following up

The Crystal Ball foresees many new
games set in TSR's AD&D universe.
Sierra Online now has the license
to the Birthright world , and is working on its first title, THE Gorgon 's
ALLUANCE, as well as on a Birthright
online game. As the Crystal Ball foretold in September, Interplay has the
F-orgotten Realms and Planescape
I
I
licenses.
:I
Take 2 has the Ravenloft and Steel :I
& Bone licenses. Its first Ravenloft
:

game, Iron & Blood, will be published .
by Acclaim Entertainment.
Finally, SSI now only has the rights
to finish its DARKSuN ONLINE; it does
not have the rights to the rest of the
Dark Sun world, which are up for
grabs. SSI does have the license for
the Rod of Seven Parts adventure,
and is planning a game for a 1997
release.

on tl1at, it isn't long before he becomes
involved witl1 an underground movement, of sorts. "Of sorts," because as
rebels, these folks are on tlie ineffectual
side. 'They hide out in a dumpster, have
no particular plan to follow, and aren't
really working in any effective way to overtl1row tlie current government.
Kent's arrival on the scene changes all
tliat. ot tliat he's welcomed 1vitl1 open
am1s, mind you. Before he can join up,
he has to prove himself. You get the
impression that Heather, nominal leader
of tlie group, hands him the assignment
more to get rid of tliis stranger ratl1er tl1an
as a real test.
Of course, when Kent is successful,

would
someone
drink it. ' '

Wllatara
Sar,la'I T• 15
lldlalllrtlRPG
games? HJOI

...,....

WlltlOklow,
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that attitude changes a bit, and suddenly
our hero becomes the "man of all work"
for the rebel . In fact, he ends up doing
just about everything for them, while they
continue to hang out in the dumpster,
much as before. I guess old habits die
hard. Heh.
DUMB AND DUMBER
While the background sounds grim,
and there is a serious undercurrent, this is
a comedy and it's all played for laughs.
111e 3D graphics have a certain cartoony
aspect to them, everyone (except Kent) is
about as sharp as a butter knife, and some

Price: $49.95
System Requirements:
IBM-compatible 486DX2
66MHz, MS-DOS 5.0,
8MB RAM , 20MB hard
drive space, or better, 2x
CD-ROM , Microsoftcompatible mouse, VGA
or SVGA with correct
VESA drivers. Supports
Sound Blaster, Microsoft
Sound System, Ensoniq
Soundscape.
# of Players: 1
Protection: None (CD
must be in drive)
Designers: Gremlin
Interactive Ltd.
Publisher: Interplay
Productions
Irvine, CA
(714) 553-6655
Reader Service #: 328

C
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NORMALITY TIPS: Having trouble gaining entry to the TV station? It's obvious
that the security guard has an aversion
to rats, but scaring him with the rubber
rat from the mall is not good enough . If
you think back to the beginning of the
game, you should recall that there's a
real rat trapped in your washing machine
at home. To open the machine, you 're
going to need to smash the door with a
heavy (frozen) object.
► Painting the waffle sculpture yellow, as
Heather asks you to do, is no easy task.
The first thing to do is to find the extin-

of the puzzles have improbable solutions.
Only in 0RMALnY can one make a cup
of coffee from scummy water and white
paint -and only in 10 RMALnYwould
someone drink it.
The interface, like many these days, is a
simple affair. When the cursor is over a
hot spot you can try one of three basic
commands: Examine, Use, or Pick Up.
1l1is can be done from the keyboard by
hitting the appropriate letter, or by using
the game's "voodoo doll," which appears
when you press the right mouse button
while the cursor is over a hot spot.111is
doll is a caricature of Kent, and clicking

various parts of the body performs different actions. One hand picks items up; the
other hand uses them. The eyes look at
something, while the chest i used to
open doors or other objects.
Moving around locations can be done
using cursor keys or mouse; I found that
tl1e keyboard was generally easier. The
view is mostly first-person 3D, although
tl1ere are many cut scenes and automated
sequences where Kent appears on screen.
Usually these happen when Kent perfom1 an action that is especially important, or especially bizarre. It's also possible
to look up or down by using the Page Up
and Page Down keys.
Movement between locations is
accomplished by using a map. Places
Kent can visit light up as the cursor
touches them; clicking the mouse takes
him tl1ere. Some areas are available
thoughout the game, while otl1ers are
reachable only once. Kent has to learn
about, or be sent to, most locations to get
there.
Conversations begin when you click
on a person. Occasionally, tl1e conversation will be automatic between Kent and
the other person, but most of the time,
you have several topics to choo e from.
Happily, 0RMALnY allows for text
only, speech only, or both speech and text.
Since few sound cards are supportedthe Gravis is fortunately one of tl1em having an all-te-1 option brings the game

guisher and fill it with
the yellow paint in the
barrel by the river.
Does the Norm confiscate the extinguisher
when you try to go
back? Don 't worryit's all part of the plan .
Just find a way to get
the Norm to use the
extinguisher on the
statue himself. If there was just some
way to set it on fire .. .
► At the Ordinary Outpost, you don 't
need to destroy the evidence against
you, but it changes the game if you do.
If you decide to do it, you need to fix

the grinder by finding and then attaching
two cogs to it. Grab the ladder on the
way out to the haulage container-you'll
need it to find the smaller cog . Once
you 've fixed the grinder, throw in every
piece of evidence to destroy it.

SCORPIA

within reach of more people. On the
other hand, having sound is important,
since it is tl1e voice of Kent (played by
Corey Feldman) that carries much of
the game. Seeing the words alone on
screen just isn't the same as hearing
them.
Save positions are generous; you can
have up to 99 of tl1em, as well as overwrite earlier saves. Saving and restoring
can be done most of the time; there are
a few instances, such a during conversations, when tl1is option isn't available.
RIDDLE ME THIS
Cenerally, the puzzles are not, for the
most part, all tliat difficult. Many times,
what to do in a situation is obvious; it is
having the right item or items on hand
tl1at can be trouble. Miss something
somewhere, and you could be stuck for
quite awhile on what is otl1erwise an
easy problem. lhat happened to me in
the Mall toy store. I ran the cursor over
tl1e tool wall; three items were
"dead" spots, and I didn't touch
tl1e fourtl1 one. Of course, that
\va the important item.
If you do get stuck, the back
of tl1e manual has some hints
and ob cure clues to solving
many oftl1e puzzles. It's fairly
detailed on getting you started
(out of the apartment); after
tl1at, tl1e hints are not quite so
generous, but enough in many
cases to spur you on.
0 RMALnY is also a short
game. Major locations arc few,
and tl1ere is much nmning
back and forth between them.
Sequences tend to alternate between
complex and simple. Painting the waffle
sculpture at the MI r Mall is a complicated maneuver, while playi ng the video
at the TV station is straightforward.
Likewise, rescuing Saul is an involved
matter, whereas the rescue of Dai
Vanderlip is almost a trifle.
·n1e two main irritations I had \\~th
0 RMALnYwere the inconsistent interface and the loading times. Supposedly,
you can use keyboard commands for
everything in the game, but that isn't

true. I first ran into this problem while
trying to destroy evidence in tl1e
Research Lab.
After fixing the grinder, I simply
couldn't do anything with the items
needing destruction. Kent would say "I
don't want it" or "What would I do with
it?" when I tried to pick up or use tl1e
objects. T11is nearly drove me crazy until,
in desperation, I tried the voodoo doll
method, and then everything went well.
·n1ere were a few otl1er similar instances
later in the game, where the keyboard
didn't work but the doll did. I am surprised that sometl1ing like this escaped
the attention of the playtesters.
The other annoyance was the slow
loading time of new areas. When Kent
travels between locations, say from tl1e
Plush-Rest laactory to tl1e MI NT Mall,
you see him either looking at a watch or
jogging through a blue spiral while the
new area loads in. lhere's nothing you
can do here but wait, and the wait is a

long one. lhere were times I was reluctant to travel because of this, especially
when I knew it \YaS just to run somewhere, pick up a single item and Ulen
come back
Overall, tliough, 0 RMAl11Yisn't bad.
It has some genuine humor in it, and
can be a good change of pace if you've
been playing something heavy Oikc T1 IE
P. DORA OIRECflVE) lately. While the
game is not likely to keep veteran adventurers occupied for very long, anyone
looking for light material and a quick
play \viii probably find it here.\

Would it be
uncouth to
plaud mys

SCORPIOM'S TALE

Opening
Pandora's Boxes

Need AHint? Scorpia Takes AWdlk Through THE PANDOP.A DIRECf/VE
his month, we take a trip
through 111e Rmdora
Directive, and as there's a lot
to cover, we'll get right to it.
As you probably know,
P. DORA has seven possible
endings. Which one you get
depends for the most part
on how Tex reacts to people,
what deals he accepts or
refuses, and how he handles hi relationship witl1 Chelsee. This is entirely up to
tl1e player, so I'm not saying much about
that, especially as tl1e game patl1 has little
effect on tl1e puzzles. I will mention one
milestone along tl1e way: If you take
Chelsee to the Flamingo, you're not on
Mission Street.
DAY ONE
This is get-acquaintecl-with-theneighborhood day. Mostly you hit the
stores around tl1e block, finding out
exactly how much Tex owes everyone.
Paying up is a smart idea, but it's best to
leave ilo at tl1e Ritz for last, as that gets
you into a certain apartment and ends
the clay.
DAY TWO
Recovering from tl1e traditional "Pl
gets conked on the head" routine, you
have the chance to sear~1Jy!g1lloy's apartment. Take y~rgme;~oofeverywliere,
a1~clbe sure to .examine all you find. This
gives you more tl1ings to ask about around
the neighborhood. Witl1 the right
approaches, Tex ends up witl1 a couple of
keys. One opens tl1e warehouse; the other
gets you into the Flamingo, briefly.
'n1en it's off to the cabin in the wood ,
where matters look ratl1er ominous.
Before you can open the locked door,

you'll have to go back to Tex's apartment
and solve the (simple) color pw.zle
on the CD and return.
111e day ends at the
Flamingo; whetl1er Tex
is there with Chelsee or not,
eventually he slips upstairs
for a chat with Emily.
DAY THREE
A busy one. First, you
have to reconstruct the
tom note (pretty simple, tl1is one). Who
would know best
about stalkers and
killers? Right, go
have a chat witl1
him.111en
another round
of tl1e streets
is in order,
after which
you should have no
trouble getting in touch
witl1 Lucia Pernell and
setting up a very informative meeting.
Have we been to the
roofoftl1e Funhou e
yet? No? (Diel you
remember to ask for
the key?) Let's go take
a look. ..after getting
past the cop lock, that
is. The first pair is a one-toone relationship; the rest can be

Someone sure
was careless,
leaving his
jacket up here.
Especially witl1

some stuff in it. You'll need to take a closer
look at the (restored) photo to find
out where that place is. You'll al o
probably want to check out tl1e
BAK's most recent victim; ask
tl1e most likely person, and be
sure to look around tl1e room
very carefully.
Now you get to break
into the offices of a
hush-hush federal
agency (a Pl's work is
never clone). First,
you have to get the
clipboard from tl1e
receptionist's desk
(good thing no one is
around, eh?). Everything
you need is close at hand;
pay special attention to the
blinds and table.
I suggest saving right
after you pass tl1rough tl1e
locked door if you're in
Came Player mode.
111ere's a guard to be
dealt with, which is best
done by hightailing it clown the left
corridor to the storage
room (and close the
door behind you!).
From this vantage
point, it shouldn't
take you long to
figure out
how to give
the guard
the slip
(in more
ways
tlian
one).111en you can snoop
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DAY FIVE
After
checking messages, the first
orderof tl1e
day is to return
to the scene of
last night's fireworks. Aside
from stuff to
grab tl1ere's a
safe to be
opened.The
answer is on
tl1e Everlok
DAY FOUR
HOTEL HELL Nila wants his money in a bad way, but try to hold
After the automated conversation with
card (the peoout until the end of Day One to pay him off.
Malden (and a brief glimpse of Regan,
pie who give
Malloy's daughter), it's time to find the
you a square deal). lhis provides a couple
while she hasn't much to tell, you do get
missing box. You'll want to look down
of things, including an important key,
another lead. Before mshing off, tl1ough,
under, once you have something from up
which, of course, you mn right off to use.
you might want to open those two boxes
on top. Don't be too quick to grab it,
171en you'll have to break the bad news to
you have. Regan's i easy, if you have
though. Check out the box first; a trap
someone.
sometl1ing from Malloy's crate; just match
ow you hear from darling Lucia
the patterns. Emily's box is quite another
awaits the unwary (this is not hard to
again. She doesn't want much; she just
matter, however, and one of the tougher
defuse).
puzzles.
wants you to
break into tl1e Fed
After combining the necessary items,
concentrate on tl1e physical relationship
offices again.
between the cities mentioned (you may
LuckyTex!
already have noticed tl1at tl1e peg holes
Remember to ask
for a favor in
make no sense when compared with the
return (after Ulis,
map). When something appears on tl1e
peg board, you'll know you've placed a
by the way, Lucia
will be unavailpair correctly.
Finally, you can go talk to your new
able until Day
contact. Be sure to go over everything
Eight).
with him; you may need to converse
OK,nowyou
twice (the most important thing here is
need a way in
there. The dead
Roswell). Then Fitzpatrick will give you
can be of assisthe info you need.
TOWER OF POWER Observe the killer in action from the water
tance here; talk to
tcmer on the Funhouse roof.
DAY SIX
a pal about tl1at.
Worried aboutArchie?You're right to
Sometime after this, Tex will be picked
Once at tl1e offices, don't head to the
feel that way. I suggest doing sometlling
up for interrogation by the Feds. The mies Evidence Room right away; there's someabout it, soon. Today and Day Seven take
for survival (Tex can easily die here) are
tliing else here to check out first.
don't be "smart," don't be dumb, don't tell
place in the Roswell military facility.171is
ow you're ready for a little thievery.
all you know, and don't hang on to it.
Four lockers in all can be opened. Two
is the easy day; everything here is traditional adventure game stuff. Tex is in the
There's something in the alley behind
require keys (which you have); the other
the Flamingo you'll want to take a very
two are already open (careless, these secu- security compound right now; the goal is
rity boys}. Did you notice that "travel" was
close look at (once you get it down}. A
to get into the main complex.
friend can help you find the location.
As usual, grab everytl1ing you can. ln
suppressed when you entered the room?
Game Player mode, you have to reassemHow you handle the landlady is up to you, This is deliberate. You'll have to do someble the paper punches for the code to tl1e
but you must get into the room and pick
thing with the evidence before you can
laser field room (no code in Entertainup everything you can. It's also necessary
waltz out with it. After tl1is, hurrah! You
ment mode). Outside, follow the same
to leave and return, so you can finally
won't need to return.
routine (only one shed can be opened},
locate Malloy and have a chat with him.
You'll hear from Regan again, and

around a certain office, being sure to overlook the bookcase, among other things.
Whew! You made it out alive. There's
one person to talk to (very important),
then you can head to the water tower, and
watch as the BAK gets ready for another
victim. Uh oh! Will Emilysurvive? Maybe,
maybe not. Either way, you have to catch
the guy yourself Qucky 1ex). 'This is tricky,
and real-time, too. Basically, you have to
get close to him without being seen.
Timing and moving fast are cmcial here,
as well as keeping out of sight.

t
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Intrigue. Sorcery.
Bloodtheft. It's all part
of everyday life in the
captivating world
ofBirthright.™
Your battle against evil
begins in Cerilia, where you
alone have the power to
preserve your domain. Your
weapons? Strategy, skill,
magic, and a unique
heritage of divine power:
your Bloodline.
Discover what happens
when fantasy role-playing
meets battle/strategy
with Birthright. Available
now on CD-ROM.

Call (800) 757-7707 and lay claim to a $5 savings!
Mention BR002 to receive $5 off your purchase of Birthright. (Your cost is just $49.95!) Offer expires 2/97.
For more information, visit us at http://www.sierra.com/games/birthright/ or see your local
0 1996 Siena On-Line, Inc. ®and/or™ designate trademai1<s of, or licensed to Siena On-Line, Inc., Bellevue, WA 98007.AII rights reserved. U.S. Patent No. 5,337,997. Other U.S. and foreign patents tending. Runs on Windows 95 or OOS.
BIR'JHRIGHT and ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS are trademaf1<s of TSR, Inc., and are used under license.
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noting the loudspeaker system. In the
laser room, deactivating parts of the field
is not hard, if you keep in mind that you
don't have to use just the numbers mentioned in the insbuctions (thi is an old
puzzle, by the way). Then walk through
the blue parts to tl1e other end (this is
where the sealed door is).
ow you can work on opening the
emergency door in tl1e security compmmd. Thi is very obvious stuff, so we'll
skip to the important part: blowing open
tl1e sealed door. Stand as far from the
door as you can when you place the dynamite. Once that's done, you must run
back tl1rough tl1e laser field and out tl1e
door ASAP! lf you're not fast enough, Tex
will be caught in tl1e blast (you may want
to save before setting the charge, just in
case!).

MALLOYS AFORETHOUGHT Having trouble opening Regan's box? Check out the tapes-

try in Malloy's crate for help.

important items, especially tl1e Abductor
toy. Some of what you pick up, combined
witl1 the duct tape, will get you the security card. Unfortunately, only one room on
level two is open; tl1e rest are sealed off.
Check tl1is room carefully, especially
arow1d the projector.
Since you can't get pa I the doors,
you'll have to send tl1e abductor tl1rough
the ducts instead. Everything is on )2;
there are four rooms (tl1ree in
Entertainment mode) to visit, and each
has something you need. When you've
got them all, you can use the second elevator...after dealing witl1 tl1e C-4 charge
wired to the controls (tl1is stuff is worse
than toxic).
OK,
you're
almost
done.
Down on
level tl1ree,
you have to
assemble a
working
acetylene
torch (from
what you
find here
and otl1er
items you
THE PUZZLE PLACE Blatantly ignoring the bounds of subtlety, we have
should
assembled the tom note for your viewing pleasure. That's what you get
have found
for reading a walk-through.

DAY SEVEN

asty. An alien sometl1ing is in tl1ere,
and it's on tl1e way. Tex will die if tl1e thing
catches him, so let's avoid that. Leave
sightseeing for later. Everything needed is
on this floor, in tl1e rooms on the left
(from where you enter) side.
The objective is to lure the thing to a
certain place, where you can then use a
certain device on it. After listening to tl1e
CD in the donns, you'll know what room
that is. I uggest starting with tl1e mess hall
kitchen, and then going on to the two
storage rooms.
After tl1e tl1ing is gone, you can explore
at leisure. The rec room has several

on level one). That gets you into the storage facility.171e final puzzle is to manually
move (via computer) tl1e containers
around so you can get out tl1e one you
want.171i requires a bit of tl1ought and
some advance planning, but it isn't hard.
Once you have tl1e item you came for,
you can leave, ending the day (whew!).
DAY EIGHT

Ms. Pernell is available again, so give
her a bw.z and make the exchange.
Finally, you can read the disk you picked
up from Malloy\; other room (which
seems ages ago by now). Ths gets you
Elijah Witt's phone number (before calling him, you may want to visit tl1e electronics store).
Talking to Witt is tricky; I found the
fatl1erly approach best for starters. Essentially, you're going to lure him out so you
can break into his apartment and grab his
box. Save before going tl1ere. Once
inside, an alann sounds, and you must run
around the aparb11ent hitting plates (four)
to tum ii off before the cops come. Three
are on the ground floor (two are visible,
one is masked); one is upstairs.
Do a tl1orough search upstairs and
down tairs, grabbing and examining
everything possible. Check out the area
near tl1e fireplace, and you \viii soon have
tl1e key to tl1e statue. Inside is a moving
block pw.zle; you should have found tl1e
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numbers upstairs.
ow you have Witt's box, and this
opens with the infamous Mayan
Calendar puzzle. To solve this, just
remember to treat the Mayan days as
months (this is incorrect in reality, but it
works in the game).
Only one box remains to be found.
This is the one packed off to South
America; it may have been returned to
sender, so check that out. When you have
it, u e the onyx pieces from Witt's box to
construct a frame around this box. At last,
you can assemble the Pandora Device,
which leads to a long automated
sequence ending the day.
DAY NINE

This is a romp through a Mayan
Pyramid. You start in the map room.
Gather all 14 pieces, and check one of the
corridors for something so you can copy
the map after you put the pieces together.
11,is area is not really a maze, but you

UGHT MY FIRE What would a mystery story be without a bogus fireplace? Snoop
around here for that key that you're looking for

must check every corridor and dead end
as you go so you don't miss an important
item. If you are in Came Player mode,
examine every room door carefully, not-

ing especially the dot positions.
Always examine the walls of each new
room. 11,ey usually hold clues to pU7.zle
solutions. ln the birds room, the crystals
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Racing with a joystick...is like trying to win a Formula 1 race with a flat tire! ... Grab hold of
the most professional and affordably priced racing wheel in the world. Let the Per4merTM
Turbo Wheel take you to the finish line of Grand Prix, NASCAR and the Indy 500.
Experience the racing sensation of real race car drivers by accelerating and braking
with the accuracy of Platinum Sound™ foot pedals. This will give you the ultimate
driving experience... Virtual racing from the #1 Per4merr" in the industry.
The Per4mern• is compatible with all racing software and is available for
every gaming platform: Sega, IBM PC, Nintendo SNES, Nintendo 64 and the
Sony PlayStation.

AVAILABLE AT: BEST BUY, COMP USA,
SOFTWARE ETC, BABBAGES, EGGHEAD
SOFTWARE, SUN TV & APPLIANCES,
ELECTRONIC BOUTIQUE, KAY BEE TOYS
AND OTHER LEADING RETAILERS.
For more information call 1-800-408-4084
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THE TOTALLY NEW, TOTALLY HOT GAME
BASED ON THE CLASSIC FILM
BY MICHAEL (RICHTON!

• A revolutionary combination
of ~ulse-pounding action,
split-second adventure, and
engrossing strategy!
• High-s~eed movement through three
adrenaline-pumping true 3D worlds!
• Get armed up-the-wazoo with 11
weapons from the past, present,
and future and make even more
powerful weapons as you go!
• Make new objects by combining items
in the ac:tvanced inventory window!
•Direct=ik fo the
Westw d
2000
rid Wide
Web site for
multi-player use!
• Blast through 35
brain-torturing
levels of chaos!

Byron Preiss Multimedia Company, Inc.

1 rs Fifth Avenue, Suite 2122, NY, NY 10010

welcome@bpmc.com http:/ /www.byronpreiss.com
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Westworld 2000 Gome © 1996 Byron Preiss Multimedia Comp<;my, Inc All nghts reserved Westworld © 1973 Turner En1et1o1nment Company All rights reserved.
Westworld and all related characters and elements ore trademarks of Turner Enlertoinment Company Licensed by Turner New Med,o, Inc Circle Reader Service #197
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SCORPIOM'S TALE

weight in tl1e right places will get both of
door you try tl1at opens, which is why you
you out of tl1e room.
have to go to all of them.
Finally, you're out of the pyramid ....and
In tl1e wasp room, you have to smoke
right tl1ere in front of you is what you're
out the bugs before you can do anything.
after. And after tl1is, I'm not saying anylhen it's simply a matter of doing an easy
jigsaw-type puzzle and moving on to tl1e
thing, because what happens next
dagger room. Check tl,e totem pole for
depends entirely on tl1e path you've followed through tl1e game, and the rest is
tl1e solution. '17,en you can head to the
pentagon room, the last one. In Carne
up to you.
Player mode, tl1ere is a puzzle to solve
Good luck! ~
here; tl1is relates to the
door dot positions.
~
When it's completed
(don't waste time or the
AOL: Scorpia's Lair (keyword : scorpia)
ceiling \viii crush you),
Delphi: GameSIG (Groups and Clubs menu)
Tex is deposited in the
GEnie: Games RoundTable (type: Scorpia)
Mayan Ascension
Internet: scorpia@aol.com
Room, where he meets
U.S. Mail (with a self-addressed , stamped envelope if
up again \vitl1 Regan.
you live in the U.S.):
First look around for
Scorpia
something useful, tl1en
P.O. Box 338
see what you can use it
Gracie Station
on. An explosive comNew York, NY 10028
bination and a little

are hit in pairs. When you do it right, the
pair turns black. '171is opens tl1e door out,
which in Carne Player mode (only) leads
to the Fireball room. Here I'm giving tl1e
answer: you must try all four doors. '17,e
order doesn't matter; it's always the fourth

·•;'·\

OUI, MON SEWER Having trouble locating a certain box?

Try taking a trip through a manhole. And don't pick up that
box too quickly!

How lo Rrnch Scorpio

"A DOUBLE MUST-HAVE.
Anyone who plays computer
games will want this
AMAZING CHAIR!"

Feedback System Used in
Real F-1& Simulators
Now Available to the Public

Marc Spiwak
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

"I could actually FEEL the
punch of the afterburner/"
Ed Dille, ELECTRONIC GAMES

''VIRTUAL UTOPIA!"
Marc Dultz, STRATEGY PLUS

HOW IT WORKS
A100 watt subwoofer built into the base generates
low frequency sound that resonates through the
wave chamber hidden inside the chair. Thus you not
only hear but FEEL your simulation. Paired with your
amplifier, the ThunderSeat makes your favorite flight
sim as realistic as it can be without a motion
simulator!
OPTIONAL SIDE CONSOLES

put your favo rite joystick controls and mouse at a
convenient position. Add a keyboard holder and you
have the perfect setup for both flight simulation
and office work.

Shake Rattle and Roll
for as little as $159.951
For a FREE CATALOGUE CALL

1 • BOO • B- THUNDER
TllunderSeat Technologies
17835 Sky Park Circle, Suite C , Irvine, CA 927 14
714.851 .1230 , FAX: 714.851.1185
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Hate M st?
Get Pys !

John Goodman And Jokesters From The Firesign Thea fer
Team Up To Satirize Pretentious Megahit
By Kate Hedstrom
mis probably the closest thing we've got to a
pop-culture phenomenon in computer games.
While you were playing
DOOM, your grandmother was playing
Mm. It's been a permanent resident at the top
of the sales charts, and
industry bean-counters say that close to 4
million people have taken a crack at the
game. Uyou've been paying any attention
to computer games in the past two years,
you've at least heard about those sumptuous graphics, that enigmatic story, and
those, um,

challenging puzzles.
'lne game, for better or
G1oba1 Var.1aJ>1• Coat:1 i.ci. .M••·•69•
worse, spawned an entire
r-r 01-l. Variabl- -1' be -fU.ctbv
subcategory of adventure
wiU. properly i..-rly iaurfgame-theMm-alikeas software publishers
scrambled to duplicate its
success with pretty, but
mostly lifeless worlds
chock full of irritating
lever-and-button puzzles.
WHAT, ME WORRY? Not that you're likely to need it, but
And Mm took itself so
don't expect to get much assistance from the Help files
dam seriously, which
if
something goes wrong.
makes it a very ripe target
for some good-natured
ribbing.
through Mm will experience a certain
Enter PYsr. The first title in a planned
sense of satisfaction at seeing the great
series of parodies from Parroty Interactive,
blue and red books sizzling away in ilie
library fireplace.
PYsr is not a game but a tongue-inSome of the levers and buttons around
cheek look at what might happen
the island still work, but iliey've been
when 4 million pleasure-seekers
are set loose on a tiny island
rewired to give very different results.
(Pyst, in this case) to flip levers,
Clicking on tl1e hot spots scattered
poke buttons, and try to get somethroughout each scene yield animations
thing, anything, to happen. It looks
in the Mad magazine vein -a dog
like the midway at the cow1ty fair
right after iliey kick out the last drunk
and lock the gates.
The devastation is revealed in a
series of postcards: cigarette butts
and trash litter the ground, graffiti
covers the walls, a trailer park has
taken root on the lawn outside the
observatory, and, to make matters
worse, iliere's a tornado on the horiwn. Because a frustrated gamer is not
a happy gamer, someone's been flingWILD, WILD WEB Spread the joy by
ing stuff at that damn clock tower
e-mailing Pvsr postcards to your friends
with a catapult. Anyone
and loved ones from Parroty's site at
who's struggled
www.py.;t.com.

t

r

urinates, toxic waste oozes into the sea and we see just how bad things have
become for poor Pyst Island.
But they're about to get worse. The
Octoplex Corporation has big plans to
tum Pyst into a resort community, 1,1~th
condominiums, a golf course, even a jetski marina. Right away we meet our
Octoplex representatives, Bob and
Cheryl, a pair so perk-y they make the
Entertainment Tonight anchors sound
positively sullen. Before Octoplex breaks
ground, however, they're going to have to
do something about that family of aliens
that's taken up residence in the rocket
ship.
Oh, and in case you're wondering
what happened to the mysterious creator
of our fair island, he hasn't been left out.
john Goodman plays the foggy King
Ma truss, who's since found a much better use for that furnace in the log cabin.
He really wants to get rid of the riffraff
who've invaded his peaceful kingdom,
but he can't seem to get around to doing
anything about it.171ose two ne'er-dowell sons of his are still hanging around,
too. 171e delicate Prince Syrrup appears
to have developed a nervous condition
from interacting Mth so many island
exvlorers (well, who could blame him?).
His brother, on the other hand, the
Prince (fonnerly known as Prince), has
fared much better and seems to be settling into his newfound celebrity quite
well.
As mentioned earlier, PYsT is not a
game and doesn't pretend to be more
than it is-a one-joke dig at a pompous,
over-hyped product. Even so, not all the
humor in PYsT is directed toward its inspiration. Peter Bergman, cofounder of the
venerated Flresign Theater comedy
ensemble, created the video and audio
clips, so many of tl1e jokes derive as much
from American pop culture and current
events a they do from MYST. While thi
gives PYST a Mder appeal, it's a little disappointing tl1at the creators passed up some
of the more obvious chances for having
fun at MYST's exvense.
Parroty's PYST plans don't stop Mth the
CD-ROM. A Web site accessible directly
from the program is being set up that \viii
allow users to e-mail PYsT postcards to

friends, as well as get a look at new scenes
available only on.line. Purchasers of tl1e
product get access to a members-only
area Mth chat, bulletin boards and ex1:ra
goodies. Parroty also plans on expanding
the site to include non-PYsT chuckles and
other parodies as the product line grows,
as well as links to other humor sites on the
Web. '171e disc includes a trailer of john

Goodman singing the 'Theme from
PYs"r" and a short movie chronicling the
making of PYsr, which is at least as funny
as the parody itself. PYsT is expected to
ship in mid-October as a hybrid
Windows-Mac CD-ROM. At a street
price of about $14.95, this might be just
the right stocking stuffer for tl1e favorite
MYST-basher in your life.Ii;
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Ihm 60ES lhE NEighborhood

Serving as a stem warning about environmental awareness, Pyst shows what happens when
millions of nosy adventure gamers poke around your magic island, pulling levers, playing in your
space ship, and generally futzing with everything in sight.

ENGAGE IN THOUSANDS
OF EXCITING
RELATIONSHIPS WITH
·,TOTAL STRANGERS
WITHOUT ·
WEARING
ANYTHING
This is not your typical PC product Meridian 59 is ONLY played on
the Internet. Requires SLIP/PPP
Internet connection.
Visit your favorite retailer or to
order direc~ dial 1-800-336-3506.

- LATEX.

300, the 300 logos, Studio 3D0 and Meridian 59 are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of The 3D0 Company. Netscape Navigator and the Netscape Navigator Included logo are trademarks of
Netscape Communications Corporation. All other trademarks and/or registered trademarks are the properties of their respecllve owners. IC) 1996 The 300 Company. All rights reserved.

eridian 59'"rst Internet-base
hicalMUD ga
ight fierce monster
with non-player ch
guild. Tell war ston
ther daring explore

Play
Meridian 59 FREE
For 30 Days!
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Low-Tech
High-Tech
AWonderful Play In THE NEVERHooo CHRONICLES
by Johnny L. Wilson
hen you tl1ink of
tile onscreen
magic of Steven
Spielberg, you
tl1ink of special
effects. Spielberg,
tile genius filmmaker, has been
known to tell his
employees tilat "if
it doesn't seem impossible, it probably
isn't worth doing." After bringing great
white sharks, the Ark of tile Covenant, an
extraterrestrial witil a capital ET , and
long-extinct dinosaurs to life, you'cl expect
tilat when this generation's answer to
Irving '11ialberg and Orson Welles turned
his attention to computer games, they
would be full of high-tech special effects.
You'cl be wrong. ot only will one of
the first Dreamworks SKC games to be
released lack high-tech special effects for
which Spielberg is known, but the design
team has eschewed the digital tools with

which computer
game pyrotechnic
magic has usually
been built.
Avoiding tile
more cost-efficient animation
possibilities of
Softimage or 30
Studio Max, tile
design team
known as The
everhood has
brought THE
BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER CLAY Klaymen must assemble the
NEVERH00D
bridge-control mechanism at this point and drain the lake to reach
CHR0 IGLES to
the laboratory.
life by using the
time-honored stop-action animation style
EVERH00DCHRONICLES is tl1eir way of
made famous by brilliant animators like
doing sometliing different by creating a
Willis O'Brien (King Kong, Mighty foe
traditional-style adventure game witil
Young), Ray Hanyhausen (The 7th Voyage
stop-action, clay animation. The protagoof Sinbad, Clash of the Titans), and
nist, a latex Everyman known simply as
George Powell (The Nightmare Before
Klaymen, lives in a universe literally made
Christmas).111ey hoped tilat tl1e clay
of clay (tl1e sets tilemselves occupy 2,000
environment and occasquare feet and involved 2 1/2 tons of
sional rough spots in tile
clay). Indeed, even tile interface is made
animation would have
up of menus hand-drawn in clay, a clay
more charm tl1an comcursor and clay buttons.
puter animation's relaAt first, tl1e game feels like Mvsr in
tively sterile look 111eir
clay. Klaymen has to solve puzzles to get
instincts were correct.
out of rooms where he is all alone, and is
much like an inexperienced metilod actor
CAN YOU SAY
still hying to find his motivation.
"NEVERHOOD! "?
Fortunately, it doesn't take long to get
past tl1e Mvsr deja vu. THENEVERH00D
The everhood is a
design team created by a
CHR0 IGLES (INC) should appeal to tl1e
number of refugees from
Mvsr audience, since tile puzzles are tile
Shiny (including team
spatial and logic puzzles similar to tilose
members from tl1e
found in tilat megahit. Also tile game uniALADDINSega Genesis
verse is so artistically wonderful tl1at some
PUTTY-PUTTY CAR One cute puzzle in the game involves the orientation of these
game and E'.Nm-IW0 RM
players will just want to explore all the difputt-putt cars with regard to these Mayanesque etchings on clay walls.
)IM), and 1HE
ferent scenes just to see tile weird clay
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ns&Dragons®

anded in
most famous worla, t
FORGOTTEN REALMS®
...
... it left in its wake the most revolutionary new
ll the wizards and magicians in the Realms could never have predicted what happened

A that mystical night in the dungeons of Undermountain. After all of their spells, conjuring,
and attempts to see the future, the future literally crashed down upon them. With deadly force.
It left an indelible mark. It affected their vision. Their movement. Their way of life and
death. It changed their history as well as their future.
Introducing_DESCENT TO UNDERMOUNTAINN, the most revolutionary new AD&D<>
FORGOTTEN REALMS action RPG game in centuries. Based on the hugely successful
Descent engine, the dark inhabitants of Undermountain's stone belly now experience 3D
vision and 360° movement. Perhaps it was the strange visitor from the future. Perhaps just
the trauma. But multiple characters are now
developing in the cracks and under the rocks of ancient caves.
All of this, along with multiple player options has forever changed the face of the AD&D<>
FORGOTTEN REALMS world. What came down from the hereafter that fateful night, is
certain to continue down into history. And down. And down. And down.
TM

Download the interactive preview at www://lnterplay.dragonplay.com
01996 klte,play Productions Al rights reserved. Decent C 1996 ParaBax Software. All rights reserved.
DESCENT TO UNDERMOUNTAIN, ADVANCED DUNGEONS &DRAGONS, AO&O, FOAGOTTEN REAi.MS, and lhe TSR logo ;ve trademarks of TSR Inc. Al rights reserved.
INTERPlAY is atrademark of Interplay Productions. All rig,ts reserved.

RPG game to date.
THE AWARD WINNING
DESCENT '" ENGINE MEETS THE
MOST FAMOUS AD&D~ WORLD,
THE FORGOTTEN REALMS~
FULL 3D, 360° FIRST PERSON
ACTION BASED ON THE HUGELY
SUCCESSFUL DESCENTN ENGINE
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT IN
OVER 20 DIFFERENT MAGICRIDDEN DUNGEON LEVELS
FIRST AD&D~ ACTION RPG
WITH UP TO 4 PLAYER
MODEM/NETWORK 0

I
Rvailab/eon PC CD Rom

BY GAMERS. FOR GAMERS.~
Circle Reader Service #124
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trees and architecture.1 C even has its
equivalent of the postage-stamp video
that passed for interaction in MYST; the
difference is Ihat 1 C's video consists of
cute, animated cartoons that delightfully
unfold the story of the game universe.
Yet there is ;,,ueh more happening in
EVER! 100D than appears at first. Playing
,vith a jack-in-the-box sets free a monster
and triggers a delightful free-nmning animation sequence- not only setting up a
new pL17..zle but opening up a new area of
exploration. Choosing the wrong solution
to a puzzle evokes cartoon consequences,
like being punched out flat or temporarily
decapitated, but it's all good fun because
the game subscribes to the "mxleath"
school of adventure game design. You
never have to go back and restart again.
Plus the idle animation is priceless Oeave
poor Klaymcn alone too long and he'll
stretch his am1s all the way across the
screen or blinks expectantly). Even without the plot clements, gamers have to

exveriment ,,~tl1 Kla)~nen.
Indeed, Klaymen's antics and chann
make up for any problems remaining in

the unfinished ver ion I played. When the
pace seems too slow, Klaymen makes up
for it with some cute action or expression.

t

H IS FOR HOOP-HEAD To get into Willie Trombone's library, Klaymen has to assemble
the puzzle pieces in the fomi of an "H."

NEW LINKS LS: TOUR WITH THE LEGENDS IN SPORTS
What's New About Links LS? Every Leaf, Every Contour, Every Chirp...

.. .Arnold Palmer- Arnold Palmer at 'f,i/JJ'
Latrobe-the first in our Tour Player
Series, delivers far more than 18 holes
of golf. The Arnold Palmer experience includes a virtual reality
tour of Arnie's workshop,
office and trophy room. Roam
freely in 360 degrees and examine
the cools of the trade behind the legend.
Listen to Mr. Palmer give insights and recollections about his PGA and Senior PGA
tours through Access Software's exclusive multimedia footage. Then tee off as or against the
digitized Arnold Palmer, who not only looks &
sounds exactly like Arnie, but plays with the same
style and tenacity chat defined the Legendary Grand
Master of Golf.

r

has unlimited screen resolutions and up co 16.7
million colors-resolution independent means
chat Links LS can match

any monitor's maximum
viewing capabi li ties (even
1600x 1200 and higher)
and up co 16.7 million
colors means the finest in
color quality possible.
You've simply never seen
any golf simulation software ch is good!

... Kapalua- Resting on the wind-swept
Features include new Post-Shot Reactions and Multiple Views!

... The Most Realistic Golf Simulation EVER- The totally new terrain rendering engine and ball
flight give Links LS a realism never before achieved in the gaming industry. As Links has always
done, we render not just che hole itself but che entire course and more-you literally can hit your
ball a half-mile out of bounds! Now, authentic ground, sand, and grass textures combine with
dynamic shadows and fog, to give you a course so l,felike you can almost feel che wee grass! Our
engineers have reworked the ball dynamics giving you true-to-life ball fl,ghr. Fade your drive just
like the pros or watch as your high arching wedge shot actually backs up on the green.
Circle Reader Service #248

plains of the Golf Coast, two glorious
Hawaiian Island courses have been selected
to inaugurate "Links LS as che first in che
series of Resort Courses. The Arnold
Palmer-designed Kapalua Village Course
has a distinctly European flavor and a commanding view of the West Maui mouncains. The 7,263 yard Kapalua Plantation
Course showcases expansive slopes, deep
valleys and unique native vegetation. •

For more i11fo, call 1-800-800-4880

THE MEYERHOOD CHRONICLES • SMEAK PREVIEW

When the interface seems awl-ward
(there are times when the cursor doesn't
indicate that you can exit a screen on one
side, even though you can) or the puzzle
seems annoying or unfair (the water, tube
and tune door combination on one house
seemed tremendously obscure), Klaymen
saves the day with some animated move
that makes up for any frustration. In short,
the payoffs are better in l C than in
most adventure games. Also, the locationbased jazz, Dixieland and blues riffs
throughout the game are whimsical
enough to keep you in a good frame of
mind, even when you haven't yet solved
that tough puzzle.
THE HISTORY CHANNEL

Another reason gamers will feel comfortable with lNC is that many of the
scenes and puzzles are tributes to computer games, movies, cartoons and literature that have come before. One puzzle
seems right out of THE 7TH CuFSr or

2

lEVHS

Of PUIV

3

N~RRATIVI
PATHS

minable passage. Too lengthy for one sitting, they are cleverly crafted and delineate the rationale behind some of the
actions Klaymen will have to take to win
the game. 'l11cise who don't care can skip
these wall etchings and watch the
"Readers' Digest Condensed Version" in
the animated cartoon segnients that
Klaymen finds throughout the game.

SMA!ff GAMES, while another could have
come directly from lnfocom's 1-lou.xWOOD 1-liJINX (remember the colorcoded punch cai-cls?). When Klaymen
animates Bil the Robot, the camera cuts
and angles look like classic martial arts
movies. When Klaymen drives one of the
putt-putt cars attached to the walls, the
car reminds us of the film version of H. C.
Wells's The Time Machine. Later, Eel
Schofielcls climactic cinematic harks
back to a scene from Dr. Doolittle. You'll
see Disneyesque character expressions
0ead animator Mike Dietz is a finn
believer in the Disney animators' bible,
Illusions ofU(e, and built his style around
those principles) and Wainer
Brotl1ers--style cartoon violence.
fi mally, students of myth and religion
will recognize the commonality that this
game universe's legends have with the
great myths and theologies of tl1e Western
world. 111e legends are written in clay
along the walls of a seemingly inter-

1

OIIJERENT
lMOINGS

MAKE MY CLAY
'Ti-IE EVERJ-100D CHRO ICLES seems
incredibly fresh for a product that pays
tribute to old games, old technologies and
old movies. It may feel fresh because of its
primitive look or because of the terrific
payoffs in tl1e original animated sequences that follow many puzzle solutions, but
lNC successfully evokes nostalgia and
discovery simultaneously. It's not a game
for adrenaline junkies or those witl1 short
attention spans, but it is a game for traditional adventure gamers and casual
gamers alike. ~
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THEPANDORA DIRECTIVE: PLAY IT AGAIN, AND AGAIN...
Tex Murphy returns in the most replayable interactive movie fl:V!
The Sto,y- What is the truth behind

An Enormous Six-CD Cinematic Epic!

the rumored UFO crash· at
Roswell, New Mexico? Why
did the military suddenly shut
down and seal off the
Roswell complex? And
why the frequent references to the lost Mayan
civilization? lt starts out
like a hundred other
cases. $500 a day (plus
expenses) to track down a
missing person. As you
pick up Thomas Malloy's trail,
you realize you're not the only one
looking for him. By the time you discover that he's ex-military and knows
what really happened on July 6, 1947,
it's too late. The government's biggest
secret is loose and you're trapped in a
deadly game of cat and mouse with
the most powerful and ruthless
agency in the world. Based on the
novel by Aaron Conners.

the Features- The most replayabiliry of any interactive movie to date!
Follow one of three narrative paths leading to sevm different endings. Choose
between two levels of play.
The first level offers a
complete
on-line
hint system to help
you through the
tougher /uzzles.
fhe secon levelfor expen gamers-has no hints available,
but rewards players with
higher bonus points, extra
puzzles and locations. Our
unique "Virtual World" engine
allows you to slip under desks, rifle
through drawers, and see the flies
tanning in the light fixtures.
Without the restrictions of rendered paths, you can explore Tex's
three-dimensional world with full
freedom of movement.

1llc Cast- Enjoy the difference Hollywood cinematography, acting, editing, stunt
work, music, and direction make as the world
ofTex Murphy becomes
amazingly real. Starring
Barry Corbin (Northern
Exposure, War Games),

Tanya Roberts (Vzew to
a f(j/J, Beastmastn),
Kevin McCarthy
(Invasion ofthe Body

Snatchers, Just Cause), and
Chris Jones ( Under a
Killing Moon, Martian
Memorandum, Mean

Streets) as Tex Murphy.
Direcred by Adrian Carr

(Qui_&ly Down Undn;
Man from Snowy River,
The Power Rangers) .
Original music by
Richie Havens and
Nicole Tmdall.
For more info, call

1-800-800-4880
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NEXT TIME YOU FIRE UP YOUR PC,
DD IT WITH DEADLY FORCE.

You've just been named Guardian of Virtua City - an urban killing zone overrun by sharpshooting criminals
packing heavy weaponry and holding hostages. The law and a six shooter are on your side. The odds will
never be. Introducing Virtua Squad, Sega's brilliant PC version of its smash arcade shooter Virtua Cop.
With non-stop action, it now explodes across your desktop with unsurpassed fast twitch response and
dynamic 30 environments, the rapid-fire gameplay will leave you drenched in the unyielding onslaught of
po~gon-based thugs. Think fast or we'll have to rename it cop killer.
(BBB) SEGA-SALES

http ://www. sega. corn,'segapc/
Sega is rogistered in the U.S. Patent of TrademaJt Offia!. Sega Enteltlinmenl and Virtua Squad
are lrademarl<s of $EGA. C1996 SEGA, P.O. Box 8097, Redwood City, CA 94063. All rights reseM!d.
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ACTION

I

Battle DI
The Sexes

Can't Live With 'Em? Shoot 'Em In GENDER v¼RS
- - - • t's been a crowded
house ever since
CRUSADER: No
REMORSE revitalized
the platfonn shooter
with its isomebic look.
So any attempt at an
angled-down action
game these days needs
- - - • an angle, and GENDER
WAFS from GT Interactive gives it a
shot. It's a respectable, if not wholly
original game, mingling CRUSADERstyle pyrotechnics with squad-level
tactics, a touch ofWARCRAFTs parallel
sets of missions and something of a sense
of humor.
GENDER WAflS is a literal Battle of the
Sexes that replaces the traditional wit and
wile with firepower. You pick a side and
from there are carted off to a command

TltEYRE ON PMS! GENDER WM'S is supposed to
be a battle of the sexes, but with little difference between the t'Ml sides, this angle is more
of a gimmick than a real design decision .

.... .... ....

[;i

center thats part Star Tmk: Next Generation
bridge console and part RULES OF
ENCACEMENT interface. Here you receive
mission briefings, put together a four-person
squad, equip your squad members with
weapons and ship off the less-experienced
members of your outfit for training.

Peter's 15 Best Action Games DI All Time

1.Qlllllra
2. PlillC8 .. Persia

id
Broderbund
Origin
Bullfrog

3.CNsalll:11 . . . . .
4. Magic carpat/llaglc &alpel I
5.lla ......
30 Realms
8. Vlrtua figldlr PC
Sega
BethesdaSoflvaks
7.• I 211.Flllll'eSlllcll

I.Ham!
9.Dlltfllas

.....
............

18.Flasllllar:k
11• ....,

12.C....'-13. 11111 .... 381:

14. Rllail Rasll
15.---

id

lucasArts
Virgin
id
Virgin

PC
PC, Mac and Amiga
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC and Mac
PC and Mac
Mac and Amiga

Doom:PC
Doom II: PC n Mac

11am 17

PC and Amiga
Amioa

Electronic Arts
Vifgin

PC and Amiga
~

Where TarAL MAYHEM blew up the
view, G ENDER WAFS' ':NGA mode
shrinks it down to doll-house level, and to
good effect lhe levels are enonnous,
both in height and breadth, and it shows.
Even the most basic of the multiple mission objectives-get this item, kill so
many of these enemies-will take some
good time to achieve. Moving, firing and
button-pushing with the mouse, you'll
roam elaborate interiors and grounds,
blowing the bejesus out of enemy conference tables, posters, mainframes and level
inhabitants. As for your squad Al, you can
issue four collective commands to the
squad members: fire at will, fall back, fire
defensively, or await control from you.
Lke CRUSADER, there is plenty to blow
up while traipsing through each level. Isuspect that, destroyable item for destroyable
item, there's an even higher level of damage
here than in CRUSADER: O REcRl!.'T.

rrs ONLY A GIMMICK
Of course, imitation is also the lowest
fonn of creativity, and I didn't find much
here that separates GENDER WA!lS from
its evident models. I suppose inter-sex
warfare is better than killing off another
set of aliens or corporate Hunkies, but I
can't detect a persuasive reason for the
male-female conflict other than its simply
being different. Apart from the high pitch
of the enemy death shrieks and some cute
graphic touches (men are evidently beerswilling louts who leave trash to pile up in
the streets) the missions are essentially
interchangeable. If they'cl made the supposed differences between men and
women-brain versus brawn - more
integral to the gameplay, they might have

' ' Like
CRUSADER,

there is
plenty to
blow up
while trai psi ng through
each
level. ' '

PETER OLAFSOM

► QUAKE:

The
cheats for

'-----==---------' QuAKE (both
shareware and registered) are so obvious
you 'd think id wanted us to find 'em. Just
call up the console with the tilde ( "') key
and type:
God = god mode.
Fly = fly mode (Dis up and C is dcmn);
use this even ii you don't usually cheat-

it's a great way to see the architecture.
Give [number] = gives you the appropriate weapon (8 is the lightning gun).
Noclip = lets you walk through walls.
Impulse 9 = all weapons and ammo.
Impulse 255 = quad damage mode.
To use these cheats in DeathMatch, you'll
need to make a hack with the QUAKE compiler
(see the V. Long's Quake Hacks for details).
Simply edit the WEAPONS.QC, find the

had something here. But this appears to
be more a presentation concept than a
game design.
A Battle of the Sexes is also ripe with
potential for humor, but at times, you can
tell that The 8th Day tried too hard. The
intro's robot-hosted TV show rapidly
degenerates into a profane, Pythonesque
exchange between the two talking heads.
But the pre-mission cut scenes are leaden
and obvious, and the missions are humorless firestom1s.

CheatCommand and ServerflagsCommand
sections, and add •/*" before the "if (deathmatch 11 coop)" statements, and add "*/"
after the "return;" statements.
► DESCENT II: DESCENT II only has six secret
levels, but they aren't the easiest to find. The
first can be reached via levels 3 and 4; the
second from levels 5 and 8; the third via level
12; the fourth via level 14; the fifth via levels
17 and 20; and the last via levels 21 and 24.

171e game itself works well for the most
part. Troops do have ome trouble following the leader when lifts come into play,
and you'll often need to switch control to
individual squad members to reunite the
party {just as in TarAL MAYHEM).
But GENDER WAJlS was pleasantly free of
technical glitches. I ran into just one, and it
was more of a "feature." On two Pentiums
witl1 different ,~deo cards, movement of
characters in SVGA mode was accompanied by a huddering display and the

► APPEAL:

Those tired of waiting for
CllusADER: No llaiRET and looking for
some nonsensical, combustible

action.
►PR.OS:

Huge levels, lots of pyrotechnics and decent

action.
►COMS:

A clone
is a clone, and the
war.of•the-sexes
concept doesn't
hold up.

PETER OLAFSOM

►

Hunter seems to be the word
signed a letter of intent to license
of the hour for action games.
Epic MegaGames' UNREAL engine to
NEO HUNTER, from Virgin , is a , produce its own games. Specifics
V1RTUA COP-style rail shooter set on Spectrum 's plans were zero, but
in the Bay Area, with cartoony
the press release announcing the
1
characters, selectable levels
deal quoted Spectrum CEO Steve
and an adventure wrapper.
Race as referring to 3D action
Sierra 's HUNTER
games being
HUNTED is a sideone of "our
view shooter
three core
with the accent
strengths."
on realistic
Does anyone
movement.
recall a 3D
► An early look
action game
at Scavenger's
from the
AMOK (GT Interactive) reveals it
Spectrum family? This sounds like a
as a likeable third-person 3D
glimpse of future strategy...
shoot-'em-up. You pilot a mech ► Another potential QuAKE killer on
through several levels of the
the horizon: Developers Friendware in
ocean floor and dryland , while
Spain is preparing BLADE for fall
blasting sharks and robots. The release. The spec is daunting.
underwater graphics look
Among the features: 30 weapons and
appropriately murky and fluid .
the ability to throw anything in the
game-including your enemy's head.
► Spectrum HoloByte has

CAN'T LIVE WITH 'EM Whether you play the
men or women (men in this case) , ',\'.)u'II still go
traipsing around vast levels, blowing up all sorts
of items and !ragging the opposite sex (though
it's hard to tell which is which).

appearance of odd horizontal lines.
Happily, the solution was a keypress
away: a tap of the "f' key, which toggles
omething called "flick screen mode." It's
always nice to be able to solve a problem
on your own through trial-and-error. I
guess tackling these technical problems
head-on is a "guy thing."
Or are those fighting words? \

CHEATS & HACKS • QUAKE

Quake c Basics

How To Hack Weapons And Use Cool New Toys With QUAKE C
by V. Long

definitely isn't the only one talking about
fashion. Standard equipment includes
vehicles for QUAKE. Mark Dochtem1an of
stinger missiles, deadly autocannons and
Hipnotic Interactive, which has licensed
other weaponry for truly gut-wrenching
pyrotechnics. According to Tim Willits, an the QUAKE engine, says the Hipnotic team
-American McGee,
is considering tl1em for its 15-level QUAKE
id level designer, everyone at id from lead
id level designer
programmer john Cannack to tl1e artists
acid-on pack. And sources at id mention
that vehicles may appear in QUAKE 2.. .but
magine swooping down in QUAKE was impressed with the early version of
the AirCraft project.
no promises!
in a highly maneuverable VT'O L
Steve Bond and john Guthrie, tl1e
fighter, bristling with advanced
founders of QUAKE
annament. You spray the scunyCommand (www.nuc.net
ing targets below with trearns of
/quake), are no ordinary
lead from twin Vulcan cannons.
"171eir health ebbing, you deliver
fans: they've gained respect
the coup de grace with a salvo of
among knowledgeable
QUAKE aficionados for
folding fin aerial rockets sizzling
clown from side-mounted missile
tl1eir dedication to balracks. Inside the cockpi~ the roar of the
anced gameplay, ease of
u e, and of course, fun .
engines barely drowns out the radio chatter. Scanning for targets, you uddenly
QUAKE Command first
notice shards of the fuselage chipping off
caught my attention with
under ustained nailgun fire. You quickly
Bond's frag-grenacle, a
bounding bomb tl1at spews
lock stinger missiles onto a heat source
SOON TO BE STUNG Once the Stinger locks onto any
and launch- tl1e enemy aircraft goes
letl1al spikes a la Eraser.
heat source, a mere twitch of the trigger finger sends it
clown in a fireball, raining burning debris
Since then, tl1ey've added
home. Cat IO'lllrs will be happy to kno.v that the Stinger
onto the lifeless victims.
devastating flametlirowers,
can lock onto Rottweilers.
Such are the friendly skies of
throwable axes, and
remote-controlled demolition charge , as
COMPILE THIS
QUAKE .. .more accurately, the QUAKE
well as ejecting cartridge casings. They've
It's clear from the AirCraft project that
AirCraft project, a it's currently called.
QUAKE C enables an unprecedented
even added DESCENT-like flares; tossable
This custom QUAKE module acids an airbackpacks; and even slippery banana
degree of customizability, but what is it?
craft to your existing QUAKE game, letting
you roam QuAKE's skies in DESCE I-like
peels!
Often called QC, it's the C-like programCan we expect more
ming language built into QUAKE to confrom QUAKE Command?
trol weapons physics, combat ll.lies, monYou betcha: next on tl1e
ster Al, multiplayer scoring and much
more. The beauty of QC is that it does all
agenda i the "Jeep," which
will lead to QUAKE
tl1is witl1out ever touching the game
Kart ... complete witl1 turtle engine itself, which governs core functions like graphics and connectivity, and it
shells and banana peel .
Mario Kart fans can at last
is stored on the game's CD.
Power to transform whim into reality is
rejoice! Given how quickly
the two pump out goodies,
not tl1e only attribute of QC. Ease of use
is anotl1er, and sharing your QC toys is a
the Jeep, and even QUAKE
Kart may be available by
snap. The easiest QC goodies to play witl1
are PROGS.DAT files tl1at use no extertl1e time you read this
FLYING FLAMBE Savvy pilots will eject before their
(check CGWs online site
nal QUAKE data files. For a multiplayer
AirCraft erupts into an aerial barbeque. Falling chunks or
for the latest).
session, only tlie server needs tlie
exploding debris can be fatal to those caught belo.v.
But QuAke Command
PROCS.DAT Bond' flametl1rower

'With Q UAKE C, there's
nothing you can't do."

Download
selected Qum
Cgoodies,
Including the
AlrCraH, from

www.zdnel
.com/gaming

AB OVE GR OU ND

UNDERWATER

QUAKE • CHEATS & HACKS
patch is a good example. Simply put the
666 shots per minute, not bad, eh?
flamethrower PROGS.DAT into a dediTo keep your steroid-pumped guns
cated QUAKE subdirectory, such as
properly fed, you'll need an endless supC:/QUAKE/Fl.AME, and run QUAKE
ply of ammo, Hollywood-style. Find all
with QUAKE -GAME Fl.AME. Anyone
lines with "SELF.CURRENTAMMO =
joining your game will also have access to
SELFAMMO_SHELI.S -#", and
the flamethrower.
replace the # with a zero. Do the same for
Even the most elaborate QC modifithe NAILS, ROCKETS, and CELLS.
cations, such as the AirCraft, can be
Then run QCCDOS.EXE from DOS
mode, the Windows 95 DOS box, or the
equally easy to use if they are wellpackaged. TheAirCraft has all necesWindows 95 Explorer. During the comsary rules, graphics,
sounds, and 3D models
compiled into a single
PAK0.PAK file. Place
the AirCraft PAK0.PAK
in the C:/QUAKE/
AIRCRAFT subdirectory, and run QUAKE by
typing "QUAKE GAME AIRCRAFT
+MAP HANGAR". (If
you're joining a session,
type "QUAKE -GAME
I
CHUNKS O' PLENTY A steady stream of nails will kick
AIRCRAFT +
fragments off th~ AirCraft's hull. See the shards above and
CONNECT'). Because
below the tail seation.
this QC mod uses nonstandard QUAKE data,
each player needs to install and run it.
Sometimes you'll encounter a patch
consisting of a collection of .SRC and
.QC files, which are raw source code.
These need to be compiled into a
PROGS.DAT file with the QuAKE C
compiler. Keep reading and you'll leam
how simple it is once you know how.
READY TO ROCK 'N' lltOLL

Here's some quickie QC that'll make
even Rambo proud; it converts your guns
to fully automatic fire and gives you
unlimited ammo. As a bonus, your nailguns will spit spikes at a higher cyclic rate.
To start, get the QUAKE C compiler
(QCC.ZIP). Under your registered
QUAKE directory, create a dedicated subdirectory, such as C:/QUAKE/FULLAUTO/PROGS and put all the files from
QCC.ZIP there.
Use a text editor to modify
WEAPO S.QC. Find all lines with
"SELFATTACK_FI !SHED = TIME
+ #", and decrease the number (#). For
example, bump them all down to 0.09009
to increase the rate of fire to a blistering

p\le process, QCCDOS will provide
feedback. Keep in mind that careless typing while editing .SRC or .QC files can
cause errors and force the compiler to
abort. After a successful compile, the
resulting PROGS.DAT will be in the
/FULi.AUTO directory, not in the
/PROGS subdirectory where the .SRC
and .QC files are.
Congrats! You've created a selfsufficient PROGS.DAT Simply run
QUAKE with the command line "QUAKE
-CAME FULlAUTO". Anyone connecting to joining your game will have
access to the same full-auto weapons with
inexhaustible ammo.
'lhat's not all you can do with QC.
Do you want to roll in your own 3D
models and add custom sounds, graphics, and levels? Stay tuned: I'll show you
all that, as well as how to pack everything into a nifty PAK0.PAK just like the
QUAKE professionals do. Same QUAKE
time, same QUAKE page.
V Long poses as a mild-mannered magazine editorfor Computer Life, but he lives,
breathes and sleeps Q UAKE. \

*** * *

REVIEW • SHELLSHOCK

~ Keep

Da Peace

Making Noise In The Hood With Eidos' 3D Tank Shooter
by Mark Clarkson
HELL.SHOCK, the new firstperson shooter from Eidos,
drops you behind the controls of an M-13 Battletank
with unlimited ammunition
to kick evil oppressor butt all
over the globe. To set this
shooter apart from the
crowd, Eidos gave it a distinctly urban vibe, with a
pounding, ba -heavy soundtrack, and a
collection of slang-slingin' homie with
names like 9-1-1, Dogg-Tagg, and D-Tour.
SHELL.SHOCKS driving model is a good
compromise between fun and realism.
You can control tl1e turret separately,
swinging it around to shoot sideways as
you fly between buildings at full speed or
behind you to slow down any pesky pursuers. Your view also dips and bobs as you

STARING DOWN A BARREL SHELL.SHOCK's 25 missions show a little variety. One time
you're out to blow up tanks and armored transports; the next time you'll be destroying
buildings or rescuing prisoners.

negotiate terrain and torch bad guys. Or
you can, if you're o inclined, drive your
tank in a more reali tic and complicated two-track mode; each
track has its own forward and
backward keys.
HOOK ME UP, G!

Price: $49 .95
System
Requirements: 486
DX2-66 , 8 MB RAM ,
2x CD-ROM drive, MSDOS 5.00, SVGA video
card , Microsoft-compatible mouse.
Supports most major
sound cards.
# of Players: 1-8
(LAN)
Protection: None (CD
must be in drive)
Designer: Core Design
Inc.
Publisher: Eidos
Interactive
San Francisco, CA
(415) 693-0297
Reader Service #: 330

URBAN OUTFITTING Props will give you various
goodies for your tank back at the home base, provided you pick up money along the Wo!J in each level.

ROLL OUT THE MAP SHELLSHOCK features a tactical map that gives you an alternate, 2D view of
the action . Targets are highlighted in red.

Powerups exi t in the form of
supply crates lying around the levels, often concealed within buildings or larger crates. You'll want to
nab all tl1at you can; Props, Da
Wardenz' supply man, will pay for
them back at tl1e Den, and you'll
need the money to repair your
armor and upgrade your weapons.
If you have tl1e cash, Props can
hook you up witl1 a targeting computer that improves your hit accuracy, better armor, a hotter engine,
SAM mi iles, or even the ability
to call in a tank-busting A-JO strike.
SHELL.SHOCKS VGA graphics
are adequate but Lmimpressive.
T11ere are no shadows, reflections
or other graphical niceties. T11e
sound quali ty is uneven: some of

the spoken clips are fine, others are unintelligible. There are only four save game
slots, and you can only save between missions. When you die, you must restart the
entire game, skip past the intro, reload a
saved game, and skip through the briefing-an annoying 30-second process.
Still, while SHELL.SHOCK doesn't set
any new standards, it is fun and loud. Your
M-13 rips through chain-link fences and
snaps street lights like twigs, all while
thumping music blares in the background. And best of all, in a LAN-based
multiplayer game you can hurl both shells
and taunts at your real-life homies.\

► APPEAL:

First-person shooter fans
looking for a different, urban and
heavily annored point of view.
Good, basic fun in a targetrich environment First time we've
played "Doom"
from a tank.

►PROS:

►coHS:

Inconsistent sound, annoying interface
quirts, no In-game
save function, lack•
luster level design.

Destroy the enemy's HAW( delivery system and cut
down on the number of missiles headed your way.
A

C
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Best Buy• CompUSA• Computer City• Software Etc.

Communi<ate with wingmen via radio; share
amusing ane<dotes a_bout global warfare.
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REVIEW • BEAVIS AND BUTT-HEAD: LITTLE THIMCIES

& Dillweed's Delight
Beavis And Butt-head'sArcade Game CD Doesn't Suck
by Jeff Green
uess what, bumwipe? Beavis
and Butt-head - those pimply faced poster boys for the
decline of Western civiliz.ation -are back on the computer screen, ready to annoy
spouses, parents and people
with good taste everywhere.
Following on the heels of
last year's adventure game
YIR1UAL STUPIDnY, M1Vs love-'em-orhate-'em cartoon morons now star in
Lrm.,E Ti-llNCIES, a collection of seven
monumentally stupid-and fun- "miniarcade" action games.
Mini is the operative word here. The
seven games, which include four that
originally appeared in YIR1UAL STUPIDnY
plus three brand new ones, occupy the
same space in the gaming universe as
MINESWEEPER or SOLITAIRE- perfect for
a couple minutes here
and there of glazed-over
gaming.

death before they
march off witl1 your
candy. (Butt-head:
'The penalty for stealing is having your
'nads fried off!") 'lnis
one's cool.
► Thank You, Drive
Through finds our
heroes as employees of
a fast-food joint,
attempting to fling
LOOK OUT, BUTTMUNCH! Hit Beavis enough times in the
food at customers
head with a wrecking ball and he just might notice it.
before the line gets too
emanating from two different orifices
long. Earn extra points by serving
of Beavis and Butt-head's bodies.
someone a rat burger. This one's cool.
There's even a Record option, so you
► Change It requires you to monitor a
can tape your rendition of Beavis burpbank of1V screens and quickly change
ing "Mary Had A Little Lamb" to show
channels when something lame comes
everyone what a creative genius you
on. This one sucks.
are. 111is one' cool.
► Wrecked 'em Ball finds Beavis trying

PULL MY FINGER

LOOGIES ARE COOL!

Pri ce: $19.95
System Requirements:
IBM-compatible
486DX2 66MHz
processor, Windows
95, 8MB RAM , 20MB
hard drive space,
Windows 95-compatible sound card, 2x CDROM drive, mouse.
# of Players: One
Protection: None
Designers: Brad
Delaney and Brian
Babendererde
Publisher: Viacom
New Media
New York, NY
(212) 258-6000
Reader Service #: 332

All the games in Lmu:
Tu1 GIES operate on the
same basic principle: You
earn points by successfully guiding Beavis and
Butt-head through various
acts of adolescent social
deviancy.

JOBS SUCK Keep slinging the junk food, or Beavis and

Butt-head just might find themselves out of a job. Again .

►

In Hock-A-Loogie, you
advance through levels based on your
ability to successfully spit on people
(and a squirrel) from your vantage point
atop the roof of the school. This one's
cool.

►

In Court Chaos, you need to bean
obnoxious yuppies (and a squirrel) with
tennis balls. This one sucks.
►

Bug Justice challenges you to use
your magnifying glass to bum bugs to

to catch nachos that Butt-head tosses
out a window, while avoiding hazards
such as falling toilets and a wrecking
ball. TI1is one's cool.
►

Finally, there's Air Guitar, which isn't
a game at all, but wins as the most
audaciously immature module of all
(and of course, it's tl1e one that garnered the most laughs around the
CGW office). Here we have a keyboard that can be set to play "music"

Civilization II, this ain't. But let's be
real. You know whether you want this or
not, and it has nothing to do with gameplay. If you appreciate B&B creator Mike
judge's lowbrow humor and hilarious
voice work, moments like Beavis's bloodcurdling "Die die die!!" to the bugs in Bug
Justice or Butt-head's immortal "How'd ya
like a side of Butt-head?" to a female customer in Thank You, Drive Through, are
worth the measly $20. Everyone else will
just shake tl1eir head and wonder what's
wrong with the youtl1 of today. \
► APPEAL:

Beavis and Butt-head

fans and similar social miscreants.
► PROS: Very

funny (for fans of
the show), dumb
little games.
► CONS:

Can get
old fast; pretty slim
on gameplay.

,.
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Sbou.ld I. participate in a game of
war, " sanctioned or otherwise, I. will not hold Rocket Jockey
liabl.e f = 11\Y being decapitated by
another jockey's cable, crushed
ogai.nst the hood of another rocket,
wrnt beyond recognitioo by jet
exhaust, or other injuries to nwself
or others et al.

"Rocket

PARAGRAPH

( 3) ,

SUBSECTION ( lb ) :

Should .I participate in a game of
"Rocket Racing, " :r will not bold
Rocket Jockey liable for aey consequences of lTtf speeding in excess of
the legal. limit, including ramning
other jockeys, or nwself, into walls
and/or wlons, as -well as any damage
to Irt:f ego should :r lose.

Should I. participate in a game of
"Rocket Ball." .I will not hold
Rocket Jockey 1iab1e for any
results of smashing a giant ball.
into oncaning rockets, burling said
bal.l at other jockeys
generally
causing destruction to anyone• s
body and/or property et al..

=
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~ckf ,_ '~
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ROCKETS AND JOCKEYS.
A BAD COMBINATION ,

FREE DEMO. CALL 1. 888. SEGASOFT
WWW. SEGASOFT . CO M

Scienc e logo, R ocke t J ockey and th e R ocket J ockey logo are trademark s of Rocke t Science Garnes , In c. Window s is a trad e mark of Mi crosoft Corpora ti o n .
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Swimming With
The Sharks
ShallowGameplay Awash in Pretty Seascapes
by Mark Clarkson

Price: $49.95
System
Requirements:
486DX2 66MHz, 8MB
RAM , 2x CD-ROM
drive, 10MB hard disk
space, SVGA video
card , Sound
Blaster-compatible or
Gravis Ultrasound
sound card , DOS 6.0,
Microsoft-compatible
mouse.
# of Players: 1
Protecti on: None (CD
must be in drive)
Designer: Virtual
Studio S.A.
Publisher: American
Softworks
Stamford , CT
(203) 327-3366
Reader Service #: 333

TO.R.M. isn't exactly a
mention underwater baddies including
groundbreaking PC
gorgons, gluesnails and giant squids.
game. Put simply, it's just
The numbers you'll have to watch in
a console-style, sideyour aquatic adventure are your ammo,
crolling action shooter.
your oxygen supply, and your shield
11,e year is 2055, andstrength. All these can be augmented or
you guessed it-the fate
replenished using powerups scattered
of the Earth is in your
along your path, which can be retrieved
hands. The world's
via mechanical ann, diver or tiny remote• resources have been
controlled robot.
exhausted, and now you
must pilot the experimental submarine
STORM., through a
series of underwater
levels to claim Earth's
last energy alternative, a
Praxillium mine.
Along the way, you'll
have to battle your way
past the evil divers and
BAmN DOWN THE HATCHES You can send out divers or
heavily am1ed subminisubs to retrieve powerups in hard-to-reach places,
marines of the uclear
though you'll be more vulnerable to the ocean's dangers.
Energy Office, not to

eye-bending
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S.TO.R.M.'s leisurely gameplaystrictly two-dimensional, with a side-on
view- is reminiscent of the Ecco TI-IE
D OLPHIN games from Sega, tl1ough the
tl1eme is a little more violent. Levels run
primarily from left to right, with some
sideways turns to retrieve powerups. You'll
also encounter occasional mazes and
traps, as well as a powerful boss at the end
of every level. S.TO.R.M. is spiced-up a
little \vith rendered graphics and cinematic cut scenes, but despite all that glitz, it's
only a simple ide-scrolling platfom1
game.\
►APPEAL:

Grown-up fans of Ecco TIE

nou... and Its Ilk; anyone looking for

some slow-paced, slde-scrolllng,
shoot-'em-up fun.
►PROS: Pretty

pictures and basic,
mlmless fun.
►cOMS: Just

pretty pictures and
basic, mindless

fun.

CHARLES ARDAI •

CLASSICS L PUZZLES

King Kong
Of Mabiong
Nine Dragons Sets One Of The Oldest Of Classics On Fire
ome gamers may
recognize Mahjong as a plot element in Jackie
Chan's Drunken
Master2, and
maybe a few oldtimers recall the
days, back in the
fifties, when
Mahjong and Canasta reigned as the
Trivial Pursuits of their day. But it is years
of playing Activision's computer version of
SHANGHAI that generally makes gamers
think they know a thing or two about
Mahjong.
'n,ey don't. While SHANGHAI uses the
classic Mahjong tile set, that's where the
common elements end. SHANGHAI is a
type of solitaire, sort of a cross between
Concentration and Pick-Up-Sticks.
Mahjong is a four-player hand-building
game, omewhat similar to gin rummy.
Where Shanghai takes about 5 minutes to
learn, Mahjong takes .. .longer. 11,e best
way to learn to play Mahjong is to have
been born in Hong Kong. Barring that,
►

CHESS WARS, Art Data lnteractive's
attempt to out-crash and bash
BATrLE CHESS, is nearing completion and should be available in late
fall or early ~~nter.
► We weren't tl,e only ones who liked
SMART CAM ES: CI IALLENGE # I. It
finished in tl,e Top lO w1it sales for
tl,e ummer, ahead of such blockbuster titles as WI 1G COMMANDER
IV This is tl1e best puzzle title
released so far tl1is year, so if you

you need a good and patient tutor. And
no trio of human players could be as good
o
·
ons Software's

FIZBIN, ANYONE?

Fans of the original Star Trek will
remember the episode titled "A Piece of
the Action," in which Kirk and Spock are
stranded on a planet full of 1920s-style
gangsters. To distract a pair of guards, Kirk
teaches them "F'izbin," a card game with
impossibly complex rules. Mah jong is tl1e
haven't checked it out yet, tl,e game's
available as low as $25 street price;
check your local software store. ext
up for Smart Carnes is WORDPLAY,
due out tl1is winter.
► Hasbro Interactive's ambitious
schedule of computer versions of their
classic titles- BATTLESHIP, RISK!,
YAJ-TTZEE, et al- is slipping a bit. Still,
tl,e most prominent of these titles
should ship in time for Christmas.

closest I've come in the real world to playing F'i zbin.
Instead of four suits of cards, you have
three suits of tiles: Sticks, Balls, and
Chinese Characters. You
also have four "Winds"
orth, South, East, and
West), tl1ree "Dragons"
(Red, Green, and White},
and eight "Flowers" (four
red and four blue), plus a
set of three dice (for randomizing tl,e start of
play). 11,ere are four of
each of tl,e 27 suit tiles,
which are numbered I
through 9, and four of
each Dragon and Wind,
but only one of each
Aower- 144 tiles in all. Each of the four
pla)'ers gets dealt a hand of 13 tiles, lea\~ng
a stacked "wall" of 92 tiles, unless one or
more players are dealt Aower tiles, in
which case those are set aside and the
players who picked them must pick again.
Play goes counterclockwise, as each
player picks a tile from tl1e wall and discard one from his hand.11,e otl,er tl1ree
players can grab a discard even out of
tum, but only if it gives them a "set." lf it
does, tl1e tiles that make up the set are displayed to the other players (all other tiles
are hidden) and play continues from the
interrupter's seat.
A complete hand is one whose 14 tiles
are divided into one pair and four sets. A
set may contain three identical tiles (a
"Pong") or tl,ree tiles in numerical
sequence (what poker players would call
a straight, here a "Chow"). You can also
have four of a kind -a "Kong" - but in

' ' The
Kabbala has
fewer arcane
numerological
rules than
those found in
Mahjong. ' '

CHARLES ARDAI

Play HoNG
KONG MAH·
JONG on this
month's CD.

V(IIAY.r:J.I&

. ;t;J; • .

,~

Price: $29.47 + S&H
System Requirements:
486 66MHz or better
processor, 8MB RAM,
27MB hard drive space,
800x600 graphics
(64,000 or more colors) , 2x CD-ROM ,
Windows 3.1 or better,
Windows-compatible
sound .
Protection: None (CD
must be in drive)
Designer: J. R. Fitch
Publisher: Nine
Dragons Software
San Francisco, CA
(415) 664-3474
www. ninedragons.com
Reader Service #: 344

at least one, two, or three extra points.
that case the fourth tile is essentially
Some say that discards should be turned
ignored, your Kong is treated as a Pong
face down, forcing you to hold in your
for all but scoring purposes, and you get
to draw a 15th (or 16th, or 17th, dependhead what everyone has thrown. Some
ing on your number of Kongs) tile. There say that you have to pay a penalty to all
are also some anomalous winning hands, the other players if you declare a winning
hand incorrectly. HONG Ko G 'V\1-IJO G
such as the "Seven Pairs Hand," which
has as many Pangs and Kongs in it as its
has all tl1ese option built in, along with
name suggests. Take a deep breath and
tl1e option of using modem or antique
tiles, numbered or unnumbered tiles, and
we'll move on to scoring.
When you complete a hand, your score any 3 of 12 possible opponents.
depends on what
tiles you are holding, what round it is,
and what chair
you're sitting in. You
get points for "purity" (a hand of all
one suit) and you
get points for "semipurity" (a hand of
all one suit plus
Dragons and/or
Winds). You get
points for having
DON'T DECLARE EARLY Often, it's best to keep a Kong, Pong,
flowers. You get
or Chow secret. Declaring too early reveals part of your hand to
points for not havthe other players, and it also limits your flexibility in using a
ing flowers. You get
given tile later in the game.
points for Chowing
on your neighbor's
discard, but you can only do so if he is sit111ere are some minor snags. ot all
ting to your left. For winning off a blind
tiles are numbered in the antique tile set
draw you get points; but if your discard
even if you have the tile numbering
option turned on. 111ere is no option for
enables another player to "~n. he gets
points, and instead of collecting them
multiple-player games or, what would
from all the other players, he collects
seem to be a natural, modem play. 111e
Help option helps you choose your own
them all from you. And so on, endlessly.
The Kabbala has fewer arcane numerodiscards but not when to go after other
players'.
logical rules than you find when scoring
Mahjong. Play continues through the
But these are minor quibbles indeed.
HONG Ko G MAHJONG does everything
completion of four hands within each of
a good Mahjong game should. It contains
four rounds, or until the players give up
detailed rules (and even a short quiz) to
and decide to watch Melrose Place
instead.
bring beginners up to speed. It offers
opponents at varying levels of proficiency.
LOOK WHAT THEY DONE
0f you want to win, select tl1e
TO MAHJONG, MA
Caucasians.) It doesn't let you cheat
One thing that Ho G Ko G
either accidentally or on purpose. It
MAHJO G captures particularly well is the
politely points out mistakes when you
variety of rules you come across when
make them. It plays a good game. And it
playing Mahjong. Like Monopoly, every
scores a winning hand instantly. For this
household plays it a little differently. Some alone, it deserves a medal.
say you can only declare a winning hand if
Because we're living in tl1e age of
chrome, when even a Mahjong game
your hand is not only complete but worth

►

If you 're just starting out, click on
the hint-supplying sparrow before
every discard but after you've decided
which tile you would throw. This way
you can get an expert opinion on your
choices.
► Always turn a declared Pong into a
Kong when you can . Not only can you
get extra points, but you remove a tile
from play and up to three possible
Chows from your opponents ' arsenal.

needs to feature audiovisual fireworks
before it can attract players' attention,
designer J. R. Fitch ha thrown in some
decent music, photographic backdrops
and portraits of tl1e players, and little
audio clips for when players win or lose.
("Yo!" says Christopher when you choose
to play him. And when he loses:
"Bummer!")
This is all incidental, though. At tl1e
core of Ho G Ko G MAHJONG is an
extremely good game, rich and complex, which major game publishers have
neglected even while they chum out tl1e
thousandth version of Chess or Las
Vegas Poker. It is not only strong in
Mah jong in general, but Hong Kong
Mahjong in particular. However, as
good and slick as it is, Ho G KONG
MAHJO G is currently only available by
direct order from Mr. Fitch himself.
Surprised? Me, too. Perhaps one of
the major distributors will snap it up. Ln
the meantime, if you're in the mood for
a strong and probably unfamiliar game,
why wait? 4b
►.APPEAL:

Anyone who's played
Shanghai and wants the real deal.
►PROS:

A delalled rendition of a
classic gane, with all the gameplay
variations your family threw in for
good measure.

~Available
In saltalnl mode
only, and beginners may be Inadequately assisted by
the selective
"Help" feature.
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REVIEW • COREL CHESS

Semi-Closed
Opening
Corel Chess Is Competent But Uninspired
by Terry Coleman

ter chess player, but it isn't as effective as CM5000 in tl1is mode, and
esigning chess
MOVES
it's nowhere near tlie standard set by
games for tl1e
MAURICEAsl-!LEY'T'FACHES CHESS.
computer has
nee the computer knows your move, it
numerous advanactually starts moving its piece just as
' Serious pawn pushers will appreci, ate tlie ability to import any chess
your move is complete. This split-second
tages. There are
timing is impossible for you to duplicate,
literally tl1ousands
' game saved in .PG forma~ otlierwise, tl1ere' little tliat's new here.
of Grandmaster
so even the odds by giving yourself 20 percent more
The
computer opponents lack style,
games witl1 which
time than your silicon opponent.
CoREL CHESS is mediocre positionally, which allows you
as well, making tliis a "been tliere,
to stock your
to transpose into a favorable endgame. The computer
done tliat" affair even for tl1ose
library. Chess
also likes to castle kingside, even when it isn 't warranted.
desiring no more tl1an a fun chess
players love to play witli databases, which are tliemselves imple
So sacrifice some pawns to open some attacking lines
contest.
for your rooks and go after the program 's king!
COREL CHESS is competent,
to design. Additional chrome is
bug-free, and professionally packeasy to come by, in the fom1 of
its predecessors. But unlike tlie innovative
aged. Unlike a lot of multimedia compachess problems, diagrams, and tutorials by
nies, tlie graphics giant hasn't embarprofessionals, many of whom work for a pit- multimedia tutorials of KAsPAROv'S CAMrassed itself witli its first foray into tl1e
tance (steady work for a chess master is an
Brr or tlie wonderful variety of opponent
competitive gaming market. But games
iffy tl1ing unless you're Carry Kasparov).
styles in CHESSMASTER 5000, COREL
CHESS offers little tliat's fresh.
don't exist in a vacuum-they must be
Chess programs have always been at tl1e
forefront of AI, and it's difficult to accuse
compared to otliers in tl1eir genre -and
SAME OLD P-K4
despite tlie care witli which COREL
tlie computer of cheating, because all
CHESS was crafted, it lacks tlie essential
moves are made out in tlie open.
' n1e chess sets are pretty, as you would
spark that would raise it significantly
So it comes as mall surprise tl1at
expect from a company famous for its
above tl1e nom1. ext time, hopefully, the
COREL CHESS, tlie latest 64-square concomputer art applications. They run tlie
designers of, say, COREL CHESS II will
usual gamut from Staunton to Roman to
tender, has many of tl1e same fea tures as
take more careful aim at tl1e competition
Art Deco, and if you've
never seen a computer
and surprise us a little. In the meantime,
stick witl1CM5000-still the best mainchess game before,-they
might impress you; just
stream computer program.~
don't expect any surprises
like tlie infamous Dali
►APPEAL: This offers a competent,
H not tanlbly original, alternative to
board from CHESSMASTER.
CM5000, mostly for beginning and
Also, having become used
lawar-llltennedlate chessmelsters.
to the "true perspective"
►PROS; Imports any game in .PGN
view of CM5000, l was a
fDrmat; nice graphics; huge library of
ganes; good Al,
bit annoyed at having to go
tllough not quite up
back to tl1e same old
to the top chess
tl1ree-quarter view tliat'
programs.
WHERE'RE MY SPECTACLES? A typical display
been around for some six
►COMS: A lot llke
(800x600), where the number of winda,vs can be
or seven years now.
the Caro-Kann
increased by going to higher resolution-although those
defense: solid but
ln fairness, COREL
unexciting.
2D pieces to the right reduce to squint level.
CHESS can make you a bet-

Knight

0

Price: $59
System Requirements:
486-33MHz processor,
8MB RAM , 1MB hard
drive space,
640x480x256-color graphics, 2x CD-ROM ,
Windows 3.1 or better,
Sound Blaster or compatible, mouse. Requires
Winsock for Internet play.
Protection: None (CD
must be in drive)
# of Players: 1- 2,
modem or Internet play
(Winsock required)
Designer: Artech Studios
Publisher: Corel
Corporation
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
(613) 761-7792
Reader Service #: 334
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The onlY limit is YOUr imaainafionl

Quick and easy "dru and droP" interface.
THOUSANDS of table combinations POSSible.
Hundreds of Pre-made araPhics or imPOl'f PCX and BMP files.
PAINTSHOP PRO araPhics PrOlram included to draw YOUr
own desians.
Mulfiball PlaY. adJustable table anales and an Instant RePlaY

feature[

Plenfy of sound effects and MIDI music
to add[

Play over the Windows desktOP or choose a full
screen version.
Includes 2 READY-TO-PLAY
tables.
TRADE YOUr tables on disk or
over the Internet.

www.21stcent.com
Circle Reader Service #69
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REVIEW • THE SCI Fl CHANNEL TRIVIA CAME

5 You Don't

Know Spock

Or If You Do, You May Wish Otherwise
by Charles Ardai

Price: $29.95
System
Requirements: 486
33MHz processor, 8MB
RAM, 3MB hard drive
space, SVGA graphics,
2x CD-ROM ,
Windows 3.1 or better,
Windows-compatible
sound card, mouse.
Protection: None (CD
must be in drive)
Publisher: Byron
Preiss Multimedia
New York, NY
(212) 989-6252
Reader Service #: 335

' o way!" So much
e're in for it
for Mo hix.
now. just as
the success
of D OOM
called forth
dozens imitaTI1e eatgagsand
tors, the sucgood wri · 1g of You
cess of
Do 'T OW )ACK
Berkeley
make ii fun game
Systems' sareven wh n you lose.
castic and intelligent trivia game,
The few uestion ,
You Do 'T KNow )ACK, is sure to
plus a "s eed round,"
have an similar effect on the game
are just e ough to sate
NO WAY! Morphix should fix his Universal Translator-that
design community. But imitation
the appe ·le rather
WiJ¥ he might learn more than a half-dozen Earthling phrases.
really isn't easy if you want to duplicate either the quality or the uccess
of the game being imitated. TI1e Sc i-Fl
interesting. So: "What material was used
game is over, tl1e best is still head: exquisCHAN EL 1'RMA GAMEis the first of what to bind !953's special edition of Fahrenheit
ite parodies ofTV commer als play while
i sure to be a long line of epigone , and it
451?'' Answer: asbestos. TI1ey once pubyou hear tl1e game show "s dio" shutting
demonstrates tl1is point as well as any
lished Ray Bradbury's book about book
do"~1.
game could.
burning in an asbestos binding?
In Sc 1-F'1 , things are mo e cut-and)ACK had its snide host, needling the
Interesting.
dried: question, an wer, qu stion,
players; Sc 1-F'1 has its. )ACK had multiple
But: "Who wrote 'Portraits of His Chilanswer. Seventy times, qu tion and
categories of subject matter to choose
dren'?'' George R R Martin wrote
answer. And then, when yo I have
among, multiple-choice question to be
"Portraits of His Children." "In what yea r
answered all the questions the game
answered by the first player to buzz in,
was the first TI1eodore Sturgeon
just ends, with barely a wh· per, much
and multiple rounds of play; so does Sc1Memorial Award given?" The first
less a bang. The only reaso this isn't an
FI. )ACK had jangly, TV-style theme
TI1eodore Sturgeon Memorial Award was
anticlimax is that what came before was
mu ic; ditto Sc i-Fl. But )ACK wa a huge
given in 1987. l ot interesting. "Who
something of a whimper itself.\
amount of fun, and Sc1-F1 bored me silly.
wrote," "Who played," "Who directed,"
"In what year.." -tl1ese are the bread and
►.APPEAL: Hardcore sci-fl fans only.
A TRIVIAL PURSUIT, IN DEED
butter of Sc1-Fl's questions.
Who else could care how many years
Even the worst shoot-'em-up is at least
The five categories are Books, TV,
T1le Afan From UNCU ran or who
a little exciting, since shooting is shooting.
Comic , Movies, and "Wom1hole," a
wrote "Enemy Mine"?
Bad trivia, on the otl1er hand, is merely
catchall of questions on astronomy, sf
►PROS: H your friends aren't willing
bad trivia. TI1e trivia here i n't all bad, but
magazines, animation, and such. Your
ta quiz you on your
knowledge of sci-fl
2 or 3 interesting questions out of 60 or 70
"genial host" is a smartass called Morphix
minutiae anymore,
per game doesn't leave you witl1 a general who appears variously as an alien, a draghere's a computer
feeling of having been entertained.
on, a skeleton, and a robot. When you
ta lake their place.
TI1e mark of a good trivia que tion is
select a correct answer, he says, "Yes!" or
►COMS: Most
people would
that if you rephrase ii as a statement that
"Yep!" or "That's it!" When you get one
rather have friends.
includes the answer, the tatement i
wrong he says, "Wrong!" "Incorrect!" or

Get 10 Cash Back from lnterplav and Save 20%-50%

BUY:

Any of the following lntel'l)lay WIN '95 full version titles'1Iimit one rebate per title) between
1071 /96 and 12/31 /96. Check all titles purchased:
Descent II
Pro-Pinball
Tempest 2000 □ Beat the House
Omar Sharif On Bridge 2
Virtual Pool
Mummy
Shadoan
Solitaire Deluxe
Tommy
Flipper
Drawing Discoveries
Mario FUNdamenta s □ Chess Mates Mario Teaches yping 2
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SPORTS

I

New Players
Hit The Gridiron

Three Expansion Teams Train For The Digital Football Playoffs
year. My CGW review (March) of FPS
FOCJIBALL PRO '96 noted Ule malaise,
and many gamers seem to agree. Quite a
few FRO r PACE leagues eschew the
most recent edition, sticking with, '95
instead. And for tl1e first time in years,
FRONT PACE fumbled the CGWSports
Came of the Year crown, which went to
I BA LIVE 96. Rival ports game companie have also noticed Goliath's misstep.
Like sharks smelling blood, Sierra's competitors have retooled and swam1ed into
tl1e current football season loaded for
bear - FRONT PACE bear.

graphical sims that are making tl1eir
debut. I can't remember a football season
witl1 more hotly anticipated releases, or a
showdown tl1at' had as much of a playoff
feel. So who are Ule rookies who are taking on computer footballs wily veteran?
Emerging from tlie misty shores of
vaporland, EA Sport's JOHNMADDE
FoarnALL 97 will make its long-awaited
debut on tl1e PC. It was expected last season, but EA decided to red shirt )MF for
one more year. We'll know soon if tl1e
extra conditioning paid off when tl1is console hit blitzes tlie PC for the first time.
Leveraging tl1e riches of ABC and
Di ney, Overtime Sports' first game will
NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK
171e frantic competition should result
be MONDAY GITT Foa mALL, a multimedia extravaganza tliat's after tlie glitz
in a fascinating year for football sim playand excitement tliat pro football brings to
ers. FRONT PACE is back, but will be fightprime-time 1V (For a scouting report on
ing tl1at feeling that comes from an
F; check out Terry Coleman's
extended stay witli tlie same system.
detailed preview in tlie September issue.)
Consequently, this year's excitement \viii
The tl1ird, and in some ways most
likely come from one of Ule tl1ree big
intriguing FRONT PACE rival i LEGENDS
FOOTBALL '97. Accolade has pinned its
hopes on LEGENDS after three seasons of
U ECESSARY ROUGHNESS. While every
fl.- Palla SDorts: ft111111a11 Pio '95
Siena
_ _ _ _ _ PC
i game has a hook, LEGENDS' is unique,
NASCAR Racing
Papyrus
_ _ _ _ _ _ PC
: promising authentic FL play across four
Ullls • Pio
Access
PC
· different eras: 1932, 1950, 1968, and tl1e
Eal Wener Baseball
EA
PC/Amiga
present. From tl1e leatl1er helmet days to
UN ■
EA Sports
_ _ _ _ _ PC
Steve Van Buren to Gale Sayers to
NHL Hockay 98
~~~~ EA Sports - - - - PC
Emmitt Smitli, huh? OK, Accolade,
Frllll Palla Silal1S: B8l8llall 'IM
Siena
_ _ _ _ PC
l
you've
got my attention. What now?
FIFA Soccer
____
EA Sports
____
PC
"The tl1ing tl1at's getting the mo t
1111111 Pltl Z
Microprose
___ PC
1
NFL Cllallenge
XOR
___
PC
hype," confirms the game's producer,
T• Lllllllla llal8IIIII 3.1
Stormfront Studios
PC
Kevin Hogan, "i tl1e LEGE OS concept,
Pio League Foalball '95
IBM/Microsports
PC
I which is tl1e ability to play in multiple
SlraHI-Mlllc Balllltll V8.2
Strat-0-Matic
PC/Mac
I era . But I think tliat what's really going to
Baseball fur Windows
Miller/APBA
. PC
set it apart is its play value-how intelli11111111 PIIIII
Interplay
- ~ ~ - PC
;' gently it plays and how much fun it is."

t's human nature to pull for
the underdog. What kid
doesn't cheer when the
neighborhood bully finally
gets his? Does anyone outside Chicago or Dallas root
for the Bulls or Cowboys
anymore?
Asimilar state exists
among computer football
sims. for several years Sierra's FRONT
PACE PORTS: FOCJIBALL PROseries has
played Goliath to everyone else's David.
Of course, there's been a reason for
FRONT PACE's success. Sierra's series has
been very, very good, breaking new
ground and \vinning three CGWSports
Game of the Year awards along tl1e way.
But witl1 I billion in annual sales, tl1e
software gaming market is an intensely
competitive arena. Even Goliatli can't
afford to kick back, although tliat's what
Sierra appeared to do la t
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' ' Sierra's
competitors
swarmed into
the football
season loaded
for bearFRONT PAGE

bear. ' '

DEMMIS McCAULEY

Before igning on with Accolade,
Hogan worked for FA Sports on bigname console projects like )OH MADDEN F'O0113ALL, NHLHOCKEY and BILL
WALSH Cow:CE F'OOTBALL. CGW
recently intem1pted the LEGE DS producer's hectic schedule long enough for
an in-depth interview about his new football title. F'rom tl1e ground up, LEGE DS is
a completely original product. That's good
news for garners who were unimpressed
witl1 UNNECESSARYROUCH ESS.
'1nere's actually nothing of UR in
LEGE DS," Hogan explains. "We decided
we got as much as we were going to get
out of tl1at engine, and tl1at if we were
going to be competitive with FROl'IT PACE
we needed to start from scratch."
Easier said than done. for Hogan, the
key was finding the right developer. He
cho e Saffire, an art house that primarily
supplied graphics up until it made a
recent move into game development.
Prior Saffire credits include WAYNE
GRETZk'Y HOCKEY on SNES, and
HARDBALL95 for Sega Genesis.
Given the large dose of console game
experience behind the LEGENDS team,
and tl1e fact that PlayStation and Saturn

who prefers a good mixture of an arcade game
with a lot of robust features. It's a difficult
tightrope to walk. We
want it to be as statistically
accurate a possible, but if
we have to make a decision between play value
and statistics, we're gonna
go for play value."

er helmet fetish when you face '32-era he-men
FOLLOW THE
e plastic-helmeted sissyboys of the '90s.
BOUNCING BALL
Pro football has undergone several distinct evolutions during its
In the look-and-feel category, LEGENDS
includes 3D renditions of all 30 current
history. Modem NFL strategy is vastly different from that in 1968, let alone 1932. So
F'L stadiums, as well as a representative
how would the Decatur Staleys fa re
venue for each of the nostalgic periods.
Witl1 players from different eras competing,
against the Jacksonville Jaguars?
Hogan's answer: "1968 obviously isn't a
some fascinating matchups are possible.
different from today as '32 would be. The
Can Crazy Legs Hirsch beat eon Deion
differences are going to come out in the
on the post pattern?Just how does a game
way each team plays. 'T11e '68 Colts F'L mesh the smaller, slower players of yesterchamps) have a run-oriented, old-school,
year with today's lighb1ing-fast behemoths?
ball-control offense, whereas today you'll
for Accolade the answer came through
see quite a bit more passing. o there'll be
historical research and statistical analysis.
a significant difference in the plays tl1at
Hogan does admit to a certain degree of
they choose. If you're playing in '68, the
subjectivity, especially for the distant eras
where stats are not available. In some
play we've heard yet in a sports game. Keep
► Well, the '96 baseball season is coming to
cases, the designers had to rely on newsyour putter polished for this one.
a close, and one of the computer expansion
paper accounts to assess strengths and
teams dido 't quite make it out of the dugout
► Answer: A Macintosh bowling game.
weaknesses of individual players.
and onto the playing field. Virgin's GRAND
Question: Name the game least likely to be
LEGENDS has some intriguing features,
SLAM '97 (formerly GRAND SLAM '96) is now
stolen from CGW 's game library. Having gotbut can it Bush F'ROl'IT PACE out of tl1e
expected for a first-quarter '97 release, in
ten that cheap shot out of the way, let us
pocket?" I think tl1at we're going to get a
time for the opening of next season.
now note, for the record , that the upcoming
subset of people that have been longtime
ALLEY 19 BOWLING is being made by Starplay,
► Also delayed until early '97 is the PC verF'ROl'IT PACE SPORTS fans," Hogan presion of VR Sports' VR GoLF. (The console
creators of two of the two best pinball simudicted. "FROi'lf PACE is a great game, but
versions should be out before Christmas.)
lators ever made: CRYSTAL CAUBURN and LOONY
I don't think they've done enough in
l.ABYRINTH. So if you 're a Mac gamer, and a
We had a chance to play a late beta of the
recent years to enhance the game and
bowler, this 3D bowling sim (with four-player
PlayStation version in multiplayer mode, and
keep tl1eir customers. I tl1ink there's an
it's looking quite promising, with cool graphnetwork support) may be good news, espeopportunity to go in and steal some of
cially given the dearth of Mac sports games.
ics and some of the best. funniest play-bythem. But F'RO r PACE also is a bit of a
different market. There's overlap, but I
versions are due out as well, the obvious
things that will be different are the stadithink tl1ey tend toward tl1e stats side of
things, where we're tending toward tl1e
que tion is whether gamers can look forums, the league rules, the music, the
appearance of the players, and the overall
ward to a football simulation or SONIC
playability side. The real trick is figuring
TI IE HEDCEHOC in shoulder pads.
look as you switch eras. 'T11e Cowboys \\~II out tl1e way to make it stand out, because
Hogan didn't waver in his design philosodefinitely have to vary tl1eir strategy playthere is plenty of competition out tl1ere."
phy emphasizing gaming over simulation. ing in '68 because of tl1e rule
171at there is, and for computer football
"for people who are into extremely
changes- things like hash marks being
fans gro\\~ng weary of the same old tiling,
accurate statistics, LEGENDS may not
farther apart and goal posts placed at tl1e
that's very good news. Look foiward to an
appeal to tl1em as much as to somebody
front of the end zone."
exciting NF'L season.\
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REVIEW • LINKS LS

8 Duller's Orea
LINKS LS Lets Y
ou Play Like APro, With APro
by Denny Atkin, Sr.
'm on the first tee at Latrobe
Countiy Club. A slight breeze
rustles the leaves while birds chirp
in tl1e background. Arnold Palmer
has just hit a long, straight tee
shot. I get in position and swing
away. 'l11e game is on. Here l am,
fulfilling a "can't possibly ever
happen to me" life's dream, teeing
off against Arnold Palmer, pro
against dreamer, in match play. My shot
soars down the middle and lands softly in
tl1e fairway, just beyond Palmer's. I murmur to myself, ''You're away, Amie."
Welcome to the world of Links LS, tl1e
latest attempt by Access Software to redefine tl1e computer golf game. And like its
esteemed ancestors- LEADER BOARD,
LI KS and L1 KS 386 PRO- tl1is game's
technological firsts and gameplay
enhancements could veiy well make it
the golf game to beat for years to come.
With birds chirping in the background,
divots and tees flying, and realistic ball
Bight, LINKS LS puts you on the fairway
like no PC golf game ever has before.

club selection, spot the pin or adjust your
stance, just move you mouse to the bottom of tl1e screen and the panel pops up.
As you move the pointer across various
options on the panel, labels pop up to
e>.l)lain each button's function. Moving
tl1e pointer across a club shows its maximum hit distance, a feature beginning
duffers will appreciate. Only the swing
gauge (visually enhanced but similar to
the one in LI KS 386) and slope, lie and
1vind indicators remain on the screen
once all setup decisions have been made.
In addition, side, overhead, pin and
other views are now avatlable in windows
tl1at you can pop up, resize and place on

two generic male duffers and a female
golfer-are larger, more fluid and more
varied than those in LI KS 386. Palii1er's
swing process is particularly authentic,
including his characteristic gyrations following each shot. Adding to tl1e realism
are An1ie's colorful comments, such as, "I
was moving off tl1at ball," '1nat is much
better," and even tl1e classic "Looks like
you hit the tree, Jim."
In addition to the cyber-Amie, you can
set up botl1 human and computer players;
the latter add a much-needed sense of
competition to tl1is game. Choo ea golfer
animation, pick from 63 shirt colors (some
of which only a true golfer would wear)

WELL-TENDED GREENS

Much of game's realism is tl1e work of
Price: $79.95
System Requirements: an amazing new rendering engine, which
486 DX2 66MHz (Pentium
supports resolutions ranging from
90 recommended), 12MB
800x'600 to 1600xl200 and beyond, in
of RAM (16MB to run
from Windows 95) , 65MB
color depths ranging from 32,000 to 16
of hard drive space, 2x
million colors. This unprecedented detail
CD-ROM drive (4x recomreally reveals ground, grass and sand texmended), VESA-compliant
video card with 1MB RAM
tures, highlighted by shadows and even
(2MB recommended)
fog. It also significantly enhances the
capable of displaying
800x600 resolution in 32K game's 30 feel. Exactly how much detail
colors, 8-bit sound card , you can display depends on your video
mouse; math coprocessor
card. With a 1MB card, 800x600, 16-bit
required.
color is the maximum, while a 2MB card
Protection: None (CD
must be in drive)
\1~11 let you play in 800x600 24-bit color,
Program Manager:
or l024x768 16-bit.
Roger Carver
L1 KS LS has moved most of the shot
Publisher: Access
Software, Inc. controls to a new retractable control
Salt Lake City, UT ·
panel, giving you a more open view of
(800) 800-4880
your actual shot. If you want to make a
Reader Service #: 336

t

SWINGER'S FANTASY LINKS LS 's stunning degree of realism will make you forget

that you're actually inside, not in Hawaii, not playing golf at all.

your screen as desired. if you close these
windows after setting up your shot, though,
you'll find a spectacularly realistic view
which includes eveiy mound, tree, bush,
cart patl1 (you actuallysee the carts parked
to the side in some of the shots), sand trap
and even ball washer in the vicinity.
FORE PLAY

Access has improved more tl1an just
the sceneiy. '111e new golfer animationwhich includesAn1old Palmer himself,

and set their ability level anywhere from
amateur to championship. You can micromanage the abilities of computer players,
giving tl1em better skills at certain kinds of
shots. A point system lets you rate a
golfer's overall skill, and even makes possible contests to, for example, create the
best overall computer golfer using 700
skill points.
Golfers will appreciate tl1e new choices
of game style -you can take on players in
Match Play, Best Ball or Skins games. For

,Uett,,
this surely won't
help matters any.
Finally, s ome PC roundball that
lets you play just like

in the g ym. In othe r
words, like a mani ac .

From the op ening tip, NBA Full Court Press'" rewards
y our desire to dominate the h a rdwood by any me a ns
avai l ab le. Like high-res gr ap hics that render
sla ms (your s ) in humili at ing detail.
Or Play er Intelligence base d on re al
NBA coaching . With motion capture of NBA s tar s , you'll virtually

:f:'eel

the rim a s

y ou levitate high over the a ren a . Play with up to f our hoopsters on a PC u sing
joy s ticks or gamepads . Or you can take on multiple players in re a l time vi a modem
or network. And insta llation? It's a l a yup with hl icrosof t • Windows• 95. Want a pregame warm-up? Check out www.111iorosoft.oo111/spor'h/sla111dunk/. Then get ready to lose it.
Microsaft ollers a line of sports games for the terminally comp/1/itive.

Now on PC CD-RON for Windows ' 95!
Al, Frank, and Dan ••• play-by-play analysis ••• real time play ·calling ••• internet play •••
stats download ••• 30 NFL teams/1500 star players ••• Win '95 native ••• TV-style replays •••
advanced 3D ••• multiple camera angles ••• check us out at http://www.otsports.com

•
INTER

ACTIVE

■

PLAYERS~

Available for PC CD -ROM for Windows '95. ABC's Monday Night Football is a registered trademark of ABC Sports, Inc. Stats is a registered trademark
of Stats, Inc. Officially licensed product of Players Inc. The Players Inc. logo is a trademark of the NFL Players. NFL team names, logos, helmet designs
and uniform designs are registered trademarks of the team indicated. NFL and the NFL shield are registered trademarks of the NFL"'/© 1996 NFLP.
Circle Reader Service #54

REVIEW • LINKS LS
my first game with Amie, I chose Match
Play, the oldest and mo t traditional fonn
of competition. When taking on human
players, you can compete on a single
machine or connect via modem or localarea network. lhe Latrobe course and
simulated Amolcl Palmer included with
Li KS LS are just the first entries in
Access's new Tour Player Series. Other
famous professional golfers will follow,
along with their home courses.
COURSE WARE
Following my match with Amie, I ventured to the windswept coast of Maui to
play the famed Kapalua Village and
Plantation courses, also included with the
game. A striking difference to the Hawaii
courses is always knowing in which direction the ocean lies, thanks to the crisp
environmental 16-bit 3D stereo sound.
As a thank-you for longtime Lin ks
supporters who have already invested in
the numerous acid-on courses, Access
has included 17 of the SVCA courses
u eel with LI KS 386 PRO and LI KS 386
C D on disc 2 of the three-CD set.
Simply point LINKS LS at the disc containing the original course, and the program will install an enhanced LS version.
Although these courses don't quite
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I MEANT TO DO THAT Hitting your ball close to the concrete makes it much easier to
get back to the cart.

match the image quality or offer the animated fly-bys of the native LS courses,
they are enhanced significantly from the
originals.
ACE IN THE HOLE
LINKS LS is more than just a run-ofthe-mill franchise update-the interface
changes and more realistic sound and
graphics give this classic golf game a really
new feel, while new match play against

---------------------------------------------------------------------------,

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

lthough I couldn't wait to get to the golf
game with Amie, the standout extras
included in the th@e-CD-ROM package
turned out to be thrilling additions for any
real golf fan. 1M> virtual reality 3D tours-Kapalua's
Plantation Clubhouse and Arnold Palmer's office and workshop-use the engine from Access's THE PANDORA DIRECTIVE
adventure game to let you walk from room to room and
zoom in on specific items of interest.
The virtual tours are amazingly accurate. You move
freely doNn the hallways of the opulent Plantation course
clubhouse. Make your VMJ do.vn the circular staircase to the lower lobby where you 'll find
the Victory Wall, on which past Kapalua champions are displayed. In all, 93 points of interest are explained with a simple click of the mouse.
Arnold Palmer fans will love the virtual tour of Amie's workshop, office and trophy
room. I really enjoyed the feeling of being there, in my idol 's private place. Also, video
footage allows us to listen to Palmer's insights and recollections of his PGA and Senior
tour memories. In addition, two video tours are included: Kapalua, on the island of Maui,
and the story behind the legend of Arnold Palmer. Finally, video fly-bys are available for all
the holes on the LINKS LS courses.
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Amie and other pro golfers gives Li KS
LS a much welcomed competitive edge.
And, lest anyone tell you that playing
computer golf is a waste of time, the
player animation is so great that you could
actually get some good ideas for improving your real-life golf swing and course
management through thoughtful playing
of this game. Perhaps the only improvement this golfer can suggest would be to
allow tl1e player to be positioned anywhere in the teeing area when setting up
for tl1e shot. All in all, however, this is a
great way to spend a Saturday when the
real links are rained out.
Unlike the swing-challenged, flight simfixated Jr. edition, Denny Nkin Sr. is most
at home on a golfcourse, as is evidenced
by his recent capture of the 1996 Club
Champion, Handicap Flight title at
Oregon's Tualatin Country Club. \
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►APPEAL:

Computer goH fans looking for an accurate, realistic goH sin.

►PROS:

The "Uke being there"
SOllllls, textures and anination combine to make this simulation a real
golf fan's delight. Multiple match
types plus modem/network play
expand the gane's
playability.

►COHS: Other
than slow renderIng times, hanl to
find any. Perhaps
the chirping bird?

Now you know how close to the game you 'll get with Total Control Football.™
Where you're not only the player, but head coach and general manager as well.
And where you have more to lose than just the game.
For more information and a chance to win
the NFL experience of a lifetime, visit our Web site.

http:Jtwww ph,hpsmed,a com/games
For DOS/Windows 95,. CD-ROM

Circle Reader Service #284

For information, call 1•800·883 •3767.

The NFL Shield design is'
a registered
- trademark of the National Football League.
© 1996 Philips Media, a division of Philips Electronics North America Corporation
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REVIEW• TRIPLE PLAY 97

TRIPLE PLAY 97 ls Flashy, Arcade Ba

At Its Best, But Stat Geeks Beware
by Jim mdin
A Sports is kind oflike the
Michael Crichton of computer sports gaming. Like
Crichton, who has perfected a
captivating story-telling formula in his novels (Jurassic Park,
Disclosure, et al) that eschews
realism or ocial significance
but nicely stretches the imagination, EA Sports creates
games that are just plain fun to have on
the hard drive. The company's new entry
into the vast baseball market is TRIPLE
PLAY 97, a smooth, attractive bundle of
hitting, fielding and pitching, that, like
their other games, is lo d of fun to play
but will leave statistica purists frowning.

Price: $59.95
System Requirements:
486DX2 66MHz,
Windows 95 or MS-DOS
5.Or, 26MB hard disk
space (60MB reco
mended), 8MB RA
(12MB for Windows 95) ,
1MB SVGA VLB/PCI
video card with VESAcompatible driver, 2x
CD-ROM drive
(4x recommended).
Protection: None (CD
must be in drive).
Developer: EA Sports
San Mateo, CA
(415) 571-7171
Reader Service #: 337

BALL BUSTER
When evaluating T LE PLAY 97,
arcade gameplay i everything. EA delivers top-notch SVGAgraphics in a seamless, smooth-scrolling playing field. The
game has an excellent-looking batter/
pitcher interface. Players have individual
heights, weights and skin colors, so hort,
muscular players look a little Kirby
Puckettish, while lanJ..-y pitchers resemble
Randy Johnson. 1nis gives the game a
neat, polygon-like personality.
As the pitcher, you can select from nine
pitches, and then guide the pitch by moving the pitcher right or left on the mounq.
Touching or holding the joystick moves
the pitch in a certain direction. It isn't
real baseball-the location of a pitch
shouldn't be changed once thrown, obviously- but it is well execut ed. Getting a
feel for throwin outside the strike zone
and making th
mputer batter swing is
very important in this game.
From the hitter's perspective, setup is
more like real life. 111e hitter selects an
open, even or cl cl tance, and can then
move within the atter's box to select an

Other innings, you'll get (or will give up)
six runs witl1out even thinking about it.
Fielding is a little quirky. You can have
your fielder automatically guided to
where tile ball will land. Otilerwi e, if you
opt to do it yourself, you'll have to pump
tl1e joystick button to get them to move at
anytlling quicker than a molasses-like
pace. Once tl1e players reach the ball,
throwing,t tl1e correct base c;;in be
tough, especially
since tl1ese players
can throw like
DNA-manipulated
monsters. Any outfielder is capable of
zipping a one-hop
strike to tl1e catche
from 400 feet.
If you don't Ii.it a
home run, you will
almost certainly Ii.it
THIS IS A HIT! TRIPI.E PLAY 97 offers just about the best batting
a single witl1oneinterface available in PC arcade baseball. Set your stance, posibase advancement.
tion yourself in the box, and then prepare to whiff.
Any kind of extra
nology, to properly simulate the perspecadvancement is difficult, and usually
results in a costly out. Even computer-contive of facing a real
er. All attempts to
force players to
a particular area
trolled base running is a little bizarre. It's
of the strike zone
· frustration; you not unusual to see a runner just a few feet
need to retrain y,
from scoring from second ba on a single
to recognize
specific pixel pa
e tl1at kind of
itum and head back to tl1ird en tl1e cenchoice.
ter fielder starts the tl1row. This part of the
game needs a lot of work. The option for
In TP 97, all yo
not to S\.\~ng at in ·
even faster, but riskier, tl1rows will add a lot
You're not going to , , , so timing the
to tl1e game once tl1e kinks are worked
out.
swing is everything.
contact is made, re · (TI 9eteriorates. 111e
CHROME JOB.
stance and your sele ·on of whetl1er to
ince TRIPLE PLAY 97 was developed
swing with an upperct1t almost entirely
simultaneously for console ystem , it's
detem1ine where tl1e ball goes. If you
designed to run entirely from joystick or
select a closed stanc your batter will pull
everytl1ing. If you us ~n open stance,
gamepad input. This gives the action
everytlling will go to the opposite field.
game itself a very smootl1 feel. EA has
Hitting and pitching also seem very
mastered this type of interfac ~ e
streaky. Some innings, you can't buy a hit.
game moves from module to odule

optimum po ition S\.\ ·nging. Swinging
tl1e bat requires a bulton;_press. lf you hold
tl1e joystick down, yoy get a ground ball. if
you push it up, you geta fly ball. TRIPLE
PLAY 97 does not for~e you to select an
area of tile plate to swing into. After playing many different competitors' games, I
think tl1is was a good decision. There simply isn't any way, with current vi ual tech-

•

REVIEW • TRIPLE PLAY 97
with attractive, circular menus.
Viewing the game's
limited statistics,
however, is a bit
tedious. Setting or
changing a lineup is
veiy difficult, and if
you make an ingame mistake trying
to figure out player
changes, you cannot
undo that change.
WHO YOU CALLING A BUMP? TRIPLE PU>.v's 3D graphics are
Adding the use of
most triumphant, including breathtaking, realistic renderings of
mou e input, while
all the Major League stadiums.
violating the concept of a pure, console-like game, would have helped this
tracks tlie longest home runs hit by each
PC version.
player. I tl1ink this part of tl,e simulation
TP 97 sounds great, however. 17,e
has more replay value than tl,e rest of
game's ambient sounds are cool, and
the game. It's imply great entertainyou can select from a few unobtru ive
ment to tiy to get Grudzielanek to
background musical themes. The playmatch tlie mammoth 500-foot Frank
by-play is coherent and doesn't attempt
11,omas home runs.
to describe everything, a mistake other
designers have made. While player
STATISTICALLY SPEAKING
names are provided, announcer Jim
So the game looks great and plays
Hughson is a name-mangler who would great, but how about that statistical
make Hariy Carey proud. o one
model? Simply put, TIUPLE PLAY 97 has no
should tiy to say Expos shortstop Mark
interest in providing results Ula! reflect tl,e
Crudzielanek's name without help.
numbers of baseball. Players eitlier have
TP 97 also features a Home Run
power or tliey don't, and dozens will finish
Derby that has more appeal than tl,e
wiUlin sbiking distance of a league lead in
game itself in a purely arcade sense. You
the 40s in simulated seasons. Eveiyone
can choose one or more players to parsteals a lot of bases, leading to results such
ticipate, then select a ballpark and
as speedyAtlanta leadoff hitter Marquis
(optionally) some attributes about the
Grissom (12 homers, 29 stolen bases in
computer pitcher. 17,en you simply tiy
1995) and powerful Fred McGriff (27 HR,
to hit the ball out of tl,e park. It can be
3 SB) posting nearly identical numbers (36
used fo r learning the timing required to
HR, 37 SB vs 41 HR, 37 SB) in simulated
hit fastballs and curves, and the program play. Rico Brogna, a Mets slugger who has
one stolen base in his career, was among
Ule league leaders witl, 51in TP 97 life.
EA does a little better simulating pitchers, but only tracks walks, strikeouts, wins
and losses. Saves are also listed, but none
are ever recorded.1nere's no attention
paid to pitching strengtl,s. Greg Maddux
can throw a knuckleball and a splitfinger
pitch in addition to his fa tball/change regimen. In fact, all pitchers can tlirow any of
THE SUN WAS IN MY EYES You might
the nine supported pitch styles. This is fun,
want to think about letting TRIPLE PU>.Y
but will annoy those who are really into
handle fielding automatically, unless you
imulating baseball.
enjoy getting beat by in-the-par1< homers.
League management is nonexistent.

The computer selects tl,e same lineup for
all league games, so backups do not play.
While ii tends never to replace pitchers in
head-to-head play, it takes tliem out much
too early in simulated games. Eveiy team
has a reliever appearing in 120 to 150
games per season. To keep tl1ings moving
at a fast pace, tl,e game's designers obviously weren't too concerned about getting
into tlie meat of simulating baseball-and
it works, sort of, as games are simulated
quickly at least.

PENNANT WINNER

Overall, TuPLE PLAY 97 has state-oftlie-art graphics, a decent interface and
solid action gan1eplay- but not much in
tl,e way of realism. Comparison to otl,er
recent releases, like Sierra's FRONT PACE
SPORTS BASEBALL PRO '96, is a little difficult. FPSBB '96 attempts elements like a
realistic physics model of a baseball in
flight, while TP 97 has a few flight patl,s
built in, some directly defying tlie laws of
physics. FPSBB '96 makes a token effort
at league management and statistical realism, while TP 97 completely ignores tliese
functions. But TP 97, like Michael
Crichton, does entertain, while FPSBB
'96 reads a lot like some college consortium of literaiy critics trying to create Ule
Great American ovel. Everything's Ulere,
but somehow it never comes togetlier.
Though EA Sports has done a good job
here, tlie graphics-based computer baseball genre still awaits its masterpiece. o
game has completelysucceeded yet in
capturing botl, our bigger fingers and our
imaginations. In Ule meantime, though,
TuPLE PLAY 97 is a veiy fun diversion.\

► APPEAL:

Console sports gamers
looking for an action baseball game
for their PC.

►PROS: Easy-ID-use

interface,
smooth and pretty graphics; excellent
arcade action; a well-Implemented
home run det1ly, modem play.

►COHS: Weak

league management support;
nothing to satisfy
the stat-enthusiast;

cartoon-like pitchIng interface.

****

REVIEW • STRAT•O·MATIC BASEBALL CD-ROM 1.0

~ StratMeUp
No-Nonsense Baseball Sim Gets Prettier In Rrst CD-ROM Version
by Dennis McCauley
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Price: $66.00
System Requirements:
Windows 3.1 or higher,
8 MB of RAM or
greater, 20 MB of hard
drive space for full
install , CD-ROM drive.
Protection: Floppy key
disk
Developer: Strat-0Matic
Glen Head , NY
(800) 645-3455
Reader Service #: 338

ogether witl1 long-time rival
APBA, Strat-O-Matic is one
of two producers of statbased baseball sims that have
successfully made the tran ition from table top to hard
drive. Botl1 are unique in tl1e
rapidly evolving world of
computer games, where
'1ong-standing" often means
that a game has survived long enough to
have a sequel. trat-O-Matic, on the
other hand, has been cranking out tlieir
computer baseball game for over a
decade, and has been offering tl1eir cardbased game ince JFK played touch football on tlie White House lawn.
STRAT-O-MA'nc BASEBALL (SOM) can
be considered a boutique product,
appealing to fans who demand the utmo t
in statistical realism- and get it. Make no
mistake, SO ~ \viii never compete 1vith
tlie likes of EA's TRIPLE PLAY or Sierra's
FRom PACE SPORTS: BASEBALL PRO, but
then, it doesn't try to. 111e small, privately
run company from Glen Head, ew York,
simply chums out what may be tl1e finest
statistical imulation available today.
111ankfully, with tlie new version, they've
spruced it up with ju t enough eye candy
to keep tlijngs interesting.
ever let it be said, however, tl1at StratO-Matic moves precipitously. While most
other companies switched exclusively to
CD-ROM and high-re graphic several
years ago, Strat-O-Matic finally took tl1e
plunge tl1is summer, and not without hesitation. Long-time fans mited impatiently
for the game's release, tl1eir anxiety fueled
by nunors of strange new arcade-like features inserted into what has historically
been a shrine to statistics. Well, tl1e new
baby has arrived, and it's doing fine-a
better-looking version of its older siblings.
111ere is an extra appendage you should
know about, though. 1t's called the

•

minutes. Anyone who's
surrendered tlieir computer for a weekend while
miting for FPSBB to finish a simmed season will
relish SOM's speed in
CPU-to- CPU play.
Camers who scan tl1e
fine print on tl1e stat
sheets will appreciate
SOM's inclusion of every
player who picked up a
bat or a glove during a
MIRROR, MIRROR For this first CD-ROM , Windows verseason. It's great fun to
sion, STRAT-0-MATJC BAsEBALL's new look features much bet- use the late season callter looking stadium backdrops, though no one is going to
ups and lesser role players
in recreated season .
mistake the game fo r TRIPLE PLAY 97.
Player manipulation has
been simplified in tl1e new S1Tu\T-ORegulator, and it's ugly. But don't worry,
MA11c a well. The old General Manager
tlie doctor says you can toggle it off and
module has given way to a drag-and-drop
no one will know the difference.
interface for trades among teams in tlie
111ere's one otl1er major difference in
tlie new STRAT-O-MATIC: It's Windowssame league. In a carryover from tl1e old
based, running under botl1 3.l and Win 95.
SOM, interleague trading remains more
complicated tl1an it should be, requiring
Veteran SOM players \viii have little trouan edit-copy-paste step.
ble navigating in the new version, since
One aspect of management tliat's
conceptually tl1e game has changed little.
e pecially cool is tlie Swap--O-Matic
STRAT-O-MATIC newbies may find tl1ings
feature, which allows tl1e garner to proa bit more confusing, however, due pripose trades as large as three-for-tliree witl1
marily to tl1e lack of a printed manual -a
terrible trend in tlie industry in general tl1at GMs of computer-run teams. 'lne game's
tl1e companyshould not have
followed.
A LEAGUE OF ITS OWN

To its designers' credit,
SOM is about as flexible as a
baseball game can be. Players
can choose to manage their
favorite team while committing tlie otliers to autoplay
mode. Or, if they choose, put
eve1y ball club on autoplay, sit
back and watch the results fly
by. On a Pentium 90 or better,
complete season replays can
be completed in under 15

MINOR LEAGUE ACTION STRAT-0-MATIC has thrown a

bone to arcade gamers with an awkward beast called
The Regulator, a cartoony pitcher-batter confrontation
that you'll want to disable as soon, as possible.

GOOD THINGS COME
TO THOSE WHO WAIT•••
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Ever heard the phrase
"Patience is a virtue?" Well,
ne ver before has patience been
more virtuous t han wi t h t he arri val
of Battlecru i ser 3000AD - -the most
comple x , expansive , and enthralling
supergame ever created wi th mult i pl e
game engines , t he f i rst ever neura l
net -driven system , and more feature s
than any PC game ever .
Sure you 'v e wai ted
seven years, now play it
and find out why .

Oere~ Smart' s BAlllfCHUISfH 3000AO.
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REVIEW • STRAT•O·MATIC BASEBALL CD-ROM 1.0
trading Al is no patsy, either. It rejected
out-of-hand my lame attempt to steal
Bany Bonds for three underachieving
Phillies (is there any other kind?). When
I lowered my sights and offered three
quality players for Malt Williams, my trading counterpart expressed interest but
asked for more value in return, even suggesting areas where the Giants needed
improvement.

Statistical accuracy remains a S·m.ATO-MATIC trademark, as players perfonn
realistically aero the board. Although
certain offensive categories seemed a bit
on the high side in several 1995 replays,
aren't sportswriters today saying the same
thing and attributing it to the sony state of
Major League pitching? Still, both Dante
Bichette and Frank Thomas reached
Roger Maris country with 61HRs in separate replays, and several sluggers exceeded
PLAYING THE NUMBERS
the 50-homer mark.111e Indians maxed
Gameplay is the standard SIBAT-Oout at 116 ,vins on one occasion, exceedMATIC fare, and hasn't changed much
ing their own 1954 major league record by
over the years. Players make out a lineup,
5 Ws. Other than these few anomalies,
the stats SOM produced were more
I'M PRETTY INTERESTED, WHAT ELSE CAN YOU DO FOR ME? than satisfactory, and
I'M LOOKING TO FIX THE FOLLOWING PROBLEM(S) ON
much better than
MY TEAM. MAYBE YOU CAN HELP ME OUT.
what you'll get from
Too few at-bats
the graphics-oriented
Too few innings pitched
sims.
Need ACloser
Not enough starter innings
On the dm,~1side,
Too few primary at-bats at CF
STRAT-O-MA11c still
Need more front-line pitching
uses an annoying
TRY ANOTHER DEAL?
floppy-disk-key copyprotection scheme. If
Yes
No
the company really
feels th is is necessary,
wouldn't it be simpler
to just check for the
SWAP TILL YOU DROP One of the game's best features is the
Swap-0-Matic, which lets you make 3-for-3 trades with computer- presence of the GDROM rather than
run GMs.
writing an encryption
select a starting pitcher, and then it's batto the user's hard drive? 111is is one thing
ter up! 'l11e pitcher vs. hitter matchup
that Strat-O-Matic needs to dump quickkeys the action, but fielders' range and
ly to help shed their small-time image.
error percentages have an impact as well.
Also lamentable is the lack of modem
In addition, SOM includes ballpark and
play, because so much of the competition
weather effects that influence play. Home
is including it these clays and so many
runs in Wrigley become long fly balls in
leagues around the country are using
the A5trodome, while night games in April so 1.
often feature cold, wet weather which
puts a clamper on hitting. Couple these
FEELING IRREGULAR
\vith true lefty-righty effects, and SOM
And then there's The Regulator, the
pro,~des the feel of real baseball, if not
news of which set tongues wagging
always the look. While the optional stadiamong suspicious SOM faithful for
um backdrops are much improved over
months in anticipation. 'l11e Regulator is
previous editions, featuring attractive day
an arcade (that's right- arcade!) device
and night photos of major league ballthat was included, one supposes, to draw
parks, S-mAT-O-MATIC remains primarily
action-oriented fans to the product. It
a stat-oriented game. If you need to see
won't work. When activated, 111e Regureali tic, animated ballplayers and stunlator sends the player to a cartoonish
ning stadium graphics, you're in the right
pitcher-batter confrontation. This device
church, wrong pew.
is basically a circle drawn around tl1e

strike zone, in which tl1e user tries to click
the mouse at the ball as it arrives at tl1e
plate. According to Strat-O-Matic, it has
no impact on statistical accuracy, and the
link between what one accomplishes at
111e Regulator screen and the actual play
result is By-L<mtine, at best. Thankfully, tl1is
feature is optional. My advice to gamers?
'loggle it off- immediately. My advice to
Strat-O-Matic? The Regulator is no
atural. lt deserves an unconditional
release.
In yet another attempt to spice things
up, Strat-O-Matic has upgraded the tatbased play-by-play to include 10,000 lines
of verbiage, so there will be less of tl1e
repetitive commentary of the older games.
For a sawbuck more, gamers can purchase
an optional team-specific play-by-play disk
that names names, including the owner,
mascot and coaches.111ere are also ambient sounds, such as the crowd, tl1e crack of
the bat and the peanut vendor, tl1at succeed to some extent in adding atrno phere. However, I found that on my AWE
32, the general crowd sound had an underlying loud, rhythmic thump that was quite
di tracting.
Overall, Strat-O-Matic's first foray into
Windmvs and GD-ROM gaming has to
be considered a success. 111e game plays
well, yields accurate stats, and offers a few
pleasing new hvists. 'lo be sure, no one
will ever confuse SOM with HARDBALL 5,
To, I.ARUS&,\, FPSBB or any of tl1e
other big graphics-oriented baseball sims.
But then, that's not why gamers tum to
stat-based games like SOM. So, keep 'em
coming, Strat-O-Matic-just not on a
Regulator basis.~

►APPEAL:

Hardcore basbeball
gamers and stat freaks who value
accurate sinulation over all else

► PROS:

Top-notch statistical engine,
excellent piave, management tools,
fast and accurate replays, complete

major league rosters.
►coHS:

Ho-hum
sound and graphics, key disk protection scheme,
misguided attempt

to Inject arcade
action Into game

system.
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Get AHold
DI This Action

CH's New Force-Feedback Joystick Is A Wrist-Wrenching Winner
a conventional joystick, but it provides
you witl1 amazing environmental feedback, simulating bumps, jolts, vibration,
and resistance.
I recently had a chance to spend a
week flying Philips Media's F'I c~rrnR
D UEL using a prototype Force FIX, and
I'm a definite convert. Ofs really hard to
avoid a cheap joke about flaccid joysticks
here, but I'll resist.) Going back to a stan- - - - joystick makes it feel like
dard joystick now is like downgrading
you're in control of a real aircraft.
from a top-of-the-line programmable
fighter stick to an old Atari digital joystick;
POSITIVE FEEDBACK
STICK IT The CH Force FIX. will share
tl1e experience ju t can't compare.
111e Force FIX, which was slated at
the handle design of this F-16 Combat
Force feedback has two effects. First,
press time to ship in late September, will
Stick, but will include a sturdier base.
tl1e realistic resistance the stick provides
use the same handle as the CH F-16
when you attempt to pull out of a highCombat Stick But that's where the simispeed dive or make a rapid roll motion
larity ends. 111e F/X's heavy base does
in tl1e F-16 Combat Stick and replaces
them with a complex mechanism of gears acids a level of challenge to combataway with tl1e tl1rottle wheel and simple
and motors. 'l11e resulting stick works like
you can't just jerk tl1e stick in a Corsair
gimbal mechani m found
like you're piloting a fly-by-wire F-16. But
even better, the joystick actually significantly increases your situational awareness by providing much of the same feedback you'd get when flying a real plane.
elow you 'll find my picks for the 15 best flight simulations of all
time. While some highly rated programs may not be the most
Encountering heavy resistance when you
technologically sophisticated sims, they were seminal efforts that influenced future
pull back tl1e stick is a clue to check your
sims in their respective subgenres.
airspeed gauge, because you're probably
1. ... _
Dynamix
PC/Ami~
overspeed. Similarly, a shaking stick is a
PC/Amiga
wcasArts
z. 1'llllr Flllst Niu
much more intuitive and realistic warning
Spectrum Holol3yte
I. . . .
PC
of an impending tall in a WWI I aircraft
Dynamix
PC
4. . . . . . . Paclllc
than a warning horn. Self-proclaimed
EA
I. F/1-11 ... th
PC
EA
I. Clllcll Ylllll"s D Combat
ex'Pert pilots often complain tl1at aircraft
Subl..ooc Apple II/C64/Amiga/Atari 800 & ST
in sims don't depart from controlled flight
7. . . . - •
PC/Amiga/Mac/Atari ST
Kesmai
as easily as tl1e real thing. However, that's
Jn'sJEA
PC
reasonable, since you get very few of tl1e
MicroProse
PC
11. F-1•FIIIII.,....
cues from a screen and speakers tl1at you
Ocean/DID
PC
11. , get in a real cockpit. Until now, tl1at is.
PC
SSI
12. 11-27 fllllll•
PC
11. 1111: 11111 Plllll llr W. MicroPIOse
: 'Well-programmed force feedback will
PC/Amiga
Jaeger/Philips
14. ~11111
open doors to new levels of flight model
I
PC/Mac
11. . . . .
ICI
, realism.
- - - - - - 've seen the future of flight
sims, and it is a joystick
Specifically, the new forcefeedback design from CH
Products. While YR goggles make it look like
you're really flying a plane
(in a low-res universe, at
least), the CH Force FIX

B

u

..........
._

!

' ' A forcefeedback
joystick does
more for the
feeling of
'being there'
than any VR
helmet. ' '

© 1996 Microsoft Corpoution. All rigbts rcsc:rvcd. Microsoft .and Windows uc rcgis1crcd tudcmuks .and Whert do you 'Wllnt to go todayf is .a tudcmuk of Microsoft Corpoution.
BF Goodrich is .a registered rudcmuk of the B.F. Goodrich Comp.any.

Is it a game when your stomach lurches in the course of performing a Cuban eight?
Is it a game when beads of sweat appear on your forehead while flying under London's Tower
Bridge to digitally sampled sound? No. This is not a game. This
is Microsoft~ Flight Simulator for Windows~ 95. the latest upgrade
to the most realistic PC flight simulation available anywhere.
Experienced sim pilots wi11 relish logging time in their new Boeing
737-400 and acrobatic Extra 300S. extending the range of experience beyond
the four planes already in the fleet. A heightened level of realistic flight
dynamics has been achieved,
as verified by Flight Safety International. the world's
leading pilot training organization .
Buzz Las Vegas by night and Martha's Vineyard
at dawn with a degree of photo-realism that only
satellite imaging makes possible. Soar over New York,
Paris, Tokyo and other cities with more detailed 3D
rendering. Improved performance delivers smoother
out-the -window views and more immediate response to cockpit controls.
ChaJlcngcs have been added to test your ski11s under daunting weather conditions,
over new terrain. in varied aircraft. Fly in the face of Mother Nature as you shoot
an instrument approach into the fog . Climb over the Alps through rapidly shifting
winds, turbulence and changing visibility. Blow the skirts up on the Statue of Liberty.
To find out even more about Microsoft Flight Simulator for Windows 95, visit our Web
site at www.microsoft.com/gamcs/fhsim/

Aficrosott·
Where do you want to go today?'"

DEMMY ATKIN

F!CITTER DuEL's force-feedback setup

program give you full control over the
stick's reactions. You can enable engine
vibration and adjust its degree; while realistic in both feel and the noise level generated by the stick's motors, it gets annoying quickly. More useful are the
adjustable reactions to aerodynamic
force effects, including buffet and control
resistance. You can also toggle on stick
reactions for cannon and machine gun
fire, as well as buffeting from explosions,

.........
II

:
,,.__ :
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FIGHTER DUEL'Sforce
feedback support lets you adjust the degree
of force used for engine and gun vibration,
aerodynamic resistance, and more.
POWER OF THE FORCE

his month we start with a sim
that's dropped off the radar. A
few months back, Sierra
promised a free update to the
lackluster SILENT THUNDER: A-10 TANK
KILLER 2. The update was set to add a
realistic flight model as an option to supplement the poor, arcade-like handling of
the sim 's A-10, and include a series of
new missions as well.
The plan was to incorporate the RED
BARON II flight model, which is forcemodel driven and can be used for virtually any plane which you have accurate
dimensions and data for. Turns out that
the estimates of the difficulty of grafting
in the RB II flight model were more optimistic than realistic. Also the missions,
which were almost complete, turned out
to be too large to distribute online. At
this point, the project seems to have
been shelved, and players looking to fly a
plane that handles like a real A-10 should
instead check out A10 CuBA! on the
Macintosh, or even the A-10 included in
Jane's ATF.
► The other news from Sierra's Dynamix

T

ing waypoint, you'll begin your final
approach witl1 a perfect lineup every time.
► 111e real F-16' three-way dogfight
S\1~tch is modeled in the game. hift-D
selects Sidewinders and
the ACM radar mode.
Alt-O am1sAMRAAMs
and puts the radar in
1WS mode. Pressing D
by itself witches you
back to whatever configuration you had
before. - Robin Kim

More on BACK TO
BAGHDAD:
► 111e little arrows tliat

appear on the JTIDS
display in ILS mode
are actually landing
beacons. By flying
directly over tl1e beacon toward tl1e land-

impacts and gun hits.
Look for force-feedback support to
quickly become widespread. Even now,
the latest version of JC l's WARBIRDS
online sim supports the CH stick. Its feel
is similar to F'ic1m:R DuEL's, but the program doesn't feature the same level of
adjustment.
111e Force FIX should sell for around

group is of the bad news-good news
type. The bad news is that RED BARON
II has been delayed until at least February
of next year. The good news is that the
delay will allow developers to further finetune the game and make it right before
shipping . Look for support for the major
30 graphics cards to be included , and
multiplayer is a possibility as well . (Multi-

player will definitely be available in an
add-on if it doesn 't make it into the product.) After the recent OUTPOST-like fiasco
with the early release of a buggy, rough
FRONT PAGE SPORTS: BASEBALL update, we 're
happy to see that Sierra isn 't exhibiting

$150, a small price to pay for the sensation
of ~being there."
NET RETURN

Speaking of F'ic1-m:R DUEL, the ITT
DUEL nine-player add-on Ipreviewed in tl1e
July issue is finally avaLlable.You11find it on
tl1is montl1's CG-ROM, as well as on our
web site at www.zdnet.com/gaming. ~

more corporate shortsightedness and
rushing RED BARON II out at the end of a
fiscal quarter just to try to satsify stockholders' expectations.
► Another delay is in store for MicroProse 's EUROPEAN AIRWAR , in part due to
the departures of some members of the
development team , but also because the
decision was made to enhance the sim
over the original design and move it from
DOS to Windows 95. Look for it in the
first half of 1997.
► Finally, since this month 's "Radar"
seems to be about making you wait, I'll
close with the scoop on the next project
for the West Coast division of EA's Jane's
group. After the completion of the latest
sequel to 688 ATTACK Sue, due this spring,
Paul Grace and his team plan a Jane's
flight simulation set in World War II. It's
the end of the line for the creaky US NAVY
FIGHTERS engine, though , so don 't look for
this product until at least Christmas of
1997, because the team is building an
entirely new simulation engine from the
ground up for this project.

SNEAK PREVIEW • FLVIMC CORPS

Unexpected Ace

Empire and Rowan's Latest Sim Is Surprisingly Realistic
by Denny Atkin
mpire makes heady promises
about FLYING COIWS, its
upcoming World War I flight
sim. You have to be pretty confident to claim your product
"~II "render other flight sims"
obsolete, and claiming that
computer pilots are "as smart
as their real-life counterparts"
is just asking for trouble.
Whether the product Mil come anywhere near to living up to those claim
Mil be seen when tl1e sim ships in midovember. But even in its unfini heel
state, it's evident tl1at the product will do
for Empire and Rowan's reputations a
developers of flight simulations what
Lo GB0W did for Origin's. FLY! G
Co1ws is a serious attempt at simulating
the first air war, one that looks ready to
surprise tl10se who've encountered the
previous arcadish efforts from this team.
IN THE BEGINNING

At tl1e start of the Great War, nobody
really knew what to do \vith the airplane.
Unarmed aircraft were used for reconnaissance, but tl1e respective am1ies had little
respect for the potential utility of air power.
Early attempts at air-to-air combat were

JOE CAMEL Because of the gyroscopic effect of the Sopwith
Camel's rotary engine, you'll get much better responses when
turning to the right in combat situations.

LOW AND SLOW Strafing supply dumps can cut off allied advances, but you'll have to

almost comical. Pilots tried to down other
aircraft using hotguns, rifles, bricks, bottles-even grapnels! One air tactics guide
advi ed pilots to force an enemy aircraft
down by getting above it and pushing
against the opponent's top Mng Mth the
landing gear. Air combat didn't get very
exciting until France's Roland Carros
mounted tl1e first successful forward-firing
machine gun on a Morane monoplane in
late 1914.
From that moment, the days of enemy
pilots flying carelessly by each other were
over. At first, air combat was mostly a test
of marksmanship. But 0011, a eries of
maneuvers-including the lmmelman,
plit S, and barrel roll still in use todaycame about, and air combat became a
test of flying skills. ames like Richtl10fen,
Ball, and Rickenbacker would soon be
revered- and fea red.
And if FLYING CORPS accomplishes its
aims, you too Mll fear these names. 1l1e
program takes you back to the era of
nascent air combat, when victory was
gained as much by individual creativity,
initiative, and reflexes as it was by combat
training and hardware capabilities.

CAMPAIGN TRAIL

FLY! GCo1ws Mil be set in tl1e latter
half of the Great War, 1917-18, and offer
four campaigns. These aren't typical scenarios that just drop you into the action as
an anonymous pilot for a series of redundant fighter sweeps and strafing nms.
The "Flying Circus" campaign puts you
in charge of Manfred von Richthofen'
Jasta II in May, 1917. But instead of dropping into tl1e role of the Red Baron himself, you instead fly as his brotlm Lotl1ar.
Witl1 Manfred on leave, you take command of the squadron and try to match or
break his kill record. But Albert Ball and
his 56th Royal Flying Corps Squadron
have other plans for you. This is your
chance to alter the course of history by
forcing tl1e encroaching British offensive
back, and making Lotharvon Richthofen
tl1e name tl1at history remembers.
Asimilar campaign puts you in tl1e
boots of Eddie Rickenbacker, America's
top World War I ace. Can you match hi
performance, lead tl1e 94tl1 Aero Squadron to victory, and Mn the Congressional
Medal of Honor?
These are scripted campaigns, as is the

SMEAK PREVIEW • FLYIMC CORPS
your perfonnance; tl1is dynamic campaign
should offer plenty of replay value.

Spring Offensive, which puts you in the
shoes of a rookie pilot and lets you fly
some training missions before your trial by
fire. But perhaps most intriguing is the
Battle of Cambrai , which does away with
the cripts and puts you in the skies over
history's first massive tank battle. You and
your squadron must prevent the massed
Allied tanks from reaching Cambrai. You'll
defend your field guns and attack allied
supply lines, aircraft, and artillery batteries.
111e battle front changes depending on

F

THE PLANE'S THE THING

LYING CoRPS includes 8 flyable World
War I aircraft, as well as 16 additional
types flown by computer players. Here's
the lineup:

----CENTRAL POWERS

FLYABLE AIRCRAFT

1

1

ALBATROS DII,
DIII, AND DV

FOKKER DR1

COMPUTER CONTROLLED AIRCRAFT
HALBERSTADT DII

AEG CIV
ALBATROS CV
FOKKER DVII
AVIATIK C

,

PFALZ 03

RUMBLER C
ZEPPELIN R

----T
ALLIES

,

FLYABLE AIRCRAFT

NIEUPORT 17

T

CAMEL

SESA

,

SPAD

COMPUTER CONTROLLED AIRCRAFT
BE2C
BRISTOL F2A
DH9
FE2B

,

RES
STRUTTER
PUP
SNIPE

1

Well-designed missions don't mean a
tl1ing without well-designed planes to fly
tl1em in. Happily, it looks like FLY! c
CORPS is set to deliver. In addition to
combing hundreds of books dealing with
VISffiNG THE BRITS A Fokker prepares
WW I air combat, Rowan has been workto lay waste to a British command HQ.
ing witl1 a test pilot at England' Old
view system used in tl1eir earlier games.
Warden airfield-who has actually flown
many of tl1e aircraft modeled here- to
Fu1 c CORPS features a virtual cockpit as
ensure authentic aircraft handling.
well as view keys. A Padlock view can be
set to lose track of a plane when it moves
The flight model, even in the alpha verout of your field of view or to "magically"
sion I've been flying, bears no resemblance to previous Rowan efforts. It looks
track planes even when they're obscured
like the days of jet-like biplanes are over.
by your wings and fuselage.
Graphics are nothing short of spectacAircraft handling feels good, with proper
speed bleeds in turns and climb , realistic
ular. The planes are sharp and detailed, as
stall behavior, and even torque effects.
is the landscape. The ground is accurate
111e idiosyncrasies of each aircraft are
enough that you'll be able to use rivers
properly modeled as well. For instance, the and roads to navigate to and from your
targets- lap maps will be included.
Sopwitl1 Camel uses a rotary engine that
Rowan used a combination of on-site
spins as the propeller does. The torque
and gyroscopic effects of this heavy spinresearch and WWI aerial reconnaissance
ning engine are properly modeled, making photos to create the terrain.
right tum dramatically
more effective than left.
Subtle effects such as the
engine pushing the no e
down in a tum are modeled as well.111e only problem with tl1e alpha version's
Aight model was too-easy
recovery from spins, an
inconsistency Rmvan plans
to address before the program's release. Less experienced pilots can disable
SIGN LANGUAGE Because WWI aircraft didn't have
spins, a well as torque,
wind, gyroscope, and slipradios, communication with wingmen is limited primarily
stream effects.
to hand motions signifying "break off" and "return."
The enemy Al wasn't
AWAITING TAKEOFF
fully implemented in the version I tested,
but Rowan's design documents indicate
FLYI c CORPS will include both DOS
that enemy pilots will fly according to their and Wm 95 executables, with the latter
plane's particular abilities and weaknesses.
supporting multiplayer play. Graphics resFor example, a Pfalz pilot will usually avoid olution is adjustable-you can bump the
combat unless he has a height advantage
standard 640x480 up to, say, 1600xl200 if
your machine can handle it.
that \viii allow him to dive and zoom on
the Allied planes. Look for some hectic
If fu1NC CORPS delivers on all its lofty
aerial melees- tl1e sim supports up to 48
promises, it has the potential to make tlie
planes in the air simultaneously.
Empire/Rowan team serious players in
Rowan has finally buried the horrid
tl1e simulation market. \
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Backto
Flight School
Gaining Air Superiority In BACK To BAGHDAD
by Robin G. Kim
ou feel like the po ter boy
for an ejection seat manufacturer. As a veteran
fighter sim jock, you
should be kicking b!]tt
and taking names against
the wimpy Iraqis in BACK
TO BAGHDAD (B2B).
In tcad, you're spending
most of your time hanging under a silk canopy. You've read the
documentation -what little there isand memorized the drills back-wards and
forwards, yet you still have this sinking
feeling that there are many things you
shou.ld know about your F'-16, but don't.
If you fit this description, take heart.
111e exvlanations and tactical tips that follow will enable you to make the most of

The BACK TO
BAGHDAD

strategy guide
continues on
this month's
CG-ROM,
where Robin
Kim will show
you the ins
and outs of
the sim's
radar system.

' ----'

not just Purple
Hearts.
AIR-TO-AIR

No matter which
mission you select,
you can always
count on a friendly
eye-in-the-sky
AWACS feeding
updates on airborne
activity to your Joint
Tactical lnfonnation Distribution
System
multiHOT STUFF The large blast radius of CBU-72 fuel-air explosive
function
display
bombs makes them ideal for toasting enemy convoys.
(MFD).'l11is ability
your plane's air-to-air and air-to-ground
to detect air threats long before they can
detect you gives you the initiative to diccapabilities. With practice, you'll soon be
earning Silver Stars after your missions,
tate the tem1 of the fight. Maximize this
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t 730 pounds, the B-61
tactical thennonuclear
bomb packs a huge wallop in a tidy_package. It
has no friends-if deliwred incorrectly,
it will kill you as readily as It does the
enemy. By kno.ving the proper deliwry
profiles, you can learn to stop v.orrying
and l<Ml The Bomb.
There are t'Ml basic release methods
that guarantee you v.on 't get caught in
the nuke's enonnous blast: high-altitude
level bombing and toss bombing. Reasonable accuracy requires CCIP Mode 2
be used on a target designated by ground
radar, near the primary objectiw.
The goal of each method is to end
up at least 30,000 feet aboYe ground
level by the time the bomb detonates. If
you start out aboYe that altitude, a sim-

A

pie level drop will do. Otherwise, release
while in a 40- to 45-degree pitch-up,
with enough momentum to take you
above the safe altitude threshold in

FLASH DANCE When a tactical nuke
goes off, you'll need to be at least
30,000 feet above ground level to avoid
being caught in its blast.

time. Note that the B-61 is a retarded
bomb, so this toss-bombing technique
'NOn 't grant you additional standoff

range, just more time to escape.
The HUD symbology looks the same
regardless of whether you use level or
toss bombing. The target won't be in the
HUD's field of view, so you must maneuver until the vertical steering line bisects
the target designator box with your
wings level. Watch the time-to-go indicator to know when to drop. Squeeze the
trigger when this number disappears,
one second after it reads "00:00. •
Coming in at such a high altitude
makes you a target for enemy interceptors and air defenses, so you generally
want to get in and out as fast as possible. In your haste, don't forget that the
bomb will not drop if you 're above Mach
1.2. When turning away, try not to dive
below 30,000 ·feet. If you do , damage
from the shock wave is certain.
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advantage by leaving
your radar off as long
as possible.
When you decide
to engage, it \\~II typically be from beyond
visual range, using
AJM-120 ~RAAM
medium-range missiles. 'T11e computer
pilots are fearless, and
will drive in to fire MIOAlamo at you even
LIGHTEN UP Selecting your centerline fuel tank before you
though they know the
enter combat allows you to jettison it quickly when you need
missiles you launch
extra maneuverability.
will get to them first.
M-!Os employ semi-active radar homing
distinct tactical disadvantage afterwards.
guidance, so they're supposed to stop
The preferred option is to prevent a banguiding if the launching aircraft is
dit from launching at you in the first
destroyed. In BZB, however, they remain
place.
a tl1reat no matter what, making mutual
Dropping chaff will break any aircraft's
kills a distinct possibility. While it's possiradar lock on you, forcing ii to spend 4 to
ble to dodge an Alamo (see "M issile
5 econd regaining the lock. The trick is
Evasion" sidebar), ii would put you at a
to deploy a chaff bundle every 3seconds,

---.,

I

eliminating any chance of radar locking
onto you until tile bandit's taken out by
your AMl½AM or you pass each otl1er
and enter a visual range dogfight. 'n1is
technique consumes a large portion of
your total supply of chaff, but for rendering deadly radar-guided missiles impotent,
it's well wortl1 tl1e cost.
lf your AJM-120s aren't 100 percent
effective (as is usually tile case), one or
more bandits will survive to engage you
close in. Should you decide to stay and
fight, jettisoning unnecessary external
store will boost your turning ability significantly. Al\11 RAAMs are heavy enough to
be a liability in a dogfight. In tead of wasting tl1em at tl1is stage, try to fire tilem
before tile merge, launching two at each
target when they can still do some good.
From tilis point on, it comes down to
your dogfighting skills versus tile computer pilots'. Just remember to keep your
speed up and refrain from hauling all tile
way back on the stick unless absolutely
necessary.

I
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efeating missiles presents quite will tell you the direction it's coming from .
a challenge in 82B , as they
Turn toward it. When you see the missile,
track you quite tenaciously.
turn to put it 40 degrees off your nose. This
The key ingredients to avoiding
allows you to judge the missile's range by
a SAM or air-to-air missile are airspeed, sitits smoke trail , and it forces the missile to
uational awareness, and
steer out ahead of you .
good technique.
Speed is essential-the
Spoofing heat-seekers
faster you go, the more
is relatively easy. Droplead the missile must pull.
ping a flare every 3 to 4
Switch to the forward-up
seconds until the missile
cockpit view and roll to put
passes you by often
the missile directly above
works all by itself. The
you . When it's 3 or 4 secimportant thing is to
onds
away, break hard into,
MISSILE BREAK When an incomknCJIN a missile is
and
then
past, the missile.
ing missile is three to four seconds
inbound. This can be difThis
method
works consisfffl'dy, it's time to start a maximum
ficult, because the missile
tently if your timing is
G break tum into it.
launch warning system is
good-and if you have
extremely unreliable. It's generally best to
enough airspeed. Here 's why: When the missile is leading you, its seeker head will rotate
play it safe and drop flares whenever a bandit appears to be even close to firing parato one side in its gimbals to stare at your
meters.
radar return . A well-timed break turn forces
Radar-guided missiles are a whole differthe seeker to turn so far to track you that it
ent ballgame. They are not easily fooled by
hits its gimbal limits because the missile
chaff or jamming, so your best defense is
body can't alter course quickly enough to
compensate. Once the gimbal limits are hit,
to outmaneuver them . First, you must spot
the missile. The Threat Warning Indicator
the missile "goes stupid" and stops guiding.

D
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AIR-TO-MUD

For ground attack missions, B2B provides a good variety of ordnance types to
I
I
choose from. Selecting an appropriate
I
I
''I mix for the target at hand can greatly
I
increase your chances of succe .
I
I
I
Togetiler, tile electro-optically (EO)
guided weapons, which include the
GBU-10 glide bomb and tile AGM-65
Maverick, are good choices for attacking
a wide range of targets. They are deadly
accurate and can be deployed from any
altitude. And owing to a deficiency in tl1e
, GBU-10 modeling, there's no blast radius
to wony about. One or two GBU-10
can demolish almost anytliing. Witil its
smaller warhead, tile Maverick is best
suited for destroying ground vehicles or
parked aircraft, tilough two hits will
usually take out a ship.
Because each weapon type's seeker
can be slaved to a target designated by tile
ground radar, ls actually possible to guide
multiple weapons toward different targets
simultaneously, greatly increasing tile
' amount of damage you can do in a single
pass. It's not realistic to do tilis for tl1e
GBU-10, but neitiler is being able to use it
at all, since your simulated F-16 does not
I

I
I
I
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missiles will be more likely to
hit tl1e ground than your F-16.
Keep your speed up to minimize your exposure time.
All your missile weapons are
fully effective at tl1ese altitudes,
but except for tl1e GBU-10,
bombs will not ann before they
hit tl1e ground. If they did, the
blast would surely kill you. The
solution to both problems is to
loft the bombs by pitching up
and releasing while in a climb.
BIG PICTURE It's a lot easier to find and lock onto
the right target when using the full-screen version of If the climb angle is shallow, tl1e
impact point will still be visible
the EO MFD.
in tl1e HUD and you can use
If you decide to carry dumb bombs
tl1e nom1al CCI P aiming procedures. for
instead of tl1e fancy EO weapons, hitting steeper climbs, use tl1e toss bombing
metl1od described in tl1e sidebar "The
moving targets in particular becomes
Bomb." Either way, roll past 90 degrees
much more difficult. You have to estiimmediately after release and make a
mate lead manually, so use CC lP
hard diving tum to escape the explosion
Mode I and place the pipper ahead of
your target. 'l11e shorter the bomb's flight
and return to the sanctuary of low altitime, the less lead
tude. From tl1e time you pull up until tl1e
you have to factor
the moment you level off in the weeds,
in. So the best propump out chaff and flares and use your
file when attacking
jammer if you have one.
ground vehicles is to
DAMAGE, DEATH,
come in from
behind, 500 feet off
AND RESURRECTION
the ground - just
Nobody's perfect. Some missions in
high enough for
82B are so tough that even the best sim
your bombs to am1
pilot will inevitably take some hits. You
can do without most systems, but a workbefore they impact.
ing engine is obviously essential for avoidMk 82s have such a
ing a long walk home. If you see you have
small kill radius tliat
they are useless for
an engine fire, don't panic. Just shut down
the engine, restart it in flight, and it'll be as
this task, so stick
good as new. Even catastrophic damage is
wi tl1 Rockeye cl usBOOM BOOM By learning how to guide multiple smart bombs simultane- ter bombs or fuel-air
not that big a deal in the sim, because
ously, you can wipe out half a convoy in a matter of seconds.
~plosives. Against
ejection almost always succeeds.
am1ed warships, this
If tl1e Iraqis get lucky and manage to
technique is suicidal. Cive in and use
pickling. It does, however, have the disdown you before you can eject, there's
still a way to continue your career. Go to
tinct advantage of working witl1 as many
smart weapons instead.
targets as you have weapons. 'l11e procetl1e pilot selection screen and click on
LOW AND FAST
the shiny metal harness buckle in the picdure is simple: lock up a target on ground
radar, launch a weapon, break the lock,
Regardless of tl1e ordnance you're totture at the top of tl1e screen, tl1en click
on tl1e OK button. It will remain
select the next target, lock and launch,
ing, approaching a heavily defended tarand repeat as necessary.
get is no easy task. Unless you use standoff depressed. ow click on the pilot you
You may sometimes want to allocate
weapons and trust your ECM pod to prewant to recover and watch tl1e OK butmultiple EO weapons to a particularly
vent SAl\tls from killing you before you
ton pop back out. Your pilot is now
tough target. Simply press the trigger
can drop your load, the safest approach is
restored, and tl1e events of the pre\~ous
repeatedly while the radar designates a
to ingress clown on the deck. Flying below mission become notl1ing more tl1an a
target; all of them will lock onto that
bad dream. Wake up, get back out tl1ere,
80 feet \vill render you practically imone target.
mune to SAMs and AM. Even air-to-air
and do it right this time!4i:
cany a laser designator. just pretend it
uses 1V guidance, like the Maverick.
1l1ere are two ways to do multiple targeting. 171e first involves locking onto a
target with the radar, which automatically
slaves the EO seeker to that same target,
then manually deselecting the target in
the EO MF'D and locking onto a second
one. If you then release two weapons, the
first will aim toward the EO MFD's target
and tl1e second "~II head for the target
being tracked by radar. ·n1ere's no way to
check that the second target is within tl1e
gimbal limits of the second weapon's
seeker, so point the plane roughly toward
tl1at target just to be sure; if the seeker
can't see tl1e where tl1e radar is looking at
launch time, it will not guide.
171e second metl1od relies only on
radar. 'l11is means only tl1e first target
selected can be vi ually identified in the
EO MF'D, unlike the previous method,
which allowed you to see both before
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Command
Decisions

Battle Plans For Bea ting Four Great Strategy Games
get a lot of questions every
month concerning tips
and winning strategies. Try
as I might, tl1ere's no way
that I can give detailed
answers to every question.
So this month I'm devoting the column to hints
and tip . Since we've
_ _ __. focused on real-time
games lately-witil our multi-installment
articles on WARCRAFT 11, I'll focus on
some tum-based standbys.
SID MEIER'S CIVILIZATION II
In high-difficulty games, such as King
or greater, tile Oracle allows you a lot of
flexibility. Doubling tl1e effect of temples
allows you to build tl1at big economic
base witil each city. It also adds to your
offensive firepower, since citizens tilat
would u ually revolt witil troops on the
march under Republic and

1
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Wan:nll 11
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Mallll'IIIIIIDI
Rallroad Tycoon
9 Cllllnlllll&C.-,
10 Wllltonls II
11 Dane II
12 Reach for Ille Slars
5
6
7
8

...........

13
14 Ogre
15 lllrwsllllllllll&Malll:

Democratic governments are rendered
oddly content by tl1e Oracle's vague yet
persuasive powers.
The best weapon of ancient times,
however, is the Great Library. Many players use tl1is to fake tl1eir research, mm~ng
to a near-total ,varlike economy, secure in
tile knowledge that tiley will never be too
far behind in crncial technology.111is
strategy can backfire, tl1ough, if one civi-

MicroProse

EA
Maxis
MicroProse

li7..ation gets so far ahead in
technology that a second civ
doesn't discover tile advancetl1e crncial prerequisite for garnering discoveries via tile Great
Library.
A much better use of tile
Great Library is to actually step
up research in an area different
from your opponents'. This way
you get tile benefits of tileir
research, plus tile applied fruits
of your own labor. Meanwhile,
if you have a solid economic base, start
building the same Wonder of the World at
two different cities. Even if you build tile
Wonder at one city, don't change to sometl1ing el e, but leave tl1e other city building in limbo. Soon your adversaries \vill
discover sometl1ing tilat you really need,
which you tl1en pick up witl1 tile Great
Library. At tilat point, you can switch your
production over to tile Wonder associated
witl1 that technology, since most of the
funds needed are already allocated. l
often use this technique to snatch
Leonardo's Workshop or Women's
Suffrage from unsuspecting computer
opponents (it works pretty well in games
ofCNJ ET, too).

Blizzard

EA
MicroProse
MicroProse

Weslv.ood
SSG

Weslv.ood
SSG
Sir-Tech
Origin/Steve Jackson
NewWorld

PANZER GENERAL
The Windows 95/Power PC version
has created an upsurge of interest in tl1is
best-selling game. The biggest strategic
omission I notice when playing games via
e-mail is that would-be Rommel are so
busy buying high-powered Pzlll/ tanks
and Pionere infantry tilat tiley neglect to
buy recon units. You might get by with
, this when playing against tile computer at

'meet
' I'll
your
Great Library
and raise
you two
squadrons of
Focke-Wulf

190s. ' '

THE EXPLOSIVE
NEW STRRTEGY GRME
FROM THE CRERTORS
OF MILLION-SELLER
COMMRND & CONOUER
Su~ VGA Graehics• intensify

realism and excitement
Multiplay features include Internet
Head-to-Head• and 8 player IPX
Fight over land, sea and air.
Thirty new units and structures to
choose from including MIGS, spies,
destroyers, submarines and more
Now battle' ,naps are twic~ as

Two CDs-one for you and one
to lend to your favorite victim
Create and trade battle maps with
new terrain editor
Three game difficulty settings
Dozens of close-ups and action movies

RII the power. None of the responsibilit~ .

Internet access tonight! * Play against
competitors across the world with
Westwood's FREE Chat Program**
"Windows " 95 version only
.. Requires existing Internet access

TERRY COLEMAN
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STAR GENERAL looks like it will be one of this season 's hottest games, but SSI shows no intention
of stopping there: they plan to bring the popular
series back to WWII next year with PACIFIC GENERAL
and a PANZER GENERAL sequel. Both will feature
refinements to the classic system , with the possibility that the Pacific theater conflict will allow you
to play both Douglas MacArthur and Tomoyuki
Yamashita. I can see the add-on packs now:

Kursk for tl1e 37th time, but wily human
opponents will exploit your lack of battlefield intelligence. Save yourself some hassles; at least buy a couple as auxiliaries.

Anotl1er mytl1 tl1at needs busting is
"Over-reliance on air power will get you
into trouble when the rains fall ." Perhaps,
but many Russian tanks tl1at laugh at
German artillery can easily be dispatched
by experienced ju87 dive bombers. And
fighters are more than mere escorts -a
Focke-Wulf 190 built up to
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3
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OlmllDnCnlSldar
Ballleground: Walertoo

TIIIISma.Prowt
Pelfecl General
PacllcW•
WM' In Russia
Flllll C11111ta111Jr I

Kamikaze General and Generals of the Long March .
Talonsoft 's first real-time game, AGE OF SAIL , has
developed so rapidly that it should make Christmas. This has caused other games in the pipeline
to shift: BATTLEGROUND: ANTIETAM should still be out
in 1996; the shifting sands, however, will move
the next 20th-century installment of the se ri es,
BATTLEGROUND: SINAI, to sometime in the spring
of next year.

►

13-15 strengtl1 can poke a few holes in
even tl1e toughest annor.
Rain and snow turns are often just as
welcome to tl1e Gem1an as tl1e Allied
player. ·n1ey form a good opportunity to
pump air squadrons up to overstrengtl1 status, to upgrade air units (particularly
Mel09s to FW190 ), and simply to refuel
aircraft witl1out having to worry about
reprisals from tl1e otl1er side's air units. Best
of all, you can't be shot clown by antiaircraft fire, so send a couple of fighters deep
into enemy territory-again, Focke-Wulfs
work best, due to tl1eir long range- to find
tl1e holes in your opponent's defenses.
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
The Confederate side in tl1e 1863scenario is probably tl1e hardest to win. A lot
of players try to keep Grant out of Vicksburg, but tl1is ties clown a lot of troop , and
"Unconditional Surrender" Grant is tough
to beat on tl1e battlefield. If you abandon
Vicksburg, striking toward Memphis is
tempting. Problem is, tl1e Union navy and
Yankee reinforcements from Cairo make it

,

SSI

nearly impossible to hold tl1e city for long.
A better option is to combine John ton's
and Pemberton's troops, feint against
ashville, and invade Kentucky. Even if
you encl up retreating soutl1, you should tie
up a lot of Union force .
Alternatively, Longstreet's idea of sending a corps from tl1e Army of I orthem
Virginia to assist Bragg in Tennessee is a

BAD DAY FOR SADDLESORES Zulus
should always target British cavalry, to
reduce their recon capabilities and
reduce enemy morale.

good gamble. Keep in mind, however,
tl1at this leaves Lee at the mercy of an
Anny of tl1e Potomac not yet depleted by
Gettysburg. What you do depend on
how many more miracles you believe
"Marse Robert" has left in him. In any
ca e, tl1e Rebels won't be able to invade
Mal),Jancl or Pennsylvania tl1is summer,
perhaps never again.

lnterstel

360 Pacific
SSI
SSI
SSG
SSI
SSI
Atomic/AH
Talonsoft
HPS Simulations
QQP
SSI
SSI
Avalon Hill

PC/Mac

PC

PC/Amiga

PC
C-64

PC/Mac

ZULUWAR!
A very aggressive trategy witl1 tl1e Zulus
may pay off against a novice Brit, but tl1e
key to winning against veteran Anglophiles
is to limit tl1eir mobility. First, balance tl1e
contest byselecting the "variable Kraal"
option, to frustrate tl1ose players who have
tl1e Zulu setups memorized. TI1en tl1e
Zulu player should target tl1e Anglo--Alliecl
cavalry; tl1e loss of cavalry probes will deny
tl1e British player tl1e data he needs to plan
coordinated attacks. ~
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Rebel Generals

Both AGE OF RtFLES And ROBERT E. LEE Strive To Be
The 19th Century's PANZER GENERAL
by Terry Coleman
'II never forget a Civil War reenactment I witnessed as a child.
The tight fom,ations of the soldiers a they marched were in
sharp contrast to their coarsely
woven, sometimes patched, unifom,s of Confederate butternut
and Union blue. Combatants on
both sides sported 11~re-rim
glasses, many chewed tobacco,
and some took the realism too far by having holes in their shoes. There were bitter
defenses, brave charges and countercharges, and the glint of bayonets in the
summer sun. But the most distinct memory I have of tl1at day is tl1e smell of gunpowder, accentuated by the thunderous
roar of cannon.
lt i tl1issenseofmartial beauty-the
sound , mells and pageantry- mixed
with the all-too-real terrors of the battlefield that botl, ROBERT E. LEE: CML WAR
GENERAL and WARCAME Co smucnoN

ROBERT E. LEE :
CIVIL WAR GENERAL

Price: $59.95
Required : 486 processor, Windows 3.1 or better, 4MB RAM, 14MB
hard drive space, SVGA
graphics, Windowscompatible sound.
# of Players: 1-2 (hotseat, modem or e-mail)
Designer: Jeffrey Fiske
Publisher: Sierra
On-Line, Inc.
Bellevue, WA
(800) 757-7707
Reader Service #: 340

Srr 111: ACE OF' RIFLES try to capture. 'nie
graphic representations of units &om both
games recall stylized miniature soldiers,
and the bases on the RI FLES figures, in particular, wouldn't have been out of place in
a 19th-century tabletop game. LEE even
goes so far as to call itself
"So realistic you can
smell tl1e gunpowder."
While my childhood
memories might wish for
just tl,at, I do ~~sh
Sierra' marketing would
tone it down. Such quibbles aside, botl, these
games have a lot of historical flavor to go with
tl,e pretty pictures, for
RO BERT E. LEE It's tempting to overuse your
which any aficionado of
leaders in the front lines. While you might survive
19tl1-century conflict can
without Longstreet, Early or Hood, each of these popcount himself fortunate.
ular leaders has a tremendous positive effect on
morale-the most crucial factor in combat-so you 'll
AGE OF TRANSITION
thrive by keeping "Old Pete" and the rest of your senior
The true link between
officers healthy and happy. In fact, the most straightfortl,e apoleonic conflicts
ward way to win the campaign is to prevent Stonewall
and '17,e War to End All
Jackson's death at Chancellorsville; "Lee's right arm "
Wars, tl,e American
makes a huge difference at Gettysburg and Washington.
Civil War began 1vith

smoothbore muskets and fini hed with
tl,e telegraph, ubmarines, trench lines
and machine guns. LEE choo es to focus
specifically on tl,is conllict, while highlighting the fighting genius of its most
famous general. And tl1ough RI FLES has a
broader scope- covering every major
battle from tl,e Mexican-An,erican War to
the Russo-Japanese conflict at tl,e tum of
this century- it simply takes a longer
view of the transition in technology and
battlefield doctrine during this period
when tl,e common soldier was still king.
Partially because you don't have to
manage air, land and sea forces (or Ores,
Dragons and magic spells), botl, games
are fairly simple to learn. LEE ha a nice
video tutorial included right on the CD,
and RIF'LF.S has a generic "Civil War" tutorial scenario to get you marching and firing volleys in a hurry. Each game allows
you to tum off the hexgrid outlines, and
their attempts to distance themselves
from traditional wargame don't stop
tl,ere.
LEE take the position tl1at while smallanns weapons might fire up to 400 yard ,
tl1ey were only effective up to 200 yards.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Antietam Twice Told

1
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

In LEE, Use Jeb Stuart's cavalry to blunt the Union threat
from the North. Most of the Yankees aren't available as
"reinforcements" until the time McClellan got around to using
them historically.

r

t

In ME OF RIFLES, the fighting centers around the middle
and lower bridges, but with a twist: You can 't win a
decisive victory unless you take the Union VP hex
across the creek.

r

The toughest early fighting in Lee occurs around the famous
Burnside Bridge. Take o_ut those sharpshooters, then pull back
from the bridge one unit at a time, delaying as long as possible.
When set to "super tough," the Al is even more aggressive than "Fighting Joe" Hooker was at the actual battle,
leading to historically high casualties in the famous
Antietam cornfield.

r

t

The correct~ to outflank an enemy unit in LEE: directly
opposite from the first attack. Af, the Confederates, you must
counterattack vigorously if you want to win at Antietam.

Rtzhugh Lee is your 99-strength ace reserve. Since RIFLES
rates formations more on training and morale than head
count, this unit can repeat its fine showing at the bloodiest day of the Civil Wa[

r
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Price: $59.95
Required: 486, 4MB
RAM , 10MB hard drive
space (65MB recommended). SVGA graphics, Sound Blaster- or
General MIDI-compatible sound.
# of Players: 12 (hotseat or e-mail)
Designer: Norm Koger
Publisher: Strategic
Simulations, Inc.
Sunnyvale, CA
(800) 245-4525
Reader Service # 339
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-------------------------------------------------,

hoosing weapons in Rosrnr E. LEE is a lot like
upgrading in PANZER GENERAL: You never have
enough money to buy every v.ieapon you need.

C

-

So the designer set the map scale at 200 yards per hex, which
allows each unit equipped with mall-arm to fire at a range of
one hex and only one hex. Since cannon may fire farther, of
course, this does create an obvious qualitative difference between
tl1e two major anns. To compensate, units witl1 Springfield
repeating rifles, for example, are given proportionally higher firing
strengths than 1848 flintlock muskets, for an equivalent number
of men. This design decision makes LEE's combat system a lot
easier to assimilate than that of, say, BATILECROU D: SHILOH,
but cutting down on the micro-managing also removes a lot of
tl1e tactical flavor.
RIFLES, on tl1e otl1er hand, varies its scales from l00 to 400
yards per hex, depending on the battle being depicted. And
unlike LEE, RI FLES lets you hoot to the e>.ireme length of your

t

Start by purchasing cheap rifles such as the 1842
Palmetto musket. Enfield rifles are nice, but you won't
be able to afford the ammo.

DO YOU KNOW THE WAY TO SAN JOSE? If you're into obscure

t

Cavalry weapons are easier: Just load up on sawed-off
shotguns.

t

The six-pounder cannon is best: nice firepower (10),
cheaper reloads, range of 6 is plenty in heavily
wooded Virginia terrain.

r

battles, RIFLES has Chileans and Peruvians facing off at Arica in
1879-acquired taste, indeed.

range, leaving you to decide whether it's wortl1 expending the
ammo for diminishing returns. When you take aim at an enemy
unit, tl1e color of tl1e targeting cursor shows blood-red for pointblank fire, orange for average, and so on, down to green for minimally effective fire -an elegant visual aid that speed play and
aids in decision-making.
A MATTER OF FACING
ZOCs- Zones Of Control- those hallowed old warhorses of
tum-ba ed games gone by, are nowhere mentioned in tl1e manuals or READ.ME files of either LEE or RI FLES. in LEE, ZOCs are
just like tl1e hexgrid outlines, because even if Qike the design
team) you try to conveniently ignore tl1e existence ofZOCs, tl1ey
still restrict movement. ZOCs don't affect combat in LEE, but
that's nary a problem, given the one-hex limitations of small-arms
combat.
In RI FLES, ZOC don't exi t, per se. ln tead, moving next to an
enemy draws reaction fire, which may stop tl1e moving unit dead

Ori inal Scenarios Created With The
AGE OF RIFLES™ Game Editor.
Computer Gaming World and SSI Present
The AGE OF RIFLES Scenario Design Contest!
You could be the lucky one who pockets $1000 cash or a beautiful
art print depicting a 19th century military scene! Simply create and
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in its tracks. Having a "field of fire" is
essentially the function that a traditional
ZOC perfom1s in other 19th-century
games. 1l1e major difference here is that
the movement resbiction when moving
adjacent to an enemy i not absolute.
Each w1it in RI FLES is given a standing set
of orders for when to fire, as indicated in
the chart.
Thus, you see that if an enemy med to
run through a gap in your line, he would

By comparison, uni ts in LEE have
merely march-column and combat-line
fom1ations from which to choose, and no
rules for facing. This scarcity of choice,
combined 1vith the rigidity ofZO C
resbictions, would seem to limit LEE's
flow of play, when compared to the freewheeling movement through hailstom1s
of bullets that characterizes RI FLE . Well,
yes and no. LEE is meant to be simpler to
play, but it has a lot of subtleties. Chief
--------- -· ------------------· -------------~II among these are the speI
Reaction Distances At 1DD Yards III cialty units: Shotguns offer
I hard-hitting firepower 11rjth
Type of Fire
Reaction At ' little manpower expendiFrie fire ................. 3 Hexes
ture. Sharpshooters have
Nia fire ................. 2 Hexes
an increased chance of
taking out enemy leaders.
WIIIFlrl ................... 1 Hex
Clllt8r Fire .......... weapon Range
Stragglers return when
111111 fire .............. No Reaction
unit morale improves, and
tl1ey increase upply---------------------------------------------' since tl1ey weren't around
first be engaged at 3 hexes away, then 2,
before to fire any shots.
tl1en at point-blank range, provided that
Also, its easy to tell when you're
you had given proper orders to your
behind an enemy unit in RIFLES. To outdefensive line. Conversely, if all your units flank a unit in LEE, you must attack it -ArjtJ1
holding a particular position were flailing
two different units from exactly opposite
away at long range Mth weapons illsides. There is also a vaguely explained
suited to tliat purpose, you
might find tl1at tl1e enemy
force moved tl1rough your
field of fire relatively
unscathed to outflank you!
All units in RIFLES mu t
face a particular direction,
which detellllines their front,
flank and rear hexes. Additionally, units may be in any
of the folloMng fom1ations:
line (best for combat), supported-line (fair), marchparities from conflict to conflict between
column (mobile), attackarmies of different nationalities. In the American
column (great for melee),
Civil war scenarios, for example, cavalry is used
defensive (in forts); or that old
more for reconnaissance, with some dismounted
apoleonic standby, a square.
fire capability that is appropriately less than comWhen their morale breaks,
parable infantry units. By contrast, most profesunits become disordered as
sional European armies, particularly British
well. RIFLES goes to great
Lancers, have a high melee rating, making them
lengths to provide realism,
perfect to run down retreating enemies. Trying this
accounting for fatigue on the
tactic, though, against high-morale units-espemarch, skinnishers, and even
cially those with plenty of ammunition-will quickstragglers, all handled effortly show ~u why the Charge of the Light Brigade
lessly by tl1e game system and
was never repeated.
interface.

"Now here's the
leader, driving
on 17..."

"And WOW, he
really smacked
that one ..."

"Yes-but it
looks to me
like i t's slicing
way left ..."
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algorithm tliat penalizes a unit each time
it is attacked by an enemy of equal or
greater force. Tediou , perhaps, but it
works pretty well in practice. Both games
handle charges realistically: In RI FLES, the
charging units must undergo a morale
check; Lee makes you spend Army
morale to entice your tired soldiers to go
"once more into tl1e breach," a nice
touch.
111e din of battle fairly bursts from your
speakers, witli tl1e digitized creams of
RI FLES getting tl1e edge, although tl1e
outhem-drawl voiceovers of LEE offer a
pleasant bridge between scenarios.
Similarly, the animated sequences of
RIFLES for each individual firefight can't
touch tlie professional movie clips of
Lrn's battles (filmed at a Civil War reenactment). 'lnen again, many gamers
will eventually tire of tliese and tum them
off, just as they did tlie then-revolutionary
animation of PANZER GENERAL.
NO PENINSULAS HERE

Comparing tl1c incredible number of
scenarios (over 40) and campaign in
RI FLES to tliose of LEE seems unfair, since
tlie latter covers only tlie eastern tl1eatre

of the American Civil War. Even so, Li<:E
does cut a few comers. It includes First
Bull Run for historical perspective,
although Bobby Lee wa n't tl1ere. ·n1at's a
nice gesture, but mo,~ng immediately
after that to Second Bull Run in tlie campaign is misleading.
You see, Joe E. Johnston, a fine tactician, wasn't particularly loved by his men,
so Jefferson Davis removed him from
command. Replacing Johnston was
Davis's military advisor- Robert E.
Lee-whose only other campaign had
been a disastrous loss of West Virginia (it
was to become a Union state in 1863).
eitl1er tl1is campaign nor "Marse
Robert's" coming-out party versus
McClellan outside of Richmond are
included. Where are the struggles of tlie
Seven Days' battles, where Lee's Amiy of
ortl1em Virginia was forged, forcing the
uperior Union forces clown the peninsula? Surely tl1ese scenarios would have
added more deptli and more tactical
challenges to tl1e campaign game,
besides giving gamers a glimpse into the
beginnings of Lee's legend.
Once you get past these omissions,
however, LEE docs a good job of showing

Reactive Crowds
"And it's headed
right towards
the crowd ... "

"Ooohh"

"That's gonna
leave a mark"

t

19TH-CENTURY STYLE The unit editor in RIFLES lets you outfit your army in forage caps,
polished helmets or even pinstriped pantaloons.
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the ebb and flow of Civil \Afir combat.
econd Bull Run requires that you delay
with Stonewall Jackson while Longstreet
outmaneuvers tl1e Union anny. Chancellorsville is a march and counter-march
desperation whirh,~nd worthy of Frederick tl1e Great.171e Wa hington scenario
actually makes more sense here than the
similar battle in PM'ZERCE ERAL,
because it offer a historically logical follow-up to a resounding Confederate victory at Cettysburg. 171r0ughout all the
battles, the Al performs pretty well, but a
you'd expect, it fa res better in the role of
Grant than Pope.
THE LONG MARCH

In any collection of 40-plus scenarios,
a few ,viii inevitably fall flat. 171e stacking
limits of two units per hex put a crimp in
more than one scenario. But considering
that some of the conflicts covered in
RIFLES are hardly the most exciting material from which to craft wargames -take
tl1e Russo-Japanese War, please - the
overall quality i remarkably high. '17,e
weapons of the Me.xican-American War,
for instance, pale in killing power to
those of later conflicts, requiring that you
master different tactics in each campaign. Moreover, tl1e campaigns of
RI FLES are every bit as difficult and
addictive a those of PANZER GENERALhigh praise, indeed.171e Soldier Queen
is my favorite, a multifaceted romp
through an era when the Union Jack flew
in every comer of the world. You pit your
Maxim machine guns against spear-carrying Zulu warriors, put down uprisings

in India, and even duke it out with old
European adversaries in the Crimea.
If the campaigns aren't enough to keep
you enticed for hundreds of hours, simply
link existing scenarios into a new campaign.17,e cenario editor of RIFLES is
much better than that ofTANKS!- it even
lets you create troops of fictitious nationality, complete ,vith uniforms that you
design - and is the single biggest edge
that RIFLES enjoys over LEE.
So which is better? Currently, ROBERT
E. LEE ha the mo t entertaining Civil
War campaign, but it isn't up to the
superb BATTLEGROUND: SHILOHas a
recreation of Civil War combat (keep in
mind that Talonsoft needed some time
to hone its craft as well). It also has some
curious omissions in terms of battles and
i n't as fully realized a RIFLES.
ACE OF RI FLE , for its part, is incredibly ambitious, and sometimes slips.
Already, complaints are hitting SSI about
tl1e annoying play-by-e-mail bugs. While
the documentation is adequate, some
may wish for more strategy tips. Others
may miss tl1eir familiar ZOCs. Still, few
games of any genre realize so many of
the lofty goals for ~ hich RI FLES strives. A
game that refuses to sacrifice eitl1er history or fun, it stand as onn Koger's
ma terpiece - a game that will be
played by many gamers for a long, long
time to come-and deservedly o. In the
end, if you must buy only one of these,
get RIFLES, but real Civil War fans
should pick up LEE as well, so that the
historical flavors can mingle on their
hard drive. ~

ROBERT E. LEE

AGE OF RIFLES

► APPEAL:

For anyone interested in
the Civil war's most legendary military leadet

► APPEAL:

► PR05:

► PROS:

Solid Al; nice period
graphics; entertaining Civil war
campaign featuring the most
famous battles.
► COMS: Ques

tlonable scale;
light on tactlcal
detail; some of
Lee's most
Important battles
are Inexplicably

left out.

Hitting stores this fall

... look out for
the most exciting
tournament golf
game you've
ever played.

A must-buy for anyone
remotely interested in 19th-century

warfarL
Captures the flair and fun
of the era without compromising the
history; over 40 different scenarios;
robust editor; wonderful campaigns;
excellent Al. A winner through and
through.

► COMS:

Some
PBEM bugs;
merely adequate
manual; stacking
restrictions limit
some scenarios.

"This is NOT
your typical
golf game!"
(You will take a 2 stroke penalty
for hitting the spectators)
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~ 'Z' Marks
The Spot

Virgin Rres Ott AReal-Time Strategy Game
With Humor And Surprising Depth
by Martin E. Cirulis

the C&C model, however, Z has
ave you found
little robot soldiers fighting over
yourself playing
battlefields composed of several
COMMAND&
"territories." Each territory has a
CONQUER lateflag, and usually contains eitl1er a
ly and thinking,
radar installation or automated fac"Gee, thi is
tory. Whichever side captures the
fun-but I wi h
territory flag gains control of the
stuff blew up a
structure in tl1at territory. Once you
little better and
capture a factory, you can begin
tl1ings weren't
producing units. All units are free,
so damed grim?" Well tl1en, do
but they require time to produce1have good news for you: It
the
more powerful the unit, the
BOMBS AWAY Don't be fooled by Z's humor and graphics;
looks like the cybergods have
it takes. As you gain control
longer
underneath is a strategy game with lots of twists and depth,
smiled upon your needs once
of
more
territories, your factories
including units with pretty good Al that require different strateagain and delivered a game
become
more efficient and units
gies of usage.
tl1at will satisfy. Virgin and
are produced more quickly. 111i is
those nutty Bitmap Brotl1ers have come
tl1e excellent quality of most of the bits
good when you are winning, but it means
up with a fun little COMMAND &
and their amusing nature can give a weltliat it becomes awfully hard to dig yourCONQUER clone called Z, which provides
come respite from the usual teeth-gritting
self out of a disadvantageous position.
tension of real-time wargames.
some interesting tactical challenges while
Also, factories do not stop production
keeping the tone on the cartoon side of
when the territory changes hands, and the
the street.
THE COGS OF WAR
computer player ha an annoying habit of
Your mission is to make the galaxy safe
As fa r as the warfare itself goes, what
seizing a flag just 3 seconds before the
for Red Robots everywhere by crushing
you are really looking at is an excellent
attached factory produces its unit.
the despicable Blue Robots who tl1reaten
quick-'n'-clirty version of COMMAND &
Ultimate victory is only achieved by
peace everywhere because tl1ey...are not
destroying the Blues' fort in their original
Co QUE!\ stripped down for speed and
Red, I guess. Your first clue tl1at you have
playability. All the
entered a very silly universe is the intromarching units and
duction, where you meet your two Red
shoot-outs have
been maintained,
Robot pilots. 111e e rocket-fuel S\\~lling,
mechanical beach bum rejects are
but the concept of
delivery men for the tin-can Patton,
base-building has
been dropped in
Commander Zod- tl1e android who
directs you to battle -and they serve as
favor of capturing
your comedic reward; you get to view
territories, a step that
their hi-jinks after completing every battle. makes tl1e game less
Parents should be warned, tl1ough: These
complicated but
Robo buffoons are meant to entertain
reduces the tactical
GOING BALLISTIC Explosions are huge affairs in Z; sparks and
adults, and the swearing flies frequently.
difficulty of the
shards fly all over the screen, body parts and machinery soar
Hard-core gamers may be annoyed by
game only slightly.
into the sky, and all that shrapnel actually does affect gameplay.
In a S\\~tch from
the funny animation, but for tl1e rest of us

r

Price: $49 .95
System
Requirements:
486-66, 8MB RAM , 2x
CD-ROM drive, VGA
graphics, 20MB hard
drive space, DOS 6.0;
supports most major
sound cards.
# of Players: 1-4 (IPX
network)
Protection: None (CD
must be in drive)
Designer: Bitmap
Brothers
Publisher: Virgin
Irvine, CA
(800) 87 4-4607
Reader Service #: 341
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CD-ROM DIGIZINE
Experience digital erotica first hand. IQ Magazine
presents it's new CD-ROM edition .
This first ever adult
-1191!-~
multimedia magazi ne puts
erotic exploration at your
fingertips with every issue.

Rosie StrotEgils

TRY ONE
FOR FREE!!

A

Just call 800.999.7995 to get
yours now.

.

S&H S6.95 Discretion Assured

couple of tactics
will make your

career as commander of the

Red Robots a little easier and less

frustrating.

arrera. Only
'em coming,
your hands
rillerl

The first time you see a battlefield, don't 'M>rry too much about
winning it; instead, give some initial troop mOY8ment orders to
neart,J territories. Study what is
out there. what you need, and the
best path to get to it. Sometimes,
a unit 'M>n't choose the best
route automatically, so for key initial territories that you must race
to captun,, plot short, optimized
routes for your units to follow.
Use cheaper units like Grunts or
~ to grab vehicles and

onLv 544

15 levels of 1-on-1 action .
Battle against 6 hot
opponents in this all out
food fight frenzy.

onLv 539

enes

ing strategy planned out, restart
the level and execute those
moves as fast as
you can.
The fine art of production can
take a little getting used to. Only
produce Grunts early in the campaign, for seizing unowned vehicles; after the initial land grab by
both sides, switch to more versatile units. However, don't set all
factories to produce heavy units,
as a lot can go wrong while you
wait for the best to roll out of
manufacturing. It does you no
good to have three factories producing heavy tanks if enemy
jeeps roll up and take the territories because you have no units in
defense. In general, the closer to

" • Adult Video News
shots. Pick the girl. Pick the
the scene. You have total

I
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I

I
I
I
I
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Are Asian women your cup of
tea? An ancient game is all that
stands between you and your
Asian fantasy girl.

I
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I
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Starring Virtual Victor
You control Victor's every
move. Satisfy the Sirens ... or
die trying!

e

onLv 549
Duke F'Em-380D
He's everyth ing Duke Nuke 'Em
always wanted to be.
More levels than any other
adu lt game!
2069: SexOdyssey
44
The Black Book
29
Buttman's BBBabes
44
Crystal Fantasy
27
CyberPhotographer 36
CyberXperience 4CDs 54
Dream Machine 2
44
Diva X Rebecca
39
Girlie Game

39

Hollywood Bely Dbl 29
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OutPost69
Rodney Rubber
Samurai Pervert
Seymore Butts 2
Space Sirens 2
Sushi Bar Girls

Tabloid Beauties
Virtual Sex 2
Virtual Sex Shoot
Virtual Valerie 2
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34
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39
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22
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WHAT TO BUILD... Unlike in Command & Conquer, there is no base-building in
Z. Instead, you have to capture territories with factories. Build defensive guns as
soon as you can because the enemy hammers iNRJ at you constantly.
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I
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guns, il1d save precious Snipers
and 'Rlughs for defending your
claims. Once you have your open-

the front lines ~ur factory is, the
cheaper the unit you should be
producing there.

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

_____________________________________________________________ JI
I

starting territory.
Tuer~are an interesting array of
units. They initially come across as
overly imple, but once you start
ordering them around the map, you
come to appreciate some of their
novel twists. 1l1e Sniper unit is an
excellent example of this: At first, it

seems to be a simple rifle unit with
extended range, but once in combat
you realize they are capable of killing
off the crew of a vehicle so that any
ground
booper can then capture it. There
are six types of boops, seven kinds of
~continued on page 307
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Falcon jet stick
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$96

'COMMAND

&
CONQUER RED
Al.ERr WWII
never happened.
Hitler never rose
to power. Instead, Joseph
S1alin and his Red
Aney are plunging Europe into a
bloodbath of terror. Do you command the Allied
Forces? CD$48

'HARPOON

~

Advncd Grv Usnd PNP$120
Altc ACS55 Spker Sys $169
$58
$96
CH F16 Flightsttk
$36
CH Flightstick
$28
CH Fl~ht Stk:k Pro
$48
CH Game card 3 Auto $25
CH Mach 3 Joystick
$25
CH PC Gamepad
$18
CH Pro Pedals
$74
CH Pro Throttle
$98
CH Throttle
$62
CH Virtual Pilot Pro
$69
Diamond 3D 2000 XL $177
Graphics Brasier 201 $109
Graphics Blaster 202 $133
Graphics Blaster 302 $179
Gravis Eliminator Crd $19
Gravis Firebird
$58
Gravis GrtP Controllr $84
Gravis GrtP Pad 2 Pak $24
Gravis PC Game Pad $19
Gravis Phoenix Joystk $83
Gravis Thunderbird
$43
Head-On Game Modm $175
Head-to-Head cable
$26
Interact PC Pro Pad 6 $25
Joystick Extend cable $9
Joystick Y-Cable
$9
Joyswltch
$38
Lgltech Wing Mn Wnfor $85
Lngltech WingMan
$26
Lngitech WingMan Extr $45
Mad ca12 Stmg Wheel $69
Microsoft Nat Kyboard $91

~

::~: ~:::::; !~ Pr::!

~ Msoft SWndr W MW2 $74

'

Mso1t Sldwndr Pro Pd $39
SUPRA 28.8 EXT
$144

o SUPRA 28.8 Fax EXT$199

'MASTER OF
ORION
II'
Population
growth
has
outgrown planetary
resources. Acting
as
powerful
emperors, players start with
one colony and
control
how
resources are
used. CD$46

'STEEL PANTl£RS 2' Rght
tank vs. tank in
this contemporary
tactical
squad
level
game. Lead asingle platoon Of up
to an entire batlalioo while you
battle the enemy in various conflicts fonm the 1950s on,
including Korea, Vietnam and Desert Stonm. You can
even experience what Wol1d War Ill would have been
like by creating your own "what if' situation. CD $43

1775-1820'
Delivers an excellent blend of
exciting
Real
Time 3-D perapective naval
combat With the
pageantry and
grandeur of beautif ully rndered
sailing vessels
from the Tall Ships
era!
CD $42

SUPRA 33.6 F/M Ext $194
SUPRA 33.6 F/M INT $164
Sound Brasier 16 Val $95
Sound Brasier 32 IDE $152
Snd Brastr Edutalnmnt$299
Sound Glxy BX2/Spkrs $29
Sound Glxy NX2/Spkrs $29
Sound Scape Ensoniq $129
SoundDrive 16 SCSI $139
SoundOrive 16EZ ISA $109
Space Orb 360
$89
Stealth 64 2MB VRAM $299
Stealth 64 2MB DRAM$129
TM Driving Control T2 $108
TM Fl 6TQS
$108
TM F22 Pro
$124
TM FlC F16 System $108
TM FLCS Limited Ed $399
TM Flight Contr Pro
$99
TM Flight Control Sys $52
TM Game card
$25
TM Pro Pray Goll Sys $559
TM Rudder Contr Sys $98
TM Weapon Cont Sys $88
TM Wiz.Pinball Cntrt $32
TM XL Action Control $24
TM XLC Joystick Bundi $44
Tllrstmster Pham Pad $47
Tllrustmaster GP1
$74
UDS Lilestyle 28.8 INT$139
UDS OL Srtr 28.8 EXT $189
US Rbtcs 14.4 PV EXT$137
US Rbtcs 14.4 PV INT$115
US Rbtcs 28.8 PV EXTS229
US Rbtcs 28.8 PV INTS189
VFX1 Vlrt Realty HG $802
Verbal Commander
$42
Vrlid 30 Sound
$29
-Yamaha SBS 300 Spkr $88
Ymha Wvsn:e SW60 $185
ZOOM 28.8 Fax EXT $169
ZOOM 28.8 Fax INT $159

' IM 1 A 2
ABRAMS'

The
player commands
a platoon of four
tanks, or an entire
company team
with other vehicles, artillery, helicopters
and
artillery attached
all from a variety
of external views
and a multi zoom
map view. CD $45

'AGE OF SAIL

'THE

f1l'

You're sitting in
the frigid waters
off the Norwegian
Sea, you discover
you've stumbled
upon a submarine
hidden in the
Bastion. Your goal
is to destroy
everything that
p<events you from
gaining sea control.
CD$44

CH F16 Comba1sticl<
CH F16 Flghtersticl<

'DIABLD' As a
young boy, you
return to your
village to find it
razed and your
family
dead .
Exploration of
the countryside
reveals that a
similar fate has
befallen all the
neighboring
towns, except
for one. CD $46

answer somewt-ere in the unexplored reaches of
the
Kessari
Quadrant You're
in control of a
star fleet, searching hundreds of
planets. CD $47

DIVIDE:

ENEMIES WITH·
IN' You wake up
from an eons
long sleep onty to
find yourse~ on a
forsaken planet
filled With angry
mu1ants. You've
got to outsmart
them, outblast
them, and escape
from this hell
hole.
CD$48

'SECRETS CJ' 1l£ WXDR' Embark on a mysterious,
danger ridden journey into an ancient pyramid.
Spectacular 3-D images and animations come to l~e as
you explore conidors of traps and puzzles.
CD $42

Amok
$46
Area 51
$37
Blood 30
$48
Captain Ouazar W95 $39
Corridor 8
$42
Crusader No Remorse $48
Crusader.No Regret
$34
Cyber Gladiators W95 $45
Dark FO<tes
$48
Dartt Fon:es Jedi Knlgh1$47
Dark Vengeance
$45
Die Hard Tnlngy
$46
Doom 2 W95
$45
Duke Nukem 30
$45
Duke Nukem Forever $46
Eradicator
$42
Anal Doom
$46
Firefight
$38
Heretic Shad Serp Rdr $37
Hexen Death Kings
$25
Hexen W95
$50
Hyper!lrade
$40
MOK
$44
Marathon 2
$44
Marvel 2099 W95
$34
Necrodome W95
$39
Powerslave W95
$42
Quake Shareware
S10
Rebel Moon Rising W95S45
Shadow Warrior
$49
Siege
$45
SkyNET
$44
Space Hulk 2
$44
Star Trek Genrtns W95 $48
Terra Nova
$35
The Fallen
$44
Time Commando
$40
Ultimate Doom
$31
Uttimate Doom W95 $37
Virtua Cop
$42
War Gods W95
$45
Zombieville
$44

7th Guest 2 W95
$44
7th Guest
$29
Ace Ventura
$41
Aden Quest W95
$43
Advntres on Lego Isle $35
Albion
$42
Alien Odyssey
$34
Alien Trilogy
$46
Alone in Dark 3
$33
Anarchy
$41
Assassin 2015
$38
Athanor
$40
Azraels Tear
$39
Bad Mojo W95
$48
Batman Forever Arcade $34
Beavis Butthd Virt St $33
Bedlam
$46
Beowulf
$45
Bioforge
$19
Birthright W95
$48
Brack Diamond
$44
Brast Chamber W95
$40
Bum Cycle
$34
Calla 2095
$47
Callahans Crstm SaloonS42
Chewy Escape F5
$44
Chronicles Sword
$38
Chronomaster
$24
Clrde of Blood
$43
City of Lost Children $44
Clandesliny W95
$44
Congo
$38
Creation
$52
Creatures
$33
Crow:Clty Angels W95 $42
Curse ol Dragor
$41
Cyberia 2
$48
Cyberia
$37
D W95
$44
Daedalus Enctr W95 $29
Dame Was Loaded
$34
Dark Earth W95
$46

Dark Eye
DarkSeed 2
Dawn of Oartmess
Day of Tentacle
Death Gate
Death Trap Dungeon
Dlscwortd 2
Dive
Double Trouble
Down in the Dumps
Drowned God
Druid Daemons Mind
Dune
Echoes
Ecstatica 2
Entomorph
Extracters
Fighting Fantasy
Fork in the Tale
Frankenstein
Full Throttle
G-Nome
Gabriel Knight 2
Guardians of Destiny
Hand of Fate
HardJack
Harvester
Heart of Darkness
Hellraiser
Homicide
Hunter Hunted W95
I Have No Mouth
In First Degree
Iner Shrinking Hero
lndestructibles
Indiana Jones Desktop
Inherit the Earth
Interstate 76 W95
Into the Shadows
Iron John Hawk
Island of Or Moreau
Joe's Apartment W95
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$39
$45

$44
$14
$23
$42

$44
$45
$40
$39
$39
$39
$29

$48
$47
$35
$29
$40
$45
$32
$45
$43
$40
$46
$25

$48
$46
$55
$52
$40
$45
$28
$46
$43
$44
$19
$24
$48
$48
$45
$40
$44

Journeyman Project 2 $46
Jumanji
$42
$43
KGB Files
K07:Princeless Bride $25
$42
Killing Time W95
$38
Knights Chase
$44
Lawnmower Man 2
Legend of Don Huang $44
Leisure Suit Larry 7 $48
Ughthou,.
$48
Lion
$42
LSI Fis Shrtk Hims 2 $42
Mission Cde Millenium $34
Mission Critical
$39
Monstrous City
$44
Mummy
$42
Myst
$48
Myst 2
$52
Mystery of 7 Manslons$35

Nemesls

$43

Nee-Hunter
Neve mood
Noir
Normality
Obsidian W95
Odyssey
Orion Conspiracy
Outlaws W95
Pandora Directive
Phantasmagoria 2
Phantasmagoria
Pranettall W95
Police Oust 5 SWAT
Presto
Promised Land
CAD
Qin Tomb Mid King
Rama
Ravage D.C.X.
Redjack's Revenge
Retum to Krondor
Reverence

$34
$47
$43
$46
$45
$44
$36
$47
$46
$55
$52
$44
$47
$45
$41
$42
$39
$48
$39
$46

$45
$43

'MADDEN 97' Includes over 100 current, All time,
Super Bowl and secret teams to choose from.
Draft a team from a pool of NFL stars or create
your own.
CD $48

Riddle Master Lu
$35
Ripper
$48
Rivers of Dawn
$41
Riverworid
$45
SPOR
$45
Scrutiny
$37
Sea Legends
$36
Second Wortd
$45
Secret of the Luxor
$42
Shadoan
$38
Shannara
$42
Shivers
$37
Simon Sorceror 2
$40
Skyborg Into the VortexS44
Snow Crash W95
$44
SnowJob W95
$39
Solar Crusade
$44
Sout Keeper
$44
Space Bar W95
$44
Spycraft W95
$47
Star Trek Judg Rt Coll $38
Star Trek Voyager
$48
Stardisk
$44
Steel Legends
$42
Super Stardust
$35
The Dig
$47
TimeLapse Anc. Civil $46
Trtanic Jrny Out Time $44
Tme Wrp Dr Brain W95 $38
Tomb Raider
$40
Toonstruck
$48
Touche
$34
Trouble is My Biz
$46
Under Killing Moon
$19
Urban Decay
$39
Utopia
$36
Varuna's Forces
$45
Void Pirates
$43
Voyeur 2
$42
We Are Not Alone
$45
XenoPhage
$46
Zork:Nemesls
$53

30 Ultr Pbll Crp Nght $42
30 Ultra Pinball
$40
Agle Warrior F111 W95 $33
Aqua'Tak
$42
Battle Srayer
$42
Battle Sport
$33
Beavs Btthd Lttl Thgs $19
Blades of Rage
S34
Corpse Killer
$35
Crime Patrol
$19
Crystal Calibum
$27
Crystal Skulls
$40
Daggers Rage W95
$29
Deadly Skies
$38
Deadly Tide W95
$42
Oi~de W95
$44
Double Switch W95
$44
Earthworm Jim 1&2 $34
Full Tilt Pinbll W95
$24
GEX W95
$34
Galaxis
$38
Gear Heads
$33
Go-Man 47
$44
Grid Runner W95
$29
Hammer Slammers
$46
Hive 2
$38
Hyper 30 Pinball
$34
Iron Man/XO
$42
Krazy Ivan
$44
Last Bounty Hunter
$32
Lode Runner Net
$25
Looney Labyrinth Pball $29
MS Reim of Arcde W95$29
Mass Destruction
$35
Maximum Surge
$35
Metal & Lace NR13
$27
Mission: Impossible
$40
Monster Island
$44
Mnty Pythns Wste Tme $36
Mortal Kombat 1&2
$26
Mortal Kombat 3 W95 $46 Moto x
$35 ~

i

'TOMB RAIDER'
Dive into the
action packed
fantasy world of
infamous adventurer Lara Croft, in
her quest to
retrieve the legendary "Scion".
Explore an environment
that
takes you through
jungles, ruins and
more! C0$40

7: Meet Commander
Zod.
You'll answer to
him as you lead
armies of beer
swilling, drunken
robot soldiers
from planet to
planet destroying
everything that
stands in your
Wirf. Get off your
ass, princess. This
iswar! CD$44

'3-0 ULTRA PINBALL: CREEP
NIGHT'
Play
short 3-5 minute
games, hitting
targets
and
ramps and mak·
ing shots in the
bonus mode. Or
0c:__-J• ~~a,r11■ guide your ball
,..,..,_..,._....... past craters and
robots through 4
different playfields. CD $42

WARGAME CONSTRUCTION SET 3: AGE OF
RIFLES 1848-1905' Recreates 19th century warfare
and concentrates on an era where infantry and
artillery were the hallmarks of the day.
CO $42

'll.!XD & t.WlC
The 1st ever real·
time, strategy
computer game
based on a never
before seen area
of the most popular All&D l'olrtl, tte
Forgotten Realms,
where you comrra-d abrcm r.rYJe
of clams fl epi:
~a~and
evil.
CD$46

The
battle
between the evil
ores and the noble
humans rages on.
With powerful
new allies, terrifying new creatures
and ingenious
new weaponry,
the struggle for
the domination
of Azeroth continues. CD $46

'T HRU STM A S TE R
GRAND PRIX
1' Gives you
the competiedge
tive
with
variable throttle
and brak ing
at yo ur fingertips and lightning fast thumb acti·
va ted shif tin g. Securely clamps to you r
desktop . Total steering range is 180
degrees of travel.
$74

' F L Y I NG
CORPS' With a
superb
land·
scape, accurate
fl ight model and
in
depth
research, Flying
Corps is the ulti·
mate in World
War 1 flight simulation that will
quite
simply
take your breath
away. CD$42

'NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL '
Captures all the
color
and
pageantry of
America's #1
college sport.
Pick one of 64
Division One
teams and take
it
to
the
National championship. C0$44

'DUNGEON KEEPER' As an ultra evil sorcerer who
has collected a hoard of treasure over decades of
thievery and other mischief, you now retreat into
your dungeon to enjoy your unjust rewards. CD$45

'LINKS
LS'
Watch the divots fly, see the
fog roll in, or
watch your ball
back up on a
wedge
shot.
New
control
panel and easier
interface,
modem/network
play and amazing course accuracy!
CD$46

'DESTRUCTION
DERBY
2'
Challenging
new tracks that
are longer, wider
and faster with
hills, jumps and
high
speed
banked corners!
Get on a collision
course
with
crumple zones
and hit and run
mayhem! (D $47

WARCRAFT 2'
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Peg Leg
$32
Pinball Construction Kit $34
Pinball Fantasy Dix
$29
Pinball Illusions
$29
$29
Pinball Mania
$33
Pinball World
$30
Pink Panther

PittallW95
Prize Fighter
Pro Pinball The Web
Psycho Pinball
Raw Pursuit
RayMan
Rebel Assault 1& 2
Revolution X
Road Rash W95
Rocket Jockey
Royal Flush Pinbll
Scorched Planet W95
Shell Shock
Sonic the HedgehOQ
Space Jam
Space Pirates
Space Runner
Spud 1
Squeezils
Street Fighter Movie
Supreme Warrior
Sur1ace Tension
Tanktics
Tetris Gold
TigerShar1<

$43
$47
$28
$25
$35
$43
$29
$44
$42
S42
$22
S40
$34
$30
$33
S32
$42
$30
$40
$28
$39
$30
$35
$25
S42

nme Pockets

$46

Toh Shin Den
$44
Vector Man
$39
Virtua City PD
$39
Virtua Fighter
$42
Virtual Pro Pinball
$40
WWF-ln Your House $40
Worms
$34
Wonns Reinforcements $25
~ XMen Chldrn Alom W95S42

i

=

Aces Collection

$25

Arthlves 2:Star War, $47
Attack Stack
$24
Best of Sonic Collctn $35
BulttrOQ Pak
$22
Delntve Wargme Coll 2 $34
Fntsy Gnrl Strat Bndl $34
Gamer Variety Pack
$29
Gangster Bundle
S23
ID AnthOIOQY
$64
Jet Pack
$19
Kilrathi Saga
$34
Kings Quest Anthology $25
Legend KYrandia Series $25
leisure St Larry Anth S25
lost Adventures
$29
MSQapak 5
$32
Might & Mag~ Tnl
$19
Mile High Club
S26
Mystery Collection
$19
Origin Pak
$29
Pnzr Gen Strt Gd Bndl $19
Police Quest Antholgy $25
Populous 2/Pwrmongr $15
PowerHits Battltch
$16
Quest for Glory Anth $25
Rapid Fire Pak
$29
SU-27 Strat Gde Bndle $29
Space Quest Anthology S25
Star Control Collctn
$19
Star Trek Emissary
$46
Take Ten
$19
The Archives 1
S27
Top 50 Games
S16
Top 50 Games
$16
Treasures Pack
$15
Treasures Pack 2
$15
Turning Point
$24
Ultimate Game Collctn $29
War Chest
$19
Wing Comm 1 & 2 Dlxe$32
Zool Bundle 1 & 2
$19

ADD Three Worlds
$26
Alien Legacy
$30
Anvil of Dawn
$34
Arch Mage W95
$48
Arena Deluxa
$47
Betrayal at Antara
$48
Cobra Mission
$29
Curse of Azure Bonds $16
Cyber Space
$38
CyberJudas
S29
Dar1<Sun2
$19
Dark Sun Online W95 $15
Death Keep W95
$39
Dlablo
$48
Die By the Sword
$48
Dungeon Master 2
$25
Elder Scrolls 2
$49
Halls of the Dead
$38
Iron & Blood
$42
Knighls Xent NR18 UG $5
Knights Xenlr PG 13
$34
Lands of Lora
S22
Lands of Lon, 2
$48
Lords of Midnight
$46
Pools of Darkness
$19
Ravenlott Strahd
$41
Ravnlft 2 Sin Prop
$46
Rittwar Legacy
$23
Rims Ark Shadow Riva $48
Secret Silver Blades
$19
Skyreatms ol Jorune $33
Star Trail
S36
Star Trek Deep Space 9 S26
Siar Trek TNG Collect $69
Star Trek TNG Fnl Unity $46
Stonekeep
$30
Terracide
$42
Ul1ima 7 Series
Sl 5
Uttima 8 Pagan
$1B
Ultima Undrwld 1 & 2 $15
Unlimited Adventures $19
Wizardry Gold W95
$32

1943 Euro Air War
$44
A.T.F. Gold
$46
A10 Attack
$48
A10 Tank Killr 2 W95 $48
ACS Marine Fighters S25
ACS Navy Flghtn; Gld $34
AH 64D Korean Ops
$26
AH 64D Longbow
$51
ATF Nato Fighters
$22
$44
Accelerator W95
Aces Deep 2
$48
Across the Rhine
$45
Air Cmbt Nvy Firs 97 $45
AirCmbt Pacfic 1942 $16
Air Combat Pacific Gold$34
Air Warrior 2 W95
$44
Airpower
$35
Alien Alliance
$48
Apache W95
S42
Archimedean Dynsty $44
Armored Ast 2
$49
Army Air Corps 42
$48
Battle of the Ironclads $46
Battlecruiser 3000
$45
Big Red Racing W95 $29
Black Knight
$46
Burning Road
$44
Comanche 3
$49
Command Aces W95 S25
Complete Grt N~ Btls $32
Confirmed Kill
$42
Conquest ol the Skies $48
Daytona USA
$39
Dead End
$44
Death Drome W95
$42
Demon Driver
$45
Descent 2
$48
Descent Bundle
$26
Deslruction Derby
$37
Des1ruction Derby 2 $47
EF 2000 Tactcom
$38
EarthSiege 2 W95
S40

F-22 Lil)htlng 2
$49
F16 Flghtng Falcon
$48
FA 18 Hornet
$48
Falcon 3.0
$16
Falcon 4.0
$52
Falcon Gold
$52
Fighter Duel 2 W95
$39
Fighter Duel Pro
$34
fighter Ouel Pro Net $38
Flight Unlmtd W95
$36
Flying Corp
$42
Flying Nightmares 2 $42
Flying Saucer
$45
Formula 1 Post Seasn $40
Formula One
$44
Fury Cubed W95
$39
Ganymede W95
$44
Great Naval Battles 4 $43
Great Naval Battles 5 S44
Harr~r 2020
$45
Havoc W95
$44
Hellbender W95
$3B
Hind Helicopter
$44
Indy Car Reno 2 W95 $48
Indy Car Rcng Comp $25
Jet Aghter 3
$49
M1A2 Abrams W95
$45
Mclaren at LeMans
S42
MechWarrior 2 Add On $26
MechWarrior 2 W95 $47
Mechwrrior Mercnries $48
MegaRace 2
$39
Microsoft FS 6 W95 $54
Mig Alley
$46
Mnstr Trek Mdnss W95 $45
Msoft FS 5 Europe 2 S40
Msoft FS5 Air Rescue $40
Msott FSS Bizjet Coll $32
Msott FSS flight Shop $52
Msott FSS Objct Dsgnr $46
Mud Kicker
$45
Nascar Racing 2
S4B
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Naser Reno W Trek Pek $47
Need Speed Gold W95 $45
Ral~
$39
Sail 95
$36
Screamer 2
$44
Shattered Steel
$48
Ship of the Line W95 $44
Silent Hunter
$46
Silent Hunter Patr11
$15
SimCopter W95
$38
Super EF 2000 W95 $40
Super Motocross W95 $33
TFX EF2000
$45
Test Drive: Ott Road
$42
The Condemned W95 $48
The Dar1<enlng
$49
Thunder Truck Ral~
$47
ne Aghtr Coll
$29
Tom Clancys SSN
$45
Top Gun Fire at Will
$44
Trophy Bass 2
$49
Viper.Oper Rd Set W95 $35
Virtual Karts
$25
Werewll Vs Comanche 2$49
Werewolf v Comanch $33
Whiplash
$46
Wing Comm 2 Deluxe $15
Wing Comm Academy $15
Wing Comm Armada $15
Wing Commander 3 $31
Wing Commndr 4 W95 $42
Wings of Glory
$1 B
Wipe Out
$19
Wipe Out XL
$47
World Ral~ Fever
$44
Wond of Combat
$33
Wrld Circ Gran Prix 2 $44
Wnd Circ Track Attck $42
X-Car Exprmntl Ren
$44
X-Wing Collector
$24
X·Wing Vs n, fighter $54
IF-22
$44

ABC Monday Night FB $52
APBA Baseball Broadcst$37
APBA Pro Boxing
$38
Extreme Street Hockey $42
FIFA Intl Socc 96
$40
FIFA Soccer 97
$45
Fly Fishing
$30
Frank Thos Baseball
$44
Frnt Pg Gtt AddOn W95 $24
Fron Page Football 97 $48
Front Page Basebll 96 $48
Front Page Golf W95 $48
Front Pg FB Pro 96
$48
Gone Fishin'
$25
Grand Slam '97 W95 $44
Hardball 5
$40
Hooves Thunder W95 $35
Legends FB 97 W95 $43
Links LS
$48
Links Pro Courses ea $19
Links Pro 386
$19
Lunar Golf
$44
Madden Football 97
S4B
NBA Live 96
$40
NBA Live 97
$45
NCAA Champ Bsktbll $44
NFL OB Club 97
$41
NFL Total Control Net $45
NHL Hockey 96
$44
NHL Hockey 97
$46
NHL Powr P~ 96 W95 $41
Open Ice
S45
PBA Bowling 2
$35
PGA Tour 96 Sawgrass $19
PGA Tour 96 Spnsh By $19
PGA Tour 96 Wentwrth $19
PGA Tour Golf W95
$37
SimGolf
$3B
Solid Ice
$38
Strange Golf W95
$39
Striker '96
$33
Triple Play 97
$48

i 1@HM111 i
1830 RR/Rbbr Baron $34
7th Legion
S4B
Aden General W95
$39
Advancd Civilization
$39
Atterlife
$46
Age of Emplros
$48
Age of Sall
$42
Agents of Justice
$48
Allegiance
$34
Ancient Emplrs W95 $29
Ares
$42
Ascendancy
$44
Battle Bugs
$19
Battles of Destiny
$12
Blood & Magic
$46
C & C Red Alert W95 $48
caesar 2
S47
Caesar 2 W95
S4B
Capitalism
$42
Celtic Tales
S34
Chaos Ovenords W95 $29
Citiz BckW1r Attr
$42
Civilization Network
$25
Civilization
$19
CMllztn 2 W/W95
$42
Colonization
$25
Comm Conq CVrt Ops $22
Comm Conqr Red Alert $48
Command & Conquer $47
Command & Conquer 2$48
Commnd & Conqr W95 S4B
Complete carriers War $42
Conquer
$19
Conquerer AD 1086
$25
Conquest New Wond S46
Constructor W95
$44
Dark Earth Strtgy W95 $45
Deadline
$32 .o
Deadlock
$47 ~
DestinyW95
$45

lii

g

Dominion
Dune 2

$41 0'
$29

'THRUSTMAS-

IDI F-22 PRO'
Wrth a powder

THE lAST BLITZKRIEG' will put
you in the heat of

coated
metal
base, glass filled
ABS haoole, metal
gimbal mechanism, and rea,,y
gauge spring tension, the F-22
PRO gives yoo the
edge you need in
advanced tactical
warfare. $125

Hitler's
last
chance at v'ctory
in the West.
Detailed battles,
new land combat
system, six scenarios, replay feature for reliving
battles, network
and
modem
play!
CD $41

top selling trading
cam game is now;
for the first time,
an intera:tive mu~
tiplayer online
computer game.
It's an addictive
fantasy game featuring wizards,
exploration ,
adventure and role
playing. CO $46

'ENTOMIIEO' will
pit yoo against an
ancient civilization's technology,
their
insidious
traps and a deep
underlying mystery of monurrental consequence.
Anned with only
thediaryofaprevious coileague, yoo
must solve the
mystery. C0$16

'THE PANDORA DIRECTIVE' Travel along three
different paths to any of seven different endings
on your quest to dissect the unnerving mystery
surrounding the Roswell UFO Crash. 6 CDs $46

'NEMESIS: THE
WIZARDRY
ADVENTURE' A
unique combination of elements
creates rich gameplay destined to
revolutionize the
adventure/rpg
standard. 4 CD's
packed
with
extravagant multimedia, deliver an
epic story. CO $44

'rtA-18 l«lRt£T'
There's 28 different Persian Gutt
combat missions
to test your si<ills,
you can blow up
everything from
ammunition
depots using the
M61 Vulcan cannon to MiG fighters with an
AIM9
Sidewinder! CD $48

'MAGIC:

THE SETlliRS
II' After fighting a
losing battle with
the raging sea, a
brave people find
themselves
stranded on an
un i nhabited
island; their ship
destroyed. These
Brave Romans
must rely on
to help

C0$39
'l£R(8

MIGHT
IW6IC

tr

Having

aliens have landed, and the
humans suddenly
find themselves
atop the endangered species list
The odds are a
million to ooe, but
Ouke
Nukem
knows what's got
to be done. Kick
alien butt! C0$45

crushed his enemies, consolidated
his power base
and eliminated dissent, Lord lronfist
settled down to
rule the land of
Enroth. Mer 25
years the land is
again thrust into
tunnoil. C0$34

l 1R1h\OOMI li@HIM!fl
Dungeon Keeper
$45
Emperor of Fadng SunsS42
Empire 2 W95
$24
Empire Dix Mstr Ed

$19

Enemy Nations W95
Escalation
Exploration

$42
$29
$40

Flight Commander 2

$39

Forbes Corp Ader Gme
Free Enterprise
Front Lines
Galactic Mirage W95
Gender Wars
Grandest Fleet
Hammer of the Gods
Hardline
Heroes M&M W95
Heroes Might & Magic
Heroes of M & M 2
History of WMd
Into the Void
Jaggd A/Inc Odly Game
Jagged Alliance
Jutland
Lemmings 30
Lords of the Realm 2
Lost Admiral 2
M.A.X.
Machiavelli the Prince
Magic Gathmg Stralgy
Master of Magic
Master of Orion
Master of Orion 2

$45
$39

Mission Force

$34

$41
$42
$16
$28
$34

$34
$34

S34
$40
$44

$43
S25
$19
$37
$48
$39
$49
$19
$42
$35
$19

$46
$48
$34

Navy Strike
~ New Horizons
~ Ocean Trader

$34

:! Offensive

$36

i OrionBurger
~ Outpost

0 Pizza Tycoon

Planetary Raiders

$44
$39
$25
$25
$45

Return Fire W95
$37
Rogarioan Agenda
$39
Romance 3 Kingdoms 4$34
Sabre Team
$12
Second Conflict
$34
Sentient
$44
Settlers 2
$42
Shadow of the Emperor$35
Snattered Nations
S46
SimCity 2000 Collectn $51
SlmCity 2000 W95
$51
SlmClty 2000 W95 Net $51
Simlsle
$35
SimPark
$34
SimTower
$31
SimTown
$33
Space Marines
$44
Spaceward Hol 4 W95 $24
$42
Star Base
Star Control 3
$47
Star General
$43
$46
StarcrattW95
Starship Troopers
$39
Syndicate Wars W95 $46
Theme Par'<
$19
$19
This Means War
$42
Total Mayhem
Tranpsort Tycoon Dix $42
$29
Wages of War W95
Warcmt2
$46
Wan:ratt 2 Add On
$29
Warcraft Ort/Humns S29
Warhmmr Shd Horn Rt $43
Wariords 2
$19
Wariords 2 Dix
$41
Warwlnd
$43
Wooden Ship Iron Men $39
Worids of Wonders
$44
X-Com Apocalypse
$45
X·Com Terr frm Deep $41
X-Com UFO Defense $19

z

$44

'CH PROOUCTS
PRO THROTTl.f'
You can easily
master the si<ies
with this authentic
lefl-haooed throttle, modeled after
the throttle found
in the F-16 jet.
Featuring 20 program ma b I e
functions and a
three year warranty!
$98

'OUt<E NUKEM
:ll' /lss stompin'

()"

AND

THE
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m
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Arcade Action Ktt
$12
Arcade Clscs W95
$29
Avatar Prine Conflict $38
Avery cardozas Casino $24
Avery cardozas Poker $24
Battleship W95
$41
Bridge Dix 2 Omr Shrf $32
Bridge Olympiad
$16
Bvs & Btthd Cllg Drf<s $19
Bvs & Stthd WnrTal<es $19
Gard Players Paradise $31
casino Champion
$24
casino Deluxe 2
$25
Celebrity Poker
$28
Chess Wars
$38
Chessmaster 4000 W95$34
Chess mates
$33
Chessmstr 5000 W95 $35
Clue
$40
Connections
S34
Dealers Chee Collect $22
Dinosaur W95
$29
Dragon Dice
$44
Game Maker 3.0
$36
Golden Nugget W95 $29
Hoyle casino Coll W95 $15
Hoyle-Blackjack W95 $15
Hoyle-Poker W95
SIS
Hoyle-Solitaire W95
$15
Hoyles Clsc Crd Gm $26
Incredible Mach 3
$36
Island Casino
$19
Jeopardy Platinum
$28
Klik & Play
$29
Lodoss War 1
$14
Lodoss War 2
$14
$18
Lodoss War 3
Lodoss War 4
$18
Magic Gathemg W95 $45
Masterpiece Mansion $39
$28
Mega Maze
$40
Monopoly

Monty Py1hn Holy Grall $39
Muppet Treasr Island $40
Origamo
$14
01hello
$28
Paparazzi
$19
Peri Plyr Poker W95 $24
Pinball Arcade
$28
Pool Master
$12
Power Chess W95
$38
Power Poker
$15
Puzzls of Trtbyte W95 $19
RiskW95
$41
SNL 20th Anniversary $9
Scrabble
$41
Shanghaii 2
$19
Shanghall Grt Mm W95 $26
Shanghai! Grt MomentsS26
Simpsns Vrtl Sprngfld $42
Software Toolwrks Ref. $39
Solitaire Dix W95
$25
Solitaires Journey
$16
TV Guide Crossword $12
Take Break Crosswords $9
Take Your Best ShotCD $14
Tang Chi W95
$25
Trivial Pursuit
$25
USCF Chess
$40
Ultima Trivia
$16
Ultimate Yahtzee
$28
UniV9rsal Neveriock
$19
Vegas Games 95 W95 $24
Video Game Solut 2
$9
Virtual Chess
$34
Virtual Pool
$40
Virtual Pool W95
$40
Virtual Snooker
$19
Virtual Vegas
$13
Virtual Vegas 2
$24
Wayne's Worid
$9
You Don't Jck Ost Pck $20
You Doni Know Jack 2 $42
You Dont Know Jack $30

7th Fleet
$39
Aegis
$19
Alrika Korps
$42
Aide de camp
$45
Allied General
$34
American CMI War
$45
Antietam
$15
Banzai
$9
Battle ol Auster1itz
$24
Battle of Bulge
$42
Battlegmd Gettysburg $32
Battlegroond Antietam $42
Battleground ArdeMes $25
Battleground Shiloh
$40
Battleground Sinai
$42
Battleground Waterioo $42
Battles In Time
$35
Battles ol Napoleon
$15
Battleship Bismarf<
$26
Borodlno Napol Invade $24
Charge Light Brigade $16
CincPac Midway
$26
Civil War 1861-64
$38
Civil War Mst Plyr
$38
Close Combat W95
$37
Custers Last Command $32
D·Day Amer Invades $39
DDay Beg in of End
$15
Defend the Alamo
$19
Dreadnoughts
$29
Dreadnoughts Bismark $9
Fantasy General
$43
Flelds of Glory
$14
Fifth Eskadra
$19
Atth Fleet
$39
Fifth Flt Seen Mod 1 $19
Fleet Med
$19
flight Cmmd 2 MS
$19
Gene Wars
$34
Harpoon 2
$19
Harpoon 2 Admirals Ed $48
Harpoon 2 BS2 Westpc $19

Circle Reader Service #68

Harpoon 2 Deluxe
$29
Harpoon Class
$19
Harpoon Class 97 W95 $44
High Command
$19
lnvsion Amrca General $44
Iron Cross
$19
Iron Cross 2
$39
LastBlltzkrfeg
$41
Long Lance
$19
Main Bat Tnk Ctrt Ger $29
Main Bat Tnk Nor GermS29
Malta Stonn
$19
• Marianas Turkey Shoot $19
Operation Crusader
$39
Operation Overlord
$19
Over the Reich
$39
PTO 2
$34
Pacific General W95 $45
Pacific Storm Midway $29
Pacific Storm Solomon $19
Panthers Shadows Map$23
Panthers in Shadows $42
Panzer General 2
$42
Panzer General
$19
Panzer General Online $15
Panzerfllitz
$42
Perfect Gen 2 w/Scen $30
Point of Attack
$24
Pure Wargame
$29
R E Lee CW Gen W95 $48
Rebel Chrg Chicamgua $15
Red Sky Morning
$19
Road Sumter Appom 2 $29
Sid Meir Civil War
$58
Sons of Liberty
$15
Stalingrad
$39
S1eel Panthers
$39
S1ee! Panther,; Cmpgn $15
Slee! Pnthrs 2 W95
$43
TACOPS
$44
Task Foree 1942
S16
The Great War
$19

.... . - -

1ROPHY BASS 2'
Challenge
friends on any of
ten lakes, each
featuring photographical and
topographical
maps, accurate
depth readings,
nd weed beds.
rNer 100 pro
in smooth all
w full motion
eo! CO $48

Third Reich
$39
Tigers Prowl Camp 2 $19
Tigers Prowl camp 1 $15
Tigers on Prowl Map $23
Tigers on the Prowl
$42
Typhoon of Steel
$15
V Vic1ory Bundle
$28
V Victory Market Grdn $15
V Victory Utah Bch
$12
V Victory Veliky Luk/ $15
V for Victory 2
$44
War College
$31
Wargm CS2 SD 1-14ea $15
Wargame CS2 Upgrade $5
Wargame CS3 Rifles $42
Waterioo
$9
Zulu War
$29

Aegis
Civilization
Fields of Glory
Grandest Fleet
Harpoon C~sslc
Links Pro 386
Machiavelli the Prince
Master of Orton
Might & Magic Tril
PowerHits Battltch
Privateer
Railroad Tycoon
Relentless
SNL 20th Anniversary
Star Control Collctn
Take Ten
TekWar
Ultima 7 Series
Under Killing Moon
Wolf Hunt Be Hunted
Wolf Pack
X-COm UFO Defense

$19
$19
$14
$19
S19
$19
$19
$19
$19
$16
$15
$14
$18
$9
$19
$19
$15
$15
$19
$14
$15
$19

Betrayal at Antara
Civilization 2
Close Combat
Comm Conq Red Alert
Deadlock
Diablo
Elder Scrolls 2
Enemy Nations
HeroesofM&M2
Into the Shadows
Master of Orion 2
Warcratt 2 Dar'< Pottal
Wariords 2 Dix Off Gd

$16
$16
$16
$13
$16
$16
$13
$16
$16
$16
$16
$13 $16 ~
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THE GAMER YOU
THINK YOU ARE?
WHEN THE MISSILES ARE STREAKING
RIGHT AT YOUR FACE
WILL YOU HAVE THE NERVE, THE REFLEXES,
THE INSTINCTS YOU

"...at last, a 3D
gaming system
worth buying."
CNET

"****
The effect is
out of this world."*
Computerlife

"Simply awesome."
Coming Soon
Magazine

"4 schwings out of 5."
ing
ctacular
,no H MDs,

visual effects going.
no virtual reality, no cyber-sickness. It'~
games.
dozens of other developers are supp
SimulEyes are ultra-light, install in mi
u'd pay for three new
games.And since it comes bundled with 5
IITest Flight, Slipstream"' 5000,
Rise of the Triad"', In Pursuit of Greed:World I, Inc. and Whiplash"' Preview) you'll get weeks of
3 D mayhem right out of the box.
To order direct, or to find the Si mu IEyes retailer nearest you, call 1-800-SIM-EYES.
Then put on your glasses and find out how good you really are.

Gadget Guru
Online

e

SI mUl l Yl S™

©1996 StereoGraphics Corporation. SimulEyes is a trademark of StereoGraphics Corp. Interplay, Descent, Whiplash and Slipstream are trademarks of
Interplay, Inc. Eidos is a trademark of Eidos Software, Inc. Nova Logic is a trademark of Nova Logic, Inc. Rise of the Triad is a trademark of Apogee Software.
In Pursuit of Greed is the trademark of Softdisk, Inc. * Reprinted from ComputerLife, July 1996. Copyright ©1996 Ziff Davis Publishing Company
Circle Reader Service #163

Z • REVIEW
down on tiny crates and play cards.
171e program itself is extremely reliable; its only technical fault, for me, was
that is wasn't a true Windows 95 application. Z has the ame multiplayer
options of C&C (null
modem, modern and
IPX network support),
and provides fast and
reliable mayhem for up
to four players.
For me, Z had only
one major flaw (other
than the manual, which
was a little thin on unit
capabilities): There just
didn't seem to be a lot of
game here for the buck. I
DEJA vu You'll see this scene a hundred times while
would say the experiplaying, because Z's levels and gameplay get awfully
enced wargamer can
repetitive.
only expect 20 hours or
so of campaign play. While network
tory is sending the right troops out to
play stretches tl1e longevity of this prodimmediately capture and u e these "free"
resources before your computerized
uct immensely, it might have been a
good idea to lip in a random battle
enemy does.
generator or add spawning technology
Units are al o fairly clever in the art of
combat itself, and will tend to retreat
momentarily from a position where they
are getting cut to pieces and attack again
from a slightly different angle. While it
pay.; to allocate targets yourself for units,
tl1ey are also adept at firing automatically
at any units that come \vi thin range and
will even pursue a short distance to
de troy a fleeing enemy-without chasing blindly after them, as WARCRAFT soldiers are wont to do. All in all, the unit Al
is a small but sati fying improvement over
that found in C&C.
~

continued from page 304

vehicles and four kinds of stationary cannons used for defense. Often, map will
tart "~th empty vehicles and guns strewn
aero them, and an important key to vie-

t

WAR IS EASY, COMEDY IS HARD

Z is a fun, mostly successful game
that plays on the success of its more
serious ancestors in tl1e real-time tactical wargame arena. 171e graphics are
excellent, and they're humorous without being repetitious or tupid. Turrets
fly high up into the screen, growing in
size before tumbling back to "earth"
and e>.ploding in a great re ounding
blast that can cause even more damage.
Soldiers give little yells and vaporize or
tumble tl1rough the air themselves
when hit by shells, and even units waiting for orders do amusing things like sit

for cheaper network play. A more minor
"flaw" goes without saying: lf you don't
like real-time games, or funny games
for that matter, Z isn't for you.
But if you don't mind a game that's on
tl1e short side, and you are a real-time tactical game lover with a good sense of
humor, then buckle into your computer
chair, dude, and crack open a cold can of
Rocket Fuel, because Z is going to be
your favorite letter. 4i;

► APPEAL:

Real-tine CClllllalNlews
looking lor fast and bl tactical canmat.

►PROS:

Fun, smart and funny C&C
clone with axcellent graphics, hilarious animations and battles that are
more challenging than they
lnltlally look.
tampaign game is a bit
short for the
bucks; humor may

►cote:

not amuse some;
C&C and WARClwT
fans will be disappointed .,, the
repetitive battles.

****

REVIEW • STEEL PAMTHERS CAMPAIGM DISK

M Steel Yourself

For Battle

New Campaigns Add Even More Depth To STEEL PANTHERS
by Patrick C. Miller
hat computer war
game enables you
to pit Yugoslavian
partisan cavalry
against Gem1an
Jadgtigers, or recreate the battles
between the
Soviets and the
Japanese in China
during the clo ing days of World War II?
STEEL PAl'ITT-IERS, of course, a war game
renowned for its broad scope and great
depth. ow this superb game gets even
better, with SSl's add-on STEEL PANTHERS
CMIPAIC DISK.
' n1e CD contains three new campaigns
and 35 scenarios for use \vith STEEL
PAN!l IERS, as well as the version 1.2 patch.
'TI1ose who have purchased ovastar scenario disks for STEEL P. 11-IERS should be
aware that only three of the 35 scenarios
on the CD are actually new. Most portray
European battles, but there are a fair number of Pacific scenarios as well. 'TI1e more
memorable scenarios are the two depicting Oberststurmfuhrer Michael WittL'.':-!_______ mann's heroics against British am1or at
Price: $24.99
System
Requirements: STEEL
PANTHERS game
required , 486/DX33,
8MB RAM , SVGA
graphics 2x CD-ROM ,
mouse; supports most
major sound cards
# of Players: 1-2
Protection: None (CD
must be in drive)
Designers: Novastar
and SSI
Publisher: SSI
Sunnyvale, CA
(408) 737-6800
Reader Service #: 343

If you have installed previous patches for STEEL PAN11-IERS, you might want to
delete your current version,
reinstall version LO and tl1en
install tl1e CAMPNC DISK.
SSI says this isn't necessary,
but I experienced some problems when I didn't do it.
Version 1.2 of STEEL
PANTHERS corrects manybut not all -of the game's
GIVE 'EM HELLCAT The CAMPAIGN DISK adds three new
bugs, add more realism, and
challenging campaigns to STEEL PANTHERS. As always,
prO\~des improved artificial
the health of your core units is key.
intelligence. However, it
Villers-Bocage and the battle against
doesn't include tl1e moclem play option or
American Shem1ans that ultimately cost
tl1e VC R replay feature that fans of e-mail
him his life. Also included is a hypothetical play have been demanding. lf you need
scenario based on a battle in the movie
the patch, but not tl1e game, it is available
Cross of Iron, in which the fictitious
from many online sources.
'TI1ose who already have the version 1.2
Sergeant Steiner fights his way back to
friendly lines though a Soviet onslaught.
upclate and many of ovastar's scenarios
The best parts of the CD are the three
might want to pass on thi offering. But if
new historical campaigns:111e 1941
it's been a while since you played STEEL
Operation Barbarossa, where you lead
PAN!l·IERS and you're looking for a reason
Gem1any's invasion of Russia; the Battle
to jump back into CCWs War Came of
for orth Africa, where you command tl1e
tl1e Year, the CAMPNCN DISK provides a
Afrika Corps against tl1e British in June
goocl excuse to do just that. ~
1942; and Patton's 3rd Am1y campaign, in
which you race the Soviets to Berlin.
► APPEAL: For STEn PANTHERS fans
who want more challenging scenarios

t

GREASING THE TREADS

SMOKE ON THE DACHA The CAMPAIGN

D1sK contains 35 historical scenarios
from such locations as lwo Jima,
Guadalcanal, Arnhem, and Normandy.

r

Before running tl1e installation program,
it's a good idea to make copies of any scenarios tl1at you've created or saved in the
game's save slots. If you don't do tl1is, some
of your scenarios could be overwritten
without warning. After installing tl1e C D,
you can copy backyour saved games and
custom scenarios. Be advised that some
terrain might not show up properly witl1
the new patch version, since the map editor is altered \vith patch 1.2.

and campaigns.
►PROS:

Adds even more depth and
variety to STm PANTIERS; updates
game to latest version; challenging
campaigns and good mix of scenarios.

►COHS:

Most of the scenarios have
been previously
released by Novastar, and version
1.2 doesn't fix all
of STm PA11111E11S'
bugs, nor does H
improve two-player
play.

,)ust to let you know that the AlfaTwin Joystick-switch arrived
intact. At this moment I hove connected 7 (!) joysticks to the
AlfaTwin:-) and it works perfectly...
r-- Gravis Phoenix
Computer - - - AlfuTwin

England
,This is an oufo-switch and twoployer adopter for any two 15-pin
controllers .. .in auto-switch mode
all the advanced controlb, such os
hots, ore available. It costs less
than 20 pounds ...'
(Gold-award, PC Format 9/96)

,,For the PC, trome a popular
game hordwore .. .it is also
mdesP,ensoble to be Qloyed with
two players. It is no tun to ploy
with poa vs keyboard. Now we
con use AlfoTwin ...'
(OOS/V 3/ 96)

This all works without having to pull out all the cables, einloch
wunderbor! I cannot soy anything else as ,,Congratulations
with a very nice product."
With kind regards, Edu Oskom ,Technical Support Specialist",
(Gravis Europe/Holland)

,There is no need to install drivers
or fiddle around inside your
machine - it is almost too
simple ...AlfoTwindoes its job and
odds a whole new dimenesion to
... gaming. Very useful..."
(Best Buy, CO ROM today 6/ 95)

Germany
,,Due to ~mple ,,Mug and Mpy"mstollotion and t~e low price of OM
39.- this useful product
recommends itself for every
ambitioned PC-player.'
(PowerMoy 9/95)

,Germany
One of the most annoying problems
of the PCs ~ finally solveo ... the
40 Mark device fullfills so many
funktions, that you cannot live
without it alter only a few minutes
of use."
( PC-Player 7/ 96)
,,The new magic word for twoployer- ~omes 1s 'AlfaTwin' .. .'
PC-5piel6/96
lndespensoble for powerployers"

rPC Gomes 9/ 96)

,,Simply ing_!::ars~he joystickodopt~r ·AltoTwin· from the some
manufacturer. For only around
OM 40,- you even g_et an
intelligent joystick-odopte(lor two
players ...outstanding useobility,
a very good price-performance
ratio and perfect functionality ore
the hallmark al 'AlfoTwin' and
make it almost indespensoble for
a PC player"
(PC Action B/96)

•

•

* *** *

REVIEW • SETTLERS II

~ AFine
Settlement

Addictive SETTLERS II Builds On Territory Founded In SERF CITY
by Tim Carter

For balp gattlag
started wltll

S8ttlars I, sea
Tlnl Carter's
ga11ap1aw glide aa

tu CGW Web

site.

Price: TBD
System
Requirements: 486-66
MHz, 8 MB RAM ,
SVGA graphics, 2x CDROM drive, 35 MB
hard drive space,
mouse ; supports most
major sound cards.
# of Players: 1-2
Protection: None (CD
must be in drive)
Designer: Blue Byte
Publisher: Blue Byte
Schaumburg, IL
(800) 933-2983
Reader Service #: 342

haracter is an oft-overlooked
quality in computer games
these days. It can't be quantified, but character can make
the difference between a
competently crafted diversion and an all-consuming
career threatening obsession.
SE:"nU:RS 11is a good example. At its core is a solid strategy game, but what makes the game fu n
is watching your am1y of serfs grow as
your country expands. Each of tl1ese little
men conducts a task, be it harvesting
grain, c~nying goods, or beating up your
opponents. Watching tl1e guys go about
their duties is also useful, since it helps
track how your economy is functioning.
SE:"nu:RS 11 (SE:"171..ERS I was released
in orth American under the title SERF
CrIY) is an "explore tl1e world, build an
empire, and conquer everyone else"-lype
game. The scale is somewhat smaller than
many of the otl1er titles in this genre, as
players deal with hundreds of people and

individual buildings, rather tl1an cities or
whole planets.

ing process- but not nearly as much as I
would have enjoyed playing the game
properly right from tl1e tart.

WHERE'S THE
FREAKIN' MANUAL?

SETILERS II i all
about the strategic
challenges you face
while working \vitl1
very limited resources.
Unfortunately, it eems
the game's publisher
took this ethos a step
further and applied it
to tl1e documentation,
too. As with a few other
re~ent titles, SETTLERS
SERPS UP SETTLERS II is all about building the most powerful
ll has an absolutely
economic empire in the world, and the game's cute little
appalling manual.
serfs provide the manpower to do just that.
The inadequacy of
tl1e documentation is
particularly apparent when you realize
IT'S ALL ABOUT MONEY
that the game is obviously the product of
SETTLERS 11 is more of an economic
a lot of work. Players may as well resign
game than a military one, altl1ough final
tl1emselves to playing tl1e first scenario a
victory lies in the conquest of others. 111e
few times just to get the feel of tl1e conmilitary side of the game is quite simple:
trols and figure out how build the necessary economic foundation
everything works.
to recruit and train a number of soldiers
Even if you figure
and garrison them near the front lines.
Building a sound economy, on the
out the interface, tl1e
complete lack of an
other hand, is no simple task. Raw materiexplanation for most of
als must be gathered (or mined, harvesttl1e key economic relaed, hunted clown, etc.), and then
tionships in tl1e game
processed at least once - and in the case
can hamper planning,
of tools and weapons, twice - before
which i really tl1e key
being shipped via your transportation netto winning.
work to locations where they are needed.
1obe fair, I did manThus, woodcutters are needed to chop
age to figure most com- clown trees, which must then be shipped
ponents of the game
to a sawmill for conversion into boards. A
out tl1rough trial and
forester may also be necessary to keep
SETTLING IN JAPAN The story has you, as a shipwrecked
error over a relatively
your upply of wood from becoming
Roman crewmember, starting anew in a strange land, but
period
of
time,
short
As most buildings require stone
depleted.
you can choose any one of four races.
and I enjoyed the learncontinued on page 317 ~
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SETTLERS II • REVIEW
mines, cannot be kept running indefiniteas well as boards, a quany or granite mine
ly. You must gain access to new lands and
must be constructed to supply stone to
new riches if your economy is to grow.
the building sites.
Miners require food to
work effectively. 11rns,
you must keep fishem1en,
hunters, or farms near
each mining location.
Fanns only grow wheat,
which must either be
milled and then baked
into bread, or used to feed
pigs, which then must be
slaughtered elsewhere.
Somewhere along the
way you must also make
SAIL AWAY Though the game is smaller in scope than the
tools, weapons, beer (to
v.ortd-spanning CMLIZATION, you'll still need to do some
keep the troops happy),
island hopping to find the resources necessary for growth.
and gold to pay for military training. Every commodity must be transported to the correct
11rns, you will likely find yourself at war
location, which can put a burden on your
with your neighbors. If you have planned
road system. Delays in the provision of the well, you should have little difficulty
proper supplies can throw a monkey
defeating the computer's annies. 111is is
wrench into even the most comprehennot to say that the game is easy. More
sive economy, so some thought must be
given to the location of each building.
111en, of course, there i the question
of terrain. Many buildings that you will
need are large, and will only fit on flat,
empty spaces.111e iron, gold, granite and
coal necessary to fuel your economy must
be discovered by a geologist (and will
become depleted over time).
Success depends on a combination of
careful planning and the ability to keep
your economy functioning as raw materials begin to run out. In part, a long-running economy requires some attention to
sustainable resources, such as trees. Some
raw materials, particularly those requiring
..»continued from page 314
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► APPEAL:

Those who like building
realms and have an appreciation of
finely detailed economic models will
have a lot of fun.

►PROS=

Fun, easy to learn, addictive,
has complex economic model.
~
Requires
some microman•
agement, has atrocious documentation; focus on economics mav be too
heavy for some
gamers.

than once I tl1ought I was progressing
quite nicely only to be ovemm by a massive horde of invaders. Remember,
though, tl1at winning or losing is rooted in
economics, and it will be hard to compensate for economic weakness with
superior military tactics.
Also, winning at SETTLERS 11 requires
some degree of micromanagement.
Transportation and production play an
important role in economic development,
and they have to be managed carefully.
This may become boring for tl1ose players
who would like to focus solely on conquest and exploitation, although i found
tl1e economic controls to be a lot of fun.
All in all, SETTLERS II is a fine strategy
game. Its orientation towards economic
ratl1er tlian military action may tum some
gamers off, aDd its truly appalling documentation may cause some people to
leave it on tl1e shelves in protest, but basically it delivers what mo t strategy games
should: a fun and engrossing experience
which challenges your brain witl1out getting on your nerves.i
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Ores Roi

Eat The Humans For Lunch
With These Strategies
by Elliott Chin
ome would say tl1e Ores in
tl1e WARCRAFT 11 ExPANSION SET have an even
tougher challenge than tl1e
Humans. After all, tl1e Ores,
unlike the sissy Humans, are
without healing and invisibility, two keys spells tl1at allow
Human players to scout with
impunity and maintain an
everlasting army You've probably already
encountered this problem if you've beaten
the Human campaign and have progressed
to tl1e Ore side. Once again, tl1ough,

SCENARIO 4: THE

hen you first appear in Scenario
4, your lone goblin zeppelin will
be under attack by Ku] Tiras
(green) in the west. Send your
forces tl1ere. A great Azeroth fortress
(blue) lies directly to your south, but
don't attack it right away. Instead, sack
the lightly defended Kul Tiras settlement. Flrst use an ogre to lure the
enemy units into your cluster of troops
outside tl1e village. 171en destroy the
guard towers with your catapults and
waltz in. Your priority should be building
a town hall, fanns and a lumber mill.
Erect several guard towers as soon as
possible to guard entry into your village.
Use farms to block tl1e way into your
camp as well.
Ne.t send a few gmnts and peons and a
catapult soutl1. Destroy Dalaran (violet) at
the soutl1emmo t gold mine, and establish
a second town hall. Build guard towers·
and fam1 blocks to protect it. As your gold
starts to accumulate, keep harassing the

W
CGW is providing a detailed scenario-byscenario walk-tl1rough of tl1e Dark Portal
campaigns; tl1is montl1, we tackle the
Orci h side of combat. As we saw last
month, tl1e first act of the campaign has
slightly easier scenarios. You can find tl1ose
walk-tl1roughs at the CGWWeb site. ln
these pages, we'll give you tl1e necessary
strategies to beat tl1e nine scenarios ofActs
11 to IV and bring tl1e Ores final victory
against tl1e pitiful Humans ofAzerotl1.

cc
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RIFT AWAKENED
Azeroth with '11asted" goblin sappers. Also
use death knights for hit-and-mn attacks
with tl1eir whirlwind spells. Use botl1 to
desboy all the towers on the west side of
tl1e fortress, since tl1is is where you'll be

attacking from. 'n1en simply gather
togetl1er nine ogres, cast bloodlust on
tl1em, enter the fortress, and destroy any
remaining towers, barracks and troops. You
probably won't succeed with your first
wave, so be prepared to send anotl1er one
or two. You won't mn out of gold.
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SCENARIO 5:

SCENARIO 6:

DRAGONS OF BLACKROCK SPIRE

NEW STORMWIND

n Scenario 5 you must free
Deathwing's dragons. You begin in
the southwest comer of the map; the
guarded dragon roost lies in the fa r
northeast. To get there, travel in an arc

egin Scenario 6 by building guard
towers at all three entrances to your
camp. Gryphon riders Mll begin
attacking your village in only a few
minutes. Build at least four towers on the
soutl1west side of your camp, where tile
gryphons Mil come from, and tl1en block
all entrances witl1 farms so tllat no
Human troops can enter. You can keep

I
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that span northward from west to east.
The southeast quadrant of the map can
be completely ignored. Seal off the bottleneck east of your camp with fa m1s and

Complete
strategies for
bolh destroyIng and
defending
bases. Plus,
scenarios by
CGW that will
really lest
your sklll.

towers, and begin building a catapult.
When you have a catapult, destroy the
guard towers at the wall, kill all the
Human troops, and tl1en send in a few
peons to establish a town hall near the
second gold mine here. Clusters of
human troops await in various pockets
in the mountain maze leading to the
dragons, as well as several towers. Use
your catapults and ogres to destroy
these humans. There is also a Human
camp in the northwest, but it is
easily dispatched. You won't really
encounter much resistance otherwise
until you arrive at the footsteps of the
dragon roost to the northeast. 'n1ere is
a gold mine nearby, so build a town
hall and a barracks here so you have
access to troops immediately. Then send
in as many bloodlusted ogres as necessary, until all the waiting troops are slain.
111en free the dragon roost.

SCENARIO 7:

THE SEAS OF AZEROTH
he nation of Azeroth (blue) to your
south in Scenario 7 is incredibly
tough to defeat, but don't worry. All
you have to do is hold tl1em off and
concentrate on building up a strong navy.
As soon as you start the scenario, build a
horde of peons and upgrade your tower.
Then start laying down a wall of fa m1s to
your south, "~tl1six or so guard towers
behind to mow down any oncoming
troops from Azeroth. As long as you support this line of defense Mth a few
ground troops, you shouldn't
have to worry too much
about Azeroth.
1otl1e north of tl1is line,
start building tl1e rest of your
city and a shipyard. Erect
two cannon towers near
your first shipyard to provide
protection from enemy vessels. Then bLtild two destroyers and escort a tanker to
build an oil platfom1.

I
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When you run out of gold, there is
another mine on an island to your west.
Use ogre juggernauts to clear away the
towers that guard the island, and then
slay the knigh ts on the island with dragons. Build the five requio really
site shipya rds, group
le your
together eight juggernauts
and a goblin zeppelin, and
' attack
then go hunting fo r enemy
This
ships. Also use a group of
dragons to search fo r
enemy ships. Between tl1e
two units, you should be
able to eliminate all ships
in the scenario.

D

one sliver of open space in tl1e nortl1ern
pass of tl1e forest surrounding your camp.
Build sappers and two or three dragon
roosts as soon as po ible. Send a few
peons north to build a second town hall
and a ring of guard towers around a second gold mine. When you have four sappers, send them west to blow a hole
through the mountains protecting the Kul
Tiras (green) camp and to demolish any
towers standing there. ext send in a
Mng of nine dragons to decimate tile Ku!
Tiras camp. Don't worry if guard towers
are sniping at you; just concentrate all
nine dragons' breath weapons on each
tower, one at a time, and you'll destroy
them quickly Mth no more tl1an one or
two dragons lost. Claim the gold mine
here, as well.
Azerotll (blue) to tl1e north, has over a
dozen paladins in residence and tl1ey Mil
all u e their healing spells to maximum
efficiency, so forgo sending in ground
troops and just have your dragons kill
them all. When you encounter towers or
archers, concentrate fire on tl1em and
then return to the task of eliminating a)l
paladins. When you've whittled tile
Azeroth forces down, send in bloodlusted
ogres to bat cleanup.

Rudder
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SCENARIO 9:

ASSAULT OF KUL TIRAS THE TOMB OF SARGERAS
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n Scenario 8, group your warships
and a zeppelin together and stand
against the onslaught of Kul Tiras
ships that attack you at the beginning
of the level. At the same time, load up
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Look for the
Act I walk·
through and lips
on how to use
spells effectiveIV on our CGW
Web site: WWW
.zdnet.com
/gaming.

all your units onto your transports and
then escort this naval group with your
warships to the easternmost landmass,
where you'll find a gold mine and some
pig fa rms to be rescued. Begin building
fa rms so you can train more peons.
Build a lumber mill quickly, and then
proceed to establish a full base.
Also group your troops into two parties and send them northward toward a
second gold mine. Slay the Kul Tiras
troops nearby; then send two peons here
to build a protective wall of farms, towers and a town hall. Make sure you raise
several guard towers in both camps, as
gryphon riders will attack periodically.
Beef up your defenses at your northern camp, since this will be attacked the
most. Build four catapult , assign them
an escort party of ogres and trolls, and
then proceed northeasterly to take out
the Ku! Tiras towers one by one. At the
same time, build three dragon roosts
and start training dragons. When you
have a group of nine, send them due
north to destroy the gryphon aviaries;
then have them tear apart the rest of
Ku! Tiras. When you've created your
second group of dragons, send them
in as well. Your ground troops and
death knights can mop up after the
deadly wyrms.
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n Scenario 9, there is no base building.
It's a hunt for a renegade daemon,
pure and simple. Because you start out
with a small force, it is fairly difficult.
Preserve your death knight at all costs. His
death-and-decayspell is invaluable, and
his raise-dead spell can create an instant
army for you in a pinch. Move your small
band eastward, capture the shipyard, and
build a transport. Send your units east,
except for the death knigh~ and capture
the Temple of the Damned. ext pick up
the death knight and head to the eastern
forest island to recruit the trolls. With the
trolls on board, head to the top of the map,
and then unload your troops on the shores
to your west. Use your trolls to cut down
the elven archers standing guard.111en
venture forward slowly and free tl1e captured Ore prisoners. Don't botl1er \\~tl1 the
tower waiting tl1ere; just free the troops
and run back the way you came.
Fill your transport with grunts and
ogres, and tl1en sail south and unload at
the open shore. Several Azerotl1 troops
"~II attack you, but your ground troops
should be able to take tl1em. l11en transport the rest of your force here. Destroy
tl1e towers with your death knight's deatl1-

1

and-decay spell (120 mana will do tl1e
job). Free the catapult and blacksmitl1
south of your landing point and proceed
westward, hugging tl1e southern mountain range. Lead witl1 your ogres-not
your death knight, because there are paladins waiting here. You'll meet resistance
along the way, but remember to keep
your death knight alive. Death coil will
replenish his health, so use it if he is running low. Then when tl1e trail turns nortl1ward, use deatl1-and-clecay and your catapult to take out the waiting towers. Now
just rush ahead witl1 your dozen or so
ground troops. Your goal, the daemon, is
up ahead, but make sure you keep
enough trolls alive to kill him.
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SCENARIO 10:

SCEN ARIO 11:

ALTERAC

THE EYE OF DALARAN

cenario JO is relatively easy. First
fight your way through the forest
with your knights, ogre and dragons. 111en, move your peons to the
northern gold mine at the top of the
map. Build your camp and erect guard
towers and farm walls for protection.
Build five or so catapults, and send nine

nee you enter Scenario II, group
your ships together and counterattack the vessels near you. Load up
your four transports, and have your
battleships clear the shores due east. Once
you've cleared three towers' worth of land,
unload your troops and take tl1e Lordaeron gold mine settlement to the northeast. You'll fight Lordaeron (white) troops
along the way. Have your peons begin
building farms and a town hall. Build a
lumber mill and towers for protection;
tl1en build a barracks. After Dalaran (violet) has sent several waves at you from tl1e
south, mount an expedition, Build three
catapults, escort them \viU1 nice ogres, and
send tl1em south to the Dalaran town.
Take it and establish another town hall.

S

ogres east to sack Stromgarde village
(red). At this time, send half a dozen
peons to a second gold mine (one of the
two closest gold mines to the south) and
build a second town hall, guard towers
and some dragon roosts. Train nine dragons and send them into the Stromgarde.
Leave them to demolish the camp while
you train more dragons to send south
into the Lordaeron camp (white).
Around ~1is time, you'll see the
Lordaeron peasants (and Stromgarde
ones, if they're still alive) making a bee-

line for a gold mine outside the protection of their camp. Send a peon to that
gold mine and raise two cannon towers
to kill Lordaeron's income and peasants.
Your two groups of dragons should have
no trouble laying waste to the two villages. 'T11en have them sink the de troyers in the river surroundingAlterac to the
southeast, build a shipyard and oil platform, and then transport the Alterac
mage back to the Circle of Power.

0

Trai.11 lots of deatl1 knights, and research all
your spells. Send a party of two dozen
ogres and trolls east to near the Dalaran
mage stronghold. Have your death knights
cast whirlwind to wreak havoc at the mage
compound. Once the whirlwind has softened up tl1e enclave, cast death-anddecay to lay some more troops, and then
sweep through with your ground troops.
Ignore Lordaeron to the southwest.

SCENARIO 12: THE DARK PORTAL
cenario 12 is simply too hard to beat.
You definitelystart out with a huge
number of troops, as well as all your
powerful heroes, but they're not
enough to defeat tl1is scenario. Use
Deathwing to destroy all cannon towers,
while Teran Gorefiend and your other
deatl1 knights cast whirlwind on the guard
towers. Group your strongest ground
troops together, and be prepared to meet
onslaught after onslaught after onslaught
right after you start tl1e mission. Once
you've cleared away the towers to your
south, send your peons and an escort of
nine melee units south and toward the
easternmost edge of tl1e map.
At the free gold mine, begin building a
lumber mill and town hall. Erect as many
guard towers as you can, because you "'~II
need them to stem tl1e never-ending tide
of enemy units pouring into your borders.
Build fanns around your towers so that
melee troops won't be able to reach them.
'lnen keep on sending one lone ogre into
the Kul Tiras (green) camp to your west,
and lure their troops into range of your
towers. Repeat this until the Ku] Tiras
forces are whittled down. Then immediately send in a swam1 of goblin sappers to
destroy towers and barracks. Building a

S

second town hall here will be tough, especially since it is hard to defend.
evertheless, build many guard and cannon towers so you have a line of defense
that will kill oncoming troops. This is the
only way I know to be sure of slaying all
your enemy's troops; going toe-to-toe with
tl1e enemy, camp by camp, will not work.
Only luring tl1em to your towers repeatedly will assure their deaths. I also recom-

mend stationing zeppelins at the enemy
borders so you are alerted of any and all
invasions.
For Azeroth (which is guarding the
ocean pass to tl1e Dark Portal), 1recommend an air attack with nine dragons.
Don't forget to leave enough gold to build
a shipyard and foundry. \
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Prepare for
the Deluge.
DROWNED GOD is the
role-playing adventure
game that reveals
the true origin of
humankind. Investigate
four mysterious realms in
search of legendary relicsguarded by a labyrinth of puzzles
and encrypted by the
mysticism of Tarot.

FREE

PRODUCT

1. Fill in your name and address and check off
your answers to the seven research questions.

INFORMATION

2. Circle the numbers on the card that correspond to
the ads or articles you'd like more information about.

3. The literature will be mailed to you from
the advertiser free of charge.

CIRCLE FOR FREE INFORMATION

001
026
051
076
101
126
151
176
201
226
251
276
301
326
351
376

002
027
052
077
102
127
152
177
202
227
252
277
302
327
352
377

003
028
053
078
103
128
153
178
203
228
253
278
303
328
353
378

004
029
054
079
104
129
154
179
204
229
254
279
304
329
354
379

005
030
055
080
105
130
155
180
205
230
255
280
305
330
355
380

1. What 11 the highest level ot education that
you completed? (Check one only)
01 . □ Some high school or less
02. 0 Graduated High School
03. □ Some College or Technical school
04. 0 Graduated College
05. □ Post Graduate school
2. Computer currently owned Is:

(Check all that aP.ply)
01 . □ IBM compatible (Intel standard)
02. 0 MacIntosh
03. □ Amiga
04. 0 Dedicated game machine
05. □ None

3. It Intel, what level? (Check one only)
01 . □ Power PC
02. 0 Pentium (586)
03. 0 486
04. 0386
05. 0286
4. Do you own (or plan to buy In neX16 months)
a CO-ROM? (Check one only)
01. 0 0wn
02. 0 P~n to buy (6 months)

006
031
056
081
106
131
156
181
206
231
256
281
306
331
356
381

Vold after February 28, 1997

007
032
057
082
107
132
157
182
207
232
257
282
307
332
357
382

008
033
058
083
108
133
158
183
208
233
258
283
308
333
358
383

009
034
059
084
109
134
159
184
209
234
259
284
309
334
359
384

010
035
060
085
110
135
160
185
210
235
260
285
310
335
360
385

011
036
061
086
111
136
161
186
211
236
261
286
311
336
361
386

012
037
062
087
112
137
162
187
212
237
262
287
312
337
362
387

5. How often do you usually buy computer games?
(Check one only)
01 . □ Once aweek
02. O Once eveiy two to three weeks
03. 0 Once amonth
04. 0 Once eveiy two to three months
05. □ Once eveiy tour to six months
06. 0 Once ayear

6. Where are you most likely to purchase games?
(Check all that apply)
01 . □ Independent computer store 04. O Compu1er store chain
02. □ Consumer electronic store 05. □ Direct trom vendor
03. □ Mass merchand~ing store 06. O Mail order
7. What Is your (and others In household) tavorite type
ol game) (Check one in each column)
Yourse~
Other 1
Other 2
01 . Strategy
02. War/Militaiy
03. Role P~ying
04. Brain Teasers
05. Gard
06. Sport
07. Action/Arcade
08. Educational
09. Adventure

013
038
063
088
113
138
163
188
213
238
263
288
313
338
363
388

014
039
064
089
114
139
164
189
214
239
264
289
314
339
364
389

015
040
065
090
115
140
165
190
215
240
265
290
315
340
365
390

016
041
066
091
116
141
166
191
216
241
266
291
316
341
366
391

017
042
067
092
117
142
167
192
217
242
267
292
317
342
367
392

018
043
068
093
118
143
168
193
218
243
268
293
318
343
368
393

019
044
069
094
119
144
169
194
219
244
269
294
319
344
369
394

020
045
070
095
120
145
170
195
220
245
270
295
320
345
370
395

021
046
071
096
121
146
171
196
221
246
27.1
296
321
346
371
396

022
047
072
097
122
147
172
197
222
247
272
297
322
347
372
397

023
048
073
098
123
148
173
198
223
248
273
298
323
348
373
398

024
049
074
099
124
149
174
199
224
249
274
299
324
349
374
399

Name

:iitl~I

025
050
075
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350
375
400
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4. D Please send me a one-year (12-issue) subscription to Computer Gaming World tor $27.94
(U.S. price); all other countries add $16.00 tor additional postage.

In a Hurry? Fax This Card To: 609-829-0692

I

::

Telephone!
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R.S. # COMPANY
69
120
102

191

21st Century Entertainment
7th Level, Inc.
7tl1 Level, Inc.
Access Software, Inc.
Access Software, Inc.
Access Software, Inc.
Acclaim Entertainment
Accolade
Accolade
Accolade
ACT Laboratory Ud.

38

Activision

l➔8

246
108
44
291

98
Activision
Activision
96
41
Activision
245 . ActSoft, Inc.
37
Alfadata Computer
52
Alice Lansing
Apple Computer
106 All
50
Berkeley Systems
Betl1csda Softworks
266 Blizzard Entertainment
114
Blue Bi1e Software
Blue Byte Sofl\,me
171
149 BRE Sofhvare
Broderbund Sofl\,~re
75
Bungie Software
197
Byron Preiss 1ultirnedia Company
126
Byron Preiss Multimedia Company
CH Products
60
68
Chips& Bits
61
Chips& Bits
en Chips&Bits
Chips&Bits
195
Columbia )-louse
Compaq omputer Corp.
Creative Labs, Inc.
78
258 Cyberdrearns, Inc.
Drearnworks lnteracti,·e
62
Eidos
104
Electronic Arts
Electronic Arts
127 Enteractive
92
Falcon orthwest
247 Fom1Cen
Fom1Cen
70
93
Gamer's Cold
Cateway2000
Grolier lnteracti,e
Grolier Interactive
212
CT Interactive Sofl\vare
242 CT Interactive Sofl\vare
229 CT Interaclivo Sofl\vare
CT Interactive Sofl\vare
110
115
GTE Entertainment
244 GTE Entertainment
240 GTE Entertainment
224
Harman Multi-media
214
iNSCAPE
213
i SCAPE
211
iNSCAPE
172
Interactive Magic
Interactive Magic
81
Intergraph Computer Systems
Interplay Productions, Inc.
198
79
lnterplay Productions, Inc.
169 Interplay Productions, Inc.
113
Interplay Productions, Inc.
122
Interplay Productions, Inc.
58
Interplay Productions, Inc.
123
Interplay Productions, Inc.
57
Interplay Productions, Inc.
Interplay Productions, Inc.
Interplay Productions/NEC
Iomega
297 Jazz Speakers
262
Labtec Enterprises, Inc.
Logitech
185
Looking Class Technologies
119
LucasArts Entertainment Company
LucasArts Entertainment Company
249 Matrox Graphics, Inc.
173
Maxis
71
Megamedia Corp.
125
Megatech Sofl\vare
77
1.icrofomm
29➔

Micronics

192

licroprose
Microsoft
licrasoft

PRODUCT

PAGE

Pinball Builder
231
C-Norne
220-221
Monty P)1hon & I he Quest for the Holy Crail 316
UnksLS
204
The Pandora Directive
205
Access Software, Inc.
342-343
77
MTG: Battlern:lje
Legends Footba I
2-3
Eradicator
C5-C7
Accolade
328-331
Power Ramp
149
Time Commando
27
Interstate 76
8-9
Hyperblade
254-255
Mcch"mrior Mercenaries
91-93
Mail Order Products
360
Alpha "foin
311
Hearing Aides
163
Horne TIC
122-123
3D Proturbo/Xpression
36-37
You Don't Know jack V.2
296
Bethesda Softworks
344
Diablo
66-67
Albion
89
Archidemean Dynasty
164
CD ROMs
360
Broderbund Sofl\vare
338
Marathon2
15
Wesh\'Orld
189
Spidemian
271
ForceFX
261
www.cdniag.com/chips.hbnl
305-307
Board Carnes
361
Role Playing Carnes
363
Mail Order Adult
365
CDROM
168-169
Compaq Presario 8000 Series
28-29
AWE 32 Plug & Play
166
OIR
126
The 1everhood
108-109
Tomb Raiders
42-43
Road rash for Windows
137-139
Electronic Arts
339
Sacred Mirror of Koh.111
323
FalconMACHV
358-359
296
Xenophle
Duke Nu ·em 3D
CZ-I
Mail Order Products
356
Destination
103-106
Surf & Destroy
129
Banzai Bug;
265
NINE
194-195
Amok
213
XS
39
2 for I Promotion
53-62
Timelapse
144-145
NCAA Basketball
246-247
Titanic
298-299
Audio Systems
151
Assassin 2015
159
Drowned Cod
352
234
1~:le
FamiyAd
312-313
Interactive Magic
341
The Reactor
178
Reloaded
153,155,157
MAX
282-283
Conquest of the 'cw World DeltL'e
44
Descent 11:ll1e Infinite Abyss
85
Win'95Sale
233
Pro Pinball
229
DTUM
202-203
Shattered Steel
208-209
Interplay Productions, Inc.
351
PowerPlayer S,veepstakes
364
Trombone
49
peakers
325
Quick Sound
167
WingMan Warrior
95
British Open Coif
293;1.95;297
Star Wars Archives
249
LucasArts Entertainment Company
334-337
Matrox Mystique
171
75
SimCoeer
Admira Sea Battles
315
Power Dolls
79
Soul Trap
131
Righteous30
172-173
Civilization II
294
Hell Bender
219
Basketball
241

R.S. # COMPANY

133

w

271
138
142
137
220
139
146
54
147
150
284
116
280
148
140
177
83
179
180
270
189
JOO
151
158
153
157
159
156
188
72
154
84
87
Ill
82
162
165
130
152
217
163
207
206
209

90
94
89
95
225
170

m

124
103
168
121
181
194
193
175
178
176
166
184
239
86
117
183
167
238
187
286
80
46
182

Microsoft
1icrasoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Mindscape
Mindscape
Mission Control Software
NEC Technologies
New World Computing
New World Computing
ew World Computing
ew World Computing
ovaLogic, Inc.
ORICI Systems, Inc.
ORlCI Systems, Inc.
OTSports
Pl1ilips Media
Philips Media
Philips Media
Philips Media
Pixis Interactive
Playmates Interactive
Pulse Entertainment
QuickShotTechnology, Inc.
R&CCames
S3, Inc.
SC&TZ
SECAofArnerica
SECAofAmerica
SECAofAmerica
SegaSoft
SegaSoft
Siem On-Linc
SiemOn-Une
Siem On-Line
Sierrd On-Une
Siem On-Line
Siem On-Line
SiemOn-Une
Siem On-Line
Siem On-Line
Siem On-Line
Sierra On-Line
Siem On-Une
SiemOn-Une
SiemOn-Une
Sir-Tech
Sir-Tech
ir:rech
Sony Wonder
Spacetec IMC Corp.
Spectrum Holobi1e
Spectmm Holobyte
Spectmrn HoloByte, Inc.
Stereo Graphics
Strategic Simulations, Inc.
Strategic Simulations, Inc.
Strategic Simulations, Inc.
Strategic Simulations, Inc.
Strategic Simulations, Inc.

Strategic Simulations, Inc.
Strategic Simulations, Inc.
Strategic Simulations, Inc.
Strategy First
Syquest
Take 2 Interactive Sofl\vare
Talonsoft
·n,e 300 Company
The 300 Company
ll1eAvalon Hill Came Company
ll1underSeat Technologies
Tril0Bi1e
United CD-ROM
V Communications

Viacom ewMedia
Viacom New Media
Viacom New Media
Virgin Interactive Entertainment
Virgin Interactive Entertainment
Virgin Interactive Entertainment
Virgin Interactive Entertainment
Virgin Interactive Entertainment
Virgin Interactive Entertainment
Virgin Interactive Entertainment
Virgin Interactive Entertainment
Virgin Sound and Vision
VREX, lnc.
Warner Books
Winner Products, Inc.
WizardWorks Croup, Inc.
Yamaha Corp. of America
MOVB41ER. 1996

PRODUCT
Close Combat
MonsterTrnck Madness
Fllht Simulator
Si ewindcr Joystick
AzraelsTear
Mindscape
Adult Mail Order Products
Power Player
Heroes of Might & Magic
Heroes II
Wages of War
ew World Computing
Military Combat Simulations
Syndicate Wars
Crnsader
Monday ight Football
.MicroMachines II
Fighter Duel
Down In ·n,e Dumps
Total Control Football
Butt-Man Website
Powerslave

BadMojo
Master Pilot
Used Came Sofl\vare
S3cl Acceleration Chip
Per4mer Turbo Wheel
Daytona
VirtuaSquad
Virtua Fighter PC
Obsidian
Rocket Jockey
Rama
Birtl1right
Betrayal in Antara
Ultimate 3D Pinball:Creepnight
Phantasmagoria 2
Lords of the Realm
Leisure Suit Larry
Cyber Gladiators
Huntern-lunted
Hoyle-Blackjack
Hoyle-Casino
Front P:;1e Sports
PowerC1ess
Sierra On-Une
Jagged Alliance: Deadly Games
Nemesis: AWizzardry Adventure
Sir-Tech
Computer Animation Video
Spaceorb
Magic:ll1e Gathering
Master of Orion II
Spectnnn HoloByte, Inc.
Simuleyes VR Goggles
AgeofRifles
Age of Rifles Contest
ecrodome
Warwind
Steel Panthers II
Allied General PSX
Silent Hunter- Patrol Disk
Strategic Simulations, Inc.
Solid Ice Hockey
EZF1yer230
Battlecmiser 2000
The Age of Sail
Killir]Time
Meri ian
Over tl1e Reich
ThunderSeat
Clandestiny
Mail Order Products
System Commander
Enemy Nations
Deathdrome
Slamscape
Command & Conquer. Win '9;

z

Toonstruck
Command & Conquer:RedAlcrt
Circle ofBlood
HL Powerplay
Lands of Lore: Guardians of Destiny
co Hunter
Jonny Quest
VR urfer
QIN
Joysticks
Duke!ZO E
Waveforce Sound Upgrade Cards

cc

PAGE
10-11
47
258-259
267
187
348-349
304
50-51
156
184-185
17
326-327
24-25
%-97
CB
242-243
193
23
32-33
245
356
165
13
262-263
360

86-87
188
239
206
214-215
190-191
224-225
268-269
183
201
276
174
4-5
146
223
21
162
179
115,117,119
309,317
345-3-17
73
31
340
226
210-211

w

154
350
308
281
292
366
218-219
301
319
275
332-333
251
70-71
253
362
18-19
198-IW
41
192
112
357
69

289
302-303
143
290-291
286-287
81--83
278-279
177
236-237
100-101
125
132-133
158
181
321

m
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CHAT ROOMS SPEC I AL GUEST APPEARANCES ONLINE SHOPPING -

V I DEO REVIEWS INTERACTIVE GAMES -

& CONTEST AND MOREi -

Circle Reader Service #1 16

0·514·

•5 Mo■•Frl CST
ca1(605-339-

llhoi imlion before . .
ptg605-3

fo;c~trent title availibility
1·800•377-8578 '•
Call

'1 ~9 Mon•Sat, 12·5'Sun CST
Most items shipped same day. S5 Reg.
VISA/Master(ard/Discover/2
Circle Reader Service #93

f REE SOFTWARE
with every purchase!*
CALL

us

NOW FOR A

FREE

CATALOG!

Over 8,000

I• 8 0 0• 8 6 4 • 8 33 4

Daily!

1 • 8 0 0 • U N I T ED 4

Titles in Stock

Call 1-800-864-8334
for great prices on your
favorite games
reviewed in this
month's issue of
Computer

*
*
t
I*

Gaming World.

LORDS Of TANTRAZZ
by Atlantean

Slwsoo's CARm S11.00

Join talented super-agent
Veronica Callahan on o
deadly seek & rescue
mission to save the world
alter all hell breaks

Creole your very own
Simpsons exlravogonzo
choosing from (1,ef 35
bockgroonds, 250 props,
50 special ellects & hundreds of sounds &voices.

by 20th Cent Fox

loose.

$33

Lf LOUVRE: This interactive tour of the More Top
world renowned art museumshow- Products!
Le louvre
·coses its remarkable orchitectuol &
artistic evolution over eight centuries.
48048
PINK PANTHER' The Pink Panther hos Pink Pan th er
•
52330
just received his latest assignment & Your Choice
it's going lo toke some undercover
$
work features audio rrocks, web
links & hours of gomeploy. BMG Interactive

WOODSTOCK VISION: Experience the Great New
dreams of a generation through the olfi. Products!
ciol photographer of the Woodstock
music festival, then create your own by
customizing this interactive collection.
BAWIES: Move Over Yul Brynner! It's
the action srrotegy challenge that
leaves i~ toupee al home. With levels,
worlds, weapons & domeheods galore.

29

COMMAND & CONQUER RED ALERT: In this Commend &
Conquer version of WWII, Nazis never come lo power &
WWII becomes o bottle between Allied & Soviet forces.
ZCOMBAT SIMULATION: Command your squadron of
robots into enemy territory & try to capture all of the
enemy Aogs.
CIRCLE Of BLOOD: You must discover the identity of on
assassin, recover a manuscript written by the legendary
Knights Templer & uncover its mystical secrets.

NDIR
by Cyberdreams

3 Gr-t Titles
Red Alerl

$46
Z Combat
50279
$40
Circle of Blood
53137
$40
53328

Your

Woo PlAY SM OR Woo PLAY MUSBJM

femme fatales, corrupt
officials & callous cops
inhabit the underworld of
1940's LA Sort tnrough
clues & deception lo solve
the murder of a colleague.

$39 ~ 1iiiii

Choice
Mst Harold Feist hos created beautiful
graphics & animation while muhimedio clues
Space
captivate children as they learn longuoge
53147
skills. Developed lo cater lo a variety of IonMuseum
53148
guoge proficiency levels enabling children lo
begin at the level of word recognition & Only
advance lo developing spelling skills.
I
h

$1 4

nnotec

TOPPS™ NFL CYBRCAROS
Topps™ NFL CybrCords ore the CD-ROMs that toke you inside the
ste•e
game far a look al your favorite stars-like you've never seen them
before. There are 28 CybrCards in all & each one features o different .
NFLstar. Only CybrCords con show you a player's entire season, put Deion ~;~~~
you on the sidelines with live action, live sound clips from NFL films.
Emmitt Smith
Toke you inside the huddle with helmeted mike footage. Open up the
53617
ploybooks with chalkboard diagrams. Give you expert coach$
ing analysis. Check out every slot imoginoble ... ond more.
Only

;;i~~

FROM

17

• While supplie! ml. All pri<es in U.S. dollar,. Shipping
charges app~ to free offer,.
•• Order, received as late as 9:30 PM (CSTI for 2nd day air.
Call for other deadline limes. Special offer,, ttem availability
ond prices may vary according lo format and ore subjed to
change without nalice. Nat respan,i~e far inadverlenl error,.

Au. MAloR CREoo CARDs

CODE Wl 1

Acc:e>le>

SAME DAY SHIPPING**

ORDER AS LATE AS 10:00PM!

Hours: M-F 8am-1 Opm; Sat 8am-5pm; Sun 12 Noon-5pm.
CONTACT

CompuServe: 76043, 1605
America On-Line : UNITEDCD
BBS l-217-352-9654

us!

Fax back l-217-352-8123
Fax orders l -217-352-97 49
lnt'I orders l -217-352-8737

Circle Reader Service #194

I
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP
BASKETBALL
True co!egicoo exci1emerll
with your lovorite Divi~on
1 teams, authentic courts

&colors &the smoothest
gameploy =ibble for

PC

48253

$42

TIME I.APSE
Explore historically accurate ancient civilizations
-Ancient Egypt, Anislose
(Native America!, Myon,
South American &
Mythical Atbntis.
48251

$46

GTE Entertainment

~ R&G GAMES ~

BRE Software

FREE Shipping

PO BOX 5008 Glendale Hts, IL 60139

We Buy & Sell New & Used IBM Games & Hintbooks
Top Dollar paid for newer games. Cal first for quotes
Check or 10% more for credit usuely processed in just 1-2
days.. Many more games in stock cal for prices:
-used GamesJewels Orace a:>
$29
30 Ulra Pinbal a:>
$30 Mechwamor 2 a:>
$32
11~ f-b.Jr a:>
$29 Myst a:>
$26
Aled General a:>
$30 Nascar Racing a:>
$28
Anvil ofDawn a:>
$26 Phantasmagoria
$32
Apache a:>
$34 Polee Quest 5 a:>
$30
Ascendancy a:>
$26 Shivers a:>
$30
Beavis & Butthead
$28 Spooe Quest 6
$32
Caesar 2 a:>
$32 Spa;ebucks aJ
$32
Qvilzation 2 a:>
$36 Stonekeep a:>
$30
O:lmnd&O:inquer
$36 Temi Nova a:>
$33
O:inqueror 1086 a:>
$29 Tie Fighter
$20
Cyberia 2 a:>
$32 Top Gun a:>
$31
Dark Forces a:>
$28 Torin Passage a:>
$30
The Dig ro
$33 Warcraft 2 a:>
$35
Doom 2 a:>
$28 Witchaven 2 a:>
$32
Dragon Lore a:>
$20 Wing O:lmdr 4 a:>
$41
EF2000 aJ
$33 X-Wing Qil aJ
$35
Earthsiege aJ
$29 Zork Nemesis a:>
$36
Earthsiege 2 aJ
$36 ....New Games....
Fri Pg Sp Ftbl 96
$36 ATF aJ
$39
Ful Throtte aJ
$29 Afterlfe aJ
$40
FX Fighter aJ
$20 Qvilzation 2 aJ
$42
Gabriel Knight 2
$33 C.Omend & O:inquer
$42
The Hive aJ
$29 Final Doom aJ
$43
Indy Car RiK: 2 a:>
$33 Waroraft 2 aJ
$42
For quotes or to order Cal
1-800-525-GAME

a

Free UPS Shipping with purchase of $75 or more
Visa, MC, Discov..-, Am Exp, Cashier Checi<, Mooey O<def acoepted
9.m-9pm Moo-Fri ShioPila UPS $5, Ovenv,I $9 COD $10
Al games must hwe origwwJi box.~ cisks & _ , (NO COPES) In good
condilion, -1lng. coo'l)lelll & virus~... MY 1NCCOj>lable games will be

returned at YOU' opens• S5 ups per box. Prices Subject to change &Avaiability.

w,s.a ;i~~~ F~~J~

11 thHour
7th Guest

19.95/10.00
29.95/15.00
29.95/14.00

A-102
Absolute Zero

:::

AsGendancy
Baltle Arena Toshinden
Blo1orge
Buried in Time
Chronicles of the Sword
Civiization 2
Close Combat
Colonization

g:~=~~~i~;r
Covert Missions
Crusader: No Remorse
Cyberia 2
Cybermage
0
Oarl<Forces
Descent
Descent 2
Dig

Doom 2: HeH on Earth
Duke Nukem 30
Dungeon Master 2
Earthsiege 2
EF2000
Fade to Blacl<
FIFASoa:er '96
Final Doom

Front Page Spans
Footbal'96
Full ThroWe

::;;~ ~~r~:~

29.95/12.00
29.95/14.00
24.95/10.00

U.S. Navy Fighters Gold
V111Ual Poo

~~~;~~

Warcraft Ores and Humans 14.95/8.00
Warcrah 2:
r~es of Oai1uless
29.95/15.00

Heroes of M~ht and Magk 29.95/14.00
Hexen: Beyond Heretic 29.95115.00

29.95/14.00

29.95114.00

24.95/10.00

Hi-Octane

29.95114.00
29.95114.00

Indy Car Racing 2
34.95116.00
Jane's Advanced Tactical

24.95/10.00

34.95/16.00
F~hters
34.95/15.00
34.95/14.00 Jane'sAH-640 Longbow 34.95/16.00
24.95/12.00 Magk Carpet 2
24.95/14.00
34 95114 00
·
·
~:8~!:~~TheClans
19.95/10.00 Mechwanior 2: Ghostbear 24.95/10.00
29.95/14.00 Mona! Kombat 2
19.95/10.00
29.95/14.00 Mona! Kombat 3
24.95/12.00
29.95/14.00 Myst
19.95/8.00
29.95/14.00 NASCAR Racing
29.95/12.00
24.95/8.00 NBA Liv9 '96
24.95/10.00
19.95/4.00 Need for Speed
29.95/15.00
29.95/14.00 NHL Hockey '96
29.95/12.00
24.95/8.00 PBA Bowling
24.95/10.00
24.95/12.00 PGA Tour Goll '96
29.95/12.00
34.95/16.00 Phantasmagoria
29.95/10.00
24.95/8.00 Police Ouest SWAT
29.95/15.00
29.95/14.00 Primal Rage
24.95/10.00
29.95/14.00 RebelAssauh 2
24.95/10.00
24.95/8.00 Sam & Max Hn the Road
9.95/3.00
29.95/12.00 Screame<
29.95/15.00
29.95/12.00 Shannara
34.95/16.00
Shive<s
34.95/16.00
Silverload
29.95/12.00
Simls~
19.95/10.00
I
Sim Towe<
24.95/12.00

~:~~~~:~
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~~~2000

Top Gun

TOI~ Mayhem
Ultimate Doom

~~~;;~

Warcrah 2 Expansion

24.95/10.00

Warhammer: Shadow of
the Horned Rat
29.95/15.00
Wetlands
29.95/14.00
24.95/12.00
Whi~ash
Wing Commander 3
24.95/10.00
Wing Commander 4
34.95/15.00
Wipeout
29.95/14.00
Witchaven
24.95/10.00
Wizardry Gold
29.95/12.00
WO<IT\S
29.95/12.00
X-Com 2
24.95/10.00
X-Wing Collectors CD
19.95/10.00
Zoril Nemesis
34.95/15.00

To Sell CD-ROMS
1. On a ful sized piece of papet, write
your name, complele address, phone
m.rnber and a list of all games yoo are
selling .
2. If yoo would like to purchase other
CO.ROM games, Ust the titles you would
like to order on the same piece of paper.
3. Pack your games and paperwofk in
a box and send It to the address below.
YOUf check will normally be maied wi1hin
2·3 working days ol receiving your
package.

Send your games to:

BRE Software

Star Trek 0S9 Harbinger

29.95/14.00

TimeCommando

Dept CGW11
352 W. Bedford Suite 104
Fresno, CA 93711
29.95/14.00

Stonekeep
Strife
TerminatorFutureShocl<
r~ F,ghte< Co~ors co

24.95/12.00
29.95/15.00
29.95/15.00
29.95/15.00

All USED PC CO-ROM games include original box, instruaions and a 90 day warranty. For gromd shipping, add $5, for air
shippln9, add $9. Caltt. res. add 7.75% tax. When selHing back PC CD-ROMs, all games must incloda original box and
instruc:liOOs. Any unacceptable/damaged games will be returned at yoor expense (SS minimum) . We reserve the right to

s:;
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29.95/14.00
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listed in this ad, yoo wil be paid from our current catalog. All games are subject to availability.
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ANCIENT
4 Battles Anc. World
Alexander at Tyre
Alexanders Generals
Ancient Empires
Batt Alex Mod Oiadoch

NAPOLEONIC
AusferlifZ
Battle Dresden 1813
Battles Waterloo
Battles for Empires
Eagle Empire Borodino

SCIENCE FICTION
2038
$34
Alpha OmeQa
$19
Awful Green Things OS $17
Battlespace
$19
BattJetech 4th Ed.
$19

STRATEGY
Advanced Civilization
Blackbeard
Britannia
Civilization
Colonial Diplomacy

Battletech Omnimech
$9
Citytech
$25
Car Wars Deluxe
$21
Cosmic Encounter
$29
Critter Tek
$12
Feder Empire Carr War $17
Feder Empire Spec Ops $9
Fedralion & Empire Dix $38
Fury ol Clansmen
S29
Gateway lo the Stars $22
Hacker 2
$16
Interstellar Wars
$19
Kill Zone
S21
Merchant of Venus
S25
Necromunda
$44
Ogre Miniatures
$13
Roadkill
S19
Silenf Oeath
$42
Space Hulk
S50
Space Marine
S50
S1ar Reel Battles
$25
Star Flt Batt Adv Miss S22
Starforce Terra
$19
Starship Captain
$26
Starship Troopers
$29
Stellar conqueSI
$19
Warhammer 40K
$50
SPORTS
Pro Baseball
$25
Pro Football
$19
Regatta
$19
Win Place & Show
$17
Wrasstin'
S13

Deluxe Dlplomacy
$42
Enemy in Sight
$12
Feudal
$18
Florida
S22
Guerilla
$17
History of the World
$27
Kingmaker
S19
Kremlin
$14
Lords of Sierra Madre $34
Machiavelli
$29
Maharaja
$23
Pax Britannica
$18
Republic of Rome
$29
Risk
$27
The New Acquire
$25
We the People
$29
VIETNAM / KOREA
Battles forgoften War $36
Plaloon
S15
Rolling Thunder
$22
Silver Bayonene
S15
WORLD WAR I
Aces High
S24
Aces of Aces Pwrhse $19
Fight For Skies
$21
Ironclads
$32
Ironclads Exp Set
$30
KnighlS of lhe Air
$19
landships
$27
March 10 Victory
$40
Richtofen's War
S19
Wings
$30
World War One
$11

Battles of Alexander
Emperors Arst Banis
Samurai
Siege of Jerusalem

$15

FANTASY
Challenge Lion Lord
Dark Blades
Dragon Lords
Oragonhunt
Dungeon

$25
$25
$29
S19
S16

$33
S25
$37
$27

Hobbit Adventure
King Arthur Knights
Magic Realm
Merlin

$29
$30
S23
$28

$21
$18

$33
$29

AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Give Me Liberty
$22
Rebels & Redcoats 1 $25
Rebels & Redcoats 2 $25
War of 1812
S22
CIVIL WAR
1862 Civil War Quad $23
1864 Year of Decision $29
Across 5 Aprils
S23

l;i

Antietam campaign
$25
Aprils Harvest
$24
Army Heartland
S36
Bloods! Day Anlietam $29
Blue & Gray
S25
Bobby Lee Amer CW $37
Campaigns Civil War $19
Chancellorsville
S34
Gettysburg 3 Days July $39
Glory
$30
Here Come the Rebels $23
In Their Quiet Fields
S22
Lee Takes Command $22
Loogstreet's Assault $22
No Better Place Die
$24
Raid on Richmond
$2 1
Roads to Gettysburg $24
Sam Grant
$42
Stonewall in Valley
$29
War for the U111on
$29

g
o0

Titan
$23
Warhammer Fantasy $50
Warhammer Quest
$50
Wizards Quest
$17
Xanth
$21
LEISURE I FAMILY
Alibi
$9
Assassin
$15
Auction
$14
Bali
$5
Candidate
$19
Circus Maximus
$11
Class Struggle
$19
Dilemmas
$8
Escape from Colditz $35
Facts in Frve
$16
Gangsfers
$23
Grand Prlx
$19
Greed
S7
Hexagony
$9
Moonstar
S12
Ouldoor Survival
$17
Restaurant
$22
Road 10 Whilehouse $25
Robo Rally
$33
Shark
S22
Spices of the World
S18
TV Wars
S9
Word Power
$15

MEDIEVAL
Age of Chivalry 2
S27
Crossbows & Canons 2 S33
Crusades II
$28
Cry Havoc
$25
Henry V
$28
Ironsides
Outremere
Richard the Uonheart
Samurai Blades
Siege
Viking Raiders
MODERN
2nd Fleet
3rd Fleet
6th Fleet
71h Fleet
Across the Suez
Aegean Strike
Attack Sub
Back to Iraq
Central America
Crisis Korea 1995
Crlsls Sinai 1973
Firepower
Flashpoint: Golan
Flighl Leader
Gull Slrike
IDF(lsraeli Def Fore)
light Division
Main Battle Tank
Mid·Easf Peace
Modem Naval Batt 3
NATO
Phantom Leader
Phase Line Smash
Speed of Heat
Tac Air
Thunderbolt Apache Ld

S28
$25
$30
S22

$22
$25
S24
$27
$23
S27
S13
$19
S19
S18
$19
$29
$25
$23
$29
S21
$29
$29
$24
$24
$16
S19
$13
$25
$22
$36
S1 9
$24

$26
$25

$33

$32
$29
Emperors of Europe
$33
Empires in Arms
$27
field Command
$30
La Bata Mnt St Jn Dtx $62
La Bala d'Espagnol
$40
La Bata de M St. Jean $29
La Bata du Nord
$33
Napoleon Waterloo Cmp$27
Napoleon on Danube $19
Napoleon's Last Battle $25
Napoleonic Wars
$3 1
Napoleons Leipzig
S22
The Eagles Turn East $39
The Emperor Returns $28
Valmy to Waterloo
$30
Victory at Waterloo
$21
War & Peace
$21
war to fhe Dealh
S21
Wooden Ships Iron Men$19
RAILROAD
1830 RR & Rbbr BaronsS20
1870
$38
Advancd Trek Tellurid $21
Australian Rails
$21
Colorado Rails
$17
Empire Bulkier
$25
Empire Builders Mini's $5
Eurorails
$25
Express
$11
Greaf Wes1ern Railway $36
Rail Baron
$19
Rocky Mnln Rails
$13
Tracks to Telluride
$42

S25
$27
$19
S29
$42

WORLD WAR II
12 O'Clock High
1944 Second Front
AWinter War
Aachen
Advanced Squad Ldr

S23
S29
S29
$23
$38

WORLD WAR II
Krieg!
$32
Line in the Sand
$22
London's Burning
$29
Longest Day
$59
Luttwaffe
S23

ASL Mod Jatkosota
ASL Solo Rules
Advanced Third Reich
Afrika Korps

$10
S29
$38
S18

Main Battle Area
Midway
Mustangs
Over the Reich

Ambush
Anzio
Axis & Allies
Axis & Allies Max Adv
Axis & Allies Mid East
Axis & Ally WW2 Exp
B-17
Balkan Front
Battle of the Bulge
Banle over Britain
Black Wednesday
Blitzkrieg in South
Blood & Thunder
Bodyguard Overlord
Brilain Stands Alone
Carrier
Carrier war
Easfern Front 2nd Ed
Eastern Front Solitr
Empire of Rising Sun
Eurofront
Fire in fhe Easf
For Whom Bell Tolls
France 1944
Golan to Sinai
Guadalcanal
Harpoon Box Set
Hells Highway
Hitler's War

$24
$19

Panzerblitz 2
S25
Rise of Luflwalle
$19
Rommel at Bay
S22
Run Silent. Run Deep S24
Salvo 2
S21
Seven Seas to Victory $21
Squad Leader
$23
Stalingrad Pocket 2
$28
Storm Ovr Arnhem Foli $12
Third Reich
S19
Twilight War
S17
Victory in Europe
$14
Volga Front
S17
WW2 Pacific Thealre S33
War at Sea
S12
War at Sea 2 Kit
S13
West Front
$44
Winier Slorm
$33
World In Flames Dtx
$90
GENERAL WAR
Air Superiority
S9
Alamo
S15
Blood & Iron
S25
High Ground
$12
Quebec 1759
$22
Texas Revolution
$18
The '45
S25
Thirly Years War Quad S27
Zorndorf
$36

$33
$10
$16
$14
$18
$26
$16
$21
$32
$29

$30
S29
S23
S27
S25
$49
S21
$41
S29
S58
$54
$12
$16
$27
$41
$15
$15

S22
$19
$17
$30

~ •SHIPPING: Priority Mail in US $2 per order, 2 Day Air $4 per order. Worldwide airmail $6 per Item. Handling $2 per shipment. Hardware orders may require additional shipping charges. Call for details. Visa, iii
i MC and Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders under $200 same as cash . COD $8. Defectives replaced with same product. Most Items shipped same day. Shipping times may vary. Price / ii
ii availability may change. All sales final. Each US order will Include a 6 month subscription to Computer Games Strategy Plus magazine, for which $6 of the order cost will be allocated.
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AD&D 2ND EDmDN RULES
AD&D Core Rules CD $59
Dungeon Master Guide $16
Monstrous Manual
$20
Players Handbook
$20
AD&D ACCESSORIES
$17
Book of Artifacts
Castle Sites
$11
$13
Castles Guide
Chronomancer
$11
Country Sites
$11
Encyclopedia Maglca $20
I, Tyrant
$15
Priest Spell Cards
$17
Shaman
$11
$11
Treasure Tales
Wizard Spell Cards
$17
Wizard Spell Cpndm 1 $21
World Builder's Guide $17
AD&D ADVENTURES
A Hero's Tale
$11
Dragon Mountain .
$25
Eye of Doom
$6
$11
Eye lo Eye
Gates of Fi rest rm Peak S17
AD&DAUDIO
Hall the Heroes
$13
Joshuan's Almanac
$11
Karameikos
$25
Night of the Vampire $13
Red Steel campaign $25
AD&D BIRlttRIGHT
Domain Source books EA $7
Birthright Campgn Set $25
Havens ol the Great Bay$17
Legends of Hero-Kings $17
$10
11! Naval Battle System
$11
Sword of Roele
~ The Book of Magecratt $17

i

!

AD&D DARK SUN
$20
' City by the Silt Sea
Dark Sun campaign
$25
Psionlc An.ifacts
$17
Wanderer's Chronicle $17
AD&D FR ACCESSORIES
Drow of the Underdark $13
Faiths & Avatars
$18

$17
Heroes' Lorebook
Netheril Empire o Mage $25
The Seven Sisters
$13
Volo's Guide Dalelands $13
Warriors & Priests
$18
$13
Wizards & Rogues
AD&D FR ADVENTURES
Night Below
$25
Ruins ot Zhentil Keep $21
Undermtn Trilogy 3
S6
Vilhon Reach
$14
AD&D Al BOXED SETS
City of Splendors
$20
Elminster's Ecologies $20
Forgotten Rims Cmpgn $25
Ruins of Myth Drannor $17
Ruins of Undermtn 2 $21
Spellbound in Re~ms $21
AD&D PLANESCAPE
Campaign Setting
$25
Guide to Astral Plane $13
Hellbound: Blood War $21
On Hallowed Ground $21
Planewalker's Handbook$17
Uncaged: Faces ol Sigil $17
AO&D PL\YER ACCESSOIIIES
Complete Elves
$15
Complete Humanoids $15
Complete Ninja
$15
Player Packs EA
$16
Spells & Magic
$19

ARS MAGICA
Adventures Value Pack $12
Ars Magica 3rd Edition $19
House of Hermes
$15
$16
Medieval Handbook
$10
Mistridge
Mythic Europe
$15
Mythic Places
$9
CASTLE FAU<INSTeN
$14
Book of Siglls
$19
Casile Falkenstein
$12
Comme II Faut
DICE POLY MEGATUBES
Opaque Set
S3
Pearlescent Set
S6
Transparent Set
$5
Twinkle Set
S6
DICE SPECIAl.lY DICE
$1
Critical Die
$1
Fumble Die
Hit Location Die
$1
Weapon Die
$1
DRAGONLANCE FIFTH AGE
Oragonlance Filth Age $21
Heroes ol Steel
$15
Last Tower
$17

EARlttDAWN
Barsaive campaign
Creatures of Barsaive
Earthdawn Companion
Earthdawn
Magic: Mys1ic Secrets
GURPS
Bestiary
Compendium
Fantasy 2nd Ed.
Goblins
Magic 2nd Ed .
Rulebook

$21
$15
$15
$25

$15
$14
$18
$15
$18
$14
$20

IWINMASTEI
Character Profiles Pad
GM's Guide

HarnPlayer
Players Guide
Spell Tomes EA

$8
$16
$15
$16
$6

MERP 2
Accessory Pack
MinasTirith
Souther Gondor
Wizards Companion
PENDRAGON
Land ol Giants
Pagan Shores
Pendragon 4th ed.
Savage Mountains
ROLEMASTER
Alchemy Companion
Arcane Companion
Gamemasters Guide
Players Guide
Sea Law
War Law Mass Combat
RUNEQUEST

$14
$21
$25
$10

$18
$14
$19

$14
$15
$15
$16
$10
$16
$22

Apple Lane
$10
Gloranthan Bestiary
$9
Gods of Glorantha
$13
$12
Lords of Terror
Rivero! Cradles
$17
RuneOuest 4th Ed.
$19
SKYREAlMS OF JORIJNE
Scholar! Pack
$14
Skyrealms of Jorune $17
Sobayid Atlas
$15
WARHAMMER FANTASY
Apocrypha Now!
$11
$18
Ooomstones #1
The Enemy Within V 1 $11
Warhmr Fantasy 2nd $19

lllililiMilil;■ ■iHHil;■ ■iHHil;■
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CALL Of ClttULJiU
$16
Arkham Unveiled
Gall ol Cthulhu
$18
Clhulhu Live
$15
Encyclopdia Clhulh~na $10

CHAMPIONS
Alien Enemies
Champions

Utatti Aslel
CttANGEUNG

$18

$11
Autumn People
Changeling
$21
Nobles: Shining Host $12
$19
Player's Guide
$10
Players Kit
CHIU
Accessory Pack
$12
Chill
$16
$12
Companion
Voodoo Sourcebook $12
MAGE
$10
Tradition Books
Ascention 's Right Hand $13
Chantry Book
$15
Mage 2nd Ed
$21
$21
Mage Tarot Deck
Technocracy Iteration X$10
VAMPIRE
$10
Clan Books EA
Hunters Hunted
$10
Storyteller's Handbook $15
$24
The Dark Ages
Vampire 2nd Ed
$24
Vampire Players Guide $19
Werewolf
Axis Mundi Book SpiritsS15
Tribebooks EA
$10
$12
Freak Legions
Player's Gulde
$15
Project Twilight
. $11
Storyteller"s Handbook $15
Werewott (2nd Ed)
$24

CONSPIRACY X
$20
Conspiracy X
GM Screen
$13
CYBERPUNK 2020 ADV
Media Junky 1: Take 1 $9
Night City Stories
$13
Streetfighting
$10
$17
Cyberpunk 2020
Corp. Report 2020 V. 3 $9
Dark Metropolis
$15
$15
Land of the Free
Night City Sourcebook $15
$12
When Gravity Fails
GURPSSCl-fl
$14
Allens
$14
Atomic Horror
Cyberpunk
$14
War Against the Chtorr $14
HEAVY GEAR
Badlands Sourcebook $17
Fleld Guides EA
$13
GM Starter Kit
$25
Heavy Gear
$25
Tactical Air Support
$17
Technical Manual
$15
Terra Nova Sourcebook $18
Macross 2
$11
Macross 2
$9
Sourcebook 1
Spacecraft & Deck Plans $9
Mechwarrior
Living Legends
$10
Mechwarrior 2nd Ed . $13
Mechwarrior Cmpanlon $12
RIFTS
$11
Index: Vol. 1
$16
Juicer Up Rising
$14
Mercenaries
Ritts
$21

R080TECH
lnvid Invasion

$11
Mecha Southern Cross $7
$7
ADF Manual
REF Field Guide
$13
Robotech
$11
Sentinels
$14
$7
The Zentaedi
$9
Zentraedi Breakout
SHAOOI\IIUN
Aztlan
$15
Grimoire 2nd Ed.
$13
$11
Paranormal Animals
Prime Runners
$14
Shadowrun 2nd Ed.
$20
Seattle Sourcebook
$13
$13
Shadowtech
$13
Sprawl Maps
$11
Sprawl Sites One
Tir Na Nog
$15
Virtual Realities 2.0
$15
$15
Threats
STAR WARS
Classic Campaigns
$13
DarkStryder
$25
Deathstar Companion $13
$13
Galaxy Guides EA
Imperial EntanglementsS13
Kathol Ritt
$16
$15
Miniatures Rules
Star Wars Hardcover $21
Star Wars Sourcebook $19
The Kathol Outback
$13
TRAVELLER
$18
Aliens Archive
Central Supply Catalog $18
$18
First Survey
$18
Starships
Traveller
$22

Champions Dix

$10

$22
$42

Demons Rule
High Tech Enemies

$7
$11
Mutant Fite Source book S11
$10
Zodiac Conspiracy
DARK CHAMPIONS
$17
Dark Champions
$13
Justice, Not Law
Underworld Enemies $11
VILIAINS & VIGILANTES
Daredevils Bonus Pack $12
Villians & Vigiantes
$7
V&V Boxed Set
$13
World Bonus Pack
$8

IMH&Mifi
Mag~: Mirage SD
$8
Middle Earth Wizard SD $9
$7
Myt~os SD
Magic Alliances
$2
Magic Ice Age BP
$2
$7
Magic Ice Age SO

-

Bubblgum Crisis
Dominion Tnk Police
Guyver
lria
Lodoss War
Macross 2
Oh My Goddess
Project A-ko
Robotech
Slayers

$16
$16
$20
$24
$16
$20
$12
$24
$12
$15

j

•SHIPPING: Priority Mall In US $2 per order, 2 Day Air $4 per order. Worldwide airmail $6 per Item. Handling $2 per shipment. Hardware orders may require additional shipping charges. Call for details. Visa, MC and Discover accept_ ed. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders under $200 same as cash. COD $8. Defectives replaced with same product. Most Items shipped same day. Shipping times may vary. Price/ availability may change. All sales final. Each US order ~
will Include a 6 month subscription to Computer Games Strategy Plus magazine, for which $6 of the order cost will be allocated.
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• Intel 200 Mhz Pentiums

Descent II™

"Great visceral , frantic
fun that's full 3-D"

• 32 MB EDO RAM

cmv,

• Diamond 3D Game

Rated 8/96

Shattered
Steel™
"Lighting and motion effects

Accelerator PCI Gard
• ATI 3D Rage Graphic
Accelerator On Board

are first rate . . . you can jump
into this gameimmediately"

cmv,

• 3.2 Gigabyte Hard Drives

Hands On 8/96

Oet<ent It: c 1996 Parallax software. All rights reserved Descent and Interplay

aretradematdsoflnlefJ)layProductions.Mr1ghts reseMld.
Shatlered Steel: C 1996 llioWiR Corp. Pl, rights reseMld. Shattered Steel and
k11e,j)layaretrademal1<sof nte,playProductions. Mr1ghtsreseMld.

• NEC Multispin CD-ROM Drive
L----'= ' - - - - - - -

forf

1. Look
Po~ ~sfw~sta! ~the~ ! ~Player DemoDays at CompUSA.
2. Go to http://www.interplay.com or http://www.zd.com/gaming , www.nec.com , or www.gowebway.com on the world wide web.
3. Enter Right Now! Return this Official Entry form to:
Virtual Arcade Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 9007, Farmingdale, NY 11 735

Name_____ _____ ____ ________________ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ __ _ __
E-Mail Address
Phone Number- -- - - - - - -- - - - No ptKchase necessary or requested. To enter, return the Official Entry form or hand pnnt your name and address Qnc!uding zip code), daytime telephone number on a plain p1ece ol 3x5 paper and mail rt in an envelope. No facsimile entry permitted. One entry persoo. Sweepstakes
is apen to residents ol the United States its territories a n d ~ - who are eighteen or over, except employees and their immediate families ol Packard Bell NEC, Ziff-Davis, Interplay Producbons, ,ts and their affiliates and subs1Chalies, and ,ts and their advertising and promotion agenaes Al1 submlSSIOOS become the property ci Packard Bell NEC and Interplay Productions. All federal, state and local laws aoo regulati:Jns apply. Void where prohibited or restncted by law. All federal, state and local taxes are the responsibility of the wmners. A 1099 form
win be filed wrth the IRS tor major prtre wme,s. Sweepstakes begins November 1. 1996. Your entry must be received no later than Janua,y31, 1997. llrawiog will be held by February 28.1997. W""""will be
a random drawing Imm among ~I en1Jies rece,,ed uooer
the of Pacl<aro Bel NEC and ~ Y Productions, whose win bit final. The odds of wmring depend on the rumber of entres received. Winners win be notified by e-mal,fl possi)le, and by U.S. mal. ~ pnze notification or prtze returned to Packard Bell NEC
and Interplay Proouctions as undeliverable v.1M result In awarding that prtze to an atternate winner. Where permitted, ac:ceptance of a prize constitutes consent to use of winners name and likeness in My mamer by P..aciWd Bell NEC aro Interplay ProductiooS and Its and their act,,e,"-

selected"

•

J.
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trot
to
The

lilying
they are eligible enter the sv.<epst,kes.
affidavit must be sl!J,ed and rellmed willil 15 days of atten'j)1ed notification. Faikre to retirn a prope,1y completed affidavit wilt1l11Ns period win result n _ , ol an alternate wimer. Wmer may make no 5""sti·
tutionortransterolprtre. Packart!BellNECandlnterplayPnw:tionsreservestherightto5""stituleaprtreofequalofgreatervaJue. Neithe'Pacl<aroBelNEC, nlefJ)layProductions,nori1sandtheiraffiliates,sli>sidiaries,dMsion,orretatedcompa,iesareresponsibleorialllefor
any ctamages, taxes,- , losses or~ resuting trom wlmels aa:eptance or use ol any prtre. Not responsible tor los1, misdirected or late enmes, arnputer- ooiro faH....,_ tecl11ical malfurciions or dis1ult>ances or-cirrunsfar<:es aHectilg receipt ol
en1Jies or operation of the sweepstakes. Not responsible or liable tor any w.mnty, represen1ation, or 11,1ar30fBe either e,press or implied on any prtze awarded (except as may be eX!)R!SSly wananted by Pacl<a/1I Bell NEC or lnterpla~, lnoolng, bu1 not limlted to i1s quati1y, rnechan·
ical condition or fi1ness. AccepfanCe of a prtze corotiMes a release ol NEC, Interplay Production and i1s and lhfflr affiliates by winners Imm ~I responsi~fily or liabHi1y witlt respect to the operation of the prtzes Qncluding property loss, damage, persioal l~ury or dealh).Fo< the winne<s names, available aner February 28,1997, pteasa send a stamped, sen-address envelope by April 30, 1997 to:Vlrtuaf SweeJ)Sfakes, ~ Gaming l'IOl1d, 135 Main SL 14th R, San Francisco, CA 94105.

CYBER PHOTOG·
PHER' After
ntering
the
acDaddy cybertudio choose
rom 3 different
models. Choose
lighting, camera
lens, music and
venture snapping
When you finish
es print out a cal·
as card! CD $49

NET EROTIQUE'
he future of sex
s here! Hitch a
ide on the inforation
super
ighway
to
Europe with one
goal in mind.
Video dialing for
most gorgeous
hot wire. Log on
d possibility this

CD$24
'VIRTUAL SEX
SHOOT'
Imagine be ing
transported to
a mysterious
island
and
having nearly
infinite poss i·
bilities as you
create your own visual fantasy by con ·
trolling cameras that are capturing
every intense moment of highly
charged erotic sex .
CD $44

'TOKYO NYMPHS'
Totally hot Asian
women are the
stars in this super
action packed sex
fest. All around
you these sex
starved , hungry
and passionate
women will fight for, tease and please their
shared boyfriend. The ultimate voyeuristic
feast. Watch them in awe as they give new
meaning to the word "insatiable".
CD $16

'FEMME FATALE
FOR WINDOWS'
Build your dream
girl with Femme
Fatale! A hot
adult
jigsaw!
Features include,
a long, tantalizing All NUDE
full motion strip-tease video . Also 250 hot 24
bit images of 62 girls used with included
puzzle . Load/save game, BMP, PCX, GIF, TIF,
018, TGA, WAV audio and more.
CD $24

'PRIVATE
INVESTIGATOR'
Over 15 levels
of un ique full
motion windows
arcade action
will test your
toughness as a
P.I. . Here you
have to fight off martial arts experts ,
enraged slamdunkers and deranged old
ladies in wheel chairs. But the HARDEST
part is satisfying the hookers!
CD $49

INTERACTIVE

MJ>TION

STILLS

AssTroids
$40
Buster Cherry
$45
$39
Casting Couch
Club 21
$35
Club Caterina
$29
Club Cyberlesque $29
Crystal Fantasy $29
Cyber Photographr $34
CyberStrip Poker $36
CyberXperience $40
Designer Bodies $29
Desktop Voyeur 1 $39
Dirty Tricks
$46
Diva X Rebecca $38
Dream Machine 2 $49
Fantasy After Dark $35
Fun House
$39
$39
Girlfriend Tracy
Heidi's House
$36
Hot Slots
$37
Interact Symre Bl 2$49
Intimate Journey $24
Intimate Possblts $39
Island Girl Resort $39
Japan Interactive $44
Latex
$44
Mystik Mistress
$36
Nightwatch Int 3 $46
Outpost 69
$40
Passion Poker
$29
Penthouse IA 6
$52
$33
Pleasure Zones
Poker Party
$45
Porn Mania
$29
Porno Poker
$44
Private lnvestigtr $49
Private Plsr Park 2 $49
Private Prison
$44
Scissors N' Stones $29
Sex TV
$39
Sorority Sex Kittn $42
Space Sirens 2
$29
Spy Club
$32
Strip Fighter
S40
Strip Poker Pro
$24
Strip Poker Pro 2 $36
Strip Tease
$24
Time Warp
$45
VGA 6-Pack
$45
VCA's Sex
$29
Vampire's Kiss
$36
Venus Playhouse $35
Virtual Golden Eye $44
Virtual Sex 2
$39
Virtual Sex Shoot $44
Virtual Valerie 2 $36
Virtual Victor
$42
Virtually Yours 2 $39

Bangkok Nights
$24
•Big Bust Babes
$28
Casting Call 2
$36
Deep Thrt Gris 4Pk$52
Demon School
$22
Dirty Debutnt 6 Pk $44
Fantascenes
$39
Fantasy Lifestyle 2 $19
Flesh for Fantasy $24
Ghostly Desires
$44
Girls Doin'{3irls 2 $26
Glimpses lnteractv $19
Hot Wired
$26
Immortal Desire
$25
Insatiable
$24
Justine
$39
Kinky Debutante 2 $32
La Blue Girl 3
$22
La Blue Girl 4
$22
Lap Dancer
$25
Legends of Porn 2 $19
Love Bites
$26
Mask
$19
$26
Menage A Trois
Mrphing Babes V1 $29
Mystique Orient 2 $24
Natural Instinct
$18
New Machine 6 Pk $42
Night at Drive-In $19
Nookie All Nations $16
Nova Collection 3 $24
Nova Collection 4 $19
Nova Collection 5 $19
Novel Desires
$33
One Nine Hundred $19
Only the Very Best $26
Oriental Action
$26
Oriental Diaries
$29
Oriental Syndrome $22
Oriental X-Press $22
Pink Lady Dtective $24
Platinum Six Pack $42
Private Collection $48
Private Moments $19
Putting All Bhnd 2 $24
Racquelle in Wild $24
Red Hot Pink
$19
Romsofl Six Pack $39
Romsott Six Pk 2 $39
Romsoft Three Pck$25
Samurai Pervert $49
Savannah Superstr$24
Secret Garden 2 $19
Sex 2
$24
Sex Games
$24
Sexy Six Pack
$44
Seymore Six Pack $39
Southern Beautis 2$32
Sushi Bar Girls
$29
Sweet Juices
$16
Tokyo Nlghttlle
$48
Tokyo Nymphs
$16
Toys Not Boys
$29
$28
Twi'\ Angers 2
Ultimate Teasers $20
$29
Ultimate Tokyo
Virgins Vol 3
$39
Wager of Love
$25

Adult Image Librry $19
Adult Palate 2
$22
Adult Pict Libr 4 $19
Amatr Photo Gallry$12
Asian Pearls 2
$28
Bankok Beauties $19
Busty Babes 4
$39
Celebrity Nudes $25
Domin-A-Trix
$19
Elite Collge Girls 2 $24
Erotic Playground$22
Latin Lust
$29
Nova Collection 2 $24
Oriental Stars
$32
Tabloid Beauties $26
VGA Photo Disk $22
Visions of Erotica $28

MOTION
101 Orient Dells 2
Adventure Kid
Anal Asian 2
Asia X
Asian Heat
Asian Paradise
Bacchus Six Pack

$19
$22
$25
$27
$24
$39
$45

'FANTASCENES'

GAY
Beef 1
Bike Bang
Boyfriends
Boys Next Door
Boys of Paris
Cruising Ground
David
Dildo Kings
DynaStuds
Home Boys 2
Manhunt
Manpower
Men In Motion
Men In Uniform
Prime Beef

$25
$20
$20
$20
$17
$20
$20
$18
$36
$24
$18
$24
$32
$36
$24

ANIME
Adventure Kid
$24
Angel of Darkness $24
Demn Beast lnvsn $24
Dragon Knight
$28
Dragon Pink
$24
Elven Bride
$24
F3
$24
$30
Guy: Dbl Target
La Blue Girt 1-6ea$24
La Blue Grl Gift Bx $98
Magical Twilight
$24
New Angel
$24
Twin Dolls 1
$27
Urotskdji 4
$24

VIDEOS
800 Fantasy Line
Cousin Betty
F.. .and Lots of It
Innocence Lost
Lesbian Nymphos
My First Time
New Babysitter
Party Stripper
Pink Lagoon
Sex Symbol
Snowballing
The Clinic
Young Lust

$15
$12
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15
$12
$15
$15
$12
$12
$15

Buy 2 Adult Titles From the List Below and
get the One of Equal or Lesser Value FREE!
Amateur Photo Gallery, Crystal Fantasies, Tabloid
Beauties, Phone Se'x, "'et Erotique, Swingers Worldwide,
Sexy Sports Trivia, Glamor Girls & Eruption.
'-l•est ■nt be Made at t111e of percllase. Quantities ll■ lted . Offer subject to cllMge or caocellatlOII at 111J IIM. Elfectlwe Oct 15 • Nov 30 1996.

0 1996 CHIPS & BITS, JNC.

Create countless
personal visual
fantasies with
fi ve of the most
beautiful women
in the world!
You control the
capabil ities in
this disc of
explicit,
passionate
eroti·

CD$39
'CRYSTAL FAN·
TASY' Venture
through
the
cave of lust and
find the secret
crystal . Interact
with the sexiest
young jewels of
the MacDaddy
harem. Take snapshots of the girls and
play with them in your own private portfolio. Six highly interactive, three dimensional gorgeous babes!
CD $29

'ALL
NIGHT
LONG' Over a
thousand
all
original
never
before published
images. All full
screen , all full
color, all different
images.
ouples engaging in
ptured on the sets of over 50
pictures. Viewer with thumbnail
e show feature!
CD $16

'DIVA X.i!EIIECCA'
After dropping off
your friend at the air-

port, you chance
upon a lost beaJty
who queries for your
assistance. "Do you
know how to get
to the Avalon
in a~ French accent. Being the

, you kindly offer her a ride to her
eyes engage in silent conver.;ation
re· the adventure begins! CD$38

'GLAMOUR GIRLS
'l 1O of the most
beautttul women
with firm , tight
bodies, exposing
themselves to you,
on this amazing
CD. 200 full screen
incredible pictures
n some of the most
rotic videos of girts
their luscious bodies
CD$19
'PORNMANIA'
Your remote control guides you
through the world
of adult entertainment. To succeed,
you must unlock
several doors by
mastering adult
games such as Memory or Maze. Escape from
the maze to reveal the erotic picture under it.
Features over 40 different puzzles and over 30
different animated Porntris scenes.
CD $29
CGWl196A1
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PATCHES
omputer game programs have grown so massive and the
number of hardware configurations has become so huge
that incompatibilities and glitches are frustratingly common.

C

Advanced Tactical Fighters
Vt.14: A general update filled
with many additions and changes,
such as weapons performance,
radar enhancements, joystick sup·
port, etc.
AH-64O Longbow V. 1.O8F
Updates game to version 1.08.
Includes many fixes, updates and
new features, including updated
flight dynamics, easier hovering
and autorotation, and new
rotor/engine sound.
Back To Baghdad Update: A
general fix file.
Battleground: Gettysburg
Vt.21: A massive update file with
numerous fixes.
Battleground: Waterloo
Vt .O2: Update has several fixes,
including correcting PBEM replies
and other random crashes.
Chaos Overlords Vl.1: A gen·
eral update that fixes some bugs
and makes some interface changes
such as a new Search Sites panel.
Civilization II V2.41: A massive upgrade that revises every
prior version· of C1v II to 2.41 .
Conquest Of The New World
Vt . to: A general update, with the

major addition of Play-By-E-Mail.
Descent II Vt.1: A general
update file with many fixes. To
install, unzip the "d2ptch11.zip" to
get the "d2ptch11 .exe, " and then
run the EXE file, which will install
the patch for you.
EF2OOO Midlife Upgrade
v2.O2: A patch that balances the
campaign, with improved Al for
both the enemy and your wingman.
Run the "patchef.exe" file to use.
Fighter Duel Vt.92: A general update that fixes many bugs
and includes additions such as
new aircraft and additional joystick support.

Flight Simulator 5.OA
Update: Includes several hard·
ware and Al improvements includ·
ing improved flight equations
(including stall and spin models),
Sound Blaster/SB Pro/SB16
improvements, improved Joystick
response, and 320x200 256 color
VGA mode for faster performance.
Fixes the "Error 0039" problem
with Pentiums in VGA mode.
Heroes of Might and Magic
for Win95 Vt.1: Fixes a few
problems in Heroes of Might and
Magic 1.0, including anomalies
with the cursor and in the Map
Editor.
IndyCar Racing II For
Windows 95 Vt.O1: A general
update file that includes fixes for
system crash while exiting and
modem play bugs. Copy this file
into your "c:\sierra\icr2" directory,
run the "w95icr11.exe." file, and run
the "patch.exe" command.
Quake Vt.O1: Updates the
fragfest extravaganza to version
1.01; improves the multiplayer code
for modems.
Steel Panthers V. 1.2: Update
file fixes map editor, kills a few
bugs and improves Al.
SVGA Ai r Warrior Vl.t6b:
Fixes another bug in the macro
engine.
TacOps Vt.O4: General fix file.
See readme2.wri file after installa·
lion.
Top Gun: Fire At Will Vl.1:
A general patch file that fixes a few
problems. Examples are: various
crash problems, missile dodging is
easier, gun kills are harder to get,
accurate fuel usage model, and a
KEY file for the Suncom F-15E joystick. To install, run the "tgv11 .exe"
file in your Top Gun directory, and
then type "install" to install the
patches. Afterwards, type "clean " to
get rid of the unnecessary patch
files after installation.

Software fixes, or "patches," for buggy programs have become
a necessary evil, and will be until we reach the golden age of
standardized platforms and bug-free programs.
Virtual Snooker Vt.1: Fixes a
few bugs regarding modem play,
and also modifies the Windows
setup routine. Just unzip the
"snkr_us.zip" file in the directory
where Virtual Snooker was
installed, and let it overwrite the
necessary files.
Warcraft 2 Vt.2: Updates version 1.0 to 1.2. Includes
"war2kali.exe" for netplay using
Kali, and the shareware version of
Kali. Also has IPX network code
optimized for better performance;
fixes the Exorcism spell problem,
and also fixes the error that occurs
when 255 or more PUD files are in
the war2 directory. Just unzip the
"wc2_12.zip" file, and run the
resulting EXE to install.

► New PIIUIS IN!
11 llsk.

ruJNet

r-----------------------------------------------------------! Publisher Web Sites
1

I

Marry of these patches are available directly from the publishers, at the
following sites:
Access: http://www.accesssoftware.com
Accolade: http://www.accolade.com
Activision: http://www.activision.com
Apogee/3d Realms: http://www.apogee1 .com
Bethesda: http://www.bethsoft.com
Bllzzard: http://www.blizzard.com/tech.htm
Bullfrog: http://www.ea.com/bullfrog.html
Domark: http://www.domark.com
EA: http://www.ea.com
Id Software: http://www.idsoftware.com
Interactive Magic: http://www.imagicgames.com/games.html
Interplay: http://www.interplay.com
Looking Glass: http://www.vie.com/lgl/utility.html
LucasArts: http://www.lucasarts.com
MlcroProse: http://www.microprose.com/mpsfiles.html
Mlcrlsoft: http://www.microsoft.com
Mllllscapr. http://www.mindscape.com
-llw World Collpttlng: http://www.nwcompuling.com
.,_: http://www.ef2000.com
lrllll: http://www.ea.com/origin.english/index.html
http://www.sierra.com
http:1/spider.media.philips.com/media/games
II-LIN: http://www.sierra.com
H1l1Byte: http://www.trek.microprose.com/shfiles.html

~~line.com
•J/Westol.com/,vtakelwo/rippelhtmlllpatches
l'J'lr//wWWvle.comlhtmlMesupporthtrnl

THE COMPUTER GAMING POLL • A MONTHLY SURVEY OF CGW SUBSCRIBERS
ach month, 2,000 CGW subscribers are selected at random to rate 100 computer games. The results of that poll are combined with the results of previous months to yield a cumulative average for the best plays in gaming. If you receive a ballot please return it with your ratings so that other gamers
and game publishers can benefit from your experience.

E

........

TOP ACTION GAMES

1
2
3

4
5

•
7

8
9
10

EA
Apogee/FormGen
EA/Origin
Crusader: No Remorse
LucasArts
Darllftn:11
id Software
Doom II
EA
TIit Need For Speed
Interplay
Descent II
id/Raven
ll8Dn
EWJ 1&2: Whole Can O' Wonns Playmates
EA/Bullfrog
Magic Carpet 2
The Need For Speed SE

TOP CLASSIC/PUZZLE GAMES
1
2

You Don't Know Jack

...... 'INNII

3

Incredible Machine 2

4

1tlr,st

5

•
7

8
9
10

Monopoly

ConNctlHs
lemmings 3D
l.-.alllgs Palntllall

Gearheads

Treasure Quest

Berkeley Systems
Sierra
Sierra
Virgin
Virgin/Westwood
Discovery
Psygnosis
Psygnosis
Philips
Sirius Publishing

TOP SPORTS GAMES
NHL Hockey '96

FPSFtllllalPnl'II
NHL Powerplay

laAU.'95
FPS Baseball Pro '96

laAU.'96
Tony LaRussa 3 '96
PGA Tllur Golf 486
FPS Football '95
Hardball 5

EA Sports
Sierra
Virgin
EA Sports
Sierra
EA Sports
Stormfront Studios
EA Sports
Sierra
Accolade

TOP ROLE-PLAYING GAMES
Might & Magic: Clouds Of Xeen

AnllOfltaww
Stonekeep
RMnllft: Stone Prophet

WoH

New World Computing
New World Computing
Interplay
SSI
Sanctuary Woods

ADVENTURE GAMES

,.
8.73
8.69
8.26
7.90
7.79
7.68
7.61
7.55
7.53
7.40

Pandora Directive

IMltlllllllldl
Spycraft
..... Cllllcal
Zork Nemesis

Ftlllntlle
The Dig
Pllllta1■II11rta

Under A KIiiing Moon
Rlddle Of Master Lu

,.
7.95
7.78
7.78
7.63
7.62
7.61
7.57
7.54
7.44
7.26

,.
7.67
7.46
7.21
6.90
6.21

,.
8.76
8.34
8.00
7.71
7.67
7.48
7.38
7.37
7.32
7.24

LATION SPACE COMBAT GAMES,.

,.
8.06
7.18
7.17
6.86
6.78
6.71
6.10
5.91
5.36
4.75

Access
Sierra
Activision
Legend
Activision
LucasArts
LucasArts
Sierra
Access
Sanctuary Woods

Wing Cammander IV

lralll'dll
MechWanlor 2
M,14 .........
Wing Commander 3

EF28IO
SIient Hunter
U.S.llarllleflglltan
Advanced Tactk:al Fighters
OSCAR Racing

.....

EA/Origin
MicroProse
Activision
EA/Origin
EA/Origin
Ocean
SSI
EA
EA
Sierra

TOP STRATEGY GAMES

warcratt II Expansion Disk
CIYlllzatlon II

CIC: c..t lperallNs
C -d &Conquer
llnl11farca:~
Heroes Of Might &Magic
llatar Of Magic
Jagged Alllance

w.cran

.............
......

Blizzard
Blizzard
MicroProse
Virgin/Westwood
Virgin/Westwood
Sierra
New World Computing
MicroProse
Sir-Tech
Blizzard

TOP WARGAMES

SSI
SSI
Rt Conlllander 2: Mission Builder Avalon Hill
Talonsoft
Battleground: Gettysburg
Talonsoft
Avalon Hill
QQP
Perfect General II
Microsoft
a■.C-■t
Avalon Hill
Flight Cammander 2
SSI
Allied General

Steel Panthers

.......-:

8.68
8.47
8.43
8.30
8.28
8.14
8.01
7.97
7.95
7.77

,.
9.09
9.02
8.84
8.62
8.56
8.28
8.10
8.09
7.92
7.75

,.
8.65
8.31
8.00
7.85
7.44
7.28
7.12
7.11
7.06
6.97

TOP 100 CAMES
GAME
---

TYPE

SCORE

WarCraft II Expansion Disk

Blizzard

ST

9.09

IIIICraftl

Blizzard

ST

9.02

MicroProse

ST

8.84

----

COMPANY
------

........
dora

A1,U!'J~

The Need For Speed SE
Wing Commander IV

TYPE

ST

SCORE

7.53

EWJ 1&2: Wllole can D' Wonns

Playmates

Ar,

7.53

EA

SI

7.53

LucasArts

AD

7.48

MicroProse

ST

7.47

56

New World Computing

RP

7.46

57

Battleground: Gettysburg

TalonSoft

WG

7.44
7.44

AC

8.73

55

Ar,

8.69

SI

8.68

SSI

WG

8.65

FPS Football 95

Sierra

SP

C&C: Covert Operations

Virgin/Westwood

ST

8.62

59

Magic Carpet 2

EA/Bullfrog

AC

7.40

Virgin/West'Mlod

ST

8.56

LucasArts

AD

7.38

MicroProse

SI

8.47

60
61

TIie Dig

11

C...&C....,
Grand Prix 2

Phantasmagoria

Sierra

AD

7.37

12

Mecllwarrter 2

Activision

SI

8.43

62

Wamammer

Mindscape

ST

7.35

13

Gabriel Knight 2

Sierra

AD

8.34

63

System Shock

EA/Origin

AC

7.32

14

Pannr leneral

SSI

WG

8.31

1942 Pacific Air War Gold

MicroProse

SI

7.32

Under A Killing Moon

Access

AD

7.32

Right UnlimHed

Looking Glass

SI

7.31
7.29

10

15

AH-640 Longbow

EA/Origin

SI

8.30

18

Wing Comnlander 3

EA/Origin

SI

8.28

66

Missionforce: Cyberstonn

Sierra

ST

8.28

67

Terra Nova: Strike Force Centauri

Looking Glass

AC

18

Crusader: No Remorse

EA/Origin

AC

8.26

Virtual Poal

Interplay

SP

7.29

19

EF 2000

Ocean

SI

8.14

Sim City CD-Rom

Maxis

ST

7.29

20

llenNls Of Mlgllt & Magic

New World Computing

ST

8.10

70

Stalingrad

Avalon Hill

WG

7.28

21

Master Of Magic

MicroProse

ST

8.09

71

Hyper 30 Pinball

Virgin

AC

7.27

You Don't Know Jack

Berkeley Systems

GP

8.06

72

Hardball 5

Accolade

SP

7.26

x22

x

MicroProse

Fun Throttle
X-Com: Terror From The Deep
Anvll Of Dawn

54

).

COMPANY

U.S. Navy Fighters

,,

['

GAME

CivNet

SIIIIPaltllell
9

x

EA/Origin

51

23

Silent Hunter

SSI

SI

8.01

73

U-Boat II: Drumbeat

Deadly Games

SI

7.25

24

Rt Colllnder 2: Mission Builder

Avalon Hill

WG

8.00

74

Rlddle Of Master Lu

Sanctuary Woods

AD

7.24

Spycraft

Activision

AD

8.00

75

26

U.S. Marine Rghters

EA

SI

7.97

27

Advanced Tactical Fighters

EA

SI

7.95

NHL Hocker '96

EA Sports

SP

7.95

29

Jagged Alliance

Sir-Tech

ST

7.92

30

Dark Forces

LucasArts

AC

7.90

80

Caesar II

31

Battleground: Waterloo

TalonSoft

WG

7.85

81

Heretic

32

Doom II

id Software

AC

7.79

82

Star Trek: TNG, Anal Unity

33

FPS Football Pro '96

Sierra

SP

7.78

NHL Powerplay

Virgin

SP

7.78

35
36
37

NASCAR Racing
WarCraft
Mission Critical

Sierra
Blizzard
Legend

SI
ST

38
39

Warlords II Deluxe
The Need For Speed

40

Stonekeep

Interplay

RP

7.21

Ripper

Take 2

AD

7.21

77

Incredible Toons

Sierra

GP

7.18

78

Incredible Machine 2

Sierra

GP

7. 17

Aces Of The Deep

Sierra

SI

7.17

Sierra

ST

7.15

id/Raven

AC

7.14

Spectrum HoloByte

AD

7.12

Perfect General II

QQP

WG

7.12

84

Close Combat

Microsoft

WG

7. 11

7.77
7.75

86

F. Thomas "Big Hurt" Baseball
Flight Commander 2

Acclaim
Avalon Hill

AD

7.71

87

Relentless

7.11
7.06
7.02

SSG

ST

7.69

88

Rayman

EA
Ubi Soft

SP
WG
AD
AC

7.00

AC

Military Simulations

SI

7.00

AD

7.68
7.67

Back To Baghdad

Zalk Nemesis

EA
Activision

Fire Fight

AC

7. 00

Might & Magic: Clouds Of Xeen

New World Computing

RP

7.67

91

Apache

EA
Interactive Magic

SI

6.97

42

NBA Live '95

EA Sports

SP

7.63

92

Conquest Of The New World

Interplay

ST

6.97

43

FPS Baseball Pro '96

Sierra

SP

7.62

Allied General

SSI

WG

6.97
6.94

NBA Live '96

EA Sports

SP

7.61

94

Legends Of Kyranida 3

Virgin/Westwood

AD

Descent II

Interplay

AC

7.61

95

Earthsiege 2

Sierra

SI

6.91

Fantasy General

SSI

ST

7.59

96

Ravenloft: Stone Prophet

SSI

RP

6.90

47

Tony LaRussa 3 '96

Stormfront Studios

SP

7.57

97

Destruction Derby

Psygnosis

AC

6.88

48

Wings Of Glory

Origin

SI

7.55

98

Chronomaster

lntracorp/Capstone

AD

6.86

Hexen

id/Raven

AC

7.55

Magic Carpet

EA/Bullfrog

AC

6.86

PGA Tour Gott 4816

EA Sports

SP

7.54

Tritryst

Virgin

GP

6.86

44

46

50

Games on unnumbered lines have scores equal to the line above. * = Top game of type. Red = New Game, AD = Adventure, RP = Role Playing, SI = Simulation/ Space
Combat, ST = Strategy, WG = Wargame, AC = Action, SP = Sports, GP = Classic/Puzzle. Games are retired after two years and become eligible for the Hall of Fame.

It's Been The
Best Of Times,
And The Worst
ifteen years ago I
was going crazy in
a one-horse town
in British
Columbia, and
one of the few
things that kept
me going was
computer and video games. These
were the days when an Apple was like
something out of Forbidden Planet,
and a tabletop ASTEROIDS was the Altar
of Infinite Quarter Sacrifice. Computer
games were just hitting the market in
plastic bags and stored on audio tape,
ASCII characters doubled as computer graphics, and the first STAR FLEET
game was worth hours of amusement.
It would be another couple of years
before I would see actual graphics on
anything other than a cartridge game.
Now it's 15 years later, and I type
this on a Pentium 150 with more
memory than the mainframe we went
to see on junior high school field trips.
Sometimes it seems like another
world, but there's been a helluva lot
that's gone on in between, so here's a
list of my personal highs and lows.
THE BEST

1. Playing endless hours of POLARIS,
a MISSILE COMMAND clone, on the first
Color TRS-80 at a buddy's house.
2. Getting my first computer, a
Commodore 64 with a real disk drive.
3. Playing MULE with some friends
and realizing that multiplayer is best.
4. Playing an overhead-view chop-

per game for the C-64, and realizing
that arcade action could still be intricate and interesting.
5. Blowing $200 for a 300-baud
modem for the C-64, and thinking
what an incredibly cool gadget it was.
6. Playing endless games of
IMPERIUMGALACTIUM from SSI. A space
war experience that really hasn't been
equaled by an SF wargame since.
7. Selling the C-64 and looking in
awe upon the Atari ST I had gone
halters on, with every penny I had.
8. Programming my version of STAR
FLEET BAmEs, and realizing just how
fast a 16-bit processor was.
9. Watching my girlfriend play
LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS in
female mode and laughing my guts
out, little realizing it was one of the last
limes game developers would give
women any credit.
10. Becoming addicted to ROGUE,
mapping out DUNGEON MASTER with the
help of another girlfriend, and endless
hours with my friends playing EMPIRE,
watching the automated efficiency of
FredWorld, all on that old ST.
11. Discovering the incredible world
of AIR WARRIOR on GEnie.
12. Seeing WING COMMANDER running in a software store and knowing
that I had to have it. (A year and a half
later my wife and I spent every penny
to purchase our first IBM, a 386-33and WING COMMANDER was ours.)
13. My wife coercing me to write a
nasty letter to CGW about MANTIS
EXPERIMENTAL FIGHTER, and editor Chris

Lombardi liking the style and inviting
me to review for the magazine.
14. Playing my first cooperative network game of DooM.
15. Watching my five-year-old
daughter play Tar SmRY CD on her
very own computer, which is athousand limes more powerful than anything I ever dreamed of 15 years ago.

''

After playing MULE with
some friends,
I realized that
multiplaver was
the best. ,,
THE WORST

1. Spending countless hours loading POLARIS into that color TRS-80
from a tape deck.
2. Realizing that there was no way
on earth to network the CBM's in my
high school to create a multi-crew
position space sim.
3. Wasting countless hours of my
life watching things load from that C64 flopJJY drive, a process only slightly
faster than typing the code in yourself.
4. Upgrading to the ST and leaving
IMPERIUM GALAGTIUM behind forever.
5. Getting a $300 VISA bill for playing AIR WARRIOR on GEnie.

6. Watching Atari screw over the ST.
7. Watching the ever-growing list of
extremely cool games coming out for
the IBM and accepting that they were
never going to be translated to the ST.
8. MANTIS EXPERIMENTAL FIGHTER from
Micro Prose.
9. Realizing I was going to have to
upgrade my 386-33 before I was everi
finished paying it off, and that I would
get $25 for the old processor and
motherboard, if I were lucky.
10. Watching Sid Meier become a
design god as he produced one needlessly single-player strategy game after
another, forgetting what made the
early strat games great and setting a
trend that has only recently begun to
change.
11 . Almost anything from Merit
Software.
12. OUTPOST from Sierra, after they
had ruined the game's potential by
overriding the designer's cool design,
which I had previewed the year before.
13. Watching a guy from another
game magazine get away with giving ASCENDANCY a 92 percent review,
just as his Strategy Guide was
released.
14. Watching as one cool SF strategy game after another is delayed or
canceled (PAX IMPERIA, MECH loRDS...).
15. Seeing 15 years of advancement in computer gaming reduced to
endless, hopelessly adolescent bloodn-gore ads, until you can't tell us from
the much-too-sugary-breakfast-cereal
cartridge gaming crowd.\
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